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MAIN RESULTS OF TECHNICAL MEETING 
The co-chairman of the technical meeting (TM), Mr. J. C. Astegiano warmly welcomed the 
participants, addressing the interest in sodium-cooled fast reactors being increased and the 
experience being accumulated as well. The Scientific Secretary, Mr. Young-In Kim of the IAEA, 
also warmly welcomed the participants and briefly explained backgrounds and introduced the 
objective of the meeting.  

Backgrounds 
Since the early 1960's, several countries have undertaken important fast breeder reactor 
development programs. Fast test reactors were constructed and successfully operated in a number 
of countries, including Rapsodie (France), KNK-II (Germany), FBTR (India), JOYO (Japan), 
DFR (UK), BR-10, BOR-60 (Russia), and EBR-II, Fermi, FFTF (USA). This was followed by 
commercial size prototypes [Phénix, Superphénix (France), SNR-300 (Germany), MONJU 
(Japan), PFR (UK), BN-350 (Kazakhstan), BN-600 (Russia)], either just under construction, 
coming on line, or experiencing long term operation. However, from the 1980s onward, and 
mostly for economical and political reasons, fast reactor development in general began to decline. 
By 1994, in the USA, the Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR) had been cancelled, and the two 
fast reactor test facilities, FFTF and EBR-II had been shutdown - EBR-II permanently, and FFTF, 
until recently, in standby condition, but now also facing permanent closure. Thus, in the U.S., 
effort essentially disappeared for fast breeder reactor development. Similarly, programs in other 
nations were terminated or substantially reduced. In France, Superphénix was shut down at the 
end of 1998; SNR-300 in Germany was completed but not taken into operation, and KNK-II was 
permanently shut down in 1991 (after 17 years of operation) and is scheduled to be dismantled by 
2004. In the UK, PFR was shut down in 1994, and in Kazakhstan, BN-350 was shut down in 
1998.  

In response to needs expressed by the Member States, and within a broader Agency wide effort in 
nuclear knowledge management, preservation and transmission to the younger generation, the 
IAEA is implementing a concrete initiative on fast reactor data retrieval and knowledge 
preservation. The IAEA’s initiative provides an overall framework for the various programs being 
implemented in the Member States. The main goals of this initiative are to halt the ongoing 
destruction of information, data retrieval, data assessment to determine which data and 
information should be retained, consideration of how information from different programs could 
be linked, and what standards should exist and be employed in software and hardware to allow 
knowledge preservation over the next 30 to 40 years. Provided the necessary funding is made 
available, the initiative will support and coordinate data retrieval activities, and establish the portal 
for accessing the knowledge base. 

One consequence of the slowdown in fast reactor technology development programmes is that 
both active sodium test loops and sodium-cooled reactors are currently facing dismantlement. 
Hence, considerable knowledge and experience is currently being accumulated in the field of 
decommissioning of reactors and other sodium facilities. Following a recommendation by IAEA’s 
Technical Working Group on Fast Reactors (TWG-FR), the Agency had convened a topical 
Technical Meeting (TM) on “Operational and Decommissioning Experience with Fast Reactors”, 
hosted by CEA, Centre d’Etudes de Cadarache, France, from 11 to 15 March 2002. The 
participants in that TM exchanged detailed technical information on fast reactor operation and 
decommissioning experience with various sodium-cooled fast reactors, and, in particular, 
reviewed the status of the various decommissioning programmes. The TM concluded that the 
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decommissioning of fast reactors to reach level 2 presented no major difficulties, and that this had 
been accomplished mainly through judicious adaptation of processes and procedures implemented 
during the reactor operation phase, and the development of safe sodium waste treatment 
processes. However, the TM also concluded that, on the path to achieving level 3 
decommissioning, challenges remain with regard to the decommissioning of components after 
sodium draining, and recommended that the Agency convene a follow-on TM that would provide 
a forum for in-depth scientific and technical exchange on this topic. 

Objectives and scope 
The objective of the TM was to provide a forum for in-depth scientific and technical exchange on 
topics related to the decommissioning experience with fast reactors, in particular with regard to 
the decommissioning of components after sodium draining. Accordingly, the scope of the meeting 
covers the review and analyses of the experience gained from the decommissioning of both active 
sodium loops and sodium cooled fast reactors (e.g., KNK II, Superphénix, RAPSODIE, EBR-II, 
FERMI, BN-350, BR-10). It is expected that the outcome of the meeting will contribute to the 
Agency initiative to preserve fast reactor data and knowledge.  

The main focus of the TM was given on the decommissioning of both active loop and reactor 
components (e.g., the primary vessel of a sodium-cooled reactor) that have been drained of 
sodium, but that still conserve some residual amounts of sodium (e.g., films covering the entire 
surface of the component, or particular sodium heels that cannot be drained). 

Discussion and approval of the agenda 
The agenda was approved unanimously. All participants designated for co-chairing each session 
accepted the request.  

Total 50 participants from 9 Member States (Belgium, China, France, Germany, Japan, 
Kazakhstan, the Republic of Korea, United Kingdom and the USA) attended the meeting and 20 
papers were presented.  

The meeting offered extensive information exchange and discussions on the four areas: (1) 
decommissioning and treatment process development (Session 1), (2) reactor and facility 
decommissioning experimental feedback (Session 2), (3) sodium cooled fast reactor waste 
characterization and treatment (Session 3), and (4) reactor decommissioning strategy (Session 4).  

Brief presentations by every delegation of general fast reactor technology issues 
The meeting started with Member States’ brief presentations on general fast reactor technology 
issues concerning the feedback from operational and decommissioning experience with fast 
reactors and the current status of fast reactor development program in the respective Member 
States as well. While the fast reactor development programs have been conducted for more than 
40 years in many countries, presently R&D work is confined to China, India, Japan, Republic of 
Korea, and Russia.  

- In Belgium, an intrinsic safe sodium processing system with no hydrogen production is 
under development to treat a contaminated sodium in a sodium loop.  

- In China, the construction of CEFR (20 MWe, 65 MWth) is almost completed and planned 
its first criticality in 2008. 
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- In Germany, decommissioning of KNK II shutdown in 1991, is currently in the 9th step 
(dismantling of reactor vessel and biological shield) of total 10 decommissioning steps with 
its final goal of completely restoring to “green field”. 

- In Japan, JOYO is scheduled to conduct a SASS (Self-Actuated Safety System) element 
irradiation test and other material irradiation tests. For start-up of MONJU, preparatory 
works and function tests are planned to reach criticality in 2007. 

- In the Rep. of Korea, conceptual design of KALIMER-600 will be completed by 2006. 
International collaborations with IAEA, NEA, ANL and GEN-IV Initiative are ongoing. 

- In the UK, about 1 000 te of bulk sodium has been recently destroyed in the PFR 
decommissioning, aiming at its completion in 2034. In the DFR decommissioning, steam 
generator buildings have been demolished and major services have been upgraded in 2005. 
The DFR decommissioning will be completed in 2031. 

- In France, RASODIE decommissioning project is currently planned within two main steps: a 
cleansing (2004-2008) and dismantling (2008-2013). PHENIX is planned to carry out the 
irradiation experimental program before the final shutdown of the plant in 2009. France is 
now involved in GEN-IV Initiative. CEA chooses a dual development of two fast reactor 
systems with closed fuel cycles: 1) sodium-cooled fast reactor system to support the 
development of a new generation of sodium fast reactor, 2) gas-cooled fast reactor systems 
to confirm the viability and the performances of a concept of gas fast reactor with innovative 
fuel. The decision on prototype will be made by 2015/2020 and industrial deployment will 
be at the horizon 2040.  

- In the USA, sodium removal activities at FFTF and EBR-II are ongoing. It is learned in the 
decommissioning that appropriate knowledge preservation and management on information 
exchange are important to efficiently carry out the decommissioning. 

After the brief presentation above, the hosting organization, CEA/Cadarache presented an 
overview of its research activities and decommissioning operation and strategy.  

Common consensus was reached that the interest in sodium cooled fast reactor is being continued 
even though several fast reactor and sodium facilities are facing dismantlement in several Member 
States. 

Summaries and conclusions on Session 1: Decommissioning and treatment process 
development 

This session dealt with decommissioning and treatment process development. Four papers were 
presented: one on the development of technology of neutralization of sodium residues by gaseous 
denitrogen oxide in the cold traps and three on the KNK II decommissioning. 

For decommissioning of BR-10 fast reactor, the IPPE developed a method of neutralization of 
non-drained sodium residues by nitrous oxide (di-nitrogen oxide). This method is characterized by 
improved safety, without hydrogen production during the treatment. This process is being 
developed in the ISTC program and has to be supported for its application on BR-10 cold traps. 
This method could be applied, for example, to the recovery of residual sodium in tanks and 
capacities. It was suggested to set up a working group which would be able to compare different 
processes for treatment/transformation of sodium and alloys (bulk and remaining after recovery) 
from the viewpoint of advantages/disadvantages, field of application, etc. 
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Three papers presented progress and difficulties in dismantling KNK II reactor. Dismantling 
equipment of the reactor vessel and current cutting techniques were presented by Protem, France. In 
connection with the application of dismantling equipment, the machining experience and lessons 
learned when using the Protem machine were presented by Westinghouse, the progress and 
difficulties in dismantling the reactor vessel by FZK. Some of the lessons learned are to take out 
sodium residues prior to dismantling operations and even with intensive tests on a mock up, to adapt 
and adjust it when real work is going on. 
In conclusion, for the decommissioning of SFR it was proposed to set up/continue specific working 
groups in an international level to be sure to keep the experience and the knowledge to facilitate the 
spread of information and to avoid duplication and discrepancies between implementers.  

Summaries and conclusions on Session 2: Reactor and facility decommissioning experimental 
feedback  
Five papers presented experiences of reactor and facility decommissioning experimental feedback. 
Four papers addressed the experience of decommissioning reactors: FERMI, EBR-II, KNK II and 
JOYO, and one addressed the experience of dismantling an active sodium loop. 

For the FERMI 1 sodium residue cleanup, a wet vapor nitrogen (WVN) method for processing NaK 
has been used. Some processing lessons learned during the sodium process which could be valuable 
to others planning to decommission or design SFRs were presented. About $28 M is estimated for 
remaining FERMI decommissioning.  

Dismantling of major components (reactor vessel and rotating plugs) and sodium residual cleaning 
process for each step in the FZK decommissioning were presented. At present, the FZK 
decommissioning is in the 9th step of total 10 steps with its final goal of completely restoring to 
“green field”.  

To meet the increasing requirements for the various kinds of irradiation test, the Mk-III program 
was carried out to improve its irradiation capability in the experimental fast reactor JOYO. As a 
result, the cooling system was renovated based on the principle of minimizing the components 
replacement so that renovated components were installed in the place where old components were. 
The replacement of components was completed without major trouble and methods applied for the 
replacement proved to be effective in the operation and maintenance of sodium cooled reactors. 

On the completion of the sodium purification test at KAERI, the small scale sodium purification 
loop was dismantled and components were taken out for a sodium removal and cleaning. The 
sodium removal from the cold trap was safely conducted by a superheated steam injection in a 
nitrogen atmosphere. The experience gained from this sodium removal experiment will be applied 
to cleaning of contaminated components. 

In EBR-II decommissioning, treatment of the remaining EBR-II sodium is governed by the 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCARA). A preliminary plan has been formulated to 
remove the remaining sodium and NaK from the primary and secondary systems using moist carbon 
dioxide, steam and a water flush. The moist carbon dioxide treatment of the residual sodium within 
the EBR-II primary tank was resumed in May 2004 and this process will continue through the end 
of 2005.  
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In conclusion, the followings were drawn in this session:  

- The location of sodium offer bulk draining depends on particular design features of the reactor 
and circuits, and the conditions of the sodium bulk drainage. 

- The right selection of the method of bulk sodium drainage and its implementation identify the 
main stipulations for selecting the sodium residuals removal method. 

- The components of the fast reactor to be constructed in the future need to be equipped with the 
means for the draining and cleaning of the sodium so that the work is performed easily and 
safely.  

For the future IAEA activity, a TM on “Selection of the sodium bulk draining method and its 
implementation for LMFRs” was proposed. 

Summaries and conclusions on Session 3: SFR waste characterization and treatment 

Five papers presented a comprehensive overview of sodium waste characterization and treatment in 
decommissioning of BN-350 and Superphénix. The overview includes radiological characterization, 
sodium removal technologies and reactor block dismantling strategy.  

The presentations and discussions can be summarized as: 

- Radiological characterization of activation and contamination is needed for all 
decommissioning projects to determine waste disposal means. Calculation and measurements 
are needed to identify all isotopes. 

- Temporary storage of sodium needs to be planned so that it can be performed safely. Small 
events have occurred in the past. 

- Experiments have been performed on behavior of sodium residues in air.  Storage in air can be 
performed safely for some time period if dry air is used. 

- Safe storage rules have been determined for removed components containing sodium residues.  
Use of vinyl/plastic is minimized. Safe storage has been demonstrated. 

- Passivation using bicarbonization was selected for treatment of sodium residues at BN-350 
after evaluation of methods based on safety. Channels will be used to direct flow where 
wanted.  Full reaction of residual sodium is expected. 

- Hot wet vapour nitrogen (WVN) was selected as the preferred option from safety and 
efficiency standpoints after testing for Superphénix cold traps. 

- Superphénix will first remove all removable components from reactor, then perform 
carbonation, followed by water fill. Some sodium is expected to remain after carbonation and 
react during the water fill. The most radioactive components will be removed underwater to 
reduce dose significantly. 

- Different evaluations lead to different conclusions on the ability for carbonation process to 
completely react sodium residues. 

- Different evaluations lead to different conclusions on the safety of wet vapor nitrogen and 
steam processes.  
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Summaries and conclusions on Session 4 : Reactor decommissioning strategy 
In the first part of the session three presentations were made for three different plants: DFR and 
PFR at Dounreay, FFTF and Phénix. In each presentation, different kinds of treatment for sodium 
residues removal were presented. 

It can be summarized as:  

- Dounreay fast reactors, PFR and DFR use the WVN (Water Vapour Nitrogen) process without 
draining of the caustic soda. The WVN process for treating alkali metal residues was 
developed in 1994.  

- The FFTF cleaned the reactor vessel with super heated steam in 7 hours. 

- The Phénix solution up to now is the CO2 – passivation method for sodium residual treatment. 

It was suggested to make a comparison of all kinds of treatment of residual sodium at the different 
plants also with regard to licensing, costs and time. 

An another highlight was given to the definition of the goal of the project: 

- The target of PFR and DFR is to go to “green field” condition 

- The favorite way at FFTF is the entombment of the reactor building without dismantling of 
the reactor vessel. 

- The target of the Phénix project is to have the building free from any contamination or 
activation. 

It has been perceived that the targets above are different from the licensing at any country and the 
costs.  

In the second part of the session, two papers presented key strategies of RAPSODIE 
decommissioning and potential impact of SFR decommissioning experience on future GEN IV 
SFRs design. 

Each presentation can be summarized as: 

- For key factors for decommissioning RAPSODIE strategy:  
• Destroy residual sodium In SENEX for 10 years 
• Small reactor vessel and block still in place 
• Removal of reactor vessel 

o scenario 1 -- cut apart and disassembly 
o scenario 2 -- remove without disassembly 

- For sodium cooled fast reactor (SFR) life cycle cost: 
• Decommissioning is a major part 
• Lessons learned in decommission need to be used in future designs 
• For study purposes, must use the time value of money 
• Major challenge of life cycle cost will be due to: 

o development costs 
o political delays 
o SENEX between phase 2 and phase 3 
o political activities 
o different assumptions 
o fuel costs. 
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In conclusion of the second part of the session, based on Mr. G. Rodriguez (CEA/Cadarache)’s 
presentation, it was recommended for all presenters to provide to Mr. G. Rodriguez total project 
costs in the following: 

- Construction costs 

- Operating cost 

- Fuel costs 

- Decommissioning costs. 

The cost should be in “year-of-expenditure” cost. “Political Delay” costs should be identified 
separately. “Development” costs should be identified separately. Participants meet to discuss 
homogeneity of costs and agree on method of display. 

It was also suggested to form a committee to address methodology of feeding decommissioning 
information into the design efforts. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 
The TM concluded the recommendations on the design of reactor blocks and components of future 
SFRs in order to simplify and ease their decommissioning. The recommendations were elaborated 
by two working groups on the two subjects, based on the experience and lessons learned with fast 
reactor decommissioning.  

Group 1: Recommendations on the reactor block design of future SFRs to ease their 
decommissioning 

Scope: Reactor block consists of the reactor vessel, plugs, fuel handling apparatus, components 
within shield tank. 

Specific Recommendations: 

- Draining provisions or access to vessel bottom for installation for final bulk sodium draining 

- Better access from bottom and external sides 

- Fuel handling machine with better access to remote areas of the tank 

- Leak tight safety vessel 

- Materials selection to minimize potential for high level activation products 

- Select materials that will not corrode and form crevices 

- Build shielding with removable blocks for ease of removal.  Do not include hard to dispose of 
materials in these blocks 

- Access for cleaning and drainage in baffle plate area or other structures at the top of the reactor. 

- Simpler geometry to prevent pooling of sodium; eliminate undrainable areas 

- Improve defueling capability and speed 

- Improve ability to remove high activity components 

- Ability to remotely disassemble/remove components 

- Modular rotating plug to ease removal/disassembly 
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- Improve maintainability of reactor block internals; will also improve ability for disassembly 

- Ability heat the reactor block to keep sodium molten during fill, draining, and subsequent 
decommissioning activities 

- Instrumentation and inspection channels for ISI and for use during ultimate decommissioning 

- Accessible coupons for use as activation samples for radiological characterization as well as for 
machine tool qualification throughout reactor block 

- Maintain primary sodium purification to minimize plugging temperature during 
decommissioning 

- Design consideration for ease of removal of graphite, or replacement for graphite as neutron 
moderator 

- Prioritize design considerations for ease of removal of highly activated components. 

- Pool or loop?  Standardize design 

- Video all construction 

- Keep samples of all construction materials 

- Detailed as-built drawings with materials, weights, dimensions, surface areas, etc. 

Group 2: Recommendations on the components design of future SFRs to ease their 
decommissioning 

Plant Assumptions: 1000MW(e) 

- General: Design in simple drainage methods for all components. Channels large enough  
-  for flow, no captive volumes.  
-  If not possible, leave access for post operation penetration of components.  
-  General accessibility requirements 
 Recognize need for compromise between design goals and decommissioning goals. 

- IHX:  Delete the IHX as a needed component and design advance Steam Generator  
 that takes heat directly from Primary Sodium Circuit 

- Valves: Advanced valve design that does not need bellows.  
 New sealing system that does not present a cleaning/residual removal problems. 
 Consider the diaphragm valve as a concept and solve the temperature/materials 

- Pumps: Delete pumps in primary and/or secondary system.  
 Natural convection at significant power levels done at FFTF, PFR, KNK, JOYO  
 and Phénix. Water reactors have operated at 100% thermal power.  
 Design advances needed in core delta aka increased linear heat rate fuel. 

- Cold Traps:  Design cold trap with removable, replaceable, washable cartridge. 
- NaK  
     components: Avoid NaK systems. Industry has shown that the additional hazards  
 out weigh the benefits.  

- Cs 
     Traps: No ideas on more efficient design. Primary problem in final disposition  
 of component 
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- Cleaning  
      Pits: Operations as well as decommissioning. 

- Piping: Accessible, minimum bends, no low point traps, minimize imbeds 
- Steam 
      Generators:  Consider once through forced flow (OTFF) design 

- DHX 

- Vapour Traps 

- Flow Measurement. 

The TM highly appraised the Agency’s initiative on fast reactor data retrieval and knowledge 
preservation and recommended to publish a technical document as proceedings of this TM. A CD 
ROM containing all papers, presentations and discussions will be distributed to all participants of 
the meeting. A DVD ROM containing all publications related to nuclear power technology 
development and applications achieved by the Agency’s nuclear power technology development 
section during 1990 – 2005, will be also distributed to participants who showed their interest. 

The hosting organization offered the participants a visit of the RAPSODIE reactor site and 
presented the project of dismantling of the RAPSODIE reactor block.  
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Monday, 26 September 2005 
 
13:00 Registration at Cadarache castle (Salle des armures) 
 
Opening Session co-chaired by J.C. ASTEGIANO (CEA) and Y.I. KIM (IAEA) 
 
13:30 Welcome by CEA (J.C. ASTEGIANO) 
 Welcome by IAEA (Y.I. KIM) 
 Discussion and approval of the agenda 
 
14:00 Brief (5-10 minutes) presentation by every delegation of general fast reactor 

technology issues, in particular concerning the feedback from operational and 
decommissioning experience with fast reactors in the respective Member States 
(Belgium, China, France, Germany, Japan, Kazakhstan, Korea, Russia, United 
Kingdom and the USA). 

 
15:15 Coffee break 
 
15:30 Presentation of Cadarache centre research and activities (J. BOULET) 
 
16:15 Presentation of the CEA Nuclear Technology Department (C. LATGE) 
 
16:45 Presentation of the decommissioning operations and strategy at CEA  
 (J.G. NOKHAMZON, CEA Saclay) 
 
17:30 Adjourn 
 
 
Tuesday, 27 September 2005 
 
Session 1: Decommissioning and Treatment Process Development co-chaired by 
J.G. NOKHAMZON (CEA) and J. BRAET (SCK-CEN) 
 
08:40 Development of technology of neutralization of sodium residues by gaseous 

nitrous oxide in the cold trap of the research reactor on LUIZA test facility 
 V. SMYKOV (IPPE Obninsk, Russia)  
 

09:20 Presentation of the dismantling equipment of the KNK II reactor 
 Cutting methods used for the dismantling of reactor vessels 
 E. BENSOUSSAN, N. REICHER (PROTEM SAS, France) 
 
10:00 Coffee break 
 
10:20 Machining experiences of the primary vessel with residual amount of sodium 
 J. RUSS (Westinghouse, Germany) 
 

11:00 Progress and difficulties in dismantling KNK II reactor 
 J. MINGES (FZK GMBH, Germany) 
11: 40 Oral conclusions of Session 1 
 Chairman 
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Session 2: Reactor and facility decommissioning experimental feedback co-chaired by B.H. 
KIM (KAERI) and S. ANDROPENKOV (Kazatomprom) 
 
11:50 FERMI 1 sodium residue cleanup 
 L. GOODMAN (Detroit Edison Company, USA) 
 
12:30 Lunch Break 
 

14:10 Experience of sodium handling in former dismantling permission at KNK 
 K. BROCKMANN, W. PFIEFER (FZK GMBH, Germany) 
 

14:50 Experience of primary cooling system modification to increase heat removal 
capability in the experimental fast reactor JOYO 

 C. ITO (JNC OEC, Japan) 
 
15:30 Coffee Break 
 
15:50 Dismantlement of sodium purification loop and removal of sodium from its 

components 
 B. H. KIM (KAERI, Republic of Korea) 
 

16:30 EBR-II decommissioning experience 
 J. A. MICHELBACHER (INL, USA) 
 
17: 10 Oral conclusions of session 2 
 Chairman 
 
17:30 Adjourn 
 
Wednesday, 28 September 2005 
 

Session 3: SFR waste characterization and treatment co-chaired by L. GOODMAN (Detroit 
Edison Company) and F. YAMADA (JNC) 
 
08:40 Decommissioning of Creys-Malville nuclear power plant: radiological 

characterization 
 S. TONTINI (AREVA / FRAMATOME-ANP, France) 
 
09:20 French sodium waste storage rules 
 F. BAQUE (CEA CADARACHE, France) 
 
10:00 Coffee Break 
 
10:20 Overview of sodium removal technologies and selection of removal methods 

for BN350 residual sodium during decommissioning 
 S. ANDROPENKOV (Kazatomprom, Kazakhstan) 
 
11:00 Secondary cold traps treatment at Superphénix 
 O. CARRA (AREVA / FRAMATOME-ANP, France) 
 
11:40 Strategy for dismantling Superphénix reactor block 
 E. JOULIA (EDF/CIDEN, France) 
 
12:20 Oral conclusions of Session 3 
 Chairman 
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12:30 Lunch Break 
 
Session 4_1: Reactor decommissioning strategy co-chaired by K. BROCKMANN (FZK 
GMBH) and T. ZHANG (CEFR) 
 
14:10 Development and application of the WVN process for sodium residues 

removal at the Prototype Fast Reactor, Dounreay 
 J B GUNN (UKAEA, United Kingdom) 
 
14:50 Closure of the Fast Flux Test Facility: History, Status, Future Plans 
 A. FARABEE (US DOE, USA) 
 
15:30 Coffee Break 
 

15:50 The Phénix decommissioning program and description of the associated 
treatment facilities 

 M. SOLDAINI (CEA Marcoule, France) 
 
16:30 Adjourn 
 
17:30 Departure by bus to the Château VAL JOANIS at Pertuis (35 km for from 

Cadarache). Visit of the Château, the wine caves and garden. Diner at the Château 
http://www.val-joanis.com/ 

 
 

Thursday, 29 September 2005 
 

Session 4_2: Reactor decommissioning strategy co-chaired by Al FARABEE (DOE) and V. 
SMYKOV (IPPE, Obninsk) 
 
08:40 Decommissioning of the RAPSODIE fast reactor: key factors for a strategy 
 J.M. GOUBOT (CEA Marcoule, France) 
 
09:20 Potential impact of SFR decommissioning experience on future GEN IV SFRs 

design 
 G. RODRIGUEZ (CEA Cadarache, France) 
10:10  Oral conclusions of Session 4 
 Chairman 
 
10:20  Coffee break 
Summary and Conclusions Sessions co-chaired by J.C. ASTEGIANO (CEA) and Y.I. KIM (IAEA) 
 
10:40 Presentation of the summaries and conclusions of the 4 sessions prepared by the 

chairpersons; general discussions; proposal for future work. 
 
12:30 Lunch break 
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Discussion on SFR decommissioning and implication on future SFR design co-chaired by G. 
RODRIGUEZ (CEA) and Y.I. KIM (IAEA) 
 
14:00  Elaboration of IAEA recommendations by two working groups on the following 

subjects: 
 Group 1: Recommendations on the reactor block design of future SFRs to 

ease their decommissioning 
 Group 2: Recommendations on the components design of future SFRs to 

ease their decommissioning 
 
15:30 Coffee Break 
 
16:00 Presentation of recommendations of the working groups 
 
Closing session 
 
17:00 Closing address by Y.I. KIM (IAEA) 
 
17:15 Information on Friday technical tour 
 
17:30 Adjourn 
 

Friday, 30 September 2005 
 
Visit of the RAPSODIE reactor and the project of dismantling the reactor block 
 
08:40 Access to Cadarache centre 
 
09:00 Presentation of the project of dismantling the RAPSODIE reactor block 
 
11:00 Visit of the RAPSODIE reactor 
 
12:30 Lunch at Cadarache castle 
 
14:00 Adjourn of the TM 
 
Transportation to Aix en Provence centre town, or Aix en Provence TGV train station, or Marseille 
Airport. 
 
 
(Note) Please prepare a written summary of each presentation (approximately ½-1 page) and bring 
electronic files of: 1) the paper submitted, 2) a written summary in MS Word format desirable and 
2) a presentation itself (in MS PowerPoint format desirable), to facilitate editing and preparing the 
meeting report and proceeding. 
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Development of an improved 
hydrophobic catalyst for liquid phase 
catalytic exchange

6/28/2006

SCK•CEN, Johan Braet

The decommissioning of Fast Reactors 
after sodium draining :

Belgian involvement.

Johan Braet

Technical Meeting IAEA
Hosted by CEA, Cadarache

26 September 2005

SCK●CEN performed some
“Sodium experiments in the past”

• During the seventies we had a very small sodium loop at 
our BR2 reactor, mainly to study the interaction of fuel 
and sodium.

• Different reactions between Na and U, Pu were studied in 
lab.

• Different experiments were conducted in the loop:
MFBS6: to study thermic behaviour and corrosion of fuel in the 
presence of Na
MFBS7: to study the radiation behaviour of carbide fuel
Mol 7C: to study the consequences of important damage to the fuel rods
PAHR: to study the behaviour of so called ‘particle beds’ formed by 
reaction of molten fuel with molten sodium
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Development of an improved 
hydrophobic catalyst for liquid phase 
catalytic exchange

6/28/2006

SCK•CEN, Johan Braet

Decommissioning phase

• As a result we have some contaminated sodium:
Some still contained in parts of the installation
Cs is the most important contamination (up to 107 Bq/g)
Some amounts of PuO2 and UO2 (Pu: 104 Bq/g)

• About 90 litres at SCK and over 200 litres at 
Belgoprocess-NIRAS

• ±10 tonnes not contaminated

• 10 litres of NaK some of which is contaminated

We are developing an intrinsic safe 
sodium processing system

• No hydrogen production

• No water introduced or intermediately formed

• Exothermic but controllable reaction

• Reaction controlled by injection of gas instead of 
sodium

• High load factor in final waste form

• Stable end product
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DEN/DTN

• Areas of Research :
– Improvement of current reactor technology
– Development of technologies for future reactors

• Three major missions
– The study, design, perfecting and qualification of reactor components
– The study of the behavior and thermal-hydraulic performances of the 

coolants; development of physical-chemical processes necessary for 
their implementation; the study of coolant/component interactions

– The radioactivity of nuclear systems: study and modeling of the radio 
nuclides transfers within the reactor circuits and in the environment; 
development of nuclear measurement means

• Reactors : components, coolants, interactions
• Nuclear Systems: radionuclide transfers, measurements

The Department of Nuclear Technology

« The Department of Multi-Reactor Systems at the Cadarache Fission Platform »
« The Regrouping of All Technological Test Means of the DEN/CAD and the DEN/GRE »

DEN/DTN

Technological and 
Thermal-Hydraulic Studies

SE2T (GRE)

THE DEPARTMENT OF NUCLEAR 
TECHNOLOGY

Industrial Reactor 
Technologies

STRI
Technologies and 

Advanced Processes

STPA
Modeling of
Transfers

and Nuclear 
Measurements

SMTM

Thermal-hydraulics
Gas and Two-phase

Multi-Phase 
Physical Chemistry and 

Thermal-hydraulics

Hydro-mechanics 
Core and Circuits

The Mastery of
Severe Accidents

Sodium Treatment 
Technologies

Physical-chemical
Processes on Coolants

Circuit 
Technology and

Gas 
Components

In-reactor Interaction and
Transfer Modeling

Modeling of Transfers into
the Environment

Nuclear Measurements

Contamination –
Decontamination

Transfer

60 71 66 78
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DEN/DTN

Service for the Study of Thermal-Hydraulics and Technologies
• Industrial backup in the field of core thermal-hydraulics for current reactors
• Experimental support in the field of thermal-hydraulics for naval propulsion and research reactors 
• expert assessment in thermal-hydraulics and physical chemistry in the mastery of severe 

accidents 
• expert assessment in mono-phase thermal-hydraulics applied to future reactors

• thermal-hydraulic and physical-chemical studies for new energy technologies

Service of Industrial Reactor Technologies
• hydraulic, thermal and mechanical operation of components and systems
• physical-chemical and radio-chemical interactions within the systems
• the mastery of severe accidents
• decontamination processes for liquids, effluents and structures

Service of Technologies and Advanced Processes
• technological studies of the circuits, components and instrumentation in the innovative reactor 

systems, with a code qualification database
• the modeling and development of processes relating to gas and liquid metal coolants 
• technical and scientific expert assessment of the Sodium and Liquid Metals
• study and implementation of innovative processes in the field of the NTE

Service of Transfer Modeling and Nuclear Measurements
• methods and devices of nuclear measurement in the characterization of objects and fuels
• transfer and interactions of the radio-elements in the environment of nuclear facilities
• physical phenomena and models in the field of reactor circuit contamination
• physical phenomena and models in the field of thermal transfers and of the thermal-hydraulics in 

the reactor components

Major Missions

DEN/DTN

Service for the Study of Thermal-Hydraulics and Technologies

Core Thermal-hydraulics
Severe accidents thermal-hydraulics

Gas thermal-hydraulics (reactors ,waste packages, 
Hydrogen)

based on 
crude oil

based on
renew energy

based on 
natural gas

based on
biomass

clean
conventional

fuels

Synthetic fuels 
(GTL)

synthetic fuels. 
(BTL)

hydrogen

conventional
fuels
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DEN/DTN

Service for the Study of Thermal-Hydraulics and Technologies

Single and bi-phase platform

New Technologies for Energy Platform

Multi-phase platform

DEN/DTN

Service for the Study of Thermal-Hydraulics and Technologies
• Industrial backup in the field of core thermal-hydraulics for current reactors
• Experimental support in the field of thermal-hydraulics for naval propulsion and research reactors 
• expert assessment in thermal-hydraulics and physical chemistry in the mastery of severe 

accidents 
• expert assessment in mono-phase thermal-hydraulics applied to future reactors

• thermal-hydraulic and physical-chemical studies for new energy technologies 

Service of Industrial Reactor Technologies
• hydraulic, thermal and mechanical operation of components and systems
• physical-chemical and radio-chemical interactions within the systems
• the mastery of severe accidents
• decontamination processes for liquids, effluents and structures

Service of Technologies and Advanced Processes
• technological studies of the circuits, components and instrumentation in the innovative reactor 

systems, with a code qualification database
• the modeling and development of processes relating to gas and liquid metal coolants 
• technical and scientific expert assessment of the Sodium and Liquid Metals
• study and implementation of innovative processes in the field of the NTE

Service of Transfer Modeling and Nuclear Measurements
• methods and devices of nuclear measurement in the characterization of objects and fuels
• transfer and interactions of the radio-elements in the environment of nuclear facilities
• physical phenomena and models in the field of reactor circuit contamination
• physical phenomena and models in the field of thermal transfers and of the thermal-hydraulics in 

the reactor components

Major Missions
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Develop and qualify solutions : support to industrial reactors
(mainly Pressurized Water)

Service of Industrial Reactor Technologies

DEN/DTN

Service of Industrial Reactor Technologies
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Service for the Study of Thermal-Hydraulics and Technologies
• Industrial backup in the field of core thermal-hydraulics for current reactors
• Experimental support in the field of thermal-hydraulics for naval propulsion and research reactors 
• expert assessment in thermal-hydraulics and physical chemistry in the mastery of severe 

accidents 
• expert assessment in mono-phase thermal-hydraulics applied to future reactors

• thermal-hydraulic and physical-chemical studies for new energy technologies 

Service of Industrial Reactor Technologies
• hydraulic, thermal and mechanical operation of components and systems
• physical-chemical and radio-chemical interactions within the systems
• the mastery of severe accidents
• decontamination processes for liquids, effluents and structures

Service of Technologies and Advanced Processes
• technological studies of the circuits, components and instrumentation in the innovative reactor 

systems, with a code qualification database
• the modeling and development of processes relating to gas and liquid metal coolants 
• technical and scientific expert assessment of the Sodium and Liquid Metals
• study and implementation of innovative processes in the field of the NTE

Service of Transfer Modeling and Nuclear Measurements
• methods and devices of nuclear measurement in the characterization of objects and fuels
• transfer and interactions of the radio-elements in the environment of nuclear facilities
• physical phenomena and models in the field of reactor circuit contamination
• physical phenomena and models in the field of thermal transfers and of the thermal-hydraulics in 

the reactor components

Major Missions

Develop technologies for 
future reactors

2001:GT-MHR

2003-2015 : NGNP

2001-2025 : GFR

GEN IV

develop the physico-chemical processes for 
gas and liquid metal coolants
implementation and treatment

ITER

Service of Technologies and Advanced Processes

SILOE

SPX

PX
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Liquid metals GAS

Process
development

NaK

Na

Pb/Bi

Hélium

Biomass

analysis

Graphite

the two STPA 
platforms

Service of Technologies and Advanced Processes

DEN/DTN

Service for the Study of Thermal-Hydraulics and Technologies
• Industrial backup in the field of core thermal-hydraulics for current reactors
• Experimental support in the field of thermal-hydraulics for naval propulsion and research reactors 
• expert assessment in thermal-hydraulics and physical chemistry in the mastery of severe 

accidents 
• expert assessment in mono-phase thermal-hydraulics applied to future reactors

• thermal-hydraulic and physical-chemical studies for new energy technologies 

Service of Industrial Reactor Technologies
• hydraulic, thermal and mechanical operation of components and systems
• physical-chemical and radio-chemical interactions within the systems
• the mastery of severe accidents
• decontamination processes for liquids, effluents and structures

Service of Technologies and Advanced Processes
• technological studies of the circuits, components and instrumentation in the innovative reactor 

systems, with a code qualification database
• the modeling and development of processes relating to gas and liquid metal coolants 
• technical and scientific expert assessment of the Sodium and Liquid Metals
• study and implementation of innovative processes in the field of the NTE

Service of Transfer Modeling and Nuclear Measurements
• methods and devices of nuclear measurement in the characterization of objects and fuels
• transfer and interactions of the radio-elements in the environment of nuclear facilities
• physical phenomena and models in the field of reactor circuit contamination
• physical phenomena and models in the field of thermal transfers and of the thermal-hydraulics in 

the reactor components

Major Missions
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Service of Transfer Modeling and Nuclear Measurements

Active and pasive nuclear
measurements Components 

thermal-hydraulics

Contamination 
transfer in 
environment

Contamination transfer in nuclear reactors

DEN/DTN

Service of Transfer Modeling and Nuclear Measurements

Circuits and
components

Environment

2 Nuclear measurements platform

Transfer modeling
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For Sodium Fast Reactors
International design and technology survey. 
Feedback on design and ISIR from decommissioning
Evaluation of innovative concepts (Generation IV)
Development of innovative energy conversion systems

For Very High Temperature Reactors
Helium technology :

Tribology : experimental assessment of coatings
Thermal insulation
Helium tightness systems qualification (static conditions, thermal cycling,…)
Qualification of heat exchangers : Coolers, isobaric recuperators
Instrumentation 

Helium physico-chemistry :
Impurities control in He ; interactions of impurities with the reactor structures.
Modeling of radio-elements transfer in the  nuclear facility.

Graphite characterization :
Optimization of physico-chemical properties
Behaviour relating  to oxidation (air ingress)

Waste management (graphite, wastes in operation,…)
Radiological inventory

Hydrogen production  plant : feasibility study, reactor - H2 plant safety investigation

DTN for GEN IV

DEN/DTN

For Gas Fast Reactors
Experimental assessment of residual power extraction devices (heavy gases, 
natural convection,…). 
Studying the coupling between the coolant (helium) and all the circuits, and 
components
Aerolic assessment of assembly cooling (Pressure drop, Heat exchange coefficient.

For Lead alloys Fast Reactors
Technological survey on lead and lead bismuth technology thanks to international 
collaboration and ADS studies.

Physico-chemistry : purification, O control and measurement
In Service Inspection and Repair
Heat Exchangers, pumps, instrumentation

For Molten Salt Reactors
Mass balance on reprocessing plant
Modeling of various separation processes in order to validate the overall flow-sheet 
(salt quality control and gas fission treatment processes)
Contribution to studies dedicated to Reactor – Reprocessing plant coupling 
(protactinium effect,…)

DTN for GEN IV
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Decommissioning – related liabilities

French perspective

DEN/DPA 2

Contents

1. ORIGINS AND TYPES OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES
– The requirements
– "Fuel cycle" facilities
– Other industrial facilities

2. DECOMMISSIONING ISSUES
– Choice of decommissioning step
– Environmental, political and social considerations
– Technical considerations
– Economic considerations
– The case of reactors
– The case of fuel cycle facilities

3. CLOSED FACILITIES IN FRANCE
4. FRANCE’s NUCLEAR WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
5. DECOMMISSIONING FINANCIAL ASPECTS
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Origins and types of nuclear facilities

The requirements (by order of appearance)

• Nuclear weapons
• Electricity
• Medicine
• Industry
• Propulsion
• Desalination, mixed production
• etc.

DEN/DPA 4

Origins and types of nuclear facilities

FUEL FABRICATION

UO2 FUEL
ENRICHED
URANIUMDEPLETED 

URANIUM

ENRICHMENT

INTERIM
STORAGE

CONVERSION

NATURAL 
URANIUM

DISPOSAL

EXTRACTION
OF ORE

ULTIMATE WASTE

REPROCESSING

SPENT
UO2 FUEL

REACTOR

FRESH
UO 2 FUEL

FRESH
MOX FUEL

PLUTONIUM

SPENT
MOX FUEL

MOX
FUEL

CONCENTRATION

RECYCLABLE 
URANIUM
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Origins and types of nuclear facilities

“Fuel cycle” facilities

• Extraction, uranium mines
• Conversion and enrichment plants
• Fuel fabrication plant
• Waste treatment and packaging centres

(of the CENTRACO type)
• Interim storage and disposal centres (fuel and waste)
• Fuel reprocessing plants

DEN/DPA 6

Origins and types of nuclear facilities

Other industrial facilities

• Plutonium-producing reactors
• Weapon production
• Reactors for generating power and desalination
• Research reactors, accelerators etc.
• Hot laboratories
• Medical facilities
• Irradiators
• Space vessel and naval propulsion reactors
• etc.
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Main French Nuclear Actors

• ANDRA

• AREVA Group

• CEA

• Defense

• EDF

• Hospitals

• Industry

• Universities

Funding is different Public v/s Commercial

DEN/DPA 8

French Main Nuclear Sites
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Decommissioning issues

• For the strategic choice of the decommissioning step, there is an 
analysis process covering:

– the final stage of decommissioning and reuse of the site or facilities,
– physical and radiological state,
– the cost of upkeep of the facilities (operations, checking, surveillance 

and licensed nuclear facility charges), liabilities
– the management and destination of the waste,
– labour regulations and industrial safety,
– social and economic considerations,
– regulations concerning nuclear safety, radiation protection and the 

environment,
– operator exposure,
– etc….

DEN/DPA 10

Decommissioning issues

• Environmental, political and social considerations

– Laws and regulations: immediate (Japan) v/s deferred (UK)
– Ecological and media pressure
– Opening of new sites
– Employment
– Dose Exposure
– etc…..
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Decommissioning issues

• Technical considerations

– Dilapidation, solidity, durability
– Level of radiation
– Lifetimes of radioactive elements
– Risk of dispersal
– Feasibility (technology available)
– Leaving as it is
– etc…..

DEN/DPA 12

Parameters governing dismantling

• Economical considerations

– Provisions, rates of interest, taxation etc.
– Economic risk
– Isolation and cost of upkeep (EIS)
– Availability of means of disposal (the case of graphite etc…)
– etc……
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The key factors for success

An efficient industrial organisation

Clear and stable regulations and licensing process

Waste management from production to final storage

DEN/DPA 14

Considerations governing dismantling 

The case of reactors

Power reactors (cf. EDF policy)
• This type of facility consists of two main parts:

– the reactor (vessels, internals and biological shielding) of which the 
materials are activated and make up more than 90% of the total activity of 
the facility,

– all the cooling circuits and auxiliary systems, which are contaminated to 
different extents.

• This configuration has justified in the past deferred the 
decommissioning process after Stage 2, enclosing the reactor to benefit 
from radioactive decay (60Co), changes in 2000.

Pond reactors
• The water systems must be kept in service (circulation, purification 

treatment) to ensure biological shielding above the pools which can, for 
reasons associated with the costs of operation, make rapid 
decommissioning desirable after withdrawal from service and final 
closure.
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Considerations governing dismantling 

GCRGCR

Chinon A

St Laurent A Bugey 1

PWRPWR Chooz A

FBRFBR

HeavyHeavy
waterwater Brennilis

Creys Malville

DEN/DPA 16

Considerations governing dismantling

The case of fuel cycle facilities

• Generally contaminated with alpha emitters and fission 
products, waiting for tens of years does not result in any 
significant reduction or reduce the risk of exposure

• Their containment is partially dynamic, requiring operation of 
the ventilation system to be maintained

• In addition, despite washing and decontamination, the risks of 
corrosion associated with the chemical products used in 
operations can remain, which militates in favour of rapid 
dismantling
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Considerations governing dismantling

DEN/DPA 18

Closed facilities in France

NAME TYPE OPERATION STAGE COMMMENTS 
G1 MARCOULE GCR 1956-68 2 Small power reactor 

G2 MARCOULE GCR 1959-80 2 Small power reactor 

G3 MARCOULE GCR 1960-84 2 Small power reactor 

CHINON-A1 GCR 1963-73 1,a Small power reactor 

CHINON-A2 GCR 1965-85 2 Power reactor 

CHINON-A3 GCR 1966-90 2 Power reactor 

CHOOZ A PWR 1967-91 2 Power reactor 

St LAURENT A1 GCR 1969-90 2 Power reactor 

St LAURENT A2 GCR 1971-92 2 Power reactor 

BUGEY-1 GCR 1972-94 2 Power reactor 

EL 4 Monts d'Arrée HWR 1969-90 3* Small power reactor 

EL 2 SACLAY HWR 1952-65 3* Small power reactor 

EL 3 SACLAY HWR 1957-79 3* Small power reactor 

PEGASE Cadarache PWR 1963-74 3,b Small power reactor 

RAPSODIE Cadarache FBR 1967-83 2 Small power reactor 

TRITON Fontenay PR 1959-82 3 Small power reactor 
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Closed facilities in France (continued) 

NAMES TYPE OPERATION STAGE COMMMENTS 
MELUSINE Grenoble PR 1958-88 2 Research reactor 

MINERVE Saclay LW-PR 1954-76 3* Research reactor 

ZOE Fontenay HW 1948-75 3,a Research reactor 

NEREIDE Fontenay LW-PR 1959-82 3 Research reactor 

PEGGY Cadarache GCR 1961-75 3 Research reactor 

CESAR Cadarache  1964-74 3 Critical Assembly 

MARIUS Cadarache  1960-83 3 Critical Assembly 

ELAN II B La Hague  1970-73 2 Sources fabrication 

ELAN II A Saclay  1968-70 3* Source fabrication prototype 

AT 1 La Hague  1969-79 3* FBR’s fuel reprocessing 

PIVER Marcoule  1966-80 3,c FP waste vitrification  

ATTILA  1968-75 1* Reprocessing prototype cell 

RM 2  1964-85 2* Radio metallurgical hot lab 

BUILDING 19 Fontenay  1957-84 3* Pu metallurgy 

SUPERPHENIX FBR 1986-98 1 Power reactor 
 

DEN/DPA 20

Closed facilities in France (continued)
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Closed facilities in France (continued)
CEA/CEN FAR

Paris

DEN/DPA 22

Closed facilities in France (continued)
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French Decommissioning Programme
Regulatory framework

DEN/DPA 24

Basic Nuclear Installation’s Life Main Stages

Phase d’exploitation
Référentiel = 

décret d’autorisation 
de création (DAC) 

Phase de 
démantèlement

Référentiel = 
décret d’autorisation 

de MAD et 
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Regulatory Framework

SD3-DEM-01 note 17/02/03:

• define public information mode:
• Public inquiry not obligatory
• Public inquiry necessary if risks are encreasing in the facility

• precise decommissioning conditions and associated
surveillance and precaution constraints

DEN/DPA 26

Regulatory Framework

SD3-DEM-01 note :

• let the nuclear operator to set up an internal systems of 
autorisations to give him a necessary industrial flexibility during
dismantling, with an accurate safety condition

• impose that safety documentation reflects at any time facility’s
condition
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Regulatory Framework

SD3-DEM-01 note :

• define associated regulatory procedures:
• operating procedures during operational life time
• decommissioning/dismantling procedures in application of article 6 ter of 

1963 decree

• define contents of files to be submitted

• impose on the nuclear operator to define the final decommissioning
stage 

DEN/DPA 28

EDF’s Decommissioning Programme

In 2000 complete change in decommissioning
strategy

for first NPP’s generation
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EDF’s Nuclear Power Plants in France

900 MW PWR Units : 34 
1300 MW PWR Units : 20
1450 MW PWR Units :   4

In operation : 58 PWR Units

PWR : Pressurised Water Reactor

On 19 sites

DEN/DPA 30

EDF’s Nuclear Power Plants in France

Paris

Chinon
St-Laurent

Bugey

Creys-
Malville

Chooz

Garonne

R
hô

ne

Vienne

Loire

Seine

M
euse

M
oselle

Rhin

Brennilis

9 units under deconstruction

1 pressurised water reactor (PWR)

Chooz A (300 MW) : 1967-1991

1 heavy water reactor (HWR)

Brennilis (70 MW) : 1967-1985 (EDF/CEA)

6 gas-graphite reactors (GGR) 

Chinon A1 (70 MW) : 1963-1973

Chinon A2 (200 MW) : 1965-1985

Chinon A3 (480 MW) : 1966-1990

Saint-Laurent A1 (480 MW) : 1969-1990

Saint-Laurent A2 (515 MW) : 1971-1992

Bugey 1 (540 MW) : 1972-1994

1 fast breeder reactor (FBR)

Creys-Malville (1240 MW) : 1986-1997
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GGRGGR

Chinon A St Laurent A Bugey 1

PWRPWR
Chooz A

FBRFBR
Creys Malville

HWRHWR
Brennilis

EDF’s Nuclear Power Plants in France
under deconstruction

DEN/DPA 32

EDF’s strategy defined in early 2001

Deconstruction of all 9 decommissioned Units within 
the next 25 years (IAEA stage 3)

The 8 “first-generation” Units will reach the so-called 
“IAEA stage 2” by 2004-2005

Creys-Malville will reach this stage by 2012

Objective : demonstrate EDF’s and the nuclear 
industry’s ability to handle the nuclear power plant life 
cycle from end to end

This choice does not prejudge what will be done, when the 
time comes, for the PWR plants currently in operation
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The key factors for success

An efficient industrial organisation

Clear and stable regulations and licensing process

Waste management from production to final storage

DEN/DPA 34

Owner-Operator
Architect engineer

Conceptual Design

Work supervision
on sites

DPW type
contracts

Site services
contracts **

Engineering
contracts *

Work allotment

*   Assistance for conceptual design 
or for detailed design supervision

**  Assistance for waste management - radioprotection - logistics ***  Detailed design – Procurement – Works
and  waste treatment

Industrial organisation
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Industrial organisation

Total programme cost : 3 000 M€

DEN/DPA 36

Industrial organisation

Work expenses - disbursement schedule
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Regulations and licensing process

An existing set of regulations, but jurisprudence to be 
elaborated with the first operations

A licensing process finalised in early 2003 :
a unique authorization by decree for the whole  deconstruction 

process
some key milestones identified for safety reviews by Safety 

Authorities
an internal authorisation process for the operator between each key 

milestone, independent from project management and subject to audit 
by Safety Authorities

Validation of the internal authorisation process by 
the Safety Authorities 

DEN/DPA 38

Waste management

Deconstruction of the 9 nuclear Units shutdown will produce 
1 000 000 tons of wastes before conditioning

330 000 tons of 
radioactive wastes, 
to be conditioned and 
definitively stored 

670 000 tons of conventional wastes, 
without any radioactivity, to be recycled

67%

20%
10%

2% Graphite

VLLW
SL-ML/LLW

0,5 % Sodium
0,1 % LL-MLW

Conventional

VLLW : very low level waste
SL-ML/LLW : short lived
medium and low level waste
LL-MLW : long lived 
medium level waste
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Radioactive waste management

Wastes from deconstruction will be managed as wastes from operation. 
When produced, they are conditioned then sent to dedicated facilities for final 
storage. These facilities are placed under ANDRA (national agency for 
radioactive waste management) responsibility

short lived medium and low level (31%) : Site of Soulaines (Aube)
very low level (61%) : Site of Morvilliers (Aube)

New facilities to be developed for two types of specific wastes :
long lived medium level (0,3%) : waiting for Parliament decision in 2006 

(“Bataille” law of December 1991). A medium-term intermediate storage will 
be needed by 2007

graphite from GGR (6%) : dedicated final storage expected by 2010

Sodium from FBR (1,7%) will be treated on site, producing 80 000 tons of 
concrete blocks containing soda of very low level of activity, temporarily 
stored on site before final storage 

DEN/DPA 40

Life to come for sites after deconstruction

At the end of the whole NPPs deconstruction, the radioactivity level 
on the concerned sites will be similar to the one before commissioning 
of those NPPs

Except Brennilis, EDF will keep the ownership, responsibility and 
monitoring of those sites, supposed to be reused for industrial 
purposes

Some of them, due to their strategic location, might be reused by 
EDF for erecting new power plants, depending of future EDF plans for 
electricity production  
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Mining Enrichment

Fuel
fabrication

Reactors & services

Spent fuel
reprocessing

Recycling :
MOX fuel 
fabrication

Uranium chemistryNatural uranium

Enriched uranium (civilian, military)

Final waste 
disposal

Recyclable uranium

Plutonium

Front-end Reactors & Services Back-end

Cogema’s Decommissioning Programme

DEN/DPA 42

Cogema’s Decommissioning Programme
UP2 400 Reprocessing Facility (LH)

Gas graphite ponds, Extraction, Dissolution, Purification, HAO, 
retrieval of historical wastes

2,4 109 euros
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Cogema’s Decommissioning Programme
UP2 400 Reprocessing Facility (LH)

DEN/DPA 44

CEA’s nuclear facilities mean term evolution

FAR
SAC

GRE
MAR

CAD

Remaining : 
ORPHEE, LECI

Denuclearization
2015

Denuclearization 
2012

Centres with 
research nuclear 

facilities

Maintaining of 
facilities  necessary 

for D and DMaintaining of 
facilities necessary 

for waste 
management 
(storage and 

disposal, tiers in 
CAD and VRH)

Investments 
concentration for 
nuclear support 

facilities
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Main objectives over the decade 2001-2010

Field «Facilities, processes» and «Transport»: achievement 
of the whole defined program, to reach an optimised 
operational treatment facilities and transport casks fleet
Field «Cleaning»: treatment and reduction of wastes stock  
Field «Decommissioning»: management of about twenty 
decommissioning projects  
Field «Environment»: CEA’s centres clean up (Grenoble and 
Fontenay-aux-Roses)

DEN/DPA 46

CEA’s waste volumes per category

A : between 2000 et 6000 m3/year (during 1992-2000, included 
DAM)

B : ~16 000 m3 up to 2070

C : 350 m3 up to 2070

TFA (VLLW) : ~260 000 m3 up to 2050 
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Facility’s Zoning

Operational Zoning Conventional Wastes Nuclear Wastes Zone

Wastes
Categories

Conventional Wastes

Traceability

Banals

D.I.B.

Specials

D.I.S.

Radioactive Wastes

Materials and
waste

management
CSA

LAW
30 

December

1991

TFA FA 
MA HA

Conventional wastes management Specific wastes management

Autorisation             DGSNR

Conventional routes
Valorisation

Recycling
Treatment
Disposal

Facility’s area

Public’s area

R
o

u
te

s/
T
ie

rs Ome
g
a
t
e
c
h
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Storage / waste routes (1)

Aube 
Centre
(CA)

ANDRA

Long term
storage

Cadarache 

Long term storage
Marcoule and La 

Hague

1991 Law
Bataille

A Type

B Type

C Type
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Storage / waste routes (2)

Storage
Cadarache

• Particular wastes :
• Radium 

contaminated
• Graphite

Storage
Cadarache

Inside reactor

Specific
disposal

Conventional
dump

VLLW disposal
OMEGATECH

Conventional
wastes

VLLW
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Reactors …

SILOE 01/01/93

Brennilis 24/06/98
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Hot laboratories …

LAMA 98

DEN/DPA 52

Pilot facilities
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Fundamentals research tools …

SATURNE 01/01/95

DEN/DPA 54

Former industrial facilities
UP1 Reprocessing Facility Marcoule

6,1 109€

40 years
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CEA’s Decommissioning : present strategy
Civilian 3 109€ 30 years

Launch cleaning and decommissioning studies before shutdown decision

Do CDE and MAD operations (= radioactive cleaning) as soon as possible 
after shutdown, while using the operating staff, for :

benefit of experienced operating staff

solve cleaning and cleansing problemes

get to minimum operating costs

get to optimised safety classification

send back as quickly as possiblee the R&D team to R&D activities

Spread or postpone in time DECOM partial or DECOM total
(=demolishing), while financing constraints and wastes shipments to existing
redepositories

DEN/DPA 56

Decommissioning : conclusion

16 decommissioning in progress will be ended up to 2010, 
particular attention has to be given to:

Capability of Owner’s delegate
Industrial strategy and Commercial procedures
Split in time (importance of liabilities costs)
Wastes routes
Administratives procedures
Dedicated fund
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Environmental radioactive clean up

CEA’s sites
– Le Bouchet : ore factory CEA, Itteville, Ile Verte
– Saint-Aubin : L’Ormes des Merisiers depository
– Other abroad sites «ties up» to a CEA centre (Pech Rouge…)

CEA’s centres
– FAR : clean up, soil remediation (denuclearization up to 2015)
– CAD : old redepository (trenchees, pits)
– SAC : soils and outside pond
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Works in progress
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Works in progress

APM   Cell 25 Blg 211

APM Blg 214 cell 414

APM Blg 214 cell 414
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Works in progress
Rapsodie

Stage 2

1986-1995

260 000h

230 m3

0,35 hSv

135 MF (ce 1990)

Stage 3, 2010
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Works in progress
Stack G1

DEN/DPA 62

Works in progress

1
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July 2003 G1’s Fall over using explosives

Works in progress
Stack G1

DEN/DPA 64

Works in progress

ATUE Cadarache (INB 52) Operation 1964, shutdown 1997 . CDE and MAD
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Works in progress

ATUE
Atelier D

Campagne F4 Atelier D,
Enrichissement U235<10%,

Poste 404 : 
colonnes pulsées, 
extraction par solvant

Activité en exploitation :
purification par extraction
liquide - liquide

Gestion de la criticité :
par la masse

Type de déchets :
FI, alpha U

Masse d’équipements déposés :
2664 kg

Durée du chantier : 
30 jours, 1200 heures

Date de l’opération :
septembre octobre 2001

ATUE
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Works in progress

ATUE      Atelier D    Poste 
404

Avant

ATUE      Atelier D    Poste 
404

Après
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Works in progress

Campagne F5 Atelier D, 
Enrichissement 
U235<10%, 
Poste 405 :  
Précipitation-Calcination
Activité en exploitation :  
Précipitation par l’ammoniaque 
d’une solution de nitrate 
d’uranyle pur.
But de l’opération 
d’assainissement : démontage 
des périphériques aux 
procédés.
Gestion de la criticité :
par la masse

Type de déchets : FI
Masse d’équipements 
déposés : 2360 kg
Durée du chantier : 
33 jours, 1320 heures
Date de l’opération : 
décembre 2001 à février 2002

ATUE
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Works in progress

Saturne
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Works in progress
EL4

DEN/DPA 70

EL 4 General data

Heavy Water Reactor

73 MWe

1962 - 1966 Construction

1967 - 1985 Operation

since 1997 Decommissioning

1997 – 2005 stage 2 IAEA (decree 96-978)

2005 – 2015 stage 3 IAEA

Jointly owned and operated by EDF and CEA
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Brennilis site

DEN/DPA 72

Brennilis site

Work progress october 2005

Demolition
09/2004

Demolition
05/2002

Demolition
08/2004

Demolition
06/2004

Demolition 11/2004
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Works in progress
EL4 stage 2

BCI’s cells demolition 2004

DEN/DPA 74

Works in progress
EL4 stage 2

EDS structures demolition 2002
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Lessons Learned

SAFETY ASPECTS :

¨ final state definition

¨ loss of knowledge upon facility's history (lack of up to date 
documents)

¨ old equipment

¨ master ship of classical hazards (handling of heavy burden, 
cutting tools, ...)

¨ slowness of operations due to budget limits
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Lessons Learned

EXPOSURE (DOSE RATES) ASPECTS :

¨ cleansing and decontamination :

• step by step action necessary

¨ improvements in scenario analysis and exposition optimisation

¨ on-line waste conditioning and evacuation to interim of final storage

- development of simulation and training in real (model) or virtual 
(computer) spaces
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Lessons Learned

WASTE MANAGEMENT AND TECHNICAL ASPECTS :

¨ improve the productivity of cleansing and dismantling tools, in 
order to reduce doses and money cots 

¨ develop physical means for decontamination and cutting (no 
secondary wastes)

¨ improve the sensitivity and precision of nuclear radiation measure 
instruments

¨ develop scenarios simulation and improve optimisation studies
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FRANCE

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

VERY LOW LEVEL
&

LOW / INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
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SHORT LIVED            
main elements < 30 years

LONG LIVED

     VERY LOW LEVEL

     LOW LEVEL UNDER CONSIDERATION  
LONG TERM  INTERIM  STORAGE

     INTERMEDIATE LEVEL

     HIGH LEVEL

Morvilliers  SURFACE DISPOSAL

SURFACE DISPOSAL     
Centre de l'Aube facility

LAW OF DECEMBER 1991                          

ACTIVITY

HALF-LIFE

MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
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Categories Volumes

VLL 1 to 2,000,000 m3 disposed
non-conditioned 
waste

LIL Short Lived 1,300,000 m3 disposed 
conditioned 
waste

LL Long Lived
– graphite waste 100000 t Non-conditioned 

waste
– radium bearing waste 100,000 m3(?) Non-conditioned 

waste
(historical waste)

IL Long Lived 60,000 m3 Conditioned waste

HL (cat.C) 5,000 m3 Conditioned waste
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VERY LOW LEVEL WASTE

MANAGEMENT

DEN/DPA 82

VERY LOW LEVEL DISPOSAL FACILITY

VLL  waste activity from 1 Bq / g  to 100 Bq / g

Capacity 650 000 m3  (750 000 t)

Operational period 30 years (25 000 t / y)
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VERY LOW LEVEL DISPOSAL FACILITY

Nov 1999 - Dec 2000    Screening & Site Characterization

April 2001-June 2002   Application for construction, 
public inquiries, hearings, etc…

August 2002                  Building permit

Sept 2002 - July 2003   Construction

July 2003 Commissioning of the disposal
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VLLW Disposal concept
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VERY LOW LEVEL DISPOSAL FACILITY

DEN/DPA 86

VERY LOW LEVEL DISPOSAL FACILITY
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VERY LOW LEVEL DISPOSAL FACILITY

DEN/DPA 88

VERY LOW LEVEL DISPOSAL FACILITY
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VERY LOW LEVEL DISPOSAL FACILITY

DEN/DPA 90

LOW / INTERMEDIATE LEVEL WASTE 
MANAGEMENT
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LOW / INTERMEDIATE LEVEL 
SHORT LIVED WASTE

CENTRE DE LA MANCHECENTRE DE LA MANCHE
•Set in operation June 1969

Closed in July 1994

•Total volume of waste : 517 000 m3

•Final Cap : 1996-1997

•Transfered into monitoring period

CENTRE DE LCENTRE DE L’’AUBEAUBE
•Set in operation January 1992

•Operation during some 60 years

•Capacity : 1 million cubic meter
(15 000 m3 per year)
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La Manche disposal centre after closure 1997
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La Manche disposal centre

Operated between 1969 and 1994

Official monitoring period since 2003

No significant impact on the environment (10,000 measures per 
year)

Cost : 2,8 M€ per year (without taxes)

“Intensive” monitoring period during a first phase (until 
approximately 2010)

Long-term monitoring: 300 years
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L’Aube disposal centre
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L’Aube disposal centre

DEN/DPA 96

WASTE ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
Limitation of α radionuclide specific activities

TOTAL ALPHA ACTIVITY 

3,7 GBq/t for each package

0,37 GBq/t as the average on the disposal zone

1 GBq/t as an average in each disposal structure
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MULTIBARRIER SYSTEM

DEN/DPA 98

Livraisons au Centre de la Manche et au Centre 
de l'Aube- Perspectives
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LOW LEVEL LONG LIVED WASTE 
MANAGEMENT

DEN/DPA 100

Graphite waste
Dismantling of GCR. Design under study.

Proposed concept :15/20 m below the surface.

Radium bearing waste
Surface disposal facility design under study.

Tritium waste
under study
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HIGH LEVEL / LONG LIVED WASTE 
MANAGEMENT

DEN/DPA 102

HLW Research Programme
Two formations: clay and granite

• Clay: URL at Bure, first global assessment in 2001 
(no factors ruling out feasibility), numerous 
experimental results, high quality of the geological 
environment, development of international scientific 
partnerships
• Granite: No URL at this stage, participation in 
foreign programmes, development of a typology of 
French granite, first assessment in 2002
URL: Underground research Laboratory
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 Programme of the
Bure Laboratory

2003 2004 2005 2006

Main shaft

Auxiliary shaft

Sector boreholes

Exploration
boreholes

COX

Niche

Drifts

Ge o-mechani cs / EDZ
Permeabil i ty/ dif f usio n/geo -chemi stry

Gé oméch anic/ EDZ
Anc horing key

Ge ologi cal  f ormat i ons s urvey

Pi ezometry/ Geo- chemist ry /
Porosi ty /Permeabi li ty

Ge ologi cal  f ormat i ons s urvey
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What is done in France to ensure that funds 
will be available when needed ? 
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Background

• 3 main nuclear operators in France :
– EDF

– AREVA

– CEA

• & a national agency for radioactive waste management 
(ANDRA)

• Supervision of the operators by the Government 
Departments

• Regulatory control of safety through the Nuclear Safety 
Authority (ASN)

which bear the responsibility for the 
nuclear long term liabilities (D&D, 
nuclear waste long term management).
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Nuclear operators’ responsibilities

Decommissioning and Dismantling Radioactive Waste Management

Technical 
point of view EDF, CEA, AREVA ANDRA

Funding EDF, CEA, AREVA EDF, CEA, AREVA

Decommissioning and Dismantling Radioactive Waste Management

Amount of 
reserves

Estimated costs of the D&D operations
Periodic reevaluation

For LLWs and MLWs : commercial contracts
For HLW - LL : ANDRA estimation of a deep 
geological disposal
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Funding

• No legal requirements for the operators to 
create a specific fund for D&D and waste long 
term management.

• However, EDF, AREVA and CEA already set up 
funds with specific assets.

• These funds are managed by the companies, 
supervised by a special committee (CEA and 
AREVA) which play an advisory role for the 
Board of Directors.
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Evolutions

• Evolution of EDF status
• Open competition on European electricity market
• AREVA could go public
• 2006 debate on HLW-LL long term management

It is essential to redefine the French approach.

The time constant is quite long.

A European frame could be used.  
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France Favours 
a Harmonised European Legal Frame

• France shared the intentions of Mrs. De Palacio 
in launching the “Nuclear Package”
(continuation to the Green Paper)

• France favoured the inclusion of the 
dismantling issue in this Package:
– Lack of provisions on this issue is a matter 

of concern
– Mandatory segregation of funds is not 

suitable for all MS
– A balance had been found
But the Nuclear Package has not been voted:

Council Conclusion of 28 June 2004
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Member States to work together 
in a “Bottom-Up” Approach

• Commission issued its report 3 Nov. 2004 
COM(2004)719

• Pending legal issues:
– Legal base for European legislation: safety 

(Euratom) or competition law (EC)?
– Where/which are State Aids that may distort 

competition?
• Support an “Action Plan” for the implementation of 

the Conclusions of the Council
(towards 2006-2007)

France is committed to come to a European 
consensus on the implementation of the following:

“to ensure that adequate financial resources are 
available as to cover when needed the 

decommissioning costs”.
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FY
MONTH

Operation

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3

2003 2004 2005

1 3 42'

Irradiation

C6D Fuel Subassembly(Large Diameter Pin Bundle, FMS Wrapper Tube)

SASS Component Function Test

Fuel Failure Simulation Test

Material Irradiation Test using MARICO

MA-MOX Fuel Irradiation Test

SMIR-27 Welded Part Specimen (Development of Long Life Irradiation Rig)

70MW(50%)

Low Power

140MW

▲
Pre-use Inspection Pass Certificate by MEXT

Performance Test

105MW(75%)
125MW(90%)

▲
Initial-criticality

2

Neutron Flux and Power Distribution Measurement

2004 2005

2007 2008

2006

1 2 2’ 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11

SASS Component Function Test
▲ Fuel Failure Simulation Test

Am-MOX Fuel Irradiation Test
▲ ▲

Am-MOX Fuel Irradiation 
Test

Material Irradiation Test using MARICO

Irradiation Test (LLFP etc.)

SASS Element Irradiation Test

Operation schedule of JOYO

Neutron Flux Distribution Measurement

Monju Plant Schedule (draft)

FY 2002           2003           2004           2005          2006          2007            2008          
2009

Safety Licensing 
Examination

Approval of Detailed Design and 
Construction Procedures

Main Modification Work

Prior Understanding by L/G
for Plant Modification Work

Dec.26,2002

Jan.30,2004

Full 
Operation

Total System Function Test 
& Fuel exchange

Start-up Tests

Preoperational TestsPreparatory Works

Feb.7, 2005

Mar.3, 2005
Sep.1

Criticality ( Feb. 
2008)

Improved System Function 
Test
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IAEA Technical Meeting, Cadarache,  September 26-30, 2005 Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute1

IAEA Technical Meeting 
on

“ The Decommissioning of Fast Reactors after Sodium Draining”

Cadarache
September 26-30, 2005

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

Dismantling of the Sodium Purification loop and    
the Removal of the Sodium from its components

Byung Ho Kim

IAEA Technical Meeting, Cadarache,  September 26-30, 2005 Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute2

Nuclear power plants will remain as a major source of electricity 
generation in Korea 
LMR Project was launched in 1992 as part of the National Nuclear
Long-Term R&D Program

KALIMER-600 design concept is being developed

KALIMER Design Concept was established in 1997, along with 
Development of Basic Design Methods and Computer Codes

Basic Design of KALIMER will be completed by 2006

Construction of KALIMER will be considered  during  mid-2010s

International collaborations are on-going with IAEA, NEA and ANL, and 
Gen-IV participation is planned

KALIMER Development Programme
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IAEA Technical Meeting, Cadarache,  September 26-30, 2005 Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute3

2010 2020

Basic 
Conceptual 

Design

Detailed 
Conceptual 

Design
Basic Design Detailed Design and

Prototype Construction

Prototype 
Construction

Advanced 
Concepts

Advanced 
Concepts 

Performance Test

‘10

System 
Performance 

Test

‘15 ‘20 mid ‘20s

Future Plan (Draft)
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The status of fast reactor decommissioning at 
Dounreay

26 September 2005
James B. Gunn, UKAEA

PFR decommissioning progressPFR decommissioning progress

1994 – shutdown

1995 – fuel to pond

1996 – steam turbine dismantled

1999 - sea water pumphouse demolished

2003 – sodium disposal plant commissioned

2003 – 6 sodium tanks cleaned, 4 dismantled

2004 – 3 secondary circuits cleaned, 1 dismantled

2005 – 1,000 te of bulk sodium destroyed
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PFR future programmePFR future programme
2006 – 1,400 te of bulk sodium & 90 te

of bulk NaK destroyed
2014 – fuel removed from pond
2015 – reactor vessel residues 

removed
2025 – reactor vessel dismantled
2034 – decommissioning complete

DFR decommissioning progressDFR decommissioning progress
1977 – shutdown
1977 – fuel removed to pond
1981 – secondary NaK destroyed
1982 – steam generating plant dismantled
1983 – 100 kg of primary NaK destroyed
1997 – fuel removed from pond
2003 – sea water pumphouse demolished
2004 - primary NaK disposal  plant modified
2005 – pond furniture removed
2005 – steam generator buildings demolished
2005 – major services upgraded
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DFR future programmeDFR future programme
2009 – 57 te of bulk primary NaK

destroyed
2010 – breeder material removed
2018 – primary circuit residues 

removed
2025 - Reactor vessel dismantled
2031 – decommissioning complete

Lessons learnt Lessons learnt –– alkali metal issuesalkali metal issues
Storage of Na or NaK wastes must be 
carefully managed
When dismantling any system 
connected to a Na/NaK system –
expect bulk volumes of Na/NaK to be 
present
Na/NaK will still be present even after 
a water wash
Expect the unexpected!
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Lessons learnt Lessons learnt –– stakeholder issuesstakeholder issues
Key stakeholders/regulators must be 
kept informed at all stages
The drive for zero radioactive 
discharges is on now and not by 2020
Need robust strategies and option 
studies
Standards/regulations become more 
onerous with time
Services need upgraded before 
decommissioning starts

Lessons learnt Lessons learnt –– resource issuesresource issues
Retain expert plant knowledge & 
experienced Na/NaK operators
As-built drawings not accurate
Alliance options & costs need close 
control
Fit-for-purpose design only
Need integrated decommissioning & 
waste strategies & plans
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Sodium Removal Activities
at the Fast Flux Test Facility

Al Farabee
oliver_a_al_farabee@rl.gov
US Department of Energy

Richland, Washington

Dispose of 300,000 gallonsDispose of 300,000 gallons
Of liquid metal sodiumOf liquid metal sodium

Disposition 376 fuel assembliesDisposition 376 fuel assemblies

Demolish/entomb to ground levelDemolish/entomb to ground level
reactor containment buildingreactor containment building

Demolish/raze to ground levelDemolish/raze to ground level
All support buildingsAll support buildings

Site Ready forSite Ready for
Industrial UseIndustrial Use

Scope of FFTF Closure
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11/03/04

300,000 gallons of sodium

baseline plan – Transport to Idaho, convert to
NaOH, transport to Hanford
and use as caustic reactant
at the Waste Treatment Plant

However - Selected contractor may present other
options

11/03/04

Fuel

Long term storage at Hanford until
national repository is available.  Stored
in casks with 50 year design life.  
7 fuel assemblies in each cask
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Sodium Residual Removal

Major Issue.   Depends on contractor
chosen and the method they will use

11/03/04

Site Demolition

One of:
Entombment
Removal
Restoration
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Technology Preservation

Major issue  -- No money available, no interest
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September 26, 2005

J. A. (Bert) Michelbacher
Idaho National Laboratory

Nuclear Nonproliferation Division

Lessons Learned – EBR-II

2

EBR-II Processed Sodium Waste Form

• Use proven technologies, or prove your 
technologies prior to launching program
– Thin film evaporator scale-up issues
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3

Documentation

• Document system status
– it could be the next generation that performs 

ultimate decommissioning
– known system conditions will ease the burden on 

the future work
• Use available knowledgeable staff while still 

available

4

Don’t Ignore History; Communicate

• Learn from other’s mistakes
• Communicate with the FBR community; exchange 

ideas
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Technical Meeting on “The Decommissioning of Fast Reactors after 
Sodium Draining”, CEA, Centre d’Etudes de Cadarache, France, 26-30 

september 2005 
 

 
 

DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNOLOGY OF NEUTRALIZATION  
OF SODIUM RESIDUES BY GASEOUS DINITROGEN OXIDE  
IN THE COLD TRAP OF THE BR-10 RESEARCH REACTOR  

ON LUIZA TEST FACILITY 
 

V.B. Smykov, Yu.!. Bagdasarov, !.". #ryutchkov and V.S. Belinsky,  
SSC RF – IPPE named after A.I. Leypunsky, Obninsk, Russia 

 
 
 
 For the purpose of carrying out work on decommissioning of the BR-
10 research fast reactor, which is out of operation since 2002, method of 
neutralization of non-drained residues of alkali liquid metal coolants (Na 
and NaK) by gaseous nitrous dinitrogen oxide (N2O) was developed at the 
SSC RF - IPPE. This method is characterized by improved safety because 
there is no $2 generation in the course of alkali metal interaction with N2O. 
On the stage of experimental studies on this method, mechanism of 
interaction of Na, Cs and NaK eutectic with N2O gas was identified. It was 
shown that hyponitrite of alkali metal (Me) Me2N2O2 was an intermediate 
material assuring complete consumption of the alkali metal in reaction with 
N2O. Initial conditions of interaction and temperature effects were 
determined, as well as composition of the end product (mixtures of oxide, 
nitrite and nitrate of alkali metal in various ratios) depending on duration of 
neutralization process, kinetics of N2O absorption by the alkali metal and 
gas composition were studied, etc. 
 Then it were carry out first tests of N2O-method at examples of 
neutralization of NaK residues in transport’s vessel and in spent hot trap of 
oxides (HTO) which was cutted out from NaK circuit of experimental rig. 
The results of these tests were positive - all NaK residues in vessel (appr. 
1,5 l) and in HTO (appr. 2,0 l) were neutralized and converted in mixture of 
salts and oxides (KNO2, KNO3, K2O2, NaNO2, NaNO3, Na2O) by gaseous 
N2O. Then these substances were safely dissolved by water (without 
release of H2) and pumped out from vessel and HTO. In this way the 
equipment were changed-over in safe condition. 
 Unlike NaK, the Na does not produce the peroxides (Na2O2) during 
interaction with N2O. But the temperature of start interaction Na with N2O, 
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unlike NaK (T start interaction is 30-40oC), is more high – 220-230oC and 
reaction becomes fast at 250-260oC. So the technology of Na neutralization 
differs from NaK one. 
 In order to develop technical modes of Na residues neutralization in 
BR-10 equipment the LUIZA facility was created and put into practice. 
The facility is fitted out with necessary technical, electrical and process  
monitoring equipment. As distinct from autoclaves, the facility permits to 
investigate the Na (or NaK) interaction with N2O in closed circuit and 
control conditions during gas pumping. 
 At the first stage there were trials of neutralization Na residues (each 
of 300 gr.) in plain-tube coil. It were carried out 3 tests by different 
manners of N2O filling:  

- periodical inputs of 100% N2O in tube after discharge the spent gas 
(N2) and vacuum treatments, then steady state hold during heating 
up to T = 250-260oC with measurements of gas composition; 

- once-through flow of 100% N2O above (over) Na layer in tube at 
250-260oC and constant discharge the gas mixture in atmosphere; 

- the forced closed circulation of gas by pump through coil above Na 
layer. First  and others fills were the 50%/50% gas mixture 
(Ar/N2O). 

All tests gave full oxidation of initial Na without H2 release. Final products 
are N2 and porous mixture of Na2O and salts NaNO2 and NaNO3. Process 
time duration was 16-20 hours. There was no Na2O2 in final solid product. 
The speed of Na layer oxidation in tube was approximately 1,5-2,5 
mm/hour. 
 In 3-rd test it was pointed out that full Na oxidation may be reached 
in the bottom of  deep vertical ends (h = 110 mm). The final composition of 
product was as follow: NaNO2 76-85%, NaNO3 13-18%, Na2O 2,3-4,3%. 
This test has demonstrated that full Na may be converted into the salt forms 
depending on time processing. 
 The reaction of Na neutralization by N2O in tube was calm and safe 
without of pressure rise. The temperature rises of Na took place only during 
first 5-7 inputs of N2O and they were localized in upper Na layer: 200-
250oC with input of 100% N2O; less then 100oC with input of gas mixture 
50%/50% Ar/N2O - they were originated by N2 molecule  formation. At the 
final step of process it is needed to rise the temperature up to 300-350oC in 
order to oxidize the possible Na remainders at the bottom of final mixture 
and convert the juvenile-formed Na2O to Na2N2O2 and then to NaNO2. 

The most optimal mode of process was forced closed circulation of 
50%/50% gas mixture (Ar/N2O) by pump through tube above Na layer. In 
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this mode the local temperature rises were less, the temperatures of main 
Na and tube metal are constant. 

Generally speaking, the mode of N2O process must be selected with 
reference to specific conditions of equipment with Na (NaK) residues and 
chemical state of theirs. 

At second stage we have carried out the experimental test of N2O 
process at spent cool trap (CT) which has contained the unknown mass of 
Na residue with NaOH and Na2O. The initial chemical composition of 
residue was unknown too. Judge by results which were obtained by 
electrical level indicator, CT has contained approximately 6-8 liters of 
residue. The free gaseous volume in CT was about 33-34 liters. This spent 
cold trap was installed in LUIZA test facility.  

During 45 hours of LUIZA test facility effective operating time, free 
sodium in the cold trap was neutralized by the dinitrogen oxide into the salt 
forms. At N2O process the most high temperature inside the CT was 580oC 
at first N2O inlet (we used the 100% N2O). During next N2O inlets the  
temperature rises has became less and less. The N2O process has 
accompanied with N2 release and common gas pressure decrease. We did 
not use the forced gas circulation because consumption of each portion of 
N2O was fast – through several minutes after each N2O inlet in CT his 
concentration in gas mixture N2O+N2 was less 10%. The initial pressure of 
N2O in CT was 2,0-2,5 ata (atmosphere absolute), the final gas pressure 
was 1,1-1,5 ata. At final step of N2O process we revealed the full 
absorption of N2O without of N2 release and without temperature rise, 
besides the common pressure became less then 1 ata. 

We have tested different modes of N2O inlet in CT – by portions of 40 
liters through the filter packing and in settler with time hold, constant gas 
flow (20 l N2O/hour) through CT with discharge of gas mixture (N2>90%, 
N2O<10%) in ventilation system.  

 
After 45th N2O input the concentration of N2O in discharge gas mixture 

has became more then 10% (up to 50%), after 49th – up to 90%, and N2O 
process was stopped. Overall consumption of N2O was 3115-3120 liters for 
the neutralization of Na residues in this cold trap. 

During the whole time of N2O process we have took the samples of 
neutralization product from settler of CT. Chemical analysis of last sample 
has shown that content of free Na in product was 0,03-0,07%(mass.). This 
value is 10 times lower then criterion value (0,5%) stated out in Program of 
this study. The main part of last sample was solid mixture NaOH+Na2O 
(60-70%). The presence of very mach amount of NaOH did not prevent 
practically full neutralization of Na residues. Such great content of NaOH 
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in Na residues is not typical for spent reactor’s cold traps. It is specifical 
only for this CT. 

 
In general, reprocessing of non-drained sodium residues containing 

impurities in the cold trap is easily and effectively controlled by varying 
supply of nitrous oxide.  

The main difficult task was to dissolute the obtained product in settler in 
water. It was an unexpected problem. The reason was as follow – the 
sodium salts (NaNO2, NaNO3) formed the easy-fusible eutetic mixtures 
with NaOH. Their fusion temperature is 230-240oC. During N2O process  
these eutectic mixtures had been melted some times and finally gave the 
solid steady state product resist attack by water. On the contrary, in filter 
packing the product was easy soluble in water. The cold trap was fully 
filled by water and hold with water during 100 hours. There was not 
detected the H2 release in Ar protective atmosphere, but after 100 hours of 
exposure in water only 4 kg of product in settler were dissolved in water. 
The rest product in settler was mechanically extracted from settler after 
cutting the CT. 

The chemical analysis of rest product has shown as follow: 70-74% 
NaOH+Na2O, 10-15% NaNO2+NaNO3, 5-7% Na2N2O2, 3-5 % corrosion 
products collected in settler of CT. The free metallic Na in product was not 
detected. The weight of extracted product was about 6 kg. Summary mass 
of product in settler before water dissolution was about 10 kg. The upper 
part of product was porous. 

The results of experimental test of N2O process at this spent cold trap 
have shown that instead of water dissolution of final product (mixture of 
sodium salts and oxides) the technology of its solidification in spent CT 
can be developed.  

Decision was made to carry out trial neutralization run of sodium 
residues in the cold trap of the secondary circuit of the BR-10 research 
reactor by N2O gas. 

 
This work is supported by ISTC Project N 2911. 
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FIGURE 1 : Diagram of LUIZA facility 
 
 

 
FIGURE 2 : Picture of LUIZA facility 
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FIGURE 3 : Diagram Cold trap in LUIZA facility 
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1 – body of cold trap (F G H I J K );  2 – cover ( )F H L M F N ; 3 – dottom (O P Q R S ); 4 – branch 
pipe (I N T H J U G F ); 5 – thermocouple jacket ( V S W G X T S H Y G I N H P L Z ); 6 – housing for heater 
(F G [ J W O X \ P N ] H S ^ N T S X \  ); 7 – filter packing (P N K N O F N _ Q X ` T H J a R N \ ). 
 

FIGURE 4 : Scheme of cold trap from the experimental facility of BR-10  
(without external shell) 
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Dismantling equipment 
 
Author: Erik BENSOUSSAN 
PROTEM SAS - FRANCE 
 
Description: 
 
The Protem machining unit F9-2000 scheduled to work on the experimental sodium cooled 
reactor KNK II at the research center of Karlsruhe has been engineered to achieve the 
complete dismantling of the reactor and of its internals.  
 
The decommissioning is being performed from the top of the vessel till reaching the lower 
level of the internals and then the final cutting of the vessel will be achieved from the 
bottom to the upper level.  

 
 
The complete design of this equipment has been done according to strict specifications, 
which were mainly dictated by the maximum possible weight of the machine, the sodium 
environment, the nitrogen atmosphere and the required final shape of the dismantled parts.  
 
When considering all those restrictions, the most proper technical cutting process was then 
a mechanical cold and dry cutting.  
 
The final target of the complete operation consists in cutting all the internals and the vessel 
itself, taking into account all the specifications previously mentioned. Additionally, each of 
the dismantled parts, have to be sized in order to fit into their drums.  
 
The cutting techniques being used with this equipment are: milling with high speed tools 
steel bits, circular saw blades, face milling cutter, milling bell, and hydraulic shears. 
 
The equipment is composed of a supporting frame made up of a clamping system, the H 
vertical rotation axis and all the systems for safety manual releasing. This part is set up on 
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the bridge connecting plate in order to get all the energy supplies which are hydraulic, 
electric or pneumatic. 
The main body, is equipped with a V horizontal rotation axis holding a crossed table with X 
and Z linear axes. The connection between the lower part and the upper part features an 
additional linear movement named X+ for an easier positioning when cutting the walls of 
the reactor. 
Total cuts to be performed amount up to more than 1300 pieces which could weight up to 
300 kilos each.   
A specific crane has been designed to hold the machine at the requested working height.  

 

 
The F9-2000 is built for clamping into the reactor vessel by the means of 8 hydraulic 
clamping jaws.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8 Clamping jaws  
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The clamping system is actuated through a cam with 8 slots enabling all of the 8 clamping 
jaws to be expanded and retracted simultaneously.  

The clamping stroke is 81 mm 

The Ø of clamping according to the clamping jaws: 

  Type 1: Ømini = 1754, Ømaxi = 1916 
  Type 4: Ømini = 1862, Ømaxi = 2024 
 Clamping pressure: 140 Bar 
 Hydraulic cylinders: Ø63 mm, stroke = 400 mm 
 The axial force applied on each clamping pad is 5500 DaN 
 
 
 
This unit is equipped with six axes that are managed through the monitoring control.  

 
 
The main Axis: 
The operator can have access to all the data concerning the parameters and the positioning 
of the entire axis during the operation. 
 
When a specific axis or module is actuated, the live parameters can be read and therefore 
any information that should draw the attention of the operator is available.           
 
The H axis has a capacity of a 362° rotation and the maximum speed of 0,2 rpm. The axis 
position is set during a start up procedure.  
 
The V axis has also a capacity of a 362° rotation. Its position is set through an initialization 
procedure of translation of the Z-axis.  
 
The Z-axis on which is mounted the X-axis has a translation stroke of 700 mm. 

6 AXIS 
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The X axis has a translation stroke of 470 mm  
 
Secondary axis 
 
Some specific phases require additional stroke Z+ giving an additional 140mm and the X+ 
an additional 240 mm. 
 
The operator keeps always the visual and acoustic access of the working area and its 
environment through the remote video system. 
 
The dismantling machine F9 2000 features a visual inspection of the decommissioning 
through a 4 camera remote video system with projectors and a microphone connection. It is 
a complementary control system comforting the reading of the parameters at the control 
panel.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The 4 camera system. 
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All the dismantled parts are being lifted with either the module being used during the cut or 
with specific magnetic or gripping modules. The secondary waste produced during the cuts 
are either being sucked through a special tele operated vacuum system or brought back 
through magnetic modules. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Factory tests:  
 
The tests carried out in PROTEM workshop have required the achievement of a specific 
pool for the setting up of a full size mock-up in diameter of the reactor and its components, 
along with its specific crane. 
The complete engineering of the dismantling phases could then be tested according to all 
the studies that were validated.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chips collecting drum 
 

Forked bucket full of chips during 
machining tests on the mock up  
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Test data sheets featuring all the parameters used, have been issued for each of the machining phases. 

MASCHINE NR. 01 

DATENBLATT NR. 7 : SCHNITT Nr. 16 

ANTRIEBSMEDIUM Druckluft 

MOTOR – NR. M2 

ABMESSUNGEN DES ROHRES  ∅138 x 15 

SCHNITTLÄNGE 860 mm 

WERKSTOFF MC 15 Sandvik 4 LM 

VORGEHENSWEISE FÜR DIE 

MONTAGE 

Vgl. §H.7 

MONTAGE MASCHINE AUF DEM 

ROHR 

Vgl Gesamtplan 

KNK-PC-1K05152 173/99 Rév. D 

BEARBEITUNG 

Vorschub : 1.5 mm/min (Potentiometer auf 1.0) 

Schnittzeit : ≈ 30 min 

DEMONTAGE MASCHINE /ROHR Demontage der Maschine 

VORGEHENSWEISE FÜR DIE 

DEMONTAGE  

vgl. § H.6 – Demontage  
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Onsite: An airtight cell under a nitrogen atmosphere has been erected on site so as to avoid 
sodium ignition during dismantling operation 
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Connections in between the crane and the machine 

The dismantling equipment is traveling within the cell with a special engineered crane 

 
Connecting plates 
   
     Hydraulic connecting plate         electrical connecting plate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Centering pin      rotative lock 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The crane is monitored through its own control cabinet 
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Modules: 

All the monitoring is done through the control panel.  
All the modules are tele operated and the hydraulic, electric or pneumatic connections are 
done through either a light or a heavy-duty manipulator.  
 
There are 6 modules for machining   
 
Examples of modules  
This assembly is mainly used for achieving cuts away from the center and as close as 
possible to the wall of the reactor vessel.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Module with shears 
It is mainly used to cut piping at the bottom of the vessel, but also to bring back some of 
the segment  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Right angle spindle with a 
Morse cone 3 along with 
clamping and unclamping 

cylinder.  

Electric connecting 
bloc Jupiter plugs.  

Hydraulic 
drive 

Spindle rotation 
sensor 

Long blades  
Tele manipulated screws to loosen and give a 45° rake to 

the shear with the manipulator. 

Hydraulic cylinder to give a 90° rotation to the 
shear  

Rotation 
axis 

Axis angle 

Handling key for the 
heavy duty manipulator  

Hydraulic cylinder 
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Module 12 

Description 
It is the main cutting module. It is used at almost all stages of the dismantling process. It 
can be coupled to other gripping modules.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hydraulic 
connecting plate 

 

Spindle for SA40 

Machine mounting 
plate 

Clamping cylinder 
for SA 40 

 

Protection 
cover 
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As all the operations the current maintenance of the machine is done through the manipulators. 
 
The chuck and the different milling cutters: 
SA 40 chuck: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Milling bit used for heavy wall: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Milling cutter “Bell” type: for the grid plate wall thickness 85mm and 120mm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Milling saw cutter with an extended shaft to cut inside connecting tubes  
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Module 15 

Description 
This module is essentially used to cut the wall of the vessel (from 6 up to 16 mm wall 
thickness while generating less chips) with 104 mm Ø circular saw blades  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pneumatic connecting 
block 

 

Hydraulic connecting 
block 

 

Hydraulic cylinder 
For rotation 

 

Pneumatic 
cylinder lock 

 

Electrical 
connecting 

block 

Saw blade Ø104 mm. 
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Anti vibration system 

 
This system is being used to absorb the possible vibrations by generating some load at the 
nearest from the cutting zone. The load is applied through pneumatic cylinders  
 
Anti vibration N°1 

Description 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Protective cover 
 

Sensor for cylinder 
retracted 

 

Holder for all types of 
specific ends. 

 

X axis 

Air inlet 
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Anti vibration N°2 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Gripping module 

The F9 2000 features 9 different modules for holding the “wastes”.  The  picture shows one 
of the 2 main modules, since its task is to hold the segments cut from the wall of the reactor 
vessel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pneumatic connecting 
block 

 

Pressure 
wheel 

 

Captive screws for 
locking onto module 12 

 

Pneumatic cylinder 
 

Electric connecting 
plug 

 

Pneumatic connecting 
plate 

 

Electromagnets 
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Module 11-1 

This module can also be used for holding chips with its electromagnet  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pneumatic cylinder 

Electric 
connecting box 

2 
electromagnets 
 

Pneumatic 
connecting 

plate 
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Module 11-2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Module 11-4 

This module is used to collect the segment of the reflector and from the thermal shield. It 
grips parts up to 300kg 

 

4 electromagnets 

Electric 
connecting 

plate 
 

Mounting plate 
for module 12 

Pneumatic 
connecting plate 

Handling for 
manipulator 

Pneumatic cylinder 
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Module 10 chips vacuum system: 

Description 
It is made of : 

1. the suction head 
2. the basket holder 
3. the vacuum arm 
The window is placed so there is a visual access through the video cameras and 
therefore the operator can visually control the level of chips collected. With the 2 
“vacuometers” the operator can control whether the filter or the suction head are not 
jammed. 
While sucking the chips a specific, mechanical motorized chip breaker separates the 
massive bloc engendered by the accumulation of chips. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vacuometer 
 

Control 
window 

 

Vacuometer 
 

Remote locking 
screw 

 

Hydraulic 
cylinder 
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The target was  to collect the chips laying at the bottom of the vessel while avoiding to jam 
the inlet of the vacuum head. 
Tests have proven the efficiency of the system with an average of 1kg of chips sucked per 
mn. 
 

Lifting handle 
Vacuum hose 

Manipulator gripping 
fixture 

window 

Basket 
holder 

 

Mounting plate  

Hydraulic drive for the 
Chip breaker 

Connection to the 
vacuum hose. 
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Machine and module transfer carrier: 

Description 
This assembly can hold the modules in order to carry them from the reactor room to the 
maintenance room. It is mounted onto the main carrier (which is the machine “bed”). It is 
fixed through 2 large pins which are also used for the positioning of the dismantling 
machine. Therefore it can be placed in a reachable area for the manipulator.  

 
 

Module storage: 

Description 
It is mounted onto the cell wall. It features one rack mounted with 2 slides for a horizontal 
translation movement. It can be locked with the manipulator. The modules are set on the 
rack plate. 
 

 

MODULE STORAGE 

Machine and module carrier 
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Tool holder storage: 

Description 
This platform can hold all the tools with or without their holders 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
Safety features 
 
Through the control panel the operator also has access to the following data: 
Nitrogen pressure 
Hydraulic pressure 
Axis intensity 
Temperature 
All those information are transmitted to the operator either as a written info on the control 
panel, as a blinking message, or even as an audible alarm depending on the level of 
emergency  
 
 
 
 
PROTEM S.A.S       September the 27th  IAEA conference. CADARACHE 
Erik Bensoussan 
 

2 tool post for the SA 
40 assembly 

Tool holder rack 

Anti vibration 
extensions 
are stored 
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DECOMISSIONNINING AND  CUTTING 
METHODS IN THE NUCLEAR FIELD

Up today, almost  100 nuclear power plants have been shut down worldwide after an 
operational lifetime of approximately 30 years. All those nuclear sites have been scheduled to 
be decommissioned. 
•The term "decommissioning" may be defined as being the step following the permanent 
closure of an industrial site, either nuclear or not, to ensure ongoing safety and progressively 
improve the quality of the local environment. Therefore decommissioning starts immediately 
further to a final and permanent closure while targeting to  leaving a clear site where the 
facility had once stood

The problems that arise in decommissioning nuclear power plants are in radiation protection. 
Shutting down also means that each of the components and materials of the nuclear 
installation needs to be characterized, cut and sized in order to be packed into specific drums 
and containers. Since the cost for the disposal of the nuclear waste is approximately 6 

�
/ 

month per cubic meter, the amount of secondary waste generated is also to be seriously taken 
into account.

Many studies and trials have been undertaken in order to determine the optimum cutting 
method.
The cutting of metallic material in a nuclear environment has to deal with very strict safety 
and health issues.  The main topics that should be brought up and seriously considered when 
making the definition of the cutting method along with the proper equipment are: 

•The material to be processed
•The range of wall thickness
•The accuracy required
•The material finish required
•The production rate targeted 
•The cost of technology
•The associated operating cost
•The operator skill requirement
•The compatibility with the immediate environment
•The secondary waste generated

The metal cutting techniques that are regularly used in the field of decommissioning can be 
divided in 3 families. 

•The cold cutting methods  
•The hot cutting methods
• the others
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The milling process is certainly one of the most versatile cutting method. It basically can be used on any configuration for any steel, 
stainless steel, inconel, zircaloy, aluminum, cast iron etc.  Theoretically the optimum cutting speed could go from 30m/mn up to 
200m/mn which is so called conventional machining and from 500m/mn up to 2000m/mn when using the technologies of high speed 
machining. 
In the first configuration both of the chips and the tool itself are getting the heat due to energies generated by the cut. In the second 
case more than 80% of the heat is absorbed by the chips, since the energies generated by the cut don’t have time to diffuse to the 
milling cutter.
To machine at such a high speed an ideal configuration is required: 
•stability and rigidity of the equipment (fixed and bench mounted machine),
•heavy weight for the stability of the cutting process, 
•cooling or cutting fluid to ease the cut and preserve the lifetime of the cutter, 
•easy material to cut, 
•the segment to be cut well clamped onto the machine

In reality, almost none of those favorable conditions are available onsite, the weight and clearance of the machine being used are 
limited, no cutting fluid is allowed, and the carrier of the cutting process is always in an “aerial” position. However what really 
matters in a decommissioning phase is the possible speed for cutting a specific segment, and not the cutting speed of the tool itself. 

Therefore taking in account that:
•Milling can still perform cuts up to 80 mm in one pass with a feed rate ranging from 5 to 300 mm/mn in difficult positions,
•Techniques of surface treatment and specific shape of the cutters along with their own cutting parameters, can keep a temperature 
of the tool as cool as 50° C 
•It can be used for longitudinal or orbital cuts
This process should be considered as a good option.

MILLING
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MILLING

Advantages:
1. Can be carried out under water or in air
2. Can be remote
3. Low emission of active materials
4. Thickness to be cut can be precisely adjusted
5. Secondary waste can be collected
6. Thickness up to 80 mm in 1 pass
7. Can follow any profile
8. Can be adapted to a tracking system

Disadvantages:
1. Gives reaction force
2. Therefore need of a rigid mechanical structure
3. Generates secondary waste
4. Specific shape of cutting bit could be required 

depending on material and thickness
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CIRCULAR SAWCIRCULAR SAW

This process cumulates some of the advantages of the band saw and the milling. It can be used in different positions and follow different types of 
contour. It can feed directly into the work piece as a milling bit. 

Since the blades are much more rigid than a band, deviations of the cut are limited. 

Depending on the size of the blade it can get through heavy wall and can almost cut any type of wall thickness that could be found in a power 
plant during decommissioning.

As a major difference with milling it can also machine thin walls, while reducing the vibration phenomena related to the lack of rigidity of thin 
wall work pieces.

Maintenance can be remote, and the cost of technology will mainly depend on the carrier.

The carrier needs to be stiffen to compensate the reaction force, 

Cutting speed average in between 20 to 100 m/mn when mounted onto a “flying machine”.

As almost all the mechanical cutting process it generates secondary waste, which are quite difficult to collect during the machining phase.
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CIRCULAR SAW

Advantages:
1. Can be carried out under water or in air
2. Can be remote
3. Low emission of active materials
4. Thickness to be cut can be precisely adjusted
5. Can also be used for thin wall 
6. Can be used for radial or orbital cuts

Disadvantages:
1. Gives reaction force
2. Potential for dispersal of secondary waste
3. Secondary waste difficult to collect
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CUTTING WHEELS

This process is very specific. It is a mechanical cold cutting process. The main interest in using cutting wheels is that there are no significant 
secondary wastes generated. (Only few particles or dusts which are difficult to quantify…)

Cutting wheels are being used with success in many cutting or dismantling operations as the opening of plutonium boxes, decladding operations, 
final cutting of the primary piping when dismantling or replacing a steam generator, the opening of light radioactive waste drums in a production 
cell etc. 

The main restrictions are the wall thickness and the cutting time. Depending on the size of the cutting wheel, the rigidity of the equipment, the 
load applied to the cutting wheel, and the hardness of the material, the wheel can be fed into the material by sequences of 0,05mm up to 0,5mm.

We have experienced cuts up to 13mm wall thickness with this process.  

It is certainly possible to perform cuts up to 20 mm wall thickness when the cutting time is not a major criteria.

Its versatility can be found in orbital cutting while longitudinal cuts are a bit more technical to implement. 

The ideal configuration when using this process is to always have a counter load opposite to the cutting wheel (especially in the case of walls over 
5mm). This counter load can either be applied by an other cutting wheel or a pressure wheel mounted in a symmetrical position.

In the case of thin wall cutting it could be necessary to reinforce the work piece (from the ID in the case of thin wall tubing for example) in order 
to avoid the « squeezing » of the work piece due to the heavy torque applied on the cutting wheel.

When mastering this process, it can be very reliable and cutting tool change period can be suitable to remote operations.

Since the process can easily be remote with a low cost of technology (no waste emission or solid secondary waste to manage) this technology 
should seriously be considered for pipe works .
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CUTTING WHEELS

Advantages:
1. Can be carried out under water or in air
2. Can be remote
3. Low emission of active materials
4. No significant secondary waste
5. No need of tool drive. Only the axis carrier 

needs to be driven
6. Low cost of process

Disadvantages:
1. Slight deformation of the material 
2. Slow cutting process
3. Limited wall thickness 
4. More efficient for orbital cut
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RECIPROCATING SAW

Advantages:
1. Can be carried out under water or in air
2. Low emission of active materials
3. Low cost of process

Disadvantages:
1. Difficult to remote
2. Generates secondary waste
3. Secondary waste difficult to collect
4. Need to start cutting on an extremity
5. Limited applications
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HYDRAULIC SHEARS

Advantages:
1. Can be carried out under water or in air
2. Low emission of active materials
3. Low cost of process
4. No secondary waste
5. Can be easily remote

Disadvantages:
1. Need to start cutting on an extremity
2. Limited applications
3. Wall thickness limited
4. Jaws can jam. Back up procedure difficult to 

apply
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GRINDING

Advantages:
1. Can be carried out under water or in air
2. Can be remote

Disadvantages:
1. Limited applications
2. Wall thickness limited
3. Sparks
4. Generates secondary waste difficult to collect
5. Generate dusts
6. Safety issues due to the rpm of the cutting disk
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Knife/severing tool bit cutter

Certainly one of the first process used for machining or cutting in a machine shop (on lathe or boring machines). 

This process has an immediate restriction: it can be used only on orbital cuts (cutting tubes, plain rods etc.)

This process is commonly applied for cutting pipes either for dismantling or replacement.

When using HSS tool bits the cutting speed can vary in between 5 to 30 meter/mn. Therefore cutting a 12 inch pipe (323,9 mm) with a wall 
thickness of 20 mm could approximately last  10 mn with a feed rate of about 0,08mm per revolution on a carbon steel pipe and twice the time on 
a stainless steel or on other exotic alloys.

These cutting times are quite reasonable, considering that the process can easily be remote with U shaped machine (it can directly be mounted 
onto the pipe with no opening of the structure).

This process can be applied with a low clearance carrier. 

However the difficulty of this process is to manage the chips generated by the cut. They are quite difficult to break while machining and can be 
annoying for the tool bit during the cut.

The light structure of the carriers limits the use of any type of carbide tools (need of a heavy duty and very rigid structure to avoid all kind of 
vibration) and therefore the cutting times cannot be reduced.

As a conclusion we can consider this process as being very versatile for piping, cost effective, with no emission of waste or fumes. On the other 
hand, the management of generated waste should be considered when working in a contaminated area.

Most of the time, reliable and improved standard pipe cutting equipment can be used for applications in a remote conditions. 
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Knife cutter

Advantages:
1. Can be carried out under water or in air
2. Can be remote
3. Low emission of active materials
4. Thickness to be cut can be precisely adjusted
5. Secondary waste can be collected
6. Thickness up to 120 mm   
7. Low cost of technology
8. Back up solution is easy to apply when the tool 

is stocked

Disadvantages:
1. Gives reaction force
2. Therefore need of a rigid mechanical structure
3. Generates secondary waste. Chips are difficult 

to manage
4. Specific shape of cutting bit are required 

depending on material and thickness
5. Application limited to orbital cuts
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BAND SAW

Band saw cutting is a viable method for cutting a variety of shapes, such as squares, rectangles, channels, I beams, and extrusions. This process 
is excellent for large volume. Generally speaking, sawing is only for straight line cuts all the way through a work piece. 

Cutting speeds of the band saw depends, like all the other mechanical process, on the material to be cut and the quality of the blade. 

Using a high speed tool steel band will limit the cutting speed but will be more tolerant to shocks and vibrations. 

A bimetal or a carbide blade will allow to more than double the cutting speed. Also the hardness of carbide will also keep the edges of the teeth 
sharper. However it will become more fragile and very sensitive to vibrations.

Generally speaking the band sawing process is more reliable when cutting, bar stock or plain material. When cutting tubes as an example, as 
the saw teeth penetrate the walls the shock of the interrupted cuts tends to deform or break the blade's cutting edges. The vibration or chatter of 
the interrupted tube and pipe cuts shortens blade life, disturbs, and spoils the accuracy of bundled work pieces. The abrasive, work-hardened 
chips that collect inside a pipe may divide blade life by 2 and increase downtime with frequent blade changes.

The overall dimensions of most of band saw machines are limiting the application to having the process as a work bench and not a “flying 
machine”.  

In a hot area the maintenance factor should be seriously calculated since it is very common that the blade jams or breaks.  The replacement of 
the band can hardly be done remotely.
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BAND SAW

Advantages:
1. Can be carried out under water or in air
2. Low emission of active materials
3. Low cost of process

Disadvantages:
1. Difficult to remote
2. Generates secondary waste
3. Secondary waste difficult to collect
4. Need to start cutting on an extremity
5. Limited applications
6. Belt difficult to change when the tool is remote 

operated
7. Overall clearance of the system not favorable
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Hot cutting:
Plasma, Oxyfuel, EDM

Plasma Cutting
Plasma systems come in a wide range of sizes and capacities. It is best at thickness up to 40 mm  but can cut up to 100 mm on stainless steel.(additional power source can 

increase the power) 

For heavier wall oxy-fuel can also be applied.

It is a fast cutting process and it can cut an 8 mm wall at a speed of 4, 5 meters per minute. It can cut complex shape by using template patterns or CNC control unit 

The heat affected zone is quite reasonable. It can cut steel, stainless steel, copper, brass, aluminum. 

However this process is not suitable to some high elasticity steel or specific alloys. 
Plasma cutting involves a near-supersonic jet of ionized gas that leaves a negatively charged electrode inside a torch tip. 

The ionized gas then cuts the positively charged metal. In other words, the plasma stream cuts by heat -about 10000°C and 30000°C- essentially melting the material being 
cut. A plasma torch can be equivalent to 3 oxy-fuel torches.

The surface finish is not a problem when decommissioning, but the slag which is difficult to control can change the geometry of the segment cut (overlay) which can 
become a problem when calculating the storage surface. 

Plasma cutting can be used in air or under water. In both cases it generates pollution difficult to manage.  Emissions of fumes when working in air are costly to manage. 
Ventilation system and the pollution of the filters generate a new type of waste. When working under water it is difficult to have a visual access to the cutting area (blurry 
water due to fine particles).

Since the plasma cutting does not create any back slash or torque reaction there is no need of using a heavy structure for carrying the torch. Which is in this case a key 
advantage
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Oxy-fuel cutting
this combustion process uses an oxygen jet to melt metal in a narrow section, make a cut and remove the slag (combustion products) from the 
kerfs. For best productivity, the oxygen must be very pure. The cutting nozzle is the most important part of a cutting system. Nozzle 
performance depends on the exit velocity of the cutting oxygen jet, which is determined by the design of the nozzle orifice.

Best for cutting mild steel from 20 mm (0.8 inches) to 500 mm (20 inches) thick. It also can cut copper, brass and titanium. However it is of a 
difficult use on a stainless steel. It can use several torches simultaneously. The cost of “gross” technology is quite low. However as the plasma 
cutting process, fumes with particles are created and need to be captured.

This process has been successfully used in the dismantling of the reactor vessel of Karlstein in Germany.

It could cut up to 420 mm wall thickness with a stainless steel cladding. (The energies generated by the cut of the thick wall of the steel allowed 
going through the stainless cladding)

There are quite a few serious key disadvantages: It technically cannot directly cut high-alloy steels, stainless steel or aluminum.

The accuracy is one of the worst compare to other process; it creates a serious heat impact with a large heat-affected zone on thin sheet.

As a conclusion it is obvious that the cost of technology is one of the lowest, and that it can perform cuts on thick steel plates at quite fast 
speed. As all the hot cutting process its carrier does not require a set up of a heavy-duty mechanical structure
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EDM
Wire electrical discharge machining (EDM) uses spark erosion to remove material from only electrically conductive materials, the wire being 
negative and the work piece being positive.

Direct-current electric pulses are generated between the wire electrode and the work piece. During cutting, material is melted away by the 
lightning bolt and flushed out of the kerfs area by the dielectric solution. 

Wire EDM is used to cut steels, inconel, carbide, graphite, aluminum, copper, brass, and titanium. 

Wire material varies with the application. For instance, zinc-coated brass wires cut quickly, while wires such as molybdenum cut more 
accurately.
EDM is extremely accurate in between +/- 0.03mm and +/- 0.003 for high precision cuts.  EDM can cut almost any material thickness, 
although it is used most typically on materials up to 150 mm thick. 
EDM leaves no burr, little heat affected zone, and an excellent surface finish. Accuracy is the main difference between EDM and water jet 
cutting as an example. EDM is the most accurate process and may be the best choice for applications that require extremely tight tolerances. 
However, EDM is also limited to cutting only conductive materials.

A second type of EDM technology uses electrodes instead of a wire

Electrodes fall into two main groups: metallic and graphite. There are five commonly used electrodes: brass, copper, tungsten, zinc and 
graphite..
Initially, brass was used as an electrode in spite of its high wear. Later, operators increased wear ratio by using copper and its alloys. The 
problem with copper is that its melting point is approximately 1085° C; Copper's low fusion point often causes a too high wear rate in relation 
to its metal removal.
Studies show that graphite electrodes have greater rate of metal removal in relation to its wear. Graphite does not melt in the spark gap; rather, 
3350°C, it changes from a solid to a gas. Because of graphite's relatively high resistance to heat in the spark gap (as compared to copper), for 
most jobs it is a more efficient electrode material. Tungsten has a melting point similar to graphite, but tungsten is extremely difficult to 
machine. 

Manufacturing specific electrodes allows to cut all kinds of difficult shape were no other process can perform.

EDM has been used under water when dismantling some parts of the internals of the BR3 reactor in Belgium. However because of the low
speed of this cutting process (up to 10 times slower than water jet cutting) most of the cuts have been achieved with
mechanical process..
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Waterjet Cutting

Waterjet is often perceived as competing with laser, plasma, and EDM. It uses cold supersonic erosion to cut almost any material, both metals 
and nonmetals.

A combination of water and abrasive is directed towards the metal at high pressure. 

The metal is never overheated, and cutting edges are typically burr-free with no need for grinding.
It can cut metals ranging from thin shim stock to more than 250 mm. thick with a quite good accuracy.  Most of waterjets are used to cut 

material less than 100 mm thick. 

When cutting more than 100 mm with a waterjet loosens tolerances by at least two times. 

The same parameter (water pressure, abrasive flow rate, cutting nozzle, etc.) is used for nearly all cutting; 

Only the cutting speed changes depending on the material. Since the parameters usually do not change from one material to another means that 
setup is fast, and the opportunity for operators to select improper parameters for a particular job is greatly reduced.

With EDM, plasma, and laser, various parameters, gases, or wires must be used to process different materials and the operator skill and 
expertise is greatly recommended. With these other processes, while they are of less consequence with a waterjet. 

The productivity of this machine can be improved by cutting stacked material and running with multiple waterjet heads when cutting sheet 
metal. For materials 30mm. or more thick, users typically put all the power through one head and do not stack layers.

Materials most often cut with waterjet are aluminum, stainless steel, and high-strength metals such as titanium, Hastelloy, INCONEL alloys, 
nickel alloys, composites, and metal laminates. 

One of the greatest trouble with the waterjet process is the treatment of the abrasives which are then becoming wastes to be stored. Also as all 
the non mechanical cutting 
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Progress and difficulties in dismantling KNK II-Reactor 
 
Juergen Minges, Klaus Brockmann, Iris Hillebrand, Wolfgang Pfeifer 
 
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH 
P.O. Box 3640, 76021 Karlsruhe, Germany 
 

Abstract 
The compact sodium cooled reactor facility KNK was an experimental nuclear power station with 20 MW electrical 
power output. Initially, between 1971 and 1974, the plant was operated with a thermal core and referred to as KNKI. 
Between1977 and 1991, it operated with a fast core as KNKII. The reactor is now under decommissioning completely 
down to green field conditions following ten permission steps according to the German Atomic Law. Current 
permission step nine includes the dismantling of the reactor vessel with internals and the surrounded shielding. 
Because of residual sodium contamination within the reactor vessel and the activation of the steel all dismantling 
work has to be done remote controlled under nitrogen atmosphere. Supported by special equipment within the reactor 
building, sodium contaminated pieces will be treated and transferred sodium-free to the central waste treatment center 
(HDB). Since December 2004 all equipment is in operation and the decommissioning of the reactor vessel is under 
progress. The estimated time for the dismantling of the reactor vessel and the surrounded shielding goes up to 2009.  
 
1. Indroduction 
Cause of high activated material and residual sodium an enclosure above the reactor vessel with a special venting 
system, run with nitrogen atmosphere, within the reactor building was required. The enclosure contains all equipment 
for: 
• Cutting the reactor vessel in pieces 
• Filling pieces in washing baskets 
• Transferring the baskets out of the enclosure without contamination 
• Interventions for repair and service 

 
2. Description of operation 
Baskets with sodium contaminated pieces are transferred to the sodium washing pit to convert the sodium. Pieces 
without sodium (cleaned or not sodium contaminated) are transported to the central waste treatment center (HDB) of 
the research center nearby. Disassembling and washing are separate tasks, in order to work independently from each 
other. The main tool is the disassembly manipulator (see Fig.). It has 6 axes to make all necessary cuts and handling 
of the cutted pieces, also the occurred chips. Different modules for cutting and handling the pieces can be adapted. Up 
to now about 5.5 Mg (of 43 Mg) are dismantled.  Some difficulties at first operation time resulted in a significant time 
delay. First rank has the changes of steel material properties. On the other hand a lot of tools, devices and handling 
processes have to be improved to get better process conditions.  

 
3. Recommendations  
The experience, learned in device-construction, assembly, cold and hot 
commissioning, showed us, that some different main objectives are 
important for a successful work:  
a) best quality assurance of the hardware  
b) do all steps in “cold area” (mock-up) before hot operation  
c) coach your staff  in a very sufficient way  
d) look out for interventions and repair opportunities of all equipment 
e) do a very good planning of all operations before in operation and 
calculate with appropriate tolerances     
f) investigate the material for dismantling as good as possible to prevent 
from real surprises 
 
[1] HILLEBRAND, I., BROCKMANN, K., MINGES, J., 
Decommissioning KNK – First Steps In Dismantling Of  The High 
Activated Reactor Vessel, 8th WANO-Meeting, Karlsruhe 
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Progress and difficulties in dismantling 
KNK II-Reactor

Jürgen Minges, Iris Graffunder, Klaus Brockmann, Wolfgang Pfeifer
Research Center Karlsruhe GmbH, Karlsruhe
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9. SG, Phase I
Decommissioning of the Reactor Vessel

Duration:  - March 2001  General-Contract with Westinghouse

- 3 years Planning, Device-Construction, Testing, 
Assembly 

- ~½ year  Function Test and Cold Commissioning

- ~2 years Dismantling  (till end of 2006)

Waste: - ~ 150 drums(150 l) with pieces cutted from vessel

- ~   50 drums with chips
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Cross-section through the KNK Containment before
beginning of the 9th Decommissiong Permit
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3D-Model of the Enclosure above the Reactor Vessel
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KNK – Reactor Vessel

Mass: 43 Mg  

Height: 10 m 

Diameter:   2 m 

Co-60-Activity: 1,7 E + 14 Bq 

max. Co-60-Activation: 3,1 E + 07 Bq/g 

Dose rate (middle of vessel) 
measured in November 2002 27 Sv/h 

 

• Sodium Sodium 

No wet or thermic cutting methods

•• Fast Neutrons Fast Neutrons 

High Activation
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Dismantling Tool
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Decommissioning steps 1 + 2
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Decommissioning steps 3 + 4
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Dismantling of the Sodium Outlet Pipes
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Decommissioning steps 5 + 6
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Decommissioning steps 7 + 8
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Planning of the Reflector Dismantling

Heigth Reflector 2340mm
Mass Reflector 11,8 Mg
Mass of cutted pieces: 156 – 282 kg 

(48 pieces)

Max. cutting depth: 170 mm
Diam. of milling cutter:
Step 1-7 32 mm
Step 8-9 (twin cutter) 25 mm 
Feed 5-20 mm
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Dismantling the first row of the Reflector
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Example for loading of washing baskets
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Präparation cuts for lifting cam
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Chips
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Chips handling
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Drilling of Sodium
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Module for cutting steel plates
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Problems at milling process
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Defective milling cutters
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Falled cutted pieces
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Shielded cask for washing basket
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Defect at the cask slide valve
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Defect of the heavy load manipulator
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Package 2: View of the reactor pit
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Primary Shield [90 tons]

Bethe-Tait-Attachment

Biological Shield [330 tons] & 
Reinforcement [13 tons]

Steel Form Work [15 tons]

Heat Insulation [28 tons] Installations,
Ventilations Ducts [15 tons]

Dismantling Concrete Limit

Decommissioning of the biological shield
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Lifting device for handling the primary shield
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Recommendations:

•best quality-assurance of the hardware 
•do all steps in “cold area” (mock-up) before hot operation 
• coach your staff  in a very sufficient way 
• look out for interventions and repair opportunities of all 
equipment   
• do a very good planning of all operations before in 
operation and      calculate with appropriate tolerances
• investigate the material for dismantling as good as 
possible to       prevent from real surprises
• Paper work: High quality saves time to get permission 
• Good manuals and coaching is important for good work 
of the staff
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Machining experiences of the primary vessel with residual amount of sodium 
 
J.Russ 
 
Westinghouse Electric Germany GmbH 
Project Manager 
Decommissioning of the KNK II  
Mannheim 
Germany 

 
Abstract. Westinghouse was assigned with the decommissioning of the KNK II plant by the Research Centre 
Karlsruhe. The development of the decommissioning methodology was performed in co-operation with the KNK 
II and different industrial organizations. The most substantial subject, as the decommissioning of the reactor ves-
sel, is performed under specific boundary conditions as residual sodium in the vessel on nitrogen environment. 
 
1. Introduction 

The goal of this presentation is to focus on the obtained experiences of the decommissioning 
of the primary vessel at KNK II with regard to the design and tested process and equipment. 
The interconnection between the real conditions on site and the qualified process and equip-
ment and its influences on the resulting changes to the process and equipment are also de-
scribed. 
 
2. Design and Experiences 

2.1 Design Boundary Conditions 
 
The major design parameters for developing the equipment, tools, process and the tests have 
been established under the given boundary conditions as follow: 
 
! material embrittlement due to neutrons (E>1 MeV of 2,8E+20 1/cm²) 
! equipment vibrations varying with the cutting parameters 
! sodium on the vessel parts to be machined 
! sodium inside the pipe nozzles to be cut from the vessel 
! equipment design under radiation consideration 
 
The chapter below is focusing on the gained experiences against these parameters. 
 
2.2 Experiences 
 
2.2.1 Material and Vibrations 
 
The test material, simulating the embrittled vessel material, was selected based on the mate-
rial life time samples of the vessel. 
 
! For equipment-, process design and tests a material with an ultimate strength of 

560 N/mm² was selected 
! In reality the embrittled material for the Reflector has an estimated ultimate strength 

about 700 N/mm² and the Thermal Shield 600 N/mm². This value is estimated based on 
the recorded machining torque. 
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The actual Reflector material is about 30 % more embrittled than the simulated one for tests. 
This leads to an increase of the milling torque by the factor 2. This divergence substantially 
influences the machining process in terms of machining parameters and vibration. 
The milling stroke speed had to be reduced in an area of 30 % to 70 % of the value estab-
lished during the test. The milling speed at this high load level is depending on the milling 
direction influenced by the stiffness of the machine. Due to different resonance frequencies of 
the machine elements and the vessel pieces, it was required to change the established milling 
rotation speed adequately. The changes were performed in an area of +/- 40 % of the nominal 
value. Both parameters have to be adapted by the operator based on the visual and optical 
evaluation of the vibration behavior. Due to the requested large range of the rotation speed, 
the motor of the driving milling module had to be replaced by one with a higher rotation 
speed. At this point in time experiences are collected with these improvements. 
 
Another parameter which had to be adapted was the axial clamping force of the millers. The 
design value of 8 KN was strong enough for the material with an ultimate strength of 560 KN. 
For the real embrittled material in combination with the real vibration behavior, the clamping 
force had to be increased up to 10 KN. The Nozzles, the Thermo Shock Liner as well as the 
Thermal Shield were simulated very close to the reality in the test, so that the established mill-
ing parameters could be applied on scale 1:1. 
 
With the obtained experiences, the vibration behavior could be controlled by adapting manu-
ally the milling parameters. 
 
2.2.2 Residual Sodium and Contamination 
 
As mentioned in chapter 2.1, two cases of residual sodium were considered: Sodium on the 
surfaces of the vessel and sodium inside the nozzles. For safety reasons due to atmospheric 
test condition and milling temperature above the melting point of the sodium, residual so-
dium on the surfaces was not implemented in performed tests. On site, it has been experi-
enced that the influences of the residual sodium on the mechanical machining process can not 
be neglected. 
 
The developed machining process is mainly performed with finger millers for thicker walls 
and disc millers for thin wall pieces. The disk miller process is less sensitive to residual so-
dium, while the sodium is influencing the finger milling process drastically. During the mill-
ing process the temperature is rising higher than 90°C, the sodium melts, the melted sodium is 
getting mixed with the milling chips and after cooling down, this mass consisting in sodium 
sticky chips is blocking the chip channels on the miller. Due to this phenomenon the milling 
heat can not be transferred anymore away from the miller and the temperature on the miller 
increases up to its melting point. With the obtained experiences, the described phenomenon 
could be eliminated by adapting the dismantling strategy and controlling the milling torque. 
 
The melted residual sodium during milling on the inner surface of a cut piece has less influ-
ence than the residual sodium on the outer surface. The melted sodium on the outer surface is 
transferred with the chips inside the milling gap where the sodium and the chips cool down 
and the chips are blocked as described above. The worst location of residual sodium is a gap 
which is crossing the milling gap. The amount of sodium is much higher in such gaps than on 
surfaces and adequately the risk for blocked chips, too. 
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A developed nitrogen cooling process of the millers had to be abandoned due to radiation 
consideration. With the developed cooling process, flying chips were produced on the ma-
chine. These chips on the machine can lead to a drastic increase of the radiation of the main-
tenance personal. 
 
As mentioned above the second case of residual sodium is inside the nozzles. To get access 
with the disk cutting tool inside the nozzles, the residual sodium has been removed by a finger 
miller with 3 large chip grooves. The tested process and tools could be applied scale 1:1 on 
side. 
 
3. Summary and Recommendations 

In summary it can be concluded that major factors which are affecting the dismantling process 
of the primary vessel at KNK II are the underestimated embrittlement of the material, spe-
cially that of the reflector, and the residual amount of sodium on the gaps and on the outer 
surfaces of the dismantled pieces. These two factors were the main driving forces for im-
provements on site. By implementing these improvements the decommissioning of the 
KNK II primary vessel is continuing successfully. 
 
With the obtained experiences up to now, for a further project it’s recommended to imple-
ment: 
 
! equipment with a remote controlled anti-vibration system  
! process and equipment design for worst case embrittled material  
! tool and process design, which is less sensitive against residual sodium  
! an as-built online recording system. 
 
I would like to express many thanks to all parties implemented in the improvement of the 
process. Only with their support the decommissioning work is proceeding successfully. 
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Slide 2
IAEA-Decommissioning

26-30 September 2005

Jakob Russ
Westinghouse Electric Germany GmbH, Mannheim

IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency
Cadarache, France

Machining Experiences of the 
Primary Vessel with Residual 
Amount of Sodium
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Slide 3
IAEA-Decommissioning

DECOMMISSIONING KNK II

l Boundary Conditions

l Process design

l Equipment design

l Production experiences
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Slide 4
IAEA-Decommissioning

DECOMMISSIONING KNK II
Boundary Conditions

l Dry vessel with residual amount of sodium

l Nitrogen environmental with specified rest of O2 and H2

l Neutron embrittlement of the material
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Slide 5
IAEA-Decommissioning

DECOMMISSIONING KNK II
Process Design

The development of the dismantling process was driven by

l Dismantling methodology

l Machining methods

l Vessel materials

l Residual sodium

l Vessel geometry and stiffness
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Slide 6
IAEA-Decommissioning

DECOMMISSIONING KNK II
Process Design

l Dismantling Methodology

– The Reactor Vessel will be dismantled based on a 
dismantling methodology plant    

– The vessel will be dismantled by applying the 
„TOP to BOTTOM and BOTTOM to TOP“ 
dismantling strategy
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Slide 7
IAEA-Decommissioning

DECOMMISSIONING KNK II
Process Design
l Dismantling Methodology

Nozzle Dismantling
Thermo Shock 
Liner Dismantling

Inner Vessel 
Dismantling

Outer Vessel 
Dismantling
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DECOMMISSIONING KNK II
Process Design

l Dismantling Methodology
The following individual methods where developed:

– for nozzles 
– for pipes
– for thick wall pieces
– for thin wall pieces
– for plates 
– for vessel flange
– for vessel bottom
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DECOMMISSIONING KNK II
Process Design

l Machining Methods
The primary vessel is dismounted by using different milling 
processes depending on geometry and thickness of material

– Finger miller

– Disk miller

– Crown miller
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DECOMMISSIONING KNK II
Process Design

l Vessel Material
– Original virgin Material: 10CrMoNiNb910

Rm= 500-520 N/mm² at RT
Rm= 220-280 N/mm² at 580°

– Embrittled material: depending on the level of neutron fluence
(E>1 MeV)

– 2,8E+20(1/cm²) ! Reflector
Rm ^ 700 N/mm² at RT
Rm = 450 N/mm² at 450°   

– 4,1E+19(1/cm²) ! Thermal shield 
Rm ^ 600 N/mm² at RT
Rm = 320 N/mm² at 450°
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DECOMMISSIONING KNK II
Process Design

l Residual Sodium
After draining the primary vessel, residual sodium is 
expected:

– on surfaces of vessel pieces

– in the gap between the vessel pieces

– in the attached pipes to the vessel
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DECOMMISSIONING KNK II
Process Design

l Vessel Geometry and Stiffness

– Design geometry

– As-built geometry

– Vessel support

– Interconnection of vessel pieces
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DECOMMISSIONING KNK II
Equipment Design

The leading parameters for the equipment design were:

l The dismantling process and methodology

l The vessel diameter = 1900 mm

l The maximum wall thickness = 180 mm

l The ultimate strength of the embrittled material ^700N/mm²

l The vibration behavior of the vessel

l The residual amount of sodium
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DECOMMISSIONING KNK II
Equipment Design

Three of these leading parameters mainly influenced the 
equipment design, in fact:

l The embrittled material

l The vibration behavior

l The residual amount of sodium
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DECOMMISSIONING KNK II
Production Experiences
l Dismantling of the Nozzles

– The qualified process and equipment could be used
– The as-built dimensions (position and inclination of the 

nozzle axis) have not be considered
– The cross section of some nozzles where full with 

sodium
l Results:

– Sodium had to be removed before dismantling the nozzle
– The as-built dimensions had to be recorded and the 

process adapted accordingly
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DECOMMISSIONING KNK II
Production Experiences
l Dismantling of thin wall pieces

(Thermal shock cylinder)

– the saw blade cutting equipment had to be replaced by 
the finger milling equipment

– the milling parameters had to be adjusted accordingly
– good correlation with the qualified parameters
– no influence of the embrittled material(1E+19 1/cm²)
– no influence of the residual sodium on the walls 
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DECOMMISSIONING KNK II
Production Experiences
l Dismantling of thick wall pieces

(Reflector and Thermal Shield)
– influence of the embrittled material (1E+21 1/cm²)

• Qualified Rm =560N/mm²
• Real embrittled Rm=700N/mm²

– This leads to:
• an increase by factor 2 in the milling torque
• the milling drive motor works at its limits an had to be replaced
• the millers are working at their limits (no better quality on the 

market)
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DECOMMISSIONING KNK II
Production Experiences

l Dismantling of thick wall pieces
(Reflector and Thermal Shield)

Ø The vibration behavior of the machine is negatively 
affected (loosen bolt, hose and electrical connections)

Ø The milling parameters had to be reconsidered and 
adapted
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DECOMMISSIONING KNK II
Production Experiences

l Dismantling of thick wall pieces
(Reflector and Thermal Shield)

– Influence of the residual sodium
• The milling temperature is above the sodium melting 

temperature

• The machined sodium is melted and mixed with cutting chips

• Bellow the sodium melting point this mixture is blocking the 
chips on the miller

• Due to high friction the miller melts
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DECOMMISSIONING KNK II
Production Experiences

l Dismantling of thick 
wall pieces
Influences of residual 

sodium
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DECOMMISSIONING KNK II
Production Experiences

l Dismantling of thick 
wall pieces
Influences of 

embrittled material
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DECOMMISSIONING KNK II
Production Experiences
l Summary and Recommendations

– The qualified equipment and process is usable after 
specific improvements

– Equipment with remote controlled anti-vibration system 
is recommended

– Process design for worst case embrittled material is 
recommended

– Tool design less sensitive against residual sodium is 
recommended

– The as-built dimensions have to be implemented in the 
design phase
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Summaries and conclusions on session1 
 

Session dealt with decommissioning and treatment process development. 
Four papers have been presented. 
One on the development of technology of neutralization of sodium residues by gaseous 
dinitrogen oxide in the cold traps and three on the KNKII decommissioning. 
About the process developed and presented on sodium treatment and cold traps, this 
method is characterized by improvement on safety, without production of hydrogen. 
This process is under development (ISTC programmes) and has to be supported for its 
application on  BR10 cold traps, and could be applied, for example,  to the recovery of 
residual sodium in tanks and capacities. A suggestion on processes could be to set up a 
working group which would be able to compare (advantages/disadvantages, field of 
application, …..) the different processes for treatment/transformation of sodium and 
alloys (bulk and remaining after recovery).  
KNKII project was presented through the project. Dismantling equipment of the reactor 
vessel and current cutting techniques by Protem France, the machining experience and 
the lessons learned when using the Protem machine by Westinghouse, the progress and 
difficulties in dismantling the reactor vessel by FzK. Some of the lessons learned are to 
take out sodium residues prior to went on dismantling operations and even with 
intensive tests on a mock up, it is necessary to adapt and adjust it when real work is 
going on. 
For the decommissioning of SFR a suggestion could be to set up/continue specific 
working groups on an international level to be sure to keep the experience and the 
knowledge to facilitate the spread of information and to avoid duplication and 
discrepancies between implementers.  
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SUMMARY OF FERMI 1 SODIUM RESIDUE CLEANUP 
 

Lynne Goodman 
Manager, Fermi 1 

Detroit Edison Company 
 

Fermi 1 decommissioning is a learning experience.  The most challenging portion of the 
decommissioning is the sodium residue cleanup. 
 
Fermi 1 was taken critical in 1963.  The plant was designed for 430 MWth, but only operated 
with a 200 MWth core. After shutdown in 1972, some decommissioning was performed.  The 
fuel and bulk sodium were shipped offsite.  Sodium systems were left in various states after 
being purged with CO2.  The reactor and primary system were left with a CO2 cover gas.  Other 
systems were sealed or left open.  Sodium residues were considered “passivated”. 
 
Sodium metal was found in most sodium systems during the current decommissioning project.  
Sodium carbonate was also observed. 
 
Residues are being processed mainly with steam in nitrogen.  Wet vapor nitrogen and water 
spray have also been tried.  Approximately twenty tanks and other large components and  
11,000 kg of small bore pipe have been successfully cleaned of sodium residues.  Remaining are 
the reactor vessel and three primary sodium loops.  Sodium processing started on one of the 
loops, but was halted due to excessive temperature at the scrubber.  A chiller system is being 
installed and the vent pathway is being modified to reduce heat at the scrubber. 
 
As each new component is processed, lessons have been learned.  The paper addresses lessons 
learned ranging from sizing and routing of vent lines to steam cleaning of cold traps, and the 
ability to clearly monitor steam-sodium reactions. 
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FERMI 1 SODIUM RESIDUE CLEANUP 
 
Lynne Goodman 
Manager, Fermi 1 
Detroit Edison Company 
Newport, MI  48166 USA 
 

 
Abstract.  Fermi 1 was designed as a 400 MWt 3 loop sodium cooled breeder reactor.  It was 
permanently shut down in 1972.  Bulk sodium was drained from the systems.  Most systems 
were purged with CO2 to passivate the sodium residues.  In 1998, the project to cleanup 
sodium residues and other hazardous materials onsite commenced.  To date, approximately 
twenty (20) large components and approximately 11,000 Kg of small bore piping and other 
components have been cleaned of sodium and/or NaK.  More sodium has been found than 
expected based on previous documentation.  Most of the sodium cleanup has been performed 
using steam in nitrogen.  The sodium residues in the reactor vessel will be reacted prior to 
disassembling or removing the reactor vessel.  This paper summarizes the Fermi 1 sodium 
cleanup accomplishments and erudition, including what has been learned from challenges and 
what has worked well. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Fermi 1 was the largest fast breeder reactor in the world when it started up in 1963.  The plant 
was designed for 430 MWth, though it only operated with a 200 MWth core.  During its 
operation, people from around the world operated and learned from its experience.  Today, 
the Fermi 1 staff continues to learn during decommissioning.  Some of the lessons learned 
could be valuable to others planning to decommission or design sodium cooled reactors. 
 
2. History 
 
The three loop reactor was owned by the Power Reactor Development Company.  
Considerable low power testing was performed during 1963 to 1965.  In 1966, during power 
escalation testing, there was a partial fuel melt event, with no abnormal release to the 
environment.  The cause was determined to be a plate that came loose at the bottom of the 
reactor, and blocked flow to some fuel assemblies.  The plates had been added in an 
undocumented modification. 
 
Fermi 1 was restarted in 1970 after investigation, cleanup and modifications.  The full power 
test program was completed. 
 
In 1972, the plant was permanently shutdown after consortium members failed to pledge 
sufficient money to purchase the next core.  Detroit Edison took ownership after initial 
decommissioning since they owned the property and the turbine side of the plant. 
 
3. Original Decommissioning 
 
During the original decommissioning, the fuel and blanket were sent offsite.  Primary and 
secondary sodium were drained.  The primary system was left with a purge of CO2 intended 
to convert sodium residues to sodium carbonate and “passivate” the sodium.  Secondary 
sodium lines were cut and sealed at the exit of the Reactor Building. 
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The secondary sodium in the Intermediate Heat Exchangers (IHX) had been drained to the 
primary system by drilling a hole in each IHX.  The secondary sodium storage tanks and cold 
traps were sealed after purging with CO2.  Some secondary sodium lines were not well 
sealed. 
 
The primary cold trap was sent offsite for disposal. 
 
The NaK cooling system was drained, purged with CO2 and sealed. The primary sodium 
storage tanks were left with a CO2 cover gas.  Later it was changed to N2.  The fuel transfer 
tank and reactor overflow tank were purged with air and monitored until there were no 
indications of reaction.  Table 1 shows how much sodium residues were estimated to remain 
in the facility.  Overall, the sodium systems were considered “passivated”.  Exactly what 
“passivated” meant was lost over the years as site management changed. 
 

TABLE I. EXPECTED SODIUM RESIDUES 

System / Component Liters 

Lower Reactor Vessel 284 
Transfer Rotor Container 95 
Reactor Thermal Shielding 4 
Reactor Rotating Plug 189 
Offset Handling Mechanism Shield Basket 23 
Holddown Mechanism 15 
Primary Pumps 30 
Reactor Blanket Plenum 76 
15 and 35 cm Lines, Intermediate Heat 
Exchanger (IHX) Drain Lines 114 
76 cm Lines 189 
Overflow tank 114 
IHX Seal Drain Leakoff Lines 76 
Overflow Tank Flange Shrouds 38 
IHX Tube Bundles 15 
Tanks in Fuel and Repair Building 38 
Primary Storage Tanks 189 
Service System Tunnel Piping 189 
Secondary Sodium System and Storage 
Tanks 322 
Secondary Sodium Service System 2025 
 
 

Fermi 2, a Boiling Water Reactor, was built on the same site.  It achieved criticality in 1985.  
The site focus changed from operating a unique reactor to constructing and then operating a 
commercial nuclear power plant.  Fermi 1 was known to be in SAFSTOR, with its sodium 
passivated.  The terminology led to a general belief that Fermi 1 was in a safe condition, and 
the sodium was of no concern.  Few people were aware that sodium residues were possibly 
present. 
 
4. As-found Condition of the Facility 
 
In 1996, Detroit Edison decided to assess the condition of Fermi 1.  During explorations in 
1997, solid sodium was observed at the bottom of a secondary sodium storage tank.  Residues 
were expected to be sodium carbonate, not sodium. 
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The as-found condition of the secondary sodium system included three tanks, with ~400 liters 
of sodium each, with sodium carbonate at the top tank penetrations.  Small bore piping 
contained various amounts of sodium.  Large, poorly sealed pipe had liquid and solid caustic.  
One cold trap had about 80 liters of sodium; the other 2,400 liter cold trap was almost full. 
 
The NaK cooling system had some NaK at the bottom of the sump tank, but most of the 
system was drained.  Dams of soda ash were found where the pipe had been cut during 
original decommissioning.  Some liquid NaK was found behind the dams. 
 
The primary sodium storage tanks contained about 200 liters of sodium, with some carbonate 
on interior surfaces. 
 
In the fuel transfer tanks, which had been left open to air in a confined space, there was 
negligible sodium at the bottom of the tanks.  However, sodium was found where pipes 
penetrated into the tank and in some fuel pots. 
 
The large bore horizontal primary system piping typically has 3 cm or less sodium at the 
bottom.  The large bore vertical pipe is empty.  Small bore piping has various amounts of 
sodium from little to full.  Some vent and argon lines had sodium in them.  This may have 
occurred during the draining and siphoning operations during the original decommissioning.  
The most difficult problem is that the IHX tubes are partly plugged.  So far, one of the IHX’s 
has been heated to drain the tubes. 
 
Observations with a camera inside the reactor vessel show most surfaces look relatively 
clean.  Some debris or material was observed on a ledge.  The area beneath the core support 
plates has not yet been observed. 
 
In general, more sodium has been found in the plant than expected from the records. 
 
5. Processing 
 
As part of the evaluation of the condition of the facility, the team then evaluated potential 
cleanup methods, including wet vapor nitrogen (WVN), steam, alcohol, ammonia, and water.  
The team selected steam in nitrogen as the cleanup process with the best probability of 
reaching sodium residues and lowest safety risk.  It was being used successfully in the non-
nuclear industry. 
 
Most of the sodium processing performed at Fermi 1 has been using steam.  WVN and water 
spray have also been used.  WVN was used on the NaK cooling system.  Water spray was 
used on the fuel transfer tanks due to the small amount of sodium expected. 
 
So far, approximately twenty tanks or large components and 11,000 kg of small bore sodium 
containing pipe have been successfully cleaned.  A process vessel is used for reacting pieces 
of small bore piping.  Large components are reacted in place.  Attached piping is sometimes 
reacted with the large components, depending on the configuration and if the pipe has a flow 
path or is blocked.  If blocked, steam processing will not be effective.  Both water spray and 
steam were tried unsuccessfully on a portion of the reactor siphon line that passes through the 
concrete floor.  Due to the number of bends in the pipe and the concrete, the pipe cannot be 
removed.  So far, an effective method of clearing the blockage has not been determined. 
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The basic steam process involves inerting the system, performing a leak test, heating the 
component in some cases to melt the sodium, and then injecting steam mixed with nitrogen.  
Hydrogen and NaOH are formed.  The gaseous effluent passes through a scrubber and then 
HEPA filter before being released through a stack.  The effluent is monitored for hydrogen 
and oxygen, and sampled for tritium and radioactive particulates.  After the reaction is 
complete, tanks and other large components are flooded.  The NaOH produced from the 
reactions is neutralized and used to flood other components in lieu of potable water.  
Currently, sufficient liquid has accumulated, so that other options for the liquid NaOH are 
being explored.  Reuse is preferable. 
 
Setup of the processing systems is time-consuming and expensive.  The more complex the 
system or component being processed, the more complicated the setup is to ensure all 
surfaces are exposed to steam and sufficient vents are provided. 
 
6. Lessons Learned 
 
Learning occurs during each new system being processed.  Some lessons learned about 
processing at Fermi 1 are as follows. 
 
The vent path configuration is important.  The vent needs to be large enough that it will not 
be plugged with NaOH particles.  In one case, the sodium vent line did plug with NaOH 
when there was a right angle elbow approximately one meter above the top of the tank being 
processed. 
 
A hot reaction or supplemental heat better ensures sodium does not become trapped under the 
NaOH.  Unfortunately, heating also causes hazards.  If propane is used, CO2 is a concern.  
Hot surfaces can burn people or cause fire retardant materials to ignite, even if electric heat is 
being used. 
 
Plugs of sodium can remain underneath processed sodium.  For example, sodium remained in 
a secondary cold trap bottom drain line, even though the cold trap was processed with steam 
and flooded with water. 
 
The primary sodium storage tanks each had a bottom stub.  At the end of processing, the 
procedure required the bottom stub be heated.  When heated, the sodium in the stub melted 
and rose into the NaOH and then reacted, as intended. 
 
When using WVN, droplets condensed in the delivery piping and then dripped into the 
system.  The reaction was between water and NaK, which is stronger and less controlled than 
a steam or vapor reaction.  Also, with WVN, a reaction occurred more than 24 hours after the 
previous reaction on a couple occasions.  It was difficult to determine the end point. 
 
Per the advice of a contractor, the plan was to cut the secondary cold trap into pieces and 
react the pieces in the process vessel.  They had had poor experience in steam processing cold 
traps in the past, in that sodium remained after processing was completed.  Once the mesh of 
the Fermi 1 cold trap was cut, the sodium in the cold trap started burning to the extent it 
needed to be extinguished with soda ash.  The cutting plan was halted.  A cover was welded 
over the top of the exposed surfaces.  The cold trap was successfully processed with steam. 
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The process vessel used at Fermi 1 was purchased used from a sodium contractor.  After 
approximately 50 batches of pipe, the vessel cracked at the bottom.  The cause was 
determined to be primarily the thermal cycles.  During processing, temperatures at the bottom 
of the vessel reached approximately 600°C.  Typically, the vessel would be rinsed after 
processing with the temperature still above 250°C.  Corrective actions were to design and 
purchase a new vessel with a sacrificial tray that would contain at least most of the sodium 
being processed.  Also, the maximum temperature for the water spray was lowered to reduce 
the magnitude at the thermal cycles. 
 
Heat needs to be removed from the scrubber, or it will overheat.  This is especially true if 
there is little sodium to react with the steam.  Then the steam is mainly carried over to the 
scrubber.  Depending on the amount of heat, the following methods of heat removal have 
been found effective:  feed and bleed or routing the vent through a large tank.  During an 
attempt to process one of the primary loops this summer, overheating of the scrubber 
occurred such that the feed and bleed operation was almost continuous and could not be 
reasonably sustained.  The process was shutdown.  A chiller system is being installed and the 
gaseous effluents will be routed through the system to allow for condensation.  After the 
physical and procedural changes are made, loop processing will resume. 
 
This issue pointed out the need for sufficient peer reviews in mechanical engineering.  The 
system was reviewed by personnel with chemical engineering and sodium backgrounds, but 
not mechanical engineering.  With a small group, it is most important to insure adequate 
reviews of planned processes, especially if the group itself does not have broad expertise. 
 
Overall, steam processing experience at Fermi 1 has been favorable.  The steam reaction is 
very definite and can be monitored well.  The end point is apparent.  The actual reaction 
phase of processing a batch of sodium containing pipe lasts less than an hour.  The actual 
reaction time for about 200 liters in a large tank was 24 hours. 
 
7. Future Plans  
 
7.1 Sodium Cleanup 
 
Remaining sodium processing consists of finishing the first primary loop, reacting sodium 
residues in the reactor vessel and then the residues in the other two loops. 
 
For the reactor vessel, the equipment on top of the vessel needs to be cleaned off first, so that 
the graphite can be removed from the rotating plug prior to processing.  Equipment removal 
has started.  The graphite may contain condensed sodium vapors, and based on the 
configuration cannot be effectively processed in place.  When the graphite blocks are 
removed, they will be inspected.  If sodium residues are present, the blocks will be processed 
in the process vessel. 
 
7.2 Reactor vessel 
 
The reactor will be processed with steam, flooded up, and then the liquid will be circulated to 
try to react any remaining hidden residues.  Afterwards, the reactor vessel will be removed.  
A request for proposal will be issued this fall to determine how the vessel will be removed 
and who will perform the work.  One issue being discussed internally is how clean is clean – 
or what is the definition of sodium cleanup.  The consensus is that the sodium can be 
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considered gone if there would be no additional reaction if the component was flooded with 
water.  The other opinion is that there can be no sodium remaining, even in any crevices.  The 
resolution of this question could impact the approach selected for vessel removal and the 
cost. 
 
7.3 Costs 
 
To date, the Fermi 1 decommissioning project has cost approximately $22M, at about 
$3.5M/yr.  This will increase.  The remaining cost is estimated at $28M.  This includes 
removing the radioactive equipment from site and terminating the license. 
 
One of the aspects causing expenditures higher than originally estimated has been difficulty 
in access to work areas.  Many plant areas containing sodium systems are in confined spaces.  
These concrete rooms are typically only accessible through a hatchway in the floor, roof, or 
yard.  Considerable money has been spent making additional entrances/exits so that work can 
be performed safely.  Holes have been cut in 1 meter thick concrete walls.  Bottoms have 
been cut out of tanks.  A stairway to the Reactor Building basement was installed through an 
opening in the floor after removing a storage tank.  The additional accesses are needed both 
for safe exit pathways and to improve efficiency while working in the area.  Even with the 
additional access points, there is a lack of efficiency when working in the confined spaces.  
The majority of the sodium piping removal and system setup activities are in the confined 
spaces.  Designing better access to equipment areas for future sodium cooled reactors would 
greatly help both maintenance and decommissioning. 
 
8. Conclusion 
 
Overall, the sodium cleanup has been more difficult than expected, leading to delays and cost 
increases.  So far the Fermi 1 team is learning as each new system is processed and each new 
challenge addressed.  Continuous learning is one of Detroit Edison’s core values.  On the  
Fermi 1 project, the sodium residue removal is definitely a learning experience. 
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O u t l i n e

• Fermi 1 Design
• Fermi 1 History
• Original Decommissioning
• Selection of Na Process
• As-found Condition of Systems
• Processing
• Processing Lessons Learned
• Future Plans
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Fermi 1  D esi g n

• 430 MWth, 165 MWe
• 3 Loop
• Underground piping tunnels between building
• Largest breeder reactor in the world when started up
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Sit e C u t a w a y  of  B ui l di n g s
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Rea c t or,  P rima ry  L oop ,  Sec on d a ry  
L oop
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Fermi 1  H ist ory

• Construction started 1956
• First criticality 1963
• Partial fuel melt 1966
• Restart 1970
• Permanent shutdown 1972
• Owned by consortium – Power Reactor Development Company
• Detroit Edison took ownership after initial decommissioning
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O ri g i n a l  D ec ommission i n g

• Fuel and blanket sent offsite
• Primary and secondary sodium drained
• Primary sodium system also siphoned
• Purge of CO2 left on reactor and primary loops
• Secondary sodium lines cut and sealed at exit of Reactor 

Building
• Intermediate Heat Exchanger (IHX) drained by drilling one hole 

between primary and secondary sides in IHX
• Secondary sodium tanks sealed after purging with CO2
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O ri g i n a l  D ec ommission i n g ,  c on t .

• Secondary cold traps sealed after adding CO2

• Some secondary sodium lines not well sealed
• NaK system purged with CO2 and sealed
• Primary sodium storage tanks left with CO2 cover gas, later 

converted to N2

• Fuel transfer tank and reactor overflow tank purged with air and
monitored until no indications of reaction

• Sodium systems were considered passivated
• Primary cold trap sent offsite
• Fermi 2, a BWR, built on same site 

– Critical 1985
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Sodium Residue C l ea n u p  c on t .
T a b l e 1  E x p ec t ed Sodium Residues

2025Secondary Sodium Service System

322Secondary Sodium System and Storage Tanks

189Service System Tunnel Piping

189Primary Storage Tanks

38Tanks in Fuel and Repair Building

15IHX Tube Bundles

38Overflow Tank Flange Shrouds

76IHX Seal Drain Leakoff Lines

114Overflow tank

18976 cm Lines

11415 and 35 cm Lines, Intermediate Heat Exchanger (IHX) Drain Lines

76Reactor Blanket Plenum

30Primary Pumps

15Holddown Mechanism

23Offset Handling Mechanism Shield Basket

189Reactor Rotating Plug

4Reactor Thermal Shielding

95Transfer Rotor Container

284Lower Reactor Vessel

LitersSystem / Component
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Sel ec t ion  of  N a  P roc ess

• In 1997, Detroit Edison started assessing condition of Fermi 1
• Observed solid sodium in bottom of secondary sodium storage 

tanks
– Had expected sodium carbonate

• Evaluated potential cleanup methods
– Wet vapor nitrogen (WVN)
– Steam
– Alcohol
– Ammonia
– Water
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Sel ec t ion  of  N a  P roc ess,  c on t .

• Visited Rapsodie, EBR-II, Rocketdyne and Safety Kleen/BDT
• Selected steam in nitrogen process

– Best probability of reaching sodium residues
– Lowest safety risk
– Successful in non-nuclear industry
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A s-f oun d C on di t ion  of  Sy st ems

• Secondary sodium system
– Tanks had ~400 liters Na each, with sodium carbonate at top 

of tank
– Sealed small bore pipe had various amounts of sodium
– Large poorly sealed pipe had liquid and solid caustic
– One cold trap had about 80 liters Na
– Other 2400 liter cold trap almost full
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Sec on d a ry  Sodium P i p e
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Sec on d a ry  N a  T a n k
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N a  T a n k ,  A sb est os &  W a t er
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A s-f oun d C on di t ion s of  Sy st ems,  
c on t .
• NaK cooling system

– Some NaK at bottom of sump tank
– System mostly drained
– Found dams of soda ash where pipe had been cut during 

original decommissioning
– Some liquid NaK behind dams
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N a K  Sy st em
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A s-f oun d C on di t ion s of  Sy st ems,  
c on t .
• Primary sodium storage tanks

– About 200 liters of Na, some carbonate on interior surfaces
• Transfer Tanks

– Sodium remaining where lines penetrated into tank
– Some sodium in fuel pots
– Negligible sodium at bottom of tank
– Had been left open to air in confined space

• Primary system
– Reactor looks relatively clean via camera

• Some debris on a ledge
• Have not yet seen bottom

– Large bore horizontal piping typically has 3cm or less Na at 
bottom
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C u t t i n g  Fuel  p ot  f rom FA RB  Fuel  
T ra n sf er T a n k
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A s-f oun d C on di t ion s of  Sy st em,  
c on t .

– Large bore vertical piping empty
– Small bore piping has various amounts of Na from little to 

full
• Some vertical lines, some horizontal lines

– Some vent and gas supply lines have Na
– IHX tubes partly plugged

• In general, more Na than expected from records
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P roc essi n g

• Completed ~20 tanks or large components
• Completed processing ~11,000kg of small bore sodium 

containing pipe
• Mostly use steam
• Used WVN on NaK system
• Used water spray on transfer tanks
• Tried water spray, then steam unsuccessfully on siphon line
• Floodup components when finish reacting
• Process vessel for small bore piping
• Fabricate processing system for large components
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Steam

Nitrogen

Super 
Heater Vessel

Scrubber
HEPA

Stack

B a si c  Sodium P roc ess
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P roc essi n g  L esson s L ea rn ed

• Setup of processing systems time-consuming and expensive
• More complicated the system, the more complex the setup to 

insure all surfaces exposed to steam and provide sufficient 
vents

• Vent path configuration
• Hot reaction or supplemental heat ensures Na not trapped under 

NaOH
• Plugs of sodium – cold trap, primary Na storage tanks
• Heating method hazards

– Propane             CO2

– Hot surfaces
– Combustibles
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M u l t i p l e St ea m/ N i t rog en  L i n es
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I H X
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P roc essi n g  L esson s L ea rn ed,  
c on t .
• WVN – droplets due to condensation in delivery stem
• WVN – delayed reactions
• Process vessel cracked – thermal cycles plus corrosion
• Do not cut up cold traps
• Instrumentation – H2, O2, tritium
• Need for peer review in mechanical engineering discipline, not 

just sodium/chemical engineering
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P roc essi n g  L esson s L ea rn ed,  
c on t .
• Need to remove heat from scrubber, especially if not using 

steam for reaction
– Feed and bleed
– Route vent through large tank
– Chiller system
– Rerouting to allow condensation

• Disposition of NaOH
• Steam reaction very definite, can monitor well

– Actual reaction in process vessel <1 hour
– Actual reaction of ~200 liters in large tank ~24 hours
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Fut ure P l a n s

• Primary loops
– Setup for Loop 1

• Reactor vessel
– Clean off top of vessel 
– Remove graphite from rotating plug
– React residues, then floodup
– Request for proposal of reactor vessel removal to be issued 

this fall
• How clean is clean?

– If component was flooded with water, no additional reaction
Or
– No sodium including in any crevices
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P & I D  L oop  ! I H X  a n d  P ump
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C u t a w a y  of  Rea c t or V essel  
I n t ern a l s
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Fut ure P l a n s,  c on t .

• Costs
– To date ~$22M
– Estimate ~$28M remaining decommissioning
– Typically spending ~$3.5M/yr.  Will increase
– Includes removing radioactive equipment from plant and 

terminating license
– More expensive then expected when started
– Sodium cleanup greatest delay and cost increase
– Learning as we go
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Vortrag IAEA-TM 2005

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Bereich Stilllegung nuklearer Anlagen

Folie Nr.:1 IAEA-T M  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 5
KNK II in Operation (KNK II in Operation (beforebefore 1991)1991)

Dismantling and Sodium Cleaning of the Primary 
and Secondary Sodium Systems of the KNK

Klaus Brockmann

Iris Graffunder

Wolfgang Pfeifer
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Vortrag IAEA-TM 2005

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Bereich Stilllegung nuklearer Anlagen

Folie Nr.:2 IAEA-T M  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 5

HistoryHistory

Typ: Compacted Sodium-cooled Fast Breeder 

Electric Power: 20 MW 

Operation: • 1971 – 74 : with thermal core as KNK I 
• 1977 – 91 : with fast core as KNK II 

Benefit: • Basis for experiments in sodium technology 
• Operation experiences in the development of fast 

breeder reactors 

Shutdown: 08 / 1991 
Germany drops out of the fast breeder technology 

Decommissioning: In 10 steps corresponding to 10 decommissioning 
permits completely to “green field” 
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Vortrag IAEA-TM 2005

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Bereich Stilllegung nuklearer Anlagen

Folie Nr.:3 IAEA-T M  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 5

Secondary Loops in the 5th Permit

Dismantling:
• Mechanical cutting by saws, schere, mills under air.
• Pipes inside inerted with nitrogen until the cutting point

Sodium cleaning in three steps at a washing place outside a building:
• Treatment of the cut pieces at humid air for one to two weeks
• Spraying with water
• Treatment in a water basin  
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Vortrag IAEA-TM 2005

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Bereich Stilllegung nuklearer Anlagen

Folie Nr.:4 IAEA-T M  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 5

Cutting of the Secondary Storage Vessel
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Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Bereich Stilllegung nuklearer Anlagen

Folie Nr.:5 IAEA-T M  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 5

Washing Place for Pieces from the Secondary Loop
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Vortrag IAEA-TM 2005

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Bereich Stilllegung nuklearer Anlagen

Folie Nr.:6 IAEA-T M  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 5

Removal of the 
upper ceiling
(02/00)

Disassembly of the
primary cell
(10/00)

Dismantling of the
dump tank
(03/01)

Removal of the
lower ceiling
(02/01)

Dismantling of the
rotating lid

+ 4,00 m

- 8,60 m

Work under the 8th Decommissioning PermitWork under the 8th Decommissioning Permit
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Vortrag IAEA-TM 2005

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Bereich Stilllegung nuklearer Anlagen

Folie Nr.:7 IAEA-T M  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 5
Disassembly of the Ceiling above the Primary CellDisassembly of the Ceiling above the Primary Cell
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Vortrag IAEA-TM 2005

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Bereich Stilllegung nuklearer Anlagen

Folie Nr.:8 IAEA-T M  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 5
Sawing of the Intermediate Heat Exchanger Tube Bundles (09Sawing of the Intermediate Heat Exchanger Tube Bundles (09 / 2000)/ 2000)
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Vortrag IAEA-TM 2005

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Bereich Stilllegung nuklearer Anlagen

Folie Nr.:9 IAEA-T M  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 5

nitrogen exhaust

steam

water

washing-
vessel

cage with
parts to be
washed

condensor sewage-tank

filter

Sodium - Washing - Facility

O2

H2
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Vortrag IAEA-TM 2005

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Bereich Stilllegung nuklearer Anlagen

Folie Nr.:10 IAEA-T M  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 5

Spent Fuel Storage

Lid

Gas Pipe

Vessel
Safety Vessel

Rotating cage 
for Spent Fuel

Sodium Pipe
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Vortrag IAEA-TM 2005

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Bereich Stilllegung nuklearer Anlagen

Folie Nr.:11 IAEA-T M  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 5

Video Inspection of the spent Fuel Storage Tank 

View under the Lid View into the rotating cage  with moderator
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Vortrag IAEA-TM 2005

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Bereich Stilllegung nuklearer Anlagen

Folie Nr.:12 IAEA-T M  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 5

View into the Spent Fuel Storage Tank
after Removal of the Lid
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Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Bereich Stilllegung nuklearer Anlagen

Folie Nr.:13 IAEA-T M  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 5

Fuel - Storage - Vessel - Cleaning

distilled water

nitrogen

H2 and O2
measuring

exhaust

transportation-
vessel

lance with
videocamera

fuel - storage-
vessel

lance with
spray nozzel

caustic soda -
vessel

fuel - storage-
cage

inspection
pictures
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Vortrag IAEA-TM 2005

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Bereich Stilllegung nuklearer Anlagen

Folie Nr.:14 IAEA-T M  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 5

Spray-Moistering of the Fuel Storage Vessel

Before
During cleaning
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Vortrag IAEA-TM 2005

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Bereich Stilllegung nuklearer Anlagen

Folie Nr.:15 IAEA-T M  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 5

• Dose rate at caustic soda-vessel:

• Sodium quantity in fuel-storage-vessel:

• Cleaning Time:

• H2 - Concentration in exhaust (limit):

• Nitrogen flow through spray nozzel: 

• Nitrogen flow for inertisation of fuel-storage-vessel:

• Volume of fuel-storage-vessel:

• Water flow through spray nozzel: 

20

c. 30 kg

m3/h

3,5 m3/h

1,5 l3/h

<1 %

60-70 mSv/h

c. 16,5 m3

c. 5 weeks

Mean Parameters by Fuel Storage Vessel
Cleaning
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Vortrag IAEA-TM 2005

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Bereich Stilllegung nuklearer Anlagen

Folie Nr.:16 IAEA-T M  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 5
Sodium Draining Vessel before dismantlingSodium Draining Vessel before dismantling

Working Level on + 4 m
Primary sodium 
Dump Tank
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Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Bereich Stilllegung nuklearer Anlagen

Folie Nr.:17 IAEA-T M  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 5
Transportation of the Primary Sodium Dump Tank (03 / 2001)Transportation of the Primary Sodium Dump Tank (03 / 2001)
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Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Bereich Stilllegung nuklearer Anlagen

Folie Nr.:18 IAEA-T M  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 5

Cross Section of the Reactor Vessel

Larger Rotating Plug

Attachments

Reflector

Smaller Rotating Plug

Cutting Line for
The Attachments
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Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Bereich Stilllegung nuklearer Anlagen

Folie Nr.:19 IAEA-T M  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 5
Rotating Plug during TestsRotating Plug during Tests .... during Assembly.... during Assembly
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Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Bereich Stilllegung nuklearer Anlagen

Folie Nr.:20 IAEA-T M  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 5

Concept for Dismantling of the Rotating PlugsConcept for Dismantling of the Rotating Plugs

Upper Part of the Transport Vessel

Lower Part of the Transport Vessel

Transport Unit with Shielding Lid

Enclosure

Rotating Plug
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Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
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Folie Nr.:21 IAEA-T M  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 5

Enclosure for Dismantling of the Rotating Plugs
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Dismantling of the Smaller Rotating Plug
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Dismantling of the Larger Rotating Plug
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Folie Nr.:24 IAEA-T M  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 5

View into the Reactor Vessel with Attachments
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Large Rotating Plug

Cleaning Position Thermal Isolation Plates during Dismantling
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Handling of the Build on Accessories (First Step)
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Handling of the Built on Accessories (Step 2)
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Reactor Vessel without Plugs
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Experience of Primary Cooling System Modification to Increase 
Heat Removal Capability in the Experimental Fast Reactor 
JOYO 
 
Chikara ITOa, Kazunori ISOZAKIa, Takashi ASHIDAa, Kouzou SUMINOa 
and Hirotaka KAWAHARAa 
 
aExperimental Reactor division, Irradiation Center, O-arai Engineering Center, 
Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute, 
4002 Narita, Oarai, Ibaraki 311-1393 JAPAN 

 
Abstract. The purpose of the MK-III program is to upgrade the irradiation capability of the 
JOYO experimental sodium-cooled fast reactor. As a result, the neutron flux density of the 
core was increased and the reactor thermal power was increased to 140 MWt from the 
originally designed 100 MWt. To accommodate the increased thermal power, the flow rates 
of sodium coolant in the primary and secondary systems were increased by 20 % and 10 %, 
respectively. Also, all intermediate heat exchangers and dump heat exchangers were replaced 
with new ones. During this replacement, molten sodium and fuel were retained in the reactor 
vessel. Consequently, the primary cooling system and cover gas boundaries had to be 
maintained to prevent impurity ingress to the sodium system. During the replacement, the 
seal bag method, impurity concentration monitoring of cover gas, and low-pressure control 
of cover gas were applied to prevent damage to existing components and systems. A roller 
cutter was used for cutting large diameter pipes to prevent ingress of cuttings. The measures 
taken to reduce the radiation exposure were a lowering of the surrounding dose rate through 
the use of temporary shielding, shortening of the operation time near the high dose rate area 
by first doing thorough training, and the employment of protection equipment to avoid 
contamination. The replacement of components was completed without major trouble, and 
methods applied for the replacement proved to be effective in the operation and maintenance 
of sodium cooled reactors. 
 
1. Introduction 

 
The experimental fast reactor JOYO at O-arai Engineering Center of the Japan Nuclear 
Cycle Development Institute has been operated since 1977 as the first liquid metal cooled 
fast reactor in Japan. From 1983 to 2000, JOYO operated with the MK-II core as an 
irradiation test bed to develop the fuels and materials for future Japanese fast reactors. 

To meet the increasing requirements for the various kinds of irradiation tests, the 
JOYO upgrading program, designated the MK-III program, was carried out to improve its 
irradiation capability[1-3]. The main objectives of this program are 1.3 times increase of the 
neutron flux in the core, increasing irradiation period by shortening the reactor shutdown 
period, and upgrading of irradiation technology. 

The reactor thermal power was increased to 140 MWt from the originally designed 
100MWt of MK-II core. This necessitated increasing the flow rate of sodium coolant in the 
primary system by 20 %. Also, two intermediate heat exchangers (IHXs) and four dump heat 
exchangers (DHXs) were replaced. The principle of the renovation of the cooling system 
was to minimize the components replacement, so that renovated components were installed 
in the place where old components were[4,5]. 
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2. System Description and Design of Heat Transport System Upgrade 
 

2.1. Design Concept of Heat Transport System Upgrade 
 

JOYO has two main heat transport systems (HTSs). The heat generated in the core is 
transported by primary system sodium, which is circulated by a vertical-type, single-stage 
mechanical pump. An IHX transfers the heat from the primary to the secondary sodium 
system, and then the heat is removed to the atmosphere by two DHXs. It was decided to 
retain the primary and secondary sodium pumps. The increased heat transfer rate was 
achieved by installing new IHXs and DHXs and by resetting major system operating 
conditions as follows: 

 
(a) Increase primary and secondary sodium flow rates by ~ 20 and 10 %, respectively, 

without renovation of pump components other than motors. 
(b) Decrease primary and secondary cold-leg sodium temperatures by 20 and 40 °C, 

respectively. The temperature difference between the reactor vessel (RV) inlet and exit 
increases to 150 deg from 130 °C, and the difference between the IHX secondary inlet 
and exit increases to 170 °C from 130 °C. 

(c) There is no change in primary and secondary hotleg temperature because such an 
increase could significantly affect the structural integrity of components such as the RV 
and IHX. 

 
The renovated components, shown in Fig. 1, were selected based on the above concepts. 
Comparison of the MK-II and MK-III operating conditions at rated power and the major 
specifications of the renovated components are also shown in Fig. 1. 

 
2.2. Description of Intermediate Heat Exchangers 

 
The IHX, shown in Fig. 2, is made of the type 316FR stainless steel (316FR) and is a vertical 
shell- and tube-type heat exchanger with a free sodium surface. The primary sodium flows 
into the shell side through inlet nozzles and inlet flow holes and then flows down through the 
tube bundle, transferring heat to the secondary sodium, which flows up inside the heat 
transfer tubes. The dimensions of the IHX are ~ 8 m height x 2 m diameter, and the heat 
transfer area is 363 m2. The size and heat transfer area are almost the same as the old IHX, 
even though the rated power increased to 70MWt from 50MWt. The design conditions and 
major specifications are shown in Tables I and II. 

The new IHX is designed to reduce the temperature deviations in heat transfer tubes to 
reduce corrosion product (CP) adhesion on the primary-side surface of the internal structures 
and to prevent cover gas entrainment in the sodium. The heat transfer tubes are arranged in 
triangular form. The distance between the heat transfer tubes and the outer and inner shrouds 
is slightly smaller than the distance between tubes. This optimizes the primary-side flow 
distribution and decreases the temperature differences between tubes. Pressure loss on the 
primary side is decreased by optimization of inlet and exit nozzle shapes. A dipped plate that 
suppresses the sodium free surface turbulence is installed to prevent cover gas entrainment at 
increased primary flow rates. Reduction of stagnant flow regions by elimination of thermal 
shielding plates for the inlet and exit nozzles is aimed at reduction of CP deposition. 

The temperature difference between the IHX inlet and exit increased to 150 °C from 
130 °C on the primary side and to 170 °C from 130 °C on the secondary side. The newly 
developed 316FR, which shows improved creep rupture and creep fatigue characteristics at 
elevated temperature, was used as a major structural material to demonstrate its performance 
under reactor conditions. Its superior heat resistance is important for coping with the thermal 
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shock increase caused by the increased temperature difference between inlet and exit at plant 
transient conditions, such as scram, external power supply loss, etc. 

 
3. Plant Conditions and Replacement Procedure 
 
During the upgrade of the HTS, fuel subassemblies were in the RV in order to facilitate 
decay heat removal, and the RV contained molten sodium with an argon cover gas. For the 
replacement of the IHXs, sodium in the primary HTS was drained to the primary sodium 
dump tank while the RV and dump tank were heated to keep the sodium molten. Secondary 
sodium was drained to the secondary dump tank, and all the electrical heaters except those 
for the sodium dump tank were shut off in the main HTS during the replacement of the 
DHXs and pipes. Oxygen ingress to the sodium system had to be prevented because sodium 
has a high reactivity with oxygen in air, especially when molten. Also, sodium that contains 
a high concentration of dissolved oxygen corrodes structural material. During the cutting and 
welding operation for the replacement of components, both primary and secondary coolant 
boundaries had to remain sealed to prevent air ingress and cover gas ingress. 

During the sodium components replacement, several measures were taken to prevent 
damage to the sodium system. The cutting, installation, and welding sequences were 
carefully examined and established to minimize opening of the sodium boundary. 
Furthermore, measures to reduce the radiation exposure and prevent radioactive 
contamination were applied. 

The replacement of components was carried out over about one year with the 
following plant conditions: 

 
(a) Reactor vessel containing fuel subassemblies and molten sodium was pre-heated to about 

473 K with heated nitrogen gas. 
(b) IHXs and main pipes were kept at room temperature without pre-heating. 
(c) Dump tank that stored sodium was pre-heated with electrical heaters. 
(d) Assisting systems, such as the purification system and sodium over flow system, were 

kept at room temperature by shut-off of electrical heaters. 
 

During the sodium components replacement, air ingress into the sodium system had to be 
prevented. The sodium boundary was opened during the sodium pipe cutting, sodium 
removal in the pipe, and the new and old pipe welding. Replacement sequence and plant 
operating conditions during the replacement operation were carefully examined and 
established to prevent air ingress and cover gas egress. The followings procedures were 
applied to replace the components such as IHX and piping: 

 
(a) Cutting pipe, sodium removal, and old components withdrawal. 

(i) Withdrawal of the thermal insulator. Temporary withdrawal of obstacles such as 
pipe, air conditioning duct and conduit. 

(ii) Cutting and withdrawal of IHX connecting primary main outer pipe. 
(iii) Cutting sodium pipe, residual sodium removal, and temporary sealing of sodium 

pipe opening by seal plug. 
(iv) Withdrawal of components, connecting sodium pipe. 

 
(b) New component installation and welding. 

(i) New component installation. 
(ii) Half layer welding and inspection of sodium pipe by radiographic test (RT) and 

liquid penetrant test (PT). 
(iii) Final layer welding and inspection of sodium pipe by RT and PT. 
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(iv) Welding of IHX connecting primary main outer pipe 
(v) Installation of thermal insulator and reinstallation of the temporarily withdrawn 

obstacles. 
 

Figure 3 shows a picture taken during the installation of a new IHX. Figure 4 shows the 
cutting section and sequence of IHX connecting pipes. This sequence was chosen based on 
minimization of the sodium boundary opening, taking into account the installed condition of 
connecting pipe. 

 
4. Sodium Impurity control 

 
4.1 Prediction of Oxygen Ingress 

 
Oxygen is the major impurity whose ingress to the sodium system must be prevented. There 
are three paths of oxygen ingress: oxygen in argon cover gas, oxygen adhered to surfaces of 
components, and air ingress. 

During the replacement, argon gas was supplied to the sodium system to maintain 
cover gas pressure. The cover gas contained ~ 0.2 ppm oxygen as an impurity, and ~ 2 g of 
oxygen ingress was estimated. Oxygen adhered to the inner surfaces of the new IHXs made 
of 316FR and connecting pipes made of stainless steel. Previously measured adhered oxygen 
on the stainless steel was 0.33 g/m2, and the inner surface area of new IHXs and primary 
pipes is 1234 m2. Thus, the total estimated oxygen that adhered to the new primary 
components was 408 g. The last path is air ingress to the sodium system during the cutting 
and welding of pipes. 

 
4.2 Control of Oxygen Concentration 

 
Operations for which the sodium boundary was opened—cutting pipes, sodium removal, and 
welding pipes—were carried out in a seal bag filled with low-pressure argon gas in order to 
lower oxygen ingress. An image of the seal bag is shown in Fig. 5. The seal bag was made of 
a transparent vinyl chloride sheet with a thickness of 0.5 mm. Its design temperature and 
pressure were 338 K and 690 Pa, respectively. The seal bag was bonded to the pipe by 
adhesive tape and clamped by hose bands. Also, the seal bag had a hanging hook at the top 
to prevent slackening. Oxygen concentration in the seal bag was controlled to < 1000 ppm 
and monitored by a portable oxygen indicator. The control set value for oxygen 
concentration in the primary system cover was under 300 ppm. These control values were 
chosen based on previous maintenance experience. 

In addition, the nitrogen concentration was monitored and controlled under 1200 ppm. 
The monitoring considered the concentration ratio of nitrogen and oxygen in air as well as 
the fact that oxygen is easily reacted with sodium and that it easily dissolves in sodium. 
Nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen concentrations in the cover gas were monitored using gas 
chromatography. Shown in Fig. 6 are monitoring data obtained during a welding operation. 
The hydrogen concentration was not a controlled quantity from the viewpoint of impurity 
ingress. A hydrogen concentration increase was observed during sodium removal using a 
mixture of water and alcohol. Hydrogen was generated by sodium-water and sodium-alcohol 
reactions. During this operation, no nitrogen concentration increase was observed. During 
other operations, such as groove preparation and welding, both nitrogen and hydrogen 
concentration increases were observed. In these operations, nitrogen, hydrogen, and water in 
air could have entered the sodium system from the new IHX and seal bag. Almost no oxygen 
was observed during the operation, and the maximum nitrogen concentration in cover gas 
was under 1000 ppm. Based on the oxygen concentration in the seal bag and the operation 
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time with the seal bag, the estimated accumulated oxygen ingress to the sodium system was 
~ 180 g, which was one-tenth of the planned value. 

 
5. Radiation Control 

 
The replacement requested protection from radiation exposure in high-dose-rate 
surroundings and the very limited accessible space of the radiation controlled area in the 
containment vessel. Primary sodium contains radioactive 22Na and radioactive CPs, such as 
60Co and 54Mn. This sodium adhered to the inner surface of the IHXs and pipes. The highest 
surface dose rate on the IHX was several tens of mSv0h. The distribution of the surface dose 
rate is shown in Fig. 7. Furthermore, the distance from the component surfaces for 
attenuation of the dose rate during the cutting of IHX connecting pipes was less than desired. 
Finally, to avoid welding flaws, it was necessary to remove residual radioactive sodium that 
adhered inside the pipe. 

There were four measures to reduce the radiation exposure and to prevent radioactive 
contamination: 

 
(a) lowering of the surrounding dose rate 
(b) shortening of the operation time near the high-dose-rate surroundings 
(c) reducing the surface and internal contamination with protection equipment 
(d) employing a seal bag when the primary system was open. 

 
The radiation exposure is limited to an effective dose rate of 50 mSv/yr, and the precaution 
level is 13 mSv/ 3 months or 20 mSv/yr. The radiation exposure was controlled based on the 
principal of as low as reasonably achievable. About 230 lead plates, 170 lead blankets, and 
80 lead tamping bags were used as temporary radiation shielding. Lead blankets were placed 
around the IHX primary inlet and exit pipe elbows as well as the upper and lower IHX shells. 
Lead plates were placed around the IHX primary exit nozzle and lead plates, and lead 
tamping bags were placed around the IHX primary inlet nozzle. These places were selected 
based on high radiation dose rate and proximity to the operation area. After the placement of 
temporary shielding, the surrounding dose rate in the operation area was reduced ~ 20 %. 

Before the IHX replacement, mock-up tests using a piping model and a full simulation 
with a full-sized model were carried out. The objective of the piping model mock-up test was 
to establish the cutting and welding operation procedure. The full-sized model simulated the 
IHX primary inlet and exit sections, including the upper and lower parts of the IHX, inlet 
and exit nozzles, inlet and exit pipes, pedestal, obstacles such as air-conditioning ducts and 
pipes, and supports. The objectives of this model were to optimize operating methods, to 
check operability from the cutting to the welding operation with contamination protection 
equipment, and to measure the operation time for evaluating radiation exposure. Also, this 
model was used for worker training. The operation time was shortened by 5 to 8 % after 
completion of training. 

Several kinds of contamination protection equipment were used to minimize radiation 
exposure. Rubber gloves and contamination protection suits were used to prevent external 
contamination. Air-line masks were used to prevent internal contamination as well as to 
ensure an adequate supply of oxygen. During the primary boundary opening operation, the 
seal bag served not only to prevent impurity ingress to the sodium system but also to prevent 
contamination. As a secondary measure to prevent the spread of contamination, a greenhouse 
made of incombustible transparent sheet equipped with local ventilation was placed around 
the seal bag. 

As a result of these radiation control measures, cumulative radiation exposure was 
below one-half of the planned exposure. The exposure record shown in Fig. 8 has the 
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planned and actual exposure histories. It should be noted that no one was contaminated. 
 

6. Control of Sodium Boundary Opened 
 

Two kinds of cutting devices were used for the pipe cutting to prevent inflow of cutting 
pieces. When vertical pipe was cut, the bite was used to cut a two-thirds layer in atmosphere 
then the residual one-third layer was pressed down by the roller cutter in the seal bag under 
argon gas. On the other hand, horizontal pipe was cut off by the bite and cutting pieces in the 
pipe were removed together with sodium adhered on the inner surface. A seal bag was placed 
after cutting a two-thirds layer. During the sodium removal in the pipe, a stopper was 
inserted into the vertical pipe to prevent dropping of tools. In addition the number and 
cleanliness of tools were correctly checked before and after each operation. 

During the MK-III reactor operation, primary and secondary cover gas pressure is 
controlled to about 500 Pa and 40 kPa, respectively. Argon cover gas pressure was controlled 
to levels lower than normal reactor operation during the renovation operation. Between 
cutting and welding pipes operation, the sodium boundary tightness was kept by the 
temporary closing equipment seal plug. During the replacement operation, a seal bag made 
of transparent vinyl chloride sheet and glove box were used to prevent air ingress. The 
pressure resistance of the seal bag was 600 Pa. Argon cover gas pressure was controlled to 
below 300 Pa, considering operability in the seal bag and to prevent seal bag damage. 

 
7. Welding Operation 

 
7.1. Sodium Removal 

 
Adhered sodium on the inner surfaces of used pipe in the sodium system was removed to 
avoid welding flaws between used and new pipes. Figure 9 shows measures to remove 
sodium. When the pipe, especially a small diameter pipe, was choked with sodium, a spatula 
was used to scrape off the sodium. Large deposits were removed using a scraper and drill, 
while small amounts of sodium were removed using a cloth wetted with a mixture of water 
and alcohol that contained 50 to 70 % ethyl alcohol. Residual sodium after cleaning was less 
than 0.01 mg/cm2. 

To avoid sodium melting by the welding heat, the length of sodium removal in the pipe 
was about 30 cm from the opening and the surface temperature of used pipe was controlled 
to less than 343 K during welding. 

 
7.2. Control of Back Seal Gas 
 
Tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding was used for the pipe welding. During the TIG welding, 
back seal gas flow is necessary to avoid welding flaws caused by oxygen, nitrogen and 
hydrogen ingress to the metal melting zone. The argon cover gas was only used as back seal 
gas. Mock up tests to verify the welding condition showed that the pressure difference 
between the cover gas and the gas inside seal bag had to be kept under 100 Pa. Based on the 
result of mock up tests and operability of seal bag, both cover gas and seal bag gas pressure 
was controlled to between 50 and 100 Pa during the welding operation.  

 
8. Results 

 
8.1. Functional Test Results 

 
Upon completion of the replacement, integrated functional tests were carried out to verify 
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the success of the replacement operation and the basic function of replaced components at 
low sodium temperature without reactor operation. The major functional tests for the 
primary system were sodium impurity measurement, characterization test of the primary 
pump and vibration test of the primary loop. 

Removed oxygen was 383 g during purification operations in the integrated functional 
test. This is ~ 60 % of the predicted value, which was estimated in advance based on the 
three paths of oxygen ingress. Therefore, it was confirmed that impurity ingress to the 
primary system was successfully controlled during the replacement period. 

The functional tests, which addressed issues beyond heat transfer performance, showed 
that the design of components and replacement work were satisfactory. 

 
8.2. Lessons Learned 

 
Large sodium components were replaced under difficult conditions: limited work space 
during operations such as cutting and welding in the existing nuclear plant; primary sodium 
coolant boundary opening with fuel subassemblies and molten sodium in the RV; high 
radiation dose rate and treatment of radioactive sodium. 

Replacement operations were successfully completed despite these difficulties. The 
following lessons learned through these operations will be useful for future maintenance and 
modification of sodium-cooled fast reactors: 

 
(a) Application of seal bags during sodium pipe cutting, sodium removal, and welding is 

useful to prevent oxygen ingress to the sodium system, to avoid a deficiency of oxygen in 
the working area, and to minimize contamination during boundary opening. 

(b) Cover gas and seal bag gas pressure control under 100 Pa is necessary to prevent welding 
flaws and is useful during opening of a sodium boundary to have enough pressure margin 
for the seal bag and good operability.  

(c) On-line measurement of nitrogen and hydrogen in the cover gas system is effective to 
monitor impurity ingress to the sodium system. 

(d) Sodium adhered on the inner surfaces of pipe was effectively and safely removed by a 
mechanical scraper or drill and a cloth moistened by a mixture of alcohol and water.  

(e) Mock-up tests are useful both to shorten the operation time in high-dose-rate 
surroundings by verifying the applicability of operating procedures and to train workers. 

 
9. Conclusions 

 
After successful replacement and functional testing, JOYO has been put into operation for 
performance tests. Lessons learned through the replacement operations will be fully applied 
not only to future JOYO maintenance and modification activities but also to future 
sodium-cooled fast reactor design, construction, and operation. 
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Table I. Design condition of the new IHX 

Type 
 
Rated heat exchange 

Vertical-Type Shell and Tube Heat Exchanger with Primary-Side Free 
Surface 
70 MWt 

Components class 
 
Earthquake-proof 
class 
 
Design temperature 
 
 
Design pressure 

Primary and secondary sides 
Leak jacket 
Primary and secondary sides 
Leak jacket 
Primary 
Secondary 
Leak jacket 
Primary 
Secondary 
 
Leak jacket 

First-class vessel 
Third-class vessel 
Asa 

Ab 
823 K (523 K at negative pressure) 
823 K (823 K at negative pressure) 
823 K 
98 kPa (negative and positive pressure) 
490 kPa (positive pressure) 
147 kPa (positive pressure) 
98 kPa (positive pressure) 
0 (negative pressure) 

a “As” is the highest category identified safety in Japanese regulation. 
b “A” is the second-highest category identified safety in Japanese regulation. 

 
 
Table II. Major specifications of the new IHX 

Heat transfer area (m2) 
Unit 

363 
2 

Dimension 
Primary 
  Shell inner diameter / thickness (mm) 
Secondary 
  Plenum diameter upper / lower (mm) 
  Plenum thickness upper / lower (mm) 
  Downcomer diameter upper / lower (mm) 
  Downcomer thickness upper / lower (mm) 
Tube sheet thickness (mm) 
Tube diameter / thickness (mm) 
Leak jacket inner diameter / thickness (mm) 
Radiation shielding diameter (mm) 
Radiation shielding thickness (mm) 
Height (IHX-A / IHX-B) (mm) 

 
1840 / 19 

 
1840 / 1508 

19 / 19 
318.5 / 355.6 

10.3 / 11.1 
100 

19.0 / 1.0 
1990 / 6.0 

3260 / 2830 
360 / 350 

7870 /8095 
Material 

Primary 
       Shell and sodium nozzle 

  Bellows 
Secondary 
  Upper Plenum 
  Lower Plenum 
  Downcomer 
Tube sheet 
Tube 
Leak jacket 
Radiation shielding 

 
316FR, 316FR-F 
SUS316a, 316FR 
 
316FR, 316FR-F 
316FR 
316FR-TP 
316FR-F 
316FR-TB 
SUS304, SUS304Tb 
SS400c, SUS304 

a SUS316 = Type 316 stainless steel. 
b SUS304 = Type 304 stainless steel. 
c SS400 = rolled carbon steel for general structure. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of renovated JOYO cooling system and operating condition 

Fig. 2. Schematic structure of IHX for MK-III 

 

Reactor
vessel

Pump
overf low
column

M

Primary
pump

M

Air

Main blower

Secon dary
pump

M

Capacity

IHX

50 � 70 MWt
Heat transfer

area
352 � 363 m2

356 � 363 m2

Number of
tubes

2835 � 2088 (A Loop)
1812 � 2088 (B Loop )

Temp erature
Primary HTS

MK � �

RV inlet
RV exit

Flow rate

MK ���
643K 623K
773K 773K

1100 t/h 1350 t/h

Capacity
DHX

25 � 35 MWt
Tube path 2 � 4
Heat transfer
area

1250� 2400 m2

Air flow rate

Blower motor
capacity 400 � 710 kW

7400 � 7700
m3/min

Temperature
Secondary HTS

MK �
�

DHX inlet
DHX exit

Flow rate

MK ���
743K
613K 573K

1100 t /h 1200 t/h

Electromagnet ic
flow meter(EMF)

Primary pump motor
and flow control system

Main motor capacity 330 � 330 kW

Secondary main pump motor
and flow control system

Motor capacity 180 � 220 kW

Renovated components
in HTS

Pony motor capacity 2.5 � 2.5 kW

EMF

Over flow
tank

PL
EMP

Dump
tank

Cold
trap CT

DHX
(Air cooler)

IHX

743K
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Fig. 3. New IHX installation in the reactor containment vessel 

Fig. 4. Cutting section and sequence of IHX 
connecting pipe (loop A) 

Fig. 5. Image of seal bag for primary pipe 
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Fig. 6. Nitrogen and hydrogen change during sodium removal and welding 

Fig. 7. Surface exposure rate of IHX and connecting pipes 
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Fig. 8. Radiation exposure during primary system renovation operation 

Fig. 9. Radiation exposure during primary system renovation operation 
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ExperExperience of Primary Cooling System ience of Primary Cooling System 
Modification to Increase Heat Removal Capability Modification to Increase Heat Removal Capability 

in the Experimental Fast Reactor JOYOin the Experimental Fast Reactor JOYO

Experimental Reactor Division
Irradiation Center, O-arai Engineering Center 

Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute

C. ITO, K. ISOZAKI, T. ASHIDA, K. SUMINO and H. KAWAHARA

Cadarache, France, 26-30 September 2005
IAEA TM on “The Decommissioning of Fast Reactors after Sodium Draining”294



No. 2

“JOYO”
Oarai 
Engineering
Center Head  Office

& Tokai Works

Tokyo Office

Experimental Fast Reactor “JOYO”

“MONJU”

The main objectives of JOYO
(1) To obtain operational experience of sodium cooled fast reactor
(2) To conduct irradiation tests  on fuel and materials
(3) To demonstrate innovate technology for future FBR plant  
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Main Objectives of JOYO MK-III Upgrade Program

Why was Heat Transport 
System renovated?

To Increase the Irradiation Capability about 4 times

• Core Transformation for High Neutron Flux
• Improvement of Plant Availability Factor
• Upgrading of Irradiation Techniques

To Increase the Irradiation Capability about 4 times

• Core Transformation for High Neutron Flux
• Improvement of Plant Availability Factor
• Upgrading of Irradiation Techniques

Design and Renovation of Heat Transport SystemDesign and Renovation of Heat Transport System
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Milestones of JOYO MK-III program
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Key points of renovation design

Minimization of renovation area taking into account� Plant heat balance         � Component size� Space constraints          � Amount of associated work

� Decrease of temperature in cold leg � No change of temperature in hot leg� Increase of 
�

T( Temperature difference between hot leg and cold leg) � Increase of coolant flow rate within present pump 
performance� No change of component size � Modification of plant control and protection system  to 
mitigate thermal shock caused by increased 

�
T and flow rate
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MK-III renovated system & heat balance
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New IHX for MK-III program

Major specsMaj or specsMaj or specsMaj or specsMaj or specsMaj or specsMaj or specsMaj or specsMaj or specsMaj or specsMaj or specsMaj or specsMaj or specs
S h e l lS h e l lS h e l lS h e l lS h e l lS h e l lS h e l lS h e l lS h e l lS h e l lS h e l lS h e l lS h e l l

T u b eT u b eT u b eT u b eT u b eT u b eT u b eT u b eT u b eT u b eT u b eT u b eT u b e
L ea kL ea kL ea kL ea kL ea kL ea kL ea kL ea kL ea kL ea kL ea kL ea kL ea k
j ac k e tj ac k e tj ac k e tj ac k e tj ac k e tj ac k e tj ac k e tj ac k e tj ac k e tj ac k e tj ac k e tj ac k e tj ac k e t

H ea t  t ra n s f er  areaH ea t  t ra n s f er  areaH ea t  t ra n s f er  areaH ea t  t ra n s f er  areaH ea t  t ra n s f er  areaH ea t  t ra n s f er  areaH ea t  t ra n s f er  areaH ea t  t ra n s f er  areaH ea t  t ra n s f er  areaH ea t  t ra n s f er  areaH ea t  t ra n s f er  areaH ea t  t ra n s f er  areaH ea t  t ra n s f er  area 3 6 3 m3 6 3 m3 6 3 m3 6 3 m3 6 3 m3 6 3 m3 6 3 m3 6 3 m3 6 3 m3 6 3 m3 6 3 m3 6 3 m3 6 3 m �
T u b e  N o .T u b e  N o .T u b e  N o .T u b e  N o .T u b e  N o .T u b e  N o .T u b e  N o .T u b e  N o .T u b e  N o .T u b e  N o .T u b e  N o .T u b e  N o .T u b e  N o . 2 0 8 82 0 8 82 0 8 82 0 8 82 0 8 82 0 8 82 0 8 82 0 8 82 0 8 82 0 8 82 0 8 82 0 8 82 0 8 8

T u b e  D i a . / t h i c k .T u b e  D i a . / t h i c k .T u b e  D i a . / t h i c k .T u b e  D i a . / t h i c k .T u b e  D i a . / t h i c k .T u b e  D i a . / t h i c k .T u b e  D i a . / t h i c k .T u b e  D i a . / t h i c k .T u b e  D i a . / t h i c k .T u b e  D i a . / t h i c k .T u b e  D i a . / t h i c k .T u b e  D i a . / t h i c k .T u b e  D i a . / t h i c k . 1 9 m m1 9 m m1 9 m m1 9 m m1 9 m m1 9 m m1 9 m m1 9 m m1 9 m m1 9 m m1 9 m m1 9 m m1 9 m m � 1 . 0 m m1 . 0 m m1 . 0 m m1 . 0 m m1 . 0 m m1 . 0 m m1 . 0 m m1 . 0 m m1 . 0 m m1 . 0 m m1 . 0 m m1 . 0 m m1 . 0 m m

F l o w  ra t eF l o w  ra t eF l o w  ra t eF l o w  ra t eF l o w  ra t eF l o w  ra t eF l o w  ra t eF l o w  ra t eF l o w  ra t eF l o w  ra t eF l o w  ra t eF l o w  ra t eF l o w  ra t e 1 3 5 0  t / h1 3 5 0  t / h1 3 5 0  t / h1 3 5 0  t / h1 3 5 0  t / h1 3 5 0  t / h1 3 5 0  t / h1 3 5 0  t / h1 3 5 0  t / h1 3 5 0  t / h1 3 5 0  t / h1 3 5 0  t / h1 3 5 0  t / h
R a t e d  po w erR a t e d  po w erR a t e d  po w erR a t e d  po w erR a t e d  po w erR a t e d  po w erR a t e d  po w erR a t e d  po w erR a t e d  po w erR a t e d  po w erR a t e d  po w erR a t e d  po w erR a t e d  po w er 7 0 M W7 0 M W7 0 M W7 0 M W7 0 M W7 0 M W7 0 M W7 0 M W7 0 M W7 0 M W7 0 M W7 0 M W7 0 M W

Ma t e -Ma t e -Ma t e -Ma t e -Ma t e -Ma t e -Ma t e -Ma t e -Ma t e -Ma t e -Ma t e -Ma t e -Ma t e -
r i a lr i a lr i a lr i a lr i a lr i a lr i a lr i a lr i a lr i a lr i a lr i a lr i a l

A u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee l� 3 1 6 F R3 1 6 F R3 1 6 F R3 1 6 F R3 1 6 F R3 1 6 F R3 1 6 F R3 1 6 F R3 1 6 F R3 1 6 F R3 1 6 F R3 1 6 F R3 1 6 F R � 3 1 6 F R - F3 1 6 F R - F3 1 6 F R - F3 1 6 F R - F3 1 6 F R - F3 1 6 F R - F3 1 6 F R - F3 1 6 F R - F3 1 6 F R - F3 1 6 F R - F3 1 6 F R - F3 1 6 F R - F3 1 6 F R - F � S U S 3 1 6S U S 3 1 6S U S 3 1 6S U S 3 1 6S U S 3 1 6S U S 3 1 6S U S 3 1 6S U S 3 1 6S U S 3 1 6S U S 3 1 6S U S 3 1 6S U S 3 1 6S U S 3 1 6 �
A u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee l� 3 1 6 F R - T B3 1 6 F R - T B3 1 6 F R - T B3 1 6 F R - T B3 1 6 F R - T B3 1 6 F R - T B3 1 6 F R - T B3 1 6 F R - T B3 1 6 F R - T B3 1 6 F R - T B3 1 6 F R - T B3 1 6 F R - T B3 1 6 F R - T B �
A u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee lA u s t e n i t i c  s t a i n l e ss  s t ee l� S U S 3 0 4S U S 3 0 4S U S 3 0 4S U S 3 0 4S U S 3 0 4S U S 3 0 4S U S 3 0 4S U S 3 0 4S U S 3 0 4S U S 3 0 4S U S 3 0 4S U S 3 0 4S U S 3 0 4 � S U S 3 0 4 T PS U S 3 0 4 T PS U S 3 0 4 T PS U S 3 0 4 T PS U S 3 0 4 T PS U S 3 0 4 T PS U S 3 0 4 T PS U S 3 0 4 T PS U S 3 0 4 T PS U S 3 0 4 T PS U S 3 0 4 T PS U S 3 0 4 T PS U S 3 0 4 T P �

- DESIGN POINTS -� Same size of component� Decrease pressure loss � Optimization  of inlet and exit nozzle shapes� Prevent tube buckling � Lowering temp distribution in heat transfer tube� Utilize newly developed 316FR

Primary 
Sodium Inlet

Primary Sodium Exit

Secondary 
Sodium Exit

Secondary 
Sodium Inlet

IHX : 8mH 	 2m 
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1.   Radiation Control � Training by mock-up
(Prevention of Contamination ) � Temporary  radiation shielding� Seal bag� Contamination protection equipment

2 � Sodium Purity Control � Minimization of sodium boundary opening� Seal bag (Glove box)� Oxygen and nitrogen monitoring in cover gas

3 � Control of opened sodium boundary
(1) Cover gas Pressure Control � low pressure consistent with seal bag
(2) Cleanliness Control � Protection of metal powder ingress and tool

dropping

4 � Sodium Pipe Welding � Sodium removal� Control of back seal gas� Integrity assurance of welding joint

Measures and Challenges applied during 
replacement of IHX
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Reduction of radiation exposure
-Mock-up training
-Installation of temporary radiation shielding

230 lead plates
170 lead blankets

80 lead tamping bags

Radiation control

Installation of temporary 
radiation shieldingMock-up training

Prevention of worker
contamination
-Doubled cover-all suits
-Air line mask
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Limit value of impurity 
concentration

Argon gas inside seal bag

O2 � 1,000ppm

Cover gas in cooling system

O2 � 300ppm

N2 � 1,200ppm

Seal bag for primary pipe Glove box and seal bag for secondary pipe

Utilization of seal bag and glove box

Purity control of sodium
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No. 11 Cutting and welding position of sodium pipe 
for IHX replacement
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1. Withdrawal of thermal insulator and obstacles

2. Cutting of connecting outer pipe

3. Cutting of connecting inner pipe (sodium pipe)

4. Sodium removal from used pipe video-1

5. Withdrawal of old IHX

6. Installation of new IHX           video-2

7. Welding of connecting inner pipe (sodium pipe)

8. Welding of connecting outer pipe

9. Reinstallation of thermal insulator and obstacles

Replacement procedure of IHX

� Radiation Control

� Sodium Pipe Welding

� Cleanliness Control

 Sodium Purity Control Cover gas Pressure Control Prevention of Contamination
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Integrity assurance of welding

Liquid penetrant testing of IHX primary inlet nozzle

Welding Inspection
- Material confirmation       - Groove face inspection
- Fit-up inspection                 -Welding record inspection
- Surface inspection              - Heat treatment confirmation
- Mechanical test (for IHX)
- Non destructive inspection (NDI): Liquid penetrant testing (PT) 

: Radiograph testing (RT ½ layer, final layer)
-Pressure test (substitute test): Progress PT (½ layer, final layer) , RT

Material Tests (for secondary pipe)
- Tensile test,  impact test, hardness test  etc.
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 No contamination
 Individual exposure
     Max : 21.7mSv, Ave : 3.2mSv

Radiation exposure during replacement of IHX
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• Air flow rate measurement (DHX)
• Main blower function test

• Thermal expansion measurement of piping structure
• IHX & DHX pre-heating test
• Primary & secondary circulation loop pre-heating test

• Sodium purifying & purity measurement
• Calibration of IHX sodium level meter (new equipment)

, ¼�½¿¾�À

¼�½¿¾�À

¼�½£¾ , Á¿ÂÃ¾�À

• Thermal expansion measurement of piping structure
• Main pump speed & flow rate control test
• Pressure loss measurement test
• Primary & Secondary pump flow coast down test
• Main pump & Pony motor running test
• Interlock functional & plant protection system tests 
• Loss of electric power testÄ ±�¯G¶�¥�¯MªÅ�¸q«Æ±ÅÇ;±ÉÈÊÇ

Function test scenario
The number of all 

test items : 44
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Test ResultË Evaluation value of oxygen :   primary- 383g ,   secondary-1100g                                                           
( Predicted value :   primary-1915g ,  secondary-9322g )

Sodium purity measurement
309
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• The replacement of sodium components operation 
was completed without major troubles, 
demonstrating the effectiveness of the measures used.

• The adequacy of  renovation design and replacement 
operations was confirmed by function test.

• Lessons learned through the replacement operations 
will be fully applied not only to future JOYO 
operation, maintenance and modification activities 
but also to future sodium cooled fast reactors design, 
construction and operation.

Conclusion
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IAEA Technical Meeting, Cadarache,  September 26-30, 2005 Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute1

IAEA Technical Meeting 
on

“ The Decommissioning of Fast Reactors after Sodium Draining”

Cadarache
September 26-30, 2005

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

Dismantling of the Sodium Purification loop and     
the Removal of the Sodium from its components

Byung Ho Kim
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Outline

q Current Status

§ SFR Technology Development Project

§ General Features of KALIMER-600 

q Experiment on the Sodium Removal from the Cold Trap
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q PWRs will be our major nuclear power until 2020s
§ Spent fuel storage capacity will be saturated by 2016
§ Energy security needs to be established considering the 

decrease of U resource
q SFR is our choice for the next generation nuclear power

§ Spent fuel storage problem can be solved
§ SFR is technically most feasible concept among Gen IV systems

Status & Expansion Plan of SF Storage (unit : MTU)

Nuclear 
Power

Stations

Kori

Yonggwang

Ulchin

Wolsong

Total

Storage 
Capacity

1,737

1,696

1,563

4,807

9,803

Cumulative
Amount

1,387

1,090

817

3,691

6,985

Year of 
saturation

2008

2008

2007

2006

As of June 2004

Expansion
Amount

369

889

754

4,195

6,207

Storage 
Capacity 

after
Expanding

2,106

2,585

2,317

9,002

16,010

Target Year 

2016

Expansion Plan

SFR Technology Development
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q Challenges for the expanded utilization of nuclear power
§ Sustainability: resource utilization, waste minimization and 

management
§ Economic Competitiveness
§ Enhanced Safety and Reliability
§ Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection

q Comprehensive Nuclear Energy Promotion Plan of 2001
§ Development of liquid metal reactor technologies for the efficient 

utilization of uranium resources
§ Emphasis on basic key technology development
§ Participation in international collaborations including Gen IV 

Program
§ Revision to be issued in 2006

SFR Technology Development
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q Funded by the MOST under the National Medium- and Long-term 
Nuclear R&D Program

q Objective
§Development of basic key technologies for SFRs which can 

meet the goals of sustainability, safety and economic 
competitiveness

q Work scopes
§Reactor design studies
§Development of computational tools
§Development of sodium technologies

SFR Technology Development Project
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Phase 3&4 (2002-2006)
Development of Key Technologies

/ Advanced Conceptual Design

Phases 1&2 (1997-2001)
Development of Basic Technology

/ Conceptual Design

Conceptual
Design
Report

- Design requirements
- Design Specification
- Performance Analysis
- Safety Analysis

- Proliferation-Resistant Core
Design and Fuel Cycle 

- Improvement of Economics 
and Safety 

- High Temperature 
Structural Analysis

- Safety Analysis

Development  and
Improvement of
Computer Codes

Development of 
Key Computer Codes

/ Validation of
Computer Codes

Conceptual Design
Advanced

Conceptual Design

Basic Experiments Experiments for
Model Validation

KALIMER-150

Conceptual
Design
Report

KALIMER-600

SFR Technology Development
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q Key Design Features
§ Power: 600 MWe
§ Sodium-cooled pool type reactor
§ Metal fuel: U-TRU-Zr
§ Passive RHRS: PDRC
§ 2-Loop IHTS/SGS
§ Plant net efficiency : 39%
§ Seismic Isolation

KALIMER-600: Medium Sized Reactor with Passive RHRS
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Key Design Parameters

PHTS
Reactor Core I/O Temp., oC                                 390.0/545.0
Total PHTS Flow Rate, kg/s                                      6,862.1
Primary Pump Type                                             Mechanical
Number of Primary Pumps                                         2

IHTS 
IHX I/O Temp., oC                                                  320.7/526.0
IHTS Total Flow Rate, kg/s                                      5,813.1
IHTS Pump Type                                           Electromagnetic
Number of IHXs 2 

SGS
Steam Flow Rate, kg/s                                           664.67
Steam Temperature, oC 503.1 
Steam Pressure, MPa                                             16.5
Number of SGs                                                   2

OVERALL
Net Plant Power, MWe 600
Core Power, MWt                                                 1,525.3
Gross Plant Efficiency, % 41.9
Net Plant Efficiency, %                                         39.3
Reactor                                                         Pool Type
Number of IHTS Loops                                            2
Safety Decay Heat Removal                                       PDRC
Seismic Design                         Seismic Isolation Bearing

CORE
Core Configuration                       Radially Homogeneous
Core Height, mm                                                 1,000
Axial Blanket Thickness, mm                                     0
Equivalent Core Diameter, mm                                  4,978
Fuel Form U-TRU-10% Zr Alloy
Feed Fuel TRU Enrichment for                                    15.2

Equilibrium Core, %
Assembly Pitch, mm                                              178.8
Fuel/Moderator/B4C/Vacancy Rods per Assembly

Inner Fuel Region                                            237/4/12/18
Middle Fuel Region                                          256/0/  0/15
Outer Fuel Region                                            271/0/  0/  0

Cycle Length, EFPM                                              18
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q Development of Integrated Steam Generator

q Development of Supercritical CO2 Energy Conversion System

q Development of Structural Integrity Assessment Technology for 
Elevated Temperature Structures

q Development of Water Leak Detection Technology

q Development of Computer Codes 
§ Core Design

§ Core Seismic Response Analysis (SAC-CORE3.0)

§ Nonlinear Structural Analysis (NONSTA2.0)

§ System Transient Analysis

§ Long-term Behavior of SWR

R&D Activities
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q IAEA Fast Reactor Knowledge Preservation
§ Extra-budgetary contribution

q OECD/NEA IRPhE Project
§ Evaluation of SNEAK-7A & 7B critical experiments

q ISTC Project
§ Collaboration with IPPE for experimental study of MA transmutation through 

an ISTC project

q I-NERI Project with ANL
§ Passive safety optimization in liquid-sodium cooled reactors
§ Supercritical CO2 cycle energy conversion
§ Improvement of the decay heat removal system for VHTR (RCCS)

q Generation IV Program
§ Participation in R&D planning

International Collaborations
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Experimental Facilities for Sodium Technologies
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q Description of the Loop
§ Development of a technology 

concerning the purification of 
sodium, and the measurement of the 
impurity concentration in the sodium

§ Constructed in 1995
ü Na volume : 20 liter
ü Operation temperature : 300 °°°°°°°°°°°°°C

§ Dismantled in 2004
§ Main experiments

ü Measurement of the impurity 
concentration in the sodium by 
PTI

ü Purification of the sodium by a 
cold trap

ü Measurement of hydrogen 
concentration by a hydrogen 
detector

Dismantling of the Sodium Purification Loop

Isodrawing of the small scale sodium loop 
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q Protective measures
§ Preparation of graphite powder as 

extinguisher to put out fires
§Wearing protective clothing, goggles, 

and helmet

q Disconnection of pipes and 
components
§Components :  Cold trap, Plugging 

meter, EM pump, EM flowmeter, and 
valves

§Cutting of the pipes by pipe cutter
§ Seal of the cutting plane of pipes by 

the paraffin film

Dismantling of sodium purification loop

Dismantling of the Sodium Purification Loop
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q Description of the Cold trap
§ Inside diameter : 257 mm
§Height : 578 mm 
§ Volume : About 26 liter

q Modification of the Cold trap
§Addition of the new lines to the 

existing line  
ü Steam and nitrogen inlet line
ü Water filling line 
ü Reactant gas outlet line
ü Reactant liquid outlet line

Cold trap 

Sodium removal from the cold trap

¾”pipe

¾”pipe½” NPT

¼”NPT

¼” tube

¾”pipe

Steam in¼” tube

90

50

30

½” pipe connection

Reactant out

Water filling Gas out
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q Cleaning Apparatus
§ Steam and nitrogen gas injection system
§ Drain tank, buffer tank, and water tank
§ Hydrogen meter
§ Data acquisition system

q Cleaning Procedure 
§ Drain of sodium in the cold trap
§ Evacuation of the cold trap
§ Injection of nitrogen gas and steam

ü Nitrogen flow rate : 10 ∼ 80 g/min
ü Steam flow rate : 0 ∼ 18 g/min

§ Water filling
ü Circulation of water through the cold 

trap
ü Drain of reactant

Flow diagram of the cold trap cleaning system

Sodium removal from the cold trap
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q Results
§ Some explosive noises from drain tank
§ Hydrogen concentration

ü maximum of 4.5% at a time of 460 min
§ Temperature and pressure histories with 

time are similar to each other
§ maximum of 256 !!!!!!!!!!!!! and 0.0073 MPa, 

respectively

Temperature and pressure histories 
with time for the 1st run

Sodium removal from the cold trap
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q Results (continued)
§ A remarkable peak of at a time of 120 min on the third day : We don’t know for certain.

Sodium removal from the cold trap

Hydrogen history with time for the 2nd run
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q Results (continued)
§ Electric conductivity changes in the drained water : minimum of 230µs
§ No sodium in the inside surface of the cold trap as the result of  the visual inspection 

Sodium removal from the cold trap

Electric conductivity changes in the drained water Cutting plane of the cold trap
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q We had first step toward the sodium removal technology. 

q A sodium removal from the cold trap was conducted safely.

q No explosions were observed throughout the steam cleaning by 
replacing any air in the cold trap with nitrogen gas. 

q Based on the experimental results, the model for reaction is 
planning to be developed.

q This small scale experiment for removing the sodium from the 
cold trap of a sodium purification loop enabled KAERI to acquire
valuable experience.

q The experience acquired from this study will be applied to the 
project to clean the contaminated components.

Conclusion
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DECOMMISSIONING OF EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR – II 

COMPLEX, POST SODIUM DRAINING 
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Idaho Falls, ID 83415-6000 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The Experimental Breeder Reactor - II (EBR-II), operated by Argonne National 
Laboratory - West in Idaho, was shutdown in September 1994 as mandated by the United 
States Department of Energy.  This sodium-cooled reactor had been in service since 
1964, and was to be maintained in an industrially and radiologically safe condition for 
ultimate decommissioning.  
 
During the EBR-II Plant Closure Project, the bulk sodium was drained from the primary 
and secondary systems and processed in the Sodium Process Facility.  This was 
accomplished by February 2002.  Residual sodium remaining in the systems after 
draining was reacted using the carbonation process, where sodium metal is converted into 
sodium bicarbonate with humid carbon dioxide.  Hydrogen is emitted during this process 
as a by-product.  This technique was tested in the laboratory at Argonne National 
Laboratory in Illinois under controlled conditions, and then demonstrated on a larger 
scale by treating residual sodium within the EBR-II secondary cooling system, followed 
by the primary cooling system.  This process was used to place a “passive” layer of 
sodium bicarbonate over all exposed surfaces of sodium, leaving the surfaces in a safer 
condition.  This process was terminated in 2002 as the Plant Closure Project was 
completed. 
 
Treatment of the remainder of the EBR-II sodium is governed by the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).  The Idaho Department of Environmental 
Quality issued a RCRA Operating Permit in 2002, mandating that all hazardous materials 
must be removed from EBR-II within a 10 year period, with the ability to extend the 
permit and treatment period for another 10 years.  To comply with this RCRA permit, a 
preliminary plan has been formulated to remove the remaining sodium and NaK from the 
primary and secondary systems using moist carbon dioxide, steam and nitrogen, and a 
water flush. 

332



The moist carbon dioxide treatment was resumed in May 2004.  To date, 62% of the 
residual sodium within the EBR-II primary tank has been treated using this carbonation 
process.  This process is currently ongoing, and will continue through the end of 2005, 
when it is forecast that the process will become increasingly ineffective.  At that time, 
subsequent treatment processes will be planned and initiated. 
 
It should be noted that the processes and anticipated costs associated with these processes 
are preliminary.  Detailed engineering has not been performed, and approval for these 
methods has not been obtained from the regulator or the sponsors. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The Experimental Breeder Reactor - II (EBR-II) was shutdown in September 1994 as 
mandated by the United States Department of Energy.  This sodium-cooled reactor had been 
in service since 1964. 
 
The bulk sodium was drained from the primary and secondary systems and processed.  
Residual sodium remaining in the systems after draining was converted into sodium 
bicarbonate using humid carbon dioxide.  This technique was tested at Argonne National 
Laboratory in Illinois under controlled conditions, then demonstrated on a larger scale by 
treating residual sodium within the EBR-II secondary cooling system, followed by the 
primary tank.  This process, terminated in 2002, was used to place a layer of sodium 
bicarbonate over all exposed surfaces of sodium.  Treatment of the remaining EBR-II sodium 
is governed by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).  The Idaho 
Department of Environmental Quality issued a RCRA Operating Permit in 2002, mandating 
that all hazardous materials be removed from EBR-II within a 10 year period, with the ability 
to extend the permit and treatment period for another 10 years.  A preliminary plan has been 
formulated to remove the remaining sodium and NaK from the primary and secondary 
systems using moist carbon dioxide, steam and nitrogen, and a water flush. 
 
The moist carbon dioxide treatment was resumed in May 2004.  As of August 2005, 
approximately 60% of the residual sodium within the EBR-II primary tank had been treated.  
This process will continue through the end of 2005, when it is forecast that the process will 
become increasingly ineffective.  At that time, subsequent treatment processes will be planned 
and initiated. 
 
It should be noted that the processes and anticipated costs associated with these processes are 
preliminary.  Detailed engineering has not been performed, and approval for these methods 
has not been obtained from the regulator or the sponsors. 
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Introduction 
 

During the EBR-II Plant Closure Project, initial deactivation of residual sodium was 
performed using humidified carbon dioxide.  A different terminology was used at that time, 
and the deactivation process was referred to as “residual sodium passivation.”  Since the 
deactivation process creates a solid carbonate layer on top of the residual sodium, an analogy 
was made between this “oxide” layer, and the formation of oxide layers on other metals, such 
as aluminum.  In the case of aluminum, for example, the oxide layer that forms on the surface 
passivates it, and prevents any further reaction of oxygen with the metal underneath.  In the 
case of sodium, the carbonate layer does not prevent any further reaction of humidified carbon 
dioxide with the residual sodium metal underneath, and so technically does not passivate the 
residual sodium.  It does, however, provide a resistance barrier to gaseous diffusion and 
would slow the reaction of gaseous reactants with the sodium underneath.  Such a resistance 
barrier would be useful in the case that uncontrolled leakage of moisture occurs into any of 
the EBR-II sodium systems during the potentially long period of time between the finish of 
the Plant Closure Project and the resumption of residual sodium deactivation.  Placing a thin 
layer of carbonate on the residual sodium surfaces in the EBR-II sodium systems, the Project 
was able demonstrate partial deactivation that was acceptable to the Department of Energy in 
regard to the stored residual sodium, so that the EBR-II sodium systems could be placed in a 
steady state condition indefinitely while awaiting further resources (i.e., funding, personnel) 
to resume full sodium deactivation. 

 
Background 

 
The EBR-II was a sodium cooled research reactor located in the southeastern portion of the 
Idaho National Laboratory.  The EBR-II was a 62.5 MW thermal reactor that began 
operations in July 1964, and when fully operational, produced 19.5 MW of electrical power 
for the INL electrical grid. 
 
The EBR-II complex, as depicted in Figure 1, consists of the reactor and reactor building, the 
Sodium Boiler Building, the electrical power plant, reactor cooling towers, water chemistry 
laboratory support facilities, and the cover gas cleanup system.  The EBR-II reactor building 
is connected, through a below grade tunnel, to the Fuel Conditioning Facility, a large inert 
atmosphere hot cell facility.  The Fuel Conditioning Facility hot cell is used to support sodium 
bonded fuel treatment and research.  The reactor building, a cylindrical structure with a 
hemispherical domed top, has a steel containment shell with an inner diameter of 24.4 m (80 
feet) and a height of 42.4 m (139 feet).  The bottom and sides are 2.5 cm (1 inch) thick steel 
plate and the dome is 1.3 cm (2 inch) thick, lined with a 10.2 cm (4 inch) concrete missile 
shield. 
 
The reactor was a test facility for fuels development, materials irradiation, system and control 
theory tests, and hardware development.  The EBR-II core and blanket subassemblies were 
contained within the reactor vessel (Figure 2) prior to defueling.  The 1.70 m (67 inch) 
diameter vessel and its shield were immersed in a sodium pool within the 7.9 m (26 feet) 
diameter by 7.9 m (26 feet) high primary tank.  The sodium contained within this tank 
represented the primary cooling system for removal of the heat from the reactor core.  The 
primary system contained about 325 m3 (86,000 gal) of sodium, and transferred heat to the 
secondary sodium system (which contained about 50 m3 (13,000 gal) of sodium) through a 
sodium-to-sodium intermediate heat exchanger that was immersed in the primary sodium.  
The secondary sodium was circulated in a closed loop through superheaters and steam  
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generators outside of the reactor containment in the Sodium Boiler Building.  The high 
pressure steam produced in the steam generators drove a turbine-generator to produce electric 
power. 
 
The EBR-II Plant Closure Project’s charter was to maintain the facility and complex in an 
industrially and radiologically safe condition.  This was accomplished via the closure plan, 
contained in the Environmental Assessment (Reference 1) for the Shutdown of Experimental 
Breeder Reactor - II at Argonne National Laboratory - West.  This Environmental Assessment 
was granted a Finding of No Significant Impact by the United States Department of Energy, 
documenting that the proposed actions would not constitute a major federal action 
significantly affecting the quality of the human environment, negating the necessity for the 
preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement. 
 
Closure of the EBR-II complex was achieved through completion of reactor defueling, 
primary tank draining, processing of the primary, secondary, and Fermi-1 primary sodium, 
residual sodium passivation, and system layup. 
 
Reactor defueling consisted of removal of all the fueled assemblies in the 637 core positions 
and replacing them with non-fueled assemblies of the same configuration.  The fueled 
assemblies were packaged for storage and subsequent treatment. 
 
The primary tank was not originally designed to be drained.  A draining system was designed 
and fabricated using an annular linear induction pump, and operated to drain the primary tank 
to the secondary storage tank in ~40 m3 (10,000 gallon) batches.  This sodium was then 
transferred to the Sodium Process Facility through a pipeline and reacted to 70+ wt % sodium 
hydroxide for disposal.  The Sodium Process Facility was designed, constructed, and operated 
for the processing of the EBR-II primary and secondary sodium, as well as the Fermi 1 
primary sodium that was stored at the INL. 

 
Residual Sodium 

 
Test Program 
 
Laboratory experiments were performed at Argonne National Laboratory in Illinois to study 
the effects of humidified carbon dioxide on samples of sodium metal.  The goals of the 
experiments were to determine the stability of the deactivation process in regard to sudden 
temperature and pressure changes and changes in the hydrogen generation rate, confirm the 
chemical composition of the sodium bicarbonate layer, observe the morphology and measure 
the density of the sodium bicarbonate layer, and determine the deactivation rate as a function 
of sodium bicarbonate layer thickness and moisture input rates. 
 
In these experiments, samples of sodium metal were placed into a test chamber and exposed 
to a continuous flow of humidified carbon dioxide.  The concentrations of hydrogen and 
oxygen in the exhaust gas were measured and recorded.  The growth of the sodium 
bicarbonate layer on the samples was observed over time and measurements were taken on 
the growth rate of the layer versus the consumption rates of the sodium samples.  
Observations were recorded concerning the morphology of the sodium bicarbonate layer and 
samples were taken of the layer for chemical analysis.  Details of the experimental equipment, 
procedures, and experimental results and analyses are presented in Reference 2. 
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These experiments demonstrated that the deactivation of residual sodium metal can be 
performed safely and in a controlled manner with humidified carbon dioxide.  The use of 
humidified carbon dioxide to deactivate residual sodium results in the transformation of 
sodium metal into a solid, powdery, white colored material that is primarily composed of 
sodium bicarbonate.  A decreasing sodium reaction rate can be correlated with an increasing 
thickness of the sodium bicarbonate layer.  Expansion of the sodium bicarbonate layer can 
result in the breakage of glassware and the deformation of sheet metal in confined spaces as 
was demonstrated under test conditions.  For the sample with the longest exposure, a reaction 
depth of 5.5 cm of sodium was achieved, with demonstrated penetration of water vapor 
through 21 cm of sodium bicarbonate. 

 
Secondary System 
 
The deactivation of the EBR-II secondary sodium system residual sodium was used to qualify 
the humidified carbon dioxide deactivation technique on a full-scale system, and to gather 
safety and performance information so that the technique could be applied to the deactivation 
of residual sodium within the EBR-II primary cooling system. 
 
The bulk quantities of the secondary sodium were drained into the secondary sodium storage 
tank and pumped to the Sodium Process Facility for disposition.  The secondary sodium 
system was then modified from its original configuration in order to perform the initial 
sodium deactivation.  First, a carbon dioxide header was installed to channel the flow of 
carbon dioxide in seven different directions.  Modifications were then made to the secondary 
sodium cooling system to allow for the creation of 14 different gaseous flow paths.  The flow 
paths were not isolated, however, and there was a certain degree of overlap in the flow paths 
due to the highly interconnected nature of the secondary sodium cooling system components.  
Also, a vent line was installed at a central location so that all of the exhaust lines could be 
purged.  A hydrogen monitor, an oxygen monitor, and a sample gas-conditioning unit, all 
identical to the ones used for the laboratory experiments, were installed on the vent line. 
 
The deactivation of the residual sodium in the secondary cooling system was performed in 
two phases.  During the first phase, each of the 14 flow paths were exposed to humid carbon 
dioxide for a relatively short period of time (from two days to two weeks) in order to react the 
most accessible residual sodium.  During the second phase, a more concentrated deactivation 
of the residual sodium within a specific superheater pathway was performed because the 
superheater was known to contain a deeper pool of residual sodium, and the Project wanted to 
perform a visual examination of the deep pool after treatment. 
 
During the first phase, approximately 115 liters of water were evaporated from the carbon 
dioxide humidification cart.  In this cart, dry carbon dioxide was bubbled through a height of 
approximately 1 m of water to humidify the carbon dioxide.  This 115 liters of water is 
sufficient to react up to 145 kg of sodium.  Since only 92 kg were reacted according to an 
integration of the hydrogen concentration data, some water must have been lost from the 
system through the vent manifold.  This water loss was confirmed by the observation that 
water was frequently collected from the sample gas conditioner unit. 
 
In the second phase, deactivation of the superheater pathway was resumed and treated for an 
additional 72 days.  According to integration of the measured hydrogen data, another 90 kg of 
sodium metal was consumed.  Approximately 110 liters of water were evaporated from the  
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carbon dioxide humidification cart during the conduct of the second phase, which is 
consistent with the amount of water evaporated from the cart during the first phase for a 
similar period of time and amount of sodium reacted. 
 
No end point was reached in the treatment process, and residual sodium still remains in the 
superheater.  Treatment was stopped on the superheater because sufficient information had 
been collected to certify that the treatment process was safe and to verify that the equipment 
and instrumentation were reliable enough to monitor the treatment process.  Further treatment 
will be needed to fully react all of the residual sodium within the superheater. 
 
Following the shutdown of residual sodium treatment operations in the superheater, three 
holes were drilled in the side of the superheater near the level of unreacted sodium in the 
bottom of the superheater.  The first hole was drilled 2.5 cm above the sodium level and 
revealed only white power.  The second hole was drilled 2.5 cm below the sodium level and 
revealed only solid sodium metal.  The final hole was drilled at the sodium level and revealed 
a solid mixture of white powder above sodium metal.  These observations confirmed that the 
carbonate material accumulates on the exposed surface of sodium metal and does not 
significantly penetrate the sodium layer beneath the surface. 
 
Current State and Future Treatment Options.  Since completion of the initial treatment 
discussed above, the secondary sodium system has been maintained under a dry carbon 
dioxide blanket maintained at positive pressure.  Carbon dioxide is supplied only to counter 
the leak rate of carbon dioxide from the system.  The system is monitored for hydrogen and 
oxygen, with none detected to date. 
 
Different treatment processes are being recommended for removing the remaining sodium 
from the secondary system and hence obtaining RCRA closure.  The sodium will either be 
drained, reacted in place, or the component or section containing sodium will be removed 
from the system and treated elsewhere. 
 
Significant pools of sodium remain in the bottom of the superheaters and evaporators.  Drain 
connections will be welded to these components, the components heated, and the sodium 
drained to suitable containers.  Pools contained in large diameter piping may also be managed 
using this method. 
 
Narrow pipe sections, dead end pipe legs, and other such parts of the system may require 
complete removal from the system to reach the residual sodium due to the restrictions to the 
flow of moist gas.  For parts removed, the sections will be cut into manageable pieces and 
reacted by exposing to a liquid water spray in the INL’s Sodium Components Maintenance 
Shop (SCMS).  This facility is equipped with a large reaction chamber that is capable of 
treating up to 2.3 kg of sodium at a time, in any configuration.  The by-product of this 
treatment process is a caustic solution, which is recycled and used continuously until the 
concentration level reaches between 5 and 15 wt% hydroxide, at which time it is removed 
from the system, reacted to carbonate, and solidified in drums for disposal. 
 
The treatment in place will involve further use of humidified carbon dioxide and possibly 
humidified nitrogen and/or steam-and-nitrogen.  This will be decided on a case-by-case basis 
depending on the configuration of the system.  The choice of technique will also depend on 
factors such as cost and the availability of funding, safety, isolation capabilities, rate of 
treatment desired, etc. 
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Following deactivation, all remaining sections will be flushed with liquid water.  This 
flushing operation will be repeated as necessary to react all remaining residual sodium and 
dissolve all sodium reaction chemical by-products such as sodium hydroxide and sodium 
bicarbonate.  It is expected that this flushing operation will generate up to 60,000 liters of 
solution for further treatment by methods such as neutralization, evaporation, encapsulation, 
etc.  Instead of directly treating and disposing, the waste solution may be saved and used to 
flush the EBR-II primary system. 
 
Primary System 

 
Bulk primary sodium has been drained and treated in SPF. Approximately 1.1 m3 (300 
gallons) of liquid sodium remained in the primary tank after draining.  In early 2002, moist 
carbon dioxide was introduced into the tank to produce a sodium carbonate/bicarbonate layer 
(approximately 2 mm thick).  Since completion of this initial carbonation process, a dry 
carbon dioxide blanket was maintained in the tank until the process was resumed in May 
2004. 
 
Proposed Treatment / Disposal 
 
The residual sodium remaining in the tank is currently being treated with wet carbon dioxide 
and, as of August 2005, approximately 60% of the residual sodium has been treated. 
 
Some of the systems/components associated with the primary system contain captivated 
volumes of sodium isolated from the primary tank.  These include the immersion heaters, low 
pressure plenum throttle valves, primary sodium transfer system, and shutdown cooler 
bayonets, and will be removed and treated outside the reactor building in SCMS.  Some 
reactor components, including the primary tank-auxiliary heater system, will initially be left 
in service to assist in residual sodium deactivation.   
 
After treating as much of the residual sodium as possible with moist carbon dioxide, it is 
anticipated that an intermediate process, using steam and nitrogen, would follow.  The 
primary tank would then be flushed with water to verify that all residual sodium has been 
deactivated. During flushing of the primary tank, a combination of spraying or heating the 
water may be used to ensure adequate coverage of the tank and related hardware.  
 
To prepare the primary tank for a water flush, equipment must be installed to provide for 
introduction and the likely recirculation of the flush water.  It is anticipated that this treatment 
system will also include a means for neutralization of the flush fluid.  Sampling and control 
systems must also be included.  In addition, it will probably be necessary to install some form 
of level indication in the tank to control filling, and limiting the rate of water influx when the 
water level approaches known pockets of sodium.   
 
Current RCRA regulations require the treatment residuals to be removed from the system.  To 
accommodate this requirement, equipment must be installed in the recirculation system to 
separate the treatment residuals from the flush water. After the completion of rinsing and 
meeting RCRA closure performance standards, the treatment water will be removed from the 
system.  It is proposed that the water will be pumped out of the tank and treated in an 
evaporation / filtration system yet to be designed and constructed.  After the treatment water 
has been removed, the primary tank will be heated to evaporate residual water left in the tank.  
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Miscellaneous Components/Systems 
 

Reference 3 contains a comprehensive list of the equipment and systems that will require 
additional action in order to achieve RCRA closure.  Included are the primary tank cover gas 
system, NaK transmitters, secondary sodium purification system, intermediate heat 
exchanger, rotating plugs, primary tank heaters, primary tank nozzles, fuel handling systems, 
primary tank cover gas sampling supply system, shutdown coolers, reactor building storage 
pit and manipulators, cover gas cleanup system, primary purification systems, radioactive 
sodium chemistry loop, reactor building storage holes, argon purge system, argon cooling 
system, hydrocarbon analyzer, failed fuel transfer system, fuel element rupture detection, and 
secondary sodium recirculation system.  Preliminary plans for removal, as necessary, and 
sodium reaction have been formulated as the basis for the cost estimate presented below.  
Additional engineering will be required in order to establish the basis for funding requests 
from the Department of Energy. 
 

Preliminary Cost Estimate 
 

A preliminary cost estimate was compiled for achieving RCRA closure on the EBR-II facility.  
This estimate assumed that the work would be performed within eight years.  Assumptions 
were made without performing detailed engineering analyses or obtaining approval for the 
proposed actions, leading to uncertainties in the estimates.   
 
Twenty three primary tasks were identified when compiling the cost estimate.  For each task, 
costs were divided into three different categories – materials & supplies (M&S), exempt 
effort, and non-exempt effort (for the purpose of this paper, the latter two have been 
combined).   Also, the tasks were divided into three separate phases – planning, execution, 
and treatment/disposal.  In addition, a base level of staffing is described that provides the 
necessary support for all project tasks over the lifespan of the project. The Argonne National 
Laboratory Pricing Guide was used either directly or indirectly to calculate M&S, effort, and 
contingency costs that are fully burdened with all applicable divisional and laboratory taxes.  
Since the project will be completed under Idaho National Laboratory policies and procedures, 
a different set of pricing guidelines will be implemented for the final estimate.  All costs are 
presented in FY 2004 dollars. 
 
Prior to initiating the efforts, a detailed engineering study will be performed, complete with 
accurate cost estimates associated with each activity.  Once internal approvals are obtained, 
this study will be submitted to the funding agencies to request budgetary approval for 
proceeding with the closure activities and the project will be staffed accordingly. 
 
The following cost estimate is based on a series of assumptions and is presented for 
information only: 
 
 Materials and Services $3,000,000 
 Labor $25,000,000 
 Staffing $7,000,000 
  
 Total w/o Contingency          $35,000,000 
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Conclusions 
 

The EBR-II reactor and systems are required by law to be removed from the RCRA registers 
by 2012, with the option to extend the completion by up to 10 additional years.  A preliminary 
plan has been formulated to complete the work required by RCRA in eight years.  Additional 
effort is necessary to finalize this plan and obtain funding for completion of the RCRA 
required tasks. 
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Figure 1.  EBR-II Complex 
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Figure 2.  EBR-II Primary Tank 
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Background

• Experimental Breeder Reactor – II (EBR-II) 
– Operated by Argonne National Laboratory – West 

(now Materials and Fuels Complex, INL)
– Operational July 1964; shut down September 

1994
– 62.5 MWt, 19.5 MWe
– Test facility for fuels development, materials 

irradiation, system and control theory tests, 
hardware development
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EBR-II Plant Closure Project

• Reactor defueling
• Primary tank draining
• Sodium processing (primary, secondary, Fermi 1 

primary)
• Partial deactivation of residual sodium
• Systems layup
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Residual Sodium Test Program

• Tests performed at Argonne 
National Laboratory in Illinois

• Goals:
– Determine process stability 

regarding pressure, 
temperature, and hydrogen 
generation rate

– Confirm composition and 
density of bicarbonate 
product

– Determine deactivation rate
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Residual Sodium Test Program (cont)

• Results
– Deactivation with moist CO2

can be performed safely and 
in a controlled manner

– Transformation into powdery 
material; primarily sodium 
bicarbonate

– Reaction rate decreases with 
increased thickness of 
NaHCO3 layer
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Residual Sodium Test Program (cont)

• Results (cont)
– NaHCO3 product 

produces expansion (up 
to 5x); resulted in 
glassware breakage and 
sheet metal deformation

– Reaction depth of 5.5 
cm was achieved

– Water vapor penetration 
through 21 cm of 
NaHCO3 maintaining 
sodium reaction
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EBR-II Secondary System

• Used as full scale qualification for moist CO2
process

• Used to gather safety and performance information 
prior to applying technique to primary systems 
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Secondary System Preparation
• Bulk sodium drained to storage 

tank; subsequently reacted at 
Sodium Process Facility

• System modified to perform initial 
deactivation
– CO2 header installed
– 14 gaseous flow paths created; 

flow paths not isolated from 
each other

– Vent line installed at central 
location

– H2, O2, and gas-conditioning 
unit installed on vent line   
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Deactivation of Secondary Residuals

• Performed in 2 phases
• Phase 1

– 14 flow paths were exposed to moist CO2

– Exposure for short duration; 2 days-to-2 weeks
– Reacted most accessible residual sodium

• Phase 2
– More concentrated deactivation
– Specific superheater targeted
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Secondary Sodium – Phase 1

• Dry CO2 bubbled through   
1 m of H2O

• 115 liters of H2O 
evaporated from cart; 
enough to react 145 kg of 
Na
– 92 kg reacted per H2 data
– Remaining H2O lost from 

system through vent 
manifold
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Secondary Sodium – Phase 2

• Deactivation of superheater pathway
– Treated for additional 72 days
– 90 kg of Na consumed
– 110 liters of H2O evaporated
– No end point reached
– Sufficient data gathered to verify safety of 

operation and reliability of equipment
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Secondary System – Current Condition

• Maintained under dry CO2 blanket; positive pressure
• System monitored for H2 and O2; none detected to 

date
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Secondary System – Future Actions

• Na will be either reacted in place, drained, or components 
removed

• Pools of Na at bottom of superheaters and evaporators will be 
drained, as well as pools in large diameter pipe

• Components in areas with restricted flow will be removed from 
the system

• Treatment in place
– Further use of moist CO2

– Possibly steam/N2

– Water flush – could generate up to 60,000 liters of solution 
requiring further treatment or reuse for primary systems
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Primary System

• Bulk sodium drained and 
processed (330 m3)

• ~1.1 m3 sodium remained in tank 
after draining

• Moist CO2 process used to 
produce a layer of NaHCO3 on 
exposed sodium surfaces (~ 2 
mm thick)

• Left with dry CO2 blanket from 
2/02 until 5/04

• Currently treating residual 
sodium w/ moist CO2 process, 
~60% reacted as of August 2005
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Primary – Proposed Treatment / Disposal

• Components with captivated sodium/NaK will be 
removed and treated in Sodium Components 
Maintenance Shop
– Immersion heaters, shutdown coolers bayonets

• After moist CO2 process, subsequent processes 
involving:
– Steam and nitrogen
– Water flush

• Regulations require treatment residuals to be 
removed
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Miscellaneous Components/Systems

• In addition to the primary and secondary systems, 
the following components/systems contain 
sodium/NaK and require treatment:
– Cover gas system, NaK transmitters, secondary 

sodium purification, IHX, rotating plugs, primary 
tank heaters, nozzles, fuel handling systems, etc.

• Preliminary plans were formulated for removal and 
reaction and formed the basis for the preliminary 
cost estimate

• Additional engineering is necessary to establish the 
basis for funding requests from sponsors
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Preliminary Cost Estimate

• Compiled for achieving RCRA closure
• Assumptions

– Work would be performed within 8 years
– Made without performing detailed engineering analyses or 

obtaining approval
– Uncertainties in the estimates

• 23 primary tasks identified
– Costs divided into materials and services and labor
– Tasks divided into 3 phases – planning, execution, and 

treatment/disposal
– Costs estimates used Argonne guide, will be redone using 

INL policies
– Costs presented in 2004 dollars
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Cost Estimate 

******FOR INFORMATION ONLY******
DETAILED ENGINEERING NECESSARY TO 

SUBSTANTIATE ESTIMATES
• Materials and Services - $3,000,000
• Labor - $25,000,000
• Staffing - $7,000,000
• Total w/o contingency - $35,000,000
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Summary

• EBR-II reactor and systems are required to be 
removed from the RCRA registers by 2012
– Option to extend the completion by up to 10 

additional years
– Preliminary plan formulated to complete work in 

8 years
– Additional effort necessary to finalize plan and 

obtain funding
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Thank you for your attention!

• Questions?
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Summary and Conclusions of Session 2: Reactor and facility 
decommissioning experimental feedback 
 
1. The location of sodium offer bulk draining depends on design 

paticrularities of the reactor and circuits, and the conditions of the sodium bulk 
drainage. 

2. The right selection of the method of bulk sodium drainage and its 
implementation identify the main stipulations for selecting the sodium residuals 
removal method. 

3. The components of the fast reactor to be constructed in the future need to 
be equipped with the means for the draining and cleaning of the sodium so that 
the work is performed easily and safely.  

 
Proposal: for the future IAEA activity, a TM on “Selection of the sodium bulk 
draining method and its implementation for LMFRs” is proposed. 
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Creys-Malville French fast reactor was shut down a few years ago. 

An essential stage of the NPP decommissioning, as well as any other dismantling project of 
nuclear installation, is the radiological characterization.  

A good knowledge of initial radiological status of the reactor is necessary to manage the 
radiological hazard during the dismantling operations. Such information is also necessary to 
economically optimize waste management. 

The radiological characterization gives the following data : 

• total activity in the installation and contribution of the different radionuclides ; 

• activation and contamination distribution of structures and components ; 

• dose rate distribution in the reactor. 

In order to complete this radiological characterization, it is necessary to use different 
methods including theoretical models, samples, radiochemical analysis, on site 
measurements and simulation by mean of radiation protection computer codes (flux of 
neutrons, activation and dose rate calculations) . 

The aim of this presentation is to describe radiological characterization methods used for the 
preparation of dismantling operations, including safety report for dismantling licence and 
agreement for waste management. 

Radioactive wastes which will be generated during the decommissioning of Creys-Malville 
nuclear plant have to be shipped to final disposal. Waste producer needs to quantify each 
radionuclide, including those difficult to measure, in order to comply with storage 
requirements. 
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Abstract. Creys-Malville French fast reactor was shut down a few years ago and it has now to be 
dismantled with the first EDF NPP. An essential stage in the decommissioning of the Creys-Malville 
NPP, and of any other nuclear decommissioning project, is the radiological characterization of the 
installation.  Good knowledge of the initial radiological state of the reactor block is essential in order 
to ensure that the radiological risk is managed during the dismantling operations, and to provide the 
data necessary for subsequent waste management. Therefore, radiological characterization has to 
provide the best possible information on :  

- the total and the specific activity of the radio-elements present in the installation and the 
evolution of this activity in relation to the decay time ;   

- distribution of the part due to activation and the part due to the contamination of the 
structures and components ;   

- mapping of the dose equivalent rates in the reactor block and their evolution in time, 
under the specific influence of the different sources.   

To meet these objectives, the radiological inventory of the installation applies various methods, 
especially theoretical ones, using radiation protection calculation codes.  
The purpose of this paper is to describe the methods of radiological characterization in readiness for 
dismantling work and to organize the management of the waste produced by Creys-Malville reactor 
block dismantling operations.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The evaluation of NPP structure and component activity has to take account of the methods 
used to declare the waste in relation to the different management channels.   

Therefore, it should take into account the two following components :   

• contamination ; 

• activation. 

2. ACTIVATION  

Primary system 

The flows of neutrons generated in the core during operation of the NPP, leads to activating  
nuclear reactions in the structures subjected to neutron irradiation.   

The activity induced by the activation of the reactor block internal structures and 
components is essential data for defining the orientation of waste to the various storage 
channels and to ensure the radiological risk is controlled. The same problem occurs for each 
shut down NPP as described in [1] and [2].  

As part of the studies performed for decommissioning the Creys-Malville Super-Phenix 
NPP, the activity calculations for the structures and primary system components break down 
into three stages:   

• calculation of the intensity of the sources in the fuel and fertile media at 320 JEPN and of 
the neutron flux inside the core ; 

• calculation of the flux propagated outside the core based on the previously calculated 
neutron sources. The geometry used is cylindrical, two-dimensional of type R-Z, 
extending from the center of the core to the concrete reactor block, from the center of the 
core to the vessel head plug, and from the center of the core to the under-vessel 
concrete ;   

• determination of the spot concentrations of activity in the primary system structures and 
components based on the fluxes obtained (per space interval and energy group), 
characteristics of activation reactions (microscopic thermal cross-section, resonance 
integral, fast macroscopic cross-section, energy threshold and so on), and the chemical 
composition of the materials.   

Calculations of the neutron flux in the core and propagation beyond the core takes place 
using the ERANOS code, which is dedicated to the study of fast breeder reactors.   

Activity calculations were carried out by taking account the past history of plant operation 
from its divergence to its shutdown on 24 December 1996, that is to say a total period of 
operation equivalent to 320 JEPN.   

The activation calculations have shown that the highest activities are located in the lower 
axial zone below the core. The side and upper zones are protected better due to the presence 
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of lateral and upper neutronic protections. Moreover, high cobalt content stellite coatings are 
encountered in the lower axial zone on the following components :  

• assembly supports;   

• truck/truck support contact surfaces.   

The main source of gamma radiation during the first 20 years is Co60, the origin of which is 
the neutronic irradiation of natural cobalt, exclusively made up of Co59 present in alloys and 
steels, by the capture of one neutron:  Co59(n, γ)Co60.  Co60 is β- radioactive, with a 
radioactive half-life of 5.27 years, emitting two γ photons with 1.33 MeV and 1.17 MeV 
energy on each disintegration.  

Figure 1 shows the values for the maximum specific activity of the main components and 
structures of the reactor block ten years after plant shutdown (apart from the contamination 
source term). 

In view of the large number of events that occurred during the life of the installation that 
could have consequences for the final radiological state (power modifications, operating 
incidents, etc.), the complexity of the calculations and the lack of details as to the source data 
such as the contents of impure elements in the materials, the uncertainty as to the results of 
activity is often considerable and difficult to quantify.  It is impossible to have exact 
knowledge of the radiological condition through calculations alone.  Consequently, these 
results have to be cross-checked as far as possible with readings obtained in the reactor block 
or on extracted components such as dose rates, samples, etc. 

Secondary system 

Taking into account their physical separation and the protections implemented in the primary 
system, the secondary systems are not subjected to the neutron flux and are not activated.   

3. CONTAMINATION  

The activity in the nuclear zones results mainly from contamination (the neutron fluxes were 
too low in normal operating conditions to activate the structures).   

This is caused by deposits of radio-elements present in the cooling liquid (primary and 
secondary sodium).  Calculation of this component relies therefore on the creation of a list of 
radio-elements that are or could be present in significant quantities in the sodium.   

Primary system 

In the absence of a failed fuel element, the radionuclides present in the reactor coolant 
sodium may be derived from:   

• the sodium itself ;   

• the impurities present in the supplied sodium ;   

• fuel dust resulting from the production of pins on the outside of the sheaths ;   

• metal elements from the structures and components.   
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When these elements, which are subjected to neutron flux, present in the reactor block are 
activated, radioisotopes are created.   

The evaluation of the concentrations is based on the exact knowledge of the flux outside the 
core and the coefficients of dissolution/abrasion of metals in the sodium, as well as the 
consequences for their physicochemical behavior. Certain radionuclides have physical and 
chemical behavior which favors depositing or adsorption on the walls.   

These assumptions are taken into account in order to obtain a coherent estimate of the 
sodium/wall distribution using all the information available.   

The approach adopted for the evaluation of the radioactivity of the sodium impurities and the 
elements coming from the dissolution of structure materials is as follows :   

• search for the sodium impurities that may be activated starting from the results of the 
analyses on the delivered sodium ;   

• search for the elements of the materials of the structures placed in sodium solution which 
may be activated ;   

• classification into families according to the probability of being rendered radioactive and 
according to the cross section and the concentration ;   

• irradiation of the radionuclides during 320 EFPD by taking account of the past history of 
plant operation, and by taking the flux at the center of the core in order to calculate the 
activation of the primary sodium impurities.  

The estimate of the activity of the fission products and the heavy radionuclides emitting 
alpha, beta and gamma radiation takes place by considering an oxide pollution on the fuel 
and fertile pins on completion of their fabrication (a few heavy metal µg per pin).   

The last stage consisted in comparing the activities of the radionuclides measured in the 
TASTENA (sodium samples) with the calculated activities and, by applying selection 
criteria, retaining the value which may be considered a "reference" value in order to draw up 
the final list.   

Special case of tritium  

Tritium is also present in the sodium reactor coolant in significant quantities, the sources of 
tritium are :   

• ternary fission in the fuel ;   

• nuclear reactions on the control rod boron ;   

• activation of the boron and lithium impurities present in the delivered sodium, the fuel 
and the materials and structures ;   

• reactions of the fuel pins with the pressurization helium.   

The two first methods of formation are the most common.  However, differences of 
concentrations allow the tritium to migrate in the opposite direction to hydrogen through the 
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metal walls.  This makes the theoretical evaluation of the radioactivity of this isotope 
difficult to assess.  The value associated with tritium then results from measurements.   

In view of the time that has passed since the shutdown of the Creys-Malville reactor, and the 
evacuation of waste resulting from its dismantling, reactions with products having a period 
of less than 50 days were excluded from the search for possible activation reactions apart 
from the Ar37 referred to in the ANDRA specifications relating to the Aube surface 
disposal.   

In addition to the intrinsic sodium activity, the main elements contributing to the activity of 
primary sodium on 1st  January 2001 are:   

• tritium ;   

• corrosion products:  Fe55, Ni59, Ni63, Co57, Co60, Mn54, Zn65...  ;   

• fission products:  Cs137, Tc99, Nb93m, Mo93, Ba133, Ru106... 

Secondary sodium  

A similar methodology is employed for the secondary sodium.   

The activity of the radio-elements present in the secondary sodium was determined by 
considering the radiation, during 320 EFPD, of the sodium and metal element impurities 
resulting from the solubilization of structure materials under the maximum flux observed at 
the intermediate exchangers.   

Following the calculations, it appears that the activity of the secondary sodium is primarily 
due to the tritium produced in the reactor coolant circuit and which migrates by diffusion 
through the metal walls of the intermediate exchangers. This radioactivity was estimated 
from the tritium measurements made on the TASTENA’s samples.   

Procedure for sodium characterization 

The sodium is hydrolysed under moist air atmosphere with argon as sparging gas (scheme 1) 

The aqueous phase is analysed. 
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• Tritium : generated water trapped in dewar and in bubblers are analysed by liquid 
scintillation counting (detection limit, DL : 50 Bq/L) after addition of liquid scintillation 
cocktail. After distillation of soda solution, the distillate is measured too. (accuracy is 10 
%); 

• Activation products : 

- 14C : Production of CO2 by oxidation (several ways can be used). CO2 is trapped in a 
basic solution or specific reagent (carbosorb) and measured by liquid scintillation 
(DL : 0,2 Bq/g Na) (accuracy is 10 %) ; 

- 36Cl : After addition of stable Cl as carrier, the Cl is precipitated with Ag2NO3. The 
precipitate is solubilized with sodium thiosulfate. 36Cl is measured with liquid 
scintillation and the yield with ionic chromatography .(DL : 3 Bq/g Na). (accuracy is 
10 %) ; 

• Corrosion products :  

- 55Fe : the solution is acidified and evaporated to eliminate tritium. Natural iron is 
added as carrier. After acid solution and chemical liquid-liquid extraction with MIBK 
(methylisobuthylceton) to isolate Fe, the solution is counted with liquid scintillation 
(DL : 10 Bq/g Na). the chemical yield is measured with atomic absorption 
spectrometry (AAS). (Accuracy is 10 %) ; 

- 63Ni : Natural nickel is added as carrier. Dimethyl-glyoxime (DMG) is used to extract 
nickel with chloroform as solvent. Chemical yield is measured by AAS and the 
solution counted with liquid scintillation (DL : 5 Bq/g Na). (Accuracy is 10 %) ; 

- 57Co, 60Co, 54Mn, 65Zn, are gamma emitters and measured with gamma 
spectrometry.(DL < 1 Bq/g Na)  ; 

• Fission products :  

- 134Cs, 137Cs, 133Ba, 93mNb, 106Ru… are gamma emitters and measured with gamma 
spectrometry.(DL < 1 Bq/g Na) , 

- 90Sr : A pre-treatment of sample with co-precipitation with lanthane hydroxide 
remove 99,9% of 22Na which interferes with 90Sr. Otherwise liquid-liquid extraction 
with crown ether, the solution is measured with liquid scintillation. (DL : 3.5 Bq/g 
Na). (Accuracy is 10 %) ; 

- 129I : The iodine is oxidized with NaNO2 to generate I2. After the extraction with 
CHCl4 or CCl4 and a back extraction with sodium sulfite (Na2SO3) addition, 129I is 
measured with low energy gamma spectrometry. The chemical yield is measured 
with ICPMS or with 131I spike. (DL : 0,04 Bq/g Na). (Accuracy is 10 %) ; 

• α emitters heavy nuclei :  

- 238Pu, 239Pu, 240Pu, 241Am : After addition with a 242Pu or 243Am tracer, an oxido-
reduction phase is necessary for the extraction. A specific separation on “TRU” resin 
and an electodeposit on a support in thin layer lead to the measurement with alpha 
spectrometry (DL : ~ 0.1 Bq/g de Na for each isotopes).(Accuracy is 10%) ; 
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• βγ emitters heavy nuclei :  

- 241Pu : addition of a second tracer before electrodeposition to calculate the lost of the 
deposit. The solution is measured with liquid scintillation. (DL : 2.5 Bq/g de 
Na).(Accuracy is 10%) 

 

4. DOSE RATES GENERATED BY THE ACTIVATION OF STRUCTURES 
AND PRIMARY COMPONENTS  

In order to ensure that the radiological risk is controlled during the removal and treatment 
operations and to meet the requirements for waste management (channels, conditioning, 
etc.), the dose rates around the components, in the reactor block, on the slab, in the reactor 
cavity and in certain specific zones of the core support structures involved in the retention 
tank resorption operations, are evaluated.   

The dose equivalent rates at different points of the reactor block will be used to optimize the 
decommissioning strategy and the dismantling operations to be defined:  remote operations, 
contact interventions, definition of the biological protections and so on.  

The calculations carried out are performed for several advanced states of the plant 
decommissioning operations.   

Based on the γ radiation spectra determined from the isotope activities for the selected 
cooling times, the dose equivalent rates are mapped using the MERCURY 5 computer code.  
This software covers three-dimensional geometries and integrates the straight line spot 
attenuation nuclei for gamma radiation (biological dose, heating, etc.) using a Monte Carlo 
technique in the multi-group approximation.   

As an example, figure 2 shows the dose equivalent values obtained at various points of the 
Super-Phenix reactor block generated by the activation of the structures and the primary 
system components at 1st January 2010 in the drained vessel configuration.   

The dose equivalent rates in the reactor cavity and the reactor block are essentially due to the 
structures located in the lower axial zone below the core (truck and/or truck support).  These 
structures, which include the stellite coatings with high cobalt content (assembly supports, 
truck/truck support bearing surface), contribute to more than 99% of the total dose 
equivalent rate.   

5. CONCLUSION 

Decommissioning operations will generate waste requiring a general approach to site 
management and preparations for their evacuation towards the various suitable channels.   

In order to attain this goal, the first step is the complete radiological appraisal of the 
installation. In this context, a quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the primary and 
secondary systems was carried out.   

The information thus obtained will then enable :   
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• analyzis of the destination of the various wastes and effluents generated by the 
decommissioning of the radioactive and/or contaminated systems having been in 
contact with the primary or secondary sodium and/or its aerosols ;   

• definition of the elements needed to establish the principles of treatment, management 
and the destination of this waste from the places of production up to the stacking areas 
for evacuation ;   

• the definition of the elements needed to establish the statutory documents for their 
evacuation from the site.   
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FIGURE 1 
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FIGURE 2 
 

Dose equivalent rate in reactor block  
Vessel drained on 1st January 2010 
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> Radiological characterization of Creys-Malville NPP3 3

Good knowledge of the initial radiological state of 
the reactor block is essential

�
To ensure that the radiological risk is managed during the 
dismantling operations 

�
To provide the data necessary for subsequent waste 
management

�
To analyze the destination of the various effluents generated 
by the decommissioning

�
To comply with Environmental Protection Authority  and 
Nuclear Safety Authority rules
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> Radiological characterization of Creys-Malville NPP4 4

Radiological characterisation

�
For each radionuclide, activity per gram and total activity in 
the NPP

�
Activation and contamination distribution on structures and 
components

�
Dose rate cartography and localization of main sources
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> Radiological characterization of Creys-Malville NPP5 5

CREYS-MALVILLE NPP382



> Radiological characterization of Creys-Malville NPP6 6

CREYS-MALVILLE History

�
Operation began in 1986

�
Energy produced (320 EFPD) 7.9 billion of KWh

�
Shut down by government decision December 24, 1996

�
Nuclear fuel removed September 2002
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> Radiological characterization of Creys-Malville NPP7 7

CREYS-MALVILLE Steam generation384



> Radiological characterization of Creys-Malville NPP8 8

Activation Computation

Flux Cartography
In the reactor

Activity Cartography
In the reactor
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Chemical Composition 
And impurities

Activation
caracteristics

History of 
irradiation

Composition Power

Geometry
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> Radiological characterization of Creys-Malville NPP9 9

DARWIN/PEPIN activation computation

Neutronique spectrum

One group condensation of cross 
sections

REFERENCE DATA

Multigroup cross 
sections

Daugther Chains

Nuclear Constants Evolution calculation 

Reaction rate of each radionuclide
And 

Initial Composition

Activity per isotope
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> Radiological characterization of Creys-Malville NPP10 10

Bq/g 10 years after shut down387



> Radiological characterization of Creys-Malville NPP11 11

Radiological measurement

For Sodium: after hydrolysis and specific chemistry, depending 
upon radionuclides to measure.

�
Tritium (liquid scintillation (L.S.))

�
Activation products : 14C, 36Cl (L.S.)

�
Corrosion products : 

l 55Fe, 63Ni (L.S.)

l 57Co, 60Co, 54Mn, 65Zn (gamma spectrometry)
�

Fission products
l 134Cs, 137Cs, 133Ba, 93mNb, 106Ru (gamma spectrometry)

l 90Sr (L.S.), 129I (low energy gamma spectrometry)
�

Alpha emitters (transuranic compounds)

l 238Pu, 239Pu, 240Pu, 241Am (alpha spectrometry)
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> Radiological characterization of Creys-Malville NPP12 12

Dose rate calculations

MERCURE 5 
code

DOSE RATE at dot (X,Y,Z)  
Function of t

Gamma spectrum

Volumic activities (Bq/cm3)
Function of (x, y, z, t)

(Space and Time)

GeometryChemical compositions
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> Radiological characterization of Creys-Malville NPP13 13

REACTOR BLOCK DOSE RATE : SODIUM 
removed (january 1rst 2010)
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> Radiological characterization of Creys-Malville NPP14 14

REACTOR BLOCK DOSE RATE : main 
components removed (January 1rst 2014)

7 Sv/h

14 Sv/h

510 Sv/h50 Sv/h

1,8 mSv/h

1800 Sv/h
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> Radiological characterization of Creys-Malville NPP15 15

REACTOR BLOCK DOSE RATE  :  main 
components and truck removed (other option in 
January 1rst 2014)

260 µSv/h

420 µSv/h

19 mSv/h

18 µSv/h
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> Radiological characterization of Creys-Malville NPP16 16

Conclusion

�
A first stage of radiological characterization is 
achieved

�
Neutron fluxes and activation codes gave a first 
answer to specific dismantling needs

�
Other stages (measurements, sample analysis ...) 
are in progress to confirm calculations and 
prepare detailed studies to reach level 3 AIEA 
dismantling level
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ABSTRACT 

 
 
Tittle : French sodium waste storage rules 
 
Authors :  F. Baqué, K. Liger, G. Rodriguez (CEA) 
  E. Joulia, J. Ollivier, Th. Boucherat (EDF) 
 
 
Abstract :  
 
In the frame of Superphénix Plant decommissioning, CEA and EDF had to determine the rules to 
applied for safe sodium waste storage. Even if sodium waste  storage has been monitored for some 
decades (but only during Operational Plant phases), some recent events showed that this item had to be 
secured before beginning large decommissioning operations. 
Of course, the best way would be an on-line treatment but operational constraints always imply a delay 
in this operation. 
 
Indeed, a number of sodium wastes will be produced during the period before the end of Superphénix 
sodium treatment (planned in 2013) and will have to wait for further treatment. 
The events to be avoided, or at least taken into account, are uncontrolled sodium reaction with air 
moisture (large hydrogen production, important overheating) and sodium reaction with liquid water 
(pressure waves, large hydrogen production, important overheating). 
 
Careful analysis of all abnormal events in sodium waste storage disposal was performed and led to rule 
evolution. 
In 2004, experimental studies were undertaken, in order to know how solid sodium at room 
temperature reacts with air humidity : the conditions of aqueous sodium hydroxide production (which 
is the main risk source in sodium waste storage) have been observed. 
 
On this basis, new general safe rules for sodium waste storage have been raised : 

- Waste classifying : pure sodium and soda to be separated, bulk and residues to be separated 
- Sodium waste containers : tight, dry, easy to refill with gas, protected against overpressure 

effect, with specific marking and reference 
- Dedicated rooms : dry, with specific markings, with specific sodium fire extinguishers 
- Maximum duration : three months before next refill with inert dry gas, in an over-container if 

more than one year 
- Dry gas feeling : inert gas except for sodium film residues (dry air) 

 
For Superphénix application, packaging and storage conditions of sodium wastes have been defined, in 
accordance with container fluxes to sodium waste treatment cell : it was decided to initially fill the 
containers (packaging phase) with dry air (dew point less than –10°C) whatever are the sodium waste 
types, because any gas in the container is rapidly ant totally dried by sodium itself. Then, renewal of 
gas in the containers will be done with dry argon (storage phase), except for sodium film residues (dry 
air filling). 
 
 
On site feedback experience will confirm the efficiency of these recent rules which have to be adapted 
to each specific case (sodium waste type, containers) and which can evolve with on site feedback 
experience. 
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Abstract 
 
In the frame of Superphénix Plant decommissioning, CEA and EDF had to determine the rules to applied for safe 
sodium waste storage. Even if sodium waste  storage has been monitored for some decades (but only during 
Operational Plant phases), some recent events showed that this item had to be secured before beginning large 
decommissioning operations. 
Of course, the best way would be an on-line treatment but operational constraints always imply a delay in this 
operation. 
 
Indeed, a number of sodium wastes will be produced during the period before the end of Superphénix sodium 
treatment (planned in 2013) and will have to wait for further treatment. 
The events to be avoided, or at least taken into account, are uncontrolled sodium reaction with air moisture (large 
hydrogen production, important overheating) and sodium reaction with liquid water (pressure waves, large 
hydrogen production, important overheating). 
 
Careful analysis of all abnormal events in sodium waste storage disposal was performed and led to rule 
evolution. 
In 2004, experimental studies were undertaken, in order to know how solid sodium at room temperature reacts 
with air humidity : the conditions of aqueous sodium hydroxide production (which is the main risk source in 
sodium waste storage) have been observed. 
 
On this basis, new general safe rules for sodium waste storage have been raised : 

- Waste classifying : pure sodium and soda to be separated, bulk and residues to be separated 
- Sodium waste containers : tight, dry, easy to refill with gas, protected against overpressure effect, with 

specific marking and reference 
- Dedicated rooms : dry, with specific markings, with specific sodium fire extinguishers 
- Maximum duration : three months before next refill with inert dry gas, in an over-container if more than 

one year 
- Dry gas feeling : inert gas except for sodium film residues (dry air) 
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For Superphénix application, packaging and storage conditions of sodium wastes have been defined, in 
accordance with container fluxes to sodium waste treatment cell : it was decided to initially fill the containers 
(packaging phase) with dry air (dew point less than –10°C) whatever are the sodium waste types, because any 
gas in the container is rapidly ant totally dried by sodium itself. Then, renewal of gas in the containers will be 
done with dry argon (storage phase), except for sodium film residues (dry air filling). 
 
On site feedback experience will confirm the efficiency of these recent rules which have to be adapted to each 
specific case (sodium waste type, containers) and which can evolve with on site feedback experience. 
 
Keywords : Sodium waste, decommissioning, safety rules, oxidation, Superphénix Plant. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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1 Introduction 
 
The duration of the decommissioning of a Liquid Metal Fast Reactor (LMFR) is estimated to several years and 
in function of the size and the complexity of the reactor to be decommissioned, it can be extended to several 
decades.  
The liquid metal fast breeder reactor Superphénix is being dismantled since 1998. The sodium coolant has to be 
removed out of primary and secondary circuits and components have to be cut and treated in order to eliminate 
all remaining sodium traces, films and accumulations, before coming to waste disposal plant. 
The treatment of these components is based on mechanical cutting in air at room conditions, then cleaning for 
conditioning in adapted containers. Hence, the safety approach of the cutting operations has to be clearly define. 
Hence, this paper proposes to remind the chemical reaction between metallic sodium and air, their consequences 
and the influence of moisture in air. A thermodynamic approach of the equilibrium between all the chemical 
reactions that can be encountered is first presented. Then a presentation of the works done to evaluate the 
influence of moisture of air in contact with sodium, and the associated kinetics will allow, in the future, to 
conclude to some general recommendations for the cutting operations of components. 
 
In the frame of Superphénix Plant decommissioning, CEA and EDF had to determine the rules to applied for safe 
sodium waste storage. Even if sodium waste  storage has been monitored for some decades (but only during 
Operational Plant phases), some recent events showed that this item had to be secured before beginning large 
decommissioning operations. 
Of course, the best way would be an on-line treatment but operational constraints always imply a delay in this 
operation. 
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Indeed, a number of sodium wastes will be produced during the period before the end of Superphénix sodium 
treatment (planned in 2013) and will have to wait for further treatment. 
The events to be avoided, or at least taken into account, are uncontrolled sodium reaction with air moisture (large 
hydrogen production, important overheating) and sodium reaction with liquid water (pressure waves, large 
hydrogen production, important overheating). 
 
Careful analysis of all abnormal events in sodium waste storage disposal was performed and led to rule 
evolution. 
In 2004, experimental studies were undertaken, in order to know how solid sodium at room temperature reacts 
with air humidity : the conditions of aqueous sodium hydroxide production (which is the main risk source in 
sodium waste storage) have been observed. 
 
The analysis of these conditions helped EDF and CEA to define the right conditions for packaging and storage of 
sodium waste.  
 

2 Chemical properties of metallic sodium 
 

2.1. Generality [1] [2] [3] 
Sodium belongs to the alkali metal family and is therefore a very strong reducer. At room temperature this 
product is solid. Due to its reactivity with oxygen and water, pure sodium can be kept in that state only under 
pure inert gas such as argon or nitrogen. In laboratory it is very common to find it immersed in oil or petrol. 
 
Metallic sodium is commonly used in chemical industry as a reducing reagent or as a catalyst. In nuclear field it 
has been widely used as coolant of Liquid Metal Fast Reactor because of its exceptional physical properties : low 
density, good heat conductivity, liquid over a wide range of temperature (from 97.8°C until 883°C), compatible 
with fast neutron spectrum, no toxic and very important availability on Earth (as sodium chloride in the oceans). 
The main drawback of the use of sodium is that it can react violently with water and actively with air especially 
when sodium is at liquid state. Indeed, liquid sodium can ignite easily in air or oxygen, producing sodium oxide 
and super oxide fumes and a typical orange light. Hence, at room temperature, solid metallic sodium will be 
oxidized in contact with air. 
 

2.2 General description of the reaction of solid metallic sodium 
with air at room temperature [4] 

 
Color of pure solid sodium is near to the color of mercury : metallic silver. But in contact with air this color will 
quickly change to gray (in few seconds). This change of color is the proof that there is a chemical reaction at the 
surface of the sodium. This chemical reaction is due to a surface oxidation, transformation of metallic sodium to 
sodium oxide in contact with oxygen : 
 

 )(ONa  (g)
2
1

 + (s) 2Na 22 sO →  ∆Hr = -141 kJ/mol  (1) 

 
At higher temperature (250-300°C), the major compound produced by oxidation is Na2O2 but at room 
temperature, only Na2O is produced. 
With time, several minutes later, the appearance of the surface of the solid sodium turns to white and sometimes 
a thin layer of liquid product appears. It is important to say that the evolution of sodium under air strongly 
depends on the weather (dry or wet air) and the same basic experiment can turn to different results if the 
atmosphere conditions are not constant. This observation indicates that several chemical reaction can occur to 
the surface of this solid sodium in contact with air. In fact sodium reacts with the oxygen of air but can also react 
with the moisture present in air.  
 

Na + H2O(g) à  NaOH + ½ H2 ∆Hr = -151 kJ/mol   (2) 
 
Moreover the product created by the reaction with oxygen or moisture can also react with moisture/air to 
generate other products : transformation of sodium oxide to sodium hydroxide, hydration of sodium hydroxide, 
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carbonation of sodium hydroxide to sodium carbonate. Though the low carbon dioxide concentration in air 
(around 300 ppm), carbon dioxide is also participating to the chemical reaction. Thus, the following chemical 
reactions are also observed with time : 
 

Na2O(s) + H2O(g) à  2 NaOH(s) ∆Hr = - kJ/mol   (3) 
NaOH(s) + n H2O (g) à  NaOH, n H2O          n = 1,2,3,4 or 5 ∆Hr = depends on n  (4) 
 ∆Hr = nearly – 20 kJ/mol 
2 NaOH(s) + CO2(g) à  Na2CO3(s) + H2O(g) ∆Hr = -123 kJ/mol   (5) 
Na2CO3(s) +  CO2(g) + H2O(g) à  2 NaHCO3(s) ∆Hr = -35 kJ/mol   (6) 

 
Sodium carbonates are solid friable compounds which can form a thick layer on the surface of the metallic 
sodium. This solid layer of sodium carbonate could lower the evolution of transformation of the sodium with air 
or even prevent it from occurring. Thus it has been observed some metallic sodium covered with sodium 
carbonate under air for several years with no apparent evolution. Reaction occurs only under excess of CO2. 
Anyway, carbonatation of sodium occurs very slowly under dry air conditions, due to the low concentration of 
CO2 in air. In presence of wet air, this reaction is not seen as sodium hydroxide is more eager to react with water 
than CO2. Hence, for cutting operations which last about 3 months maximum, reaction between solid metallic 
sodium and carbon dioxide can be neglected, and only reactions between Na, moisture and oxygen have to be 
taken into account. Anyway, for storage studies, reactions with CO2 should have to be taken into account. 
 
The purpose of safety recommendations during cutting operations is to avoid sudden reactions due to: 

• Violent reaction between metallic sodium and hydrated soda 
• Hydrogen ignition and explosion 

 
The number of chemical reactions involved at the same time, and the competitiveness of these chemical 
reactions between each other lead us to the following conclusions : 

- it is difficult to make appropriate recommendations on the safety of component cutting operations with 
regard of air composition, 
- it is necessary to perform chemical experiments of solid sodium under selected air composition to 
estimate the effect of moist air on metallic sodium. 

 
Thus the studies done to solve this problem were based on two major objectives : 

- a bibliographical research of all the thermodynamic equilibrium between all the components that can 
be encountered when solid sodium is in presence of wet air, 
- an experimental study on the evolution of solid sodium under controlled air. 

 

3 Thermodynamic equilibrium of the components 
produced by the reaction of solid sodium with humid air 

 

3.1  Definition of the different products and chemical reactions [5] 
[6] 

Considering the low concentration of CO2 in air and the time scale of this study, reaction involving CO2 are not 
considered. 

3.1.1  Sodium and water 
Sodium reacts with excess of water according to the following chemical reaction. In normal conditions, this 
reaction is rapid and exothermic 

Na(s) + H2O(l) → NaOH(s) + ½ H2(g) ∆Hr = -151 kJ/mol   (2) 
 
At high temperature and with an excess of sodium and with water vapor, the chemical reaction between sodium 
and water can lead to the formation of sodium oxide and sodium hydride. 

4 Na(s) + H2O(g) → Na2O(s) + 2 NaH(s) (7) 
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3.1.2 Sodium oxide and water 
Sodium oxide is obtained from the sodium oxidation with air. With water, sodium oxide is transformed to 
sodium hydroxide according to the following chemical reaction : 

Na2O(s) + H2O(g)→ 2 NaOH(s) 

3.1.3 Sodium oxide and hydrogen 
At room temperature hydrogen does not react with sodium, but between 200°C and 350°C, sodium hydride can 
be formed. 
 

Na2O(s) + H2(g)→ NaOH(s) + NaH(s) 
In the scope of this study, production of hydrogen is low (large amount of air and few amount of Na). 
Furthermore, temperature for cutting operation remains low. Hence, this reaction can be neglected. 

3.2  Stability of the different products – Stability diagrams 
 
Thermodynamical study was done in order to estimate which reaction is more stable and which products are 
likely to be observed. Anyway, the results obtained should be taken into account with care as kinetics aspects are 
neglected. 
This study consists in listing all reactions possible between Na and H2O considering all possible products 
(NaOH, NaH, Na2O). Then, by the mean of HSC Chemistry computing code [7], it was possible to define the 
Ellingham diagrams (variation of free enthalpy ∆rG°) as a function of temperature, to evaluate the reaction of 
sodium with water vapor.  
The following chemical reactions were taken into consideration : 

Na(s) + H2O(g) → NaOH(s) + ½ H2 
2 Na(s) + H2O → NaOH(s) + NaH(s) 
2 Na(s) + H2O(g) → Na2O(s) + H2 
4 Na(s) + H2O(g) → Na2O(s) + 2NaH(s) 

 
The stability diagrams can be represented in function of one mole of sodium (case of an excess of water) – see 
figure 1, or in function of one mole of water (case of an excess of sodium) – see figure 2.  
From these figures it can be deduced that an excess of water will favor the creation of sodium hydroxide and 
hydrogen. On the opposite, an excess of sodium will favor the creation of sodium oxide and sodium hydride. 
This result is in total accordance with that can be found in bibliographical data. But this conclusion is only 
partially solving the problem of metallic sodium in contact with air because : 

- the stability diagram does not consider the kinetics of the different chemical reaction 
- it is not obvious that at the sodium surface there is an excess of sodium or an excess of water: it mainly 
depends of the water vapor concentration in air  
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Figure 1: The stability diagram of sodium oxidation   Figure 2: The stability diagram of sodium oxidation  

    with water vapor (per mole of sodium)         with water vapor (per mole of water) 
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4 Experiments on the evolution of solid sodium under 
controlled air 

 
The previous paragraph has presented the thermodynamic aspect of the chemistry of sodium in presence with 
moisture at room temperature. But, important parameters like kinetics aspects and surface interaction, which 
were not taken into account in the first part of this paper, have to be investigated further in order to estimate the 
behavior with time of solid sodium under air and the influence of water concentration in air. 
To prevent accident when manipulating metallic sodium under atmospheric conditions, several barriers should 
be hold: 

• Maintaining low humidity to prevent formation of sodium hydroxide which presents great affinity for 
water and could generate sodium/water reactions by contact of hydrated soda with residual Na. 

• Minimizing the presence of metallic sodium bulk and a least avoid bulk on horizontal areas 
• Avoiding non venting zone where hydrogen could accumulate 

For the first barrier, it is necessary to know the maximal limit of humidity under which no aqueous sodium 
hydroxide appears during the whole treatment duration. Furthermore, this limit should be determined with 
respect to temperature, as this parameter is assumed to have an effect on reaction kinetics. 
 
In Superphénix, the treatment of primary components is based on mechanical cutting in air at room conditions 
[8], then cleaning for conditioning in adapted containers. Existing cleaning pits of the plant will be used. 
The component treatment is as follows : each component is removed from primary liquid sodium at 180°C, 
handled in a specific basket under inert gas, then cooled in inerted pit before transfer in air to cutting workshop 
inside the reactor building itself. 
After visual checking, accessible remaining sodium is removed by hand. Cutting is finally performed to generate 
standardized little stainless steel pieces for further water cleaning.  
 
All the operations performed in air conditions have to be secured and violent reaction as well as hydrogen  
inflammation avoided. Concerning hydrogen inflammation, renewable of air is assured to remain hydrogen 
concentration low enough to prevent inflammation and explosion.  
 
 

4.1 Description of the tests 
 
Two types of tests were performed to represent the 2 types of dismantling operations, listed below: 

• Cutting of small components containing sodium films.  
• Cutting of large components containing sodium films and bulk metallic sodium.  

The purpose of the tests performed was to determine the maximum humidity under which no aqueous soda is 
produced during the whole duration of the treatment, considering that the small components cutting operation 
duration is about 2 weeks and the large components cutting operation duration is about 3 months. The general 
objective is to find a composition of wet air for which cutting operation is safe (without production of hydrated 
soda).   

4.1.1 Small components case 
Cutting operation are done under air in a workshop inside the reactor building itself. The treatment duration of 
one component is less than 2 weeks and the atmosphere of the reactor building contains between nearly 3 g 
H2O/kg air and 10 g H2O/kg air. To simplify the cutting operation of the component, it is important to determine 
the maximum humidity under which no aqueous soda is produced during the whole duration of the treatment. 
(i.e. 2 weeks). 
The residues of cutting contain only metallic sodium thin layers (thickness of 3mm maximum). 
Tests consist in observing the surface behavior of sodium metallic films under controlled humid air in order to 
detect the beginning of formation of aqueous soda. Analysis of the gas atmosphere were also performed to verify 
the atmosphere composition and three identical samples are tested simultaneously for reproducibility assessment. 
The parameters to be taken into account are: 

• Temperature of the test 
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• Humidity of air (between 3 g H2O/kg air and 10 g H2O/kg air) 
• Atmosphere renewable. In the cutting workshop, the volumetric exchange rate of air is between 1 and 

10 volume of the building per hour. Considering the volume of the experimental glove box in which 
experiments were done and the maximum range of the mass flow controller, a volumetric exchange rate 
of 1 volume per hour was chosen. This is underestimated compared the real conditions in the cutting 
workshop. Hence, it will be necessary to verify that the concentration of water is in large excess.  

During the experiments, samples were maintained vertically to avoid formation and stagnation of aqueous soda 
on horizontal surface containing metallic sodium, which could generate unexpected water/sodium reaction. But, 
during cutting operation, components can be maintained either horizontally or vertically. 
To find the humidity limit, “dichotomy method” was used. It consists in performing tests under the minimum 
and maximum water concentrations and then in testing the middle point of water concentration. This leads to 
identify the range of humidity in which stands the transition point, which we are looking for. Hence, the 
following table gives an example of tests matrix: 
 
 

Table I : Tests matrix  for Small component cutting  field. 

Test n° Atmospheric conditions Pressure, Temperature 

Flow rate 

Geometry studied 

1  

(3 simultaneous tests) 

Air + 10g H2O/kg air 

(1,6%V of water) 

Atmospheric pressure,  

 35°C 

500 l/h 

volumetric exchange 
rate: 1 

Thin layer of metallic 
sodium (thickness 2 
mm) on vertical 
stainless steel plate 
(2*20 cm) 

2  

(3 simultaneous tests) 

Air + 3 g H2O/kg air 

(0,48 %V of water) 

Atmospheric pressure,  

 35°C 

500 l/h 

volumetric exchange 
rate: 1 

Thin layer of metallic 
sodium (thickness 2 
mm) on vertical 
stainless steel plate 
(2*20cm) 

3 

(3 simultaneous tests)  

Air + 7 g H2O/kg air 

 (1,0%V of water) 

Atmospheric pressure, 

 35°C 

500 l/h 

volumetric exchange 
rate: 1 

Thin layer of metallic 
sodium (thickness 2 
mm) on vertical 
stainless steel plate 
(2*20 cm) 

N > 3  

(3 simultaneous tests) 

Air + x g H2O/kg air * 

 

Atmospheric pressure 

 35°C 

500 l/h 

volumetric exchange 
rate: 1 

Thin layer of metallic 
sodium (thickness 2 
mm) on vertical 
stainless steel plate 
(2*20 cm) 

 
The same test series was also performed at 25°C. 
 
 

4.1.2 Large components case 
Large components contain thin layer of metallic sodium and in some case, bulk metallic sodium. The duration of 
the cutting treatment of large components is approximately 3 months.  
In order to simplify the cutting operations, it is interesting to work under atmospheric conditions while avoiding 
the production of aqueous soda. Two solutions are possible: 
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• The first one consists in working under reactor building atmosphere using an inert protective shield, in 
which the component is placed. Only the part under cutting is put in contact with the workshop 
atmosphere. This strategy has many constraints and is not easy to manage. 

• The second solution consists in drying the workshop atmosphere to a humidity level compatible with 3 
months of working under air conditions without production of aqueous soda. 

Hence, the purpose of second series of tests was to find the humidity level to reach for safe cutting operation 
under controlled atmosphere condition. These tests were performed on thin layer and bulk metallic sodium. 
Considering that this test should last for 3 months, only one humidity value chosen on behalf of the results of 
small components tests, was selected.  
 

4.2 Description of the test facility (CARNAC) 
CARNAC facility (see Figure 3) is composed of a series of glove boxes in which the atmosphere composition is 
controlled: 

• 4 independent glove boxes (500 liters each) in which reaction tests are done. Each glove box has its 
own regulated alimentation in gases (nitrogen, carbon dioxide, air and/or water) and its own 
temperature regulation from 25°C to 70°C. 

• 1 inerted glove box (700 liter) for preparation of samples and tests 
• 1 tunnel for the transfer from the preparation box to one of the testing glove boxes  
• 1 analysis system (gas micro chromatography and mass spectroscopy) in charge of the speciation of the 

atmosphere of glove boxes  
• 1 system for video acquisition and image treatment in order to observe the formation of aqueous soda. 

In addition, a dry towel impregnated with phenolphthalein is placed under the sample so that a fuchsia 
mark is observed when aqueous soda drop falls down. 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 3 : CARNAC facility 

4.3 Results of tests related to small components treatment 
For each atmosphere condition tested , 3 stainless steel support containing thin layer of metallic sodium were 
placed in the testing glove box and observed over the whole test duration (2 weeks). 
When aqueous soda is formed, bubbles appear on the surface and droplets fall down on the towel, generating a 
fuchsia mark (see Figure 4). In some cases, projection of aqueous soda were observed before flowing of aqueous 
soda (see Figure 5). 
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Figure 4: Samples at the beginning and at the end of the small component tests 
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Figure 5: Projection of aqueous soda during the small component tests 

The following tables gives a summary of the tests performed and specific remarks on each test. 
 

Table II: Small component test experimental results at 35°C 

Test N° Operating conditions Remarks 

1 
 

35°C, P = Atmospheric pressure 
Flow rate : 500 l/h 
9,9 g of water/kg air (1,6%V) 

Aqueous soda droplets after 4 hours 
of exposition 
No projection of aqueous soda 
before droplet flowing 
 

2 35°C, P = Atmospheric pressure 
Flow rate: 500 l/h 
3,1 g of water /kg air (0,5%V) 

No aqueous soda over the whole test 
period (2 weeks)  

3 35°C, P = Atmospheric pressure 
Flow rate: 500 l/h 
6,2 g of water /kg air (1%V) 

Aqueous soda droplets after 17 
hours of exposition 
Projection of aqueous soda after 12 
hours  

4 35°C, P = Atmospheric pressure 
Flow rate: 500 l/h 
5 g of water /kg air (0,8%V) 

Aqueous soda droplets after 21 
hours of exposition 
No projection of aqueous soda 
before droplet flowing  

5 35°C, P = Atmospheric pressure 
Flow rate: 500 l/h 
3,7 g of water /kg air (0,6%V) 

No aqueous soda over the whole test 
period (2 weeks) 
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Table III: Small component test experimental results at 25°C 

Test N° Operating conditions Remarks 

6 

 

25°C, P = Atmospheric pressure 
Flow rate : 500 l/h 

3.7 g of water/kg air (0,6%V) 

Aqueous soda droplets after 19 
hours of exposition 

No projection of aqueous soda 
before droplet flowing  

7  

 

25°C, P = Atmospheric pressure 
Flow rate : 500 l/h 

3.1 g of water/kg air (0,5%V) 

Aqueous soda droplets after 21 
hours of exposition 

No projection of aqueous soda 
before droplet flowing  

8 

Similar to test 7 but in addition to 
films, bulk sodium plate 
(thickness 2 cm) was placed in 
the glove box  

25°C, P = Atmospheric pressure 
Flow rate : 500 l/h 

3.1 g of water/kg air (0,5%V) 

Aqueous soda droplets after: 
• 22 hours of exposition 

for thin films 
• 32 hours of exposition 

for bulk sodium 

No projection of aqueous soda 
before droplet flowing  

 
Gas chromatography analysis of hydrogen in the gas atmosphere have shown that water was in large excess as 
hydrogen production represents consumption of less than 0.1% of water. For example, Figure 6 shows a 
maximum hydrogen concentration in the gas phase of 500 ppmV, which corresponds to a consumption of 0.1% 
of water flow rate compared to the 1.6% available for reaction. 
Similar results were obtained for the tests at other water concentrations.   
Hence, a higher venting rate should note have any effect on the results obtained.  
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Figure 6: Hydrogen concentration during test n° 1 

 

As water is in large excess, these results can be compared to former tests done under higher flowrate and using 
bulk metallic sodium in plates (see Table IV): 
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Table IV: Former experimental results at 20°C 

Test n° 
 

Experimental conditions Remarks 

9 20°C, P = Atmospheric pressure 
Flow rate : 10 m3/h 
4 g of water/kg air  

Aqueous soda droplets after 24 
hours of exposition  

10 20°C, P = Atmospheric pressure 
Flow rate : 10 m3/h 
5.5 g of water/kg air  

Aqueous soda droplets after 15 
hours of exposition  

11 20°C, P = Atmospheric pressure 
Flow rate : 10 m3/h 
7.7 g of water/kg air  

Aqueous soda droplets after 6 
hours of exposition  
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Figure 7: Sodium behavior under humid conditions 

 
Figure 7 gives a representation of the tests results. Note that temperature has an effect on production of aqueous 
soda. The more humidity in air, quicker is the production of aqueous soda. It is difficult to find an explanation to 
that phenomena as no discrimination was done between complex phenomena occurring (mass transfer, kinetics, 
competition between oxidation and hydration). Anyway, more analytical tests are needed to find an theoretical 
explanation of the influence of temperature on the behavior of metallic sodium under wet air. 
Furthermore, test n°8 shows that production of aqueous soda on bulk metallic sodium appears later that on 
metallic films. One explanation is that, on the thin films, aqueous soda appears after consumption of the whole 
layer of metallic sodium whereas on bulk metallic sodium, aqueous soda appears while amounts of metallic 
sodium still remains. Hence, aqueous soda can prematurely appear on the thin films. 
That is why tests 9, 10 and 11 on bulk metallic sodium have lead to late production of aqueous soda compared to 
other tests. 

4.4 Test results for large components case 
The purpose of these tests was to find a humidity limit below which no aqueous soda is produced over a period 
of 3 months. According to results on thin layer above, humidity was fixed below the limit found for small 
component case (i.e. below 3.7g /kg air). Hence, it was fixed at 3 g of water/kg of air. Only one test was 
performed at 35°C. 
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Table V : Tests results for large components case 

Test N° Operating conditions Remarks 

12 

Thin layer of metallic sodium 
(thickness 2 mm) on vertical 
stainless steel plate (2 * 20cm) 

35°C, P = Atmospheric pressure 
Flow rate : 500 l/h 

3 g of water/kg air 

Aqueous soda droplets after 20 
days of exposition 

 

13  (see Figure 8) 

Thin layer of metallic sodium 
(thickness 2 mm) on vertical 
stainless steel plate (2 * 20cm) 

Bulk metallic sodium on vertical 
plate (thickness 2 cm) 

35°C, P = Atmospheric pressure 
Flow rate : 500 l/h 

3 g of water/kg air 

 Aqueous soda droplets after: 
• 39.5 days of exposition 

for thin films 
• 40 days of exposition for 

bulk sodium 

 

 
Several points could be raised: 
An early production of aqueous soda can be obtained when all metallic sodium is consumed (Test n°12 
compared to test 13 has shown an early production of aqueous soda as all metallic sodium available for oxidation 
was consumed).  
No production of aqueous soda occurs when metallic sodium remains available for oxidation. But, there is also a 
critical thickness of oxidized sodium (either Na2O or NaOH). Below this critical limit (about 2-3 mm), diffusion 
of water and/or oxygen is possible and no aqueous soda is produced. But, above this limit, diffusion is too slow 
and aqueous soda is produced even if there is still metallic sodium available. This could lead to reaction between 
sodium and water associated to aqueous soda. 
 
As a consequence, it seems difficult to guarantee that aqueous soda (i.e. no reaction between metallic sodium 
and water) will not occur over a period of 3 months as this phenomenon depends on several parameters like 
temperature, thickness of bulk metallic sodium and geometry of components.  
In conclusion, secure cutting of large components with bulk metallic sodium can not be assured under 
atmospheric conditions except if humidity is removed.  
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Figure 8:Test n°13 (large component case) 

 

5 SUPERPHENIX APPLICATION 
 

Superphénix decommissioning operations of sodium loops induce 4 types 
of sodium wastes : 

• Metallic objets with sodium film : 30 microns thick sodium film on 
vertical surfaces and 1 mm on horizontal surfaces (for example : 
internal surfaces of sodium pipes). 

• Metallic objects with bulk sodium : in areas difficult to drain or not 
drained (for example : blocked pipes, objects with angle shape, small 
diameter tubes)  

• Residues of metallic sodium : small amounts of sodium which are 
removed during manual cleaning operations (before cutting operations 
of sodium components) 

• Other wastes which were in contact with sodium : gloves, tissues, 
sponges which are used for sodium film and soda sweeping, plastic 
sheets used for floor protection. These wastes have no sodium but 
sodium oxides, hydroxides or carbonates. 
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5.1 Containers characteristics  
Sodium waste containers are metallic and tight (no water ingress).  

- Containers 8 m3 (1.85 x 1.7 x 1.8 m internal) (5.2 tons of wastes) (3 mm removable 
roof) (joint Ethylen Propylen) (2 mm thick carbon steel wall) 

- Drums 213 liters (∅ 610 mm h 880 mm) (0.9 mm thick carbon steel)  (removable 
roof with polymer joint and if necessary 2 valves for inerting and pressure 
measurement / safety valve) 

- Stewpan 10 liters (stainless steel) (∅ 268 mm) (removable cap with Nitril joint, 
safety valve 0.9 bar and if necessary 1 valve for inerting and pressure 
measurement) 

5.2 Packaging rules 
 

For all types of sodium wastes : 

- metallic, tight and closed container 

- clean and dry container 

- absorbing carpet on the container bottom 

- filling only with dry sodium (if not, sweaping of sodium surface with specific tissu) 

- no vinyl in the containers 

- when opening the containers, checking aqueous soda and sweaping if necessary 

- shorten as much as possible the delay between sodium waste production and 
packaging 

- metallic sodium waste objects have to be vertical inside the containers (to help 
aqueous phase drop) and sodium packs near the bottom 

- container inerting : initial filling with dry air (dew point < -10°C) 

- container inerting : next fillings with ambient air (shorten the delay when filling the 
container with a new waste and assume container tightness between 2 filling 
operations) 

 

5.3 Packaging rooms 
- clean, delimited, marked out room with few people  coming inside 

- risk signs at room gates and on containers : sodium, no water, inerting if 
necessary 

- identification on the containers of quantity and type of sodium wastes 

- protection against any external water ingress : rain, infiltrations, internal 
flooding 

- smoke detectors 
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- specific Marcalina powder extinguishers (only this type of extinguishers) 

- zoning : in case of radiological risk an sodium waste transfer, vinyl 
packing is necessary, but vinyl will be removed before sodium waste 
packaging 

 

5.4 Storage rules 

5.4.1 General rules 

Storage room : 

- clean, delimited, marked out room with few people  coming inside 

- risk signs at room gates and on containers : sodium, no water, inerting if 
necessary 

- identification of all the containers of sodium wastes 

- protection against any external water ingress : rain, infiltrations, internal 
flooding. No condensation on outer surface of containers 

- smoke detectors 

- specific Marcalina powder extinguishers (only this type of extinguishers) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.4.2 Complementary rules 

Objects with sodium film 
- storage state :  containers with ambient air inside, with absorbing carpet, with vertical objects, with tight caps 
 

Objects with bulk sodium 
- storage state :  containers with inert gas (argon) inside, with absorbing carpet, with vertical pipes, sodium 

packs near the bottom 
- inerting renewing : it is based on a 3 month period but could be longer, depending on current feedback 

experience. 
- Over-containers could also be used, to store a number of containers and perform easily inerting renewal. 

 

Storage conditions for containers not coming from reactor block (always 
under inert gas) : 
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- containers with caps equipped with specific device allowing 
inerting operations 

- systematic inerting renewal of all containers, every 3 months 

- all data being written on a specific form (container reference, inerting renewal date, 
observations…) 
 
 

 

Objects with sodium residues 

Container state during storage phase : 
 

- in specific storage rooms (see hereafter) 

- in the same conditions, whatever the container (stewpans) origins 

- absorbing carpet on the container bottom 

 

For containers coming from reactor block : 

- rapid changing of cap : specific cap allowing inerting operations 

- immediate and first inerting renewal, then every 3 months inerting 
renewal of all containers 

- all data being written on a specific form (container reference, inerting renewal date, 
observations…) 

 

For containers not coming from reactor block : 

- containers already equipped with specific caps allowing inerting 
operations 

- no immediate inerting operation, then every 3 months inerting 
renewal of all containers 

- all data being written on a specific form (container reference, inerting renewal date, 
observations…) 

TRACKING AND LABELLING OF THE CONTAINERS 

 
Every sodium waste is identified and controlled before introduction in a 
container (all data being written on a specific form). 

The specific form to be filled for each sodium waste container allows : 

• To characterize the objects : 

• Reactor system (conventional or nuclear radiological aspect) 

• mass of the objects, 

• To characterize sodium : 
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• Reactor system (conventional or nuclear radiological aspect : 
tritiated and/or other radio elements) 

• whatever sodium class : sodium film, bulk sodium, sodium residues 

• sodium film surface or sodium mass, in a container : total sodium 
mass and associated radioactivity (for safety analysis and storage 
place) 

 

Each container is properly labelled. The associated form has to be filled 
during conditioning phase. 

Sodium waste storage area has to be marked out with signposts. 

TRANSPORT 
Sodium waste containers are transferred from conditioning area to storage 
room along a specific route. If this route is outside, its duration has to be 
shortened. In case of rain or snow (high rate of humidity), transfers are 
forbidden. 

Sodium waste containers can’t remain oustide. 

INERTING PROCEDURE 
213 liters drums and 10 liters stewpan can be inerted :  they are equipped 
with a specific join in order to be connected with an argon bottle.  
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 GENERAL FLOWCHART  

PRESCRIPTIONS FOR CONDITIONING AND STORAGE OF 
SODIUM WASTES AND OBJECTS 

Conditioning and storage principles are summarized in the next flowchart. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6 CONCLUSION 
 
In conclusion, the kinetics of production of aqueous soda is very sensitive to humidity in air as well as temperature. 
 
For the cutting of small components containing only thin layer of metallic sodium, it was shown that secure 
operations (no production of aqueous soda and limited production of hydrogen) can be guaranteed over a period of 2 
weeks if humidity is maintained below 3.7 g of water/kg of air, for a working temperature of 35°C. Anyway, 
production of aqueous soda should have limited effect regarding the limited amount of metallic sodium available. 
Maintaining the cut pieces vertically should help draining of aqueous soda and prevent non expected reaction. 
 
For longer operations like cutting of large components containing bulk metallic sodium, it seems difficult to 
guarantee the absence of aqueous soda production (i.e. no reaction water/sodium and no production of hydrogen) 
unless working under dry air. 
During these tests, it was shown that the amount of sodium available for reaction is not a criterion which guarantees 
the absence of aqueous soda production as there is a critical thickness of oxidized sodium (either Na2O or NaOH). 
Below this critical limit (about 2-3 mm), diffusion of water and/or oxygen is possible and no aqueous soda is 
produced. But, above this limit, diffusion is too slow and aqueous soda is produced even if there is still metallic 
sodium available.    
 

 

Storage 
room 
 

 

Packaging 
 

faible production
de petite taille

Local de rem plissage Local ventilé int. BR Local non ventilé ou ext. BRProx. chantier Local ventilé int. BR

R507

R507

(Fût 213 litres)

W C 106
NW  913
NW  912

Intérieur BR
à définir

(Conteneur 8 m3)

Local
d'entreposage

Na
primaire

Na avec 3H seul

Na conventionnel

Em ballage m étallique Conteneur 8 m3 Fût Gallay 213 litres Cocotte minute 10 litresFût 213 litres

Production
Objets métalliques avec film  Na Objets métalliques avec amas Na Résidus de Na

Grande production Petite production

Conditionnem ent
en phase

entreposage

Air ambiant
Tapis absorbant
Conteneur fermé

Inertage argon
Balayage tous les 3 mois

Couvercle équipé = 1 raccord injection + 1 vanne rejet + 1 soupape 300 mbars

Position des objets Tuyaux verticaux - Amas "tête en bas"Film s verticaux

Conditionnem ent
en phase

rem plissage

Air am biant
Couverture

plexiglas

Air am biant
Couvercle standard

1 bouchon bonde oté
trou obturé tarlatane

Air ambiant
Couvercle standard

soupape normale otée
trou obturé tarlatane

Inertage argon
Injection

à chaque fermeture
Couvercle équipé

Air am biant
Couvercle
standard

Tapis absorbant en fond d'emballage - Vérification absence soude aqueuse à chaque ouverture

Pas de soude aqueuse sur le Na - Emballage secSéchage

Air sec 
Injection 

À chaque fermeture 
Couvercle équipé 
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In conclusion, these tests pointed out that only a very low humidity is necessary to generate aqueous soda, which 
could react with remaining bulk metallic sodium. Hence, treatment of components under atmospheric conditions is 
safe only if humidity of air is removed or remains low enough to prevent the production of aqueous soda over the 
period of treatment.  
This kind of approach could be extended to the strategy of storage of cut components in trunks before washing if no 
inerting conditions are used. 
 
On this basis, new general safe rules for sodium waste storage have been raised : 

- Waste classifying : pure sodium and soda to be separated, bulk and residues to be separated 
- Sodium waste containers : tight, dry, easy to refill with gas, protected against overpressure effect, with 

specific marking and reference 
- Dedicated rooms : dry, with specific markings, with specific sodium fire extinguishers 
- Maximum duration : three months before next refill with inert dry gas, in an over-container if more than 

one year 
- Dry gas feeling : inert gas except for sodium film residues (dry air) 

 
For Superphénix application, packaging and storage conditions of sodium wastes have been defined in detail, in 
accordance with container fluxes, from conditioning area to sodium waste treatment cell : it was decided to initially 
fill the containers (packaging phase) with dry air (dew point less than –10°C) whatever are the sodium waste types, 
because any gas in the container is rapidly ant totally dried by sodium itself. Then, renewal of gas in the containers 
will be done with dry argon (storage phase), except for sodium film residues (dry air filling). 
 
On site feedback experience will confirm the efficiency of these recent rules which have to be adapted to each 
specific case (sodium waste type, containers) and which can evolve with on site feedback experience. 
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Superphénix sodium treatment

Contents

ü The context of the sodium cooled reactor
decommissioning

ü The global chemistry of sodium behavior under air
ü A series of chemical reactions
ü Thermodynamic equilibrium of sodium components
ü Experiments on the evolution of solid sodium under 

controlled air
ü Superphénix sodium waste strategy
ü Conclusion
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• Small quantities of solid sodium waste to be treated
• Operations at normal conditions (room temperature, atmospheric

pressure)
• Immediate or delayed sodium waste treatment
• Intermediate sodium waste storage to monitor safely

• and always : sodium risk to be considered
– no uncontrolled reactions
– no sodium –water reactions

inducing hydrogen gas and heat (overpressure in containers)

The context of the sodium cooled reactor
decommissioning
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The context of the sodium cooled reactor
decommissioning

• Bulk sodium : not considered as sodium waste
• Films of sodium (after draining) :

to be treated by chemical process :
on site carbonation or after cutting oxydation

• Traces of sodium (after draining) :
to be treated by chemical process :
on site carbonation or after cutting hydrolysis
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Humid air flow

SodiumReaction Zone

Hydrogen release

G
as

bo
un

da
ry
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From solid soda to hydrous soda 
or sodium carbonate 

or mixture

Water diffusion towards interface
CO2 diffusion towards interface

The global chemistry
of sodium behaviour under air
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∆Hr = -141 kJ/mol   (1) )(ONa  (g)
2
1

 + (s) 2Na 22 sO →

Na + H2O(g) à NaOH + ½ H2 ∆Hr = -151 kJ/mol      (2)

Na2O(s) + H2O(g) à 2 NaOH(s) ∆Hr = - 240 kJ/mol         (3)

NaOH(s) + n H2O (g) à NaOH, n H2O    n = 1,2,3,4 or 5 
∆Hr = depends on n    ∆Hr = nearly – 20 kJ/mol (4)

Na2CO3(s) +  CO2(g) + H2O(g) à 2 NaHCO3(s) ∆Hr = -35 kJ/mol (6)

2 NaOH(s) + CO2(g) à Na2CO3(s) + H2O(g) ∆Hr = -123 kJ/mol (5)

A series of chemical reactions 420
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Question :
Is there a lower limit of humidity, to prevent from sodium 
hydroxide formation which presents great affinity with water and
could generate sodium/water reactions by contact of hydrated 
soda with residual Na ?

Answer : study of

Ø behavior of solid sodium under air, with time

§Superphénix cutting of small primary components : 2 weeks long

§Superphénix cutting of large primary components : 3 months long

Ø influence of water concentration in air

(kinetics aspects and interface interactions)

Experimental program
for soda production characterization
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The CARNAC facility

Ø 4 independent glove boxes (500 liters each)

- Gas supply (nitrogen, carbon 
dioxide, air and/or water)

- Temperature regulation system 
(25°C to 70°C)

- a tunnel for internal sample transfers

- an analysis system (gas micro 
chromatography and mass 
spectroscopy)

- a system for video acquisition and 
image treatment

Experiments on the evolution
of solid sodium under controlled air
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Sodium oxidation test results (small component case)
Samples at the beginning and at the end of the small component tests

Projection of aqueous soda during the small component tests

Experiments on the evolution
of solid sodium under controlled air
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Sodium oxidation test results at 35°C
(small component case : 5 tests)

- Test conditions : 
Thin layer of metallic sodium (thickness 2 mm)

on vertical stainless steel plate (2 * 20 cm)

35°C, atmospheric pressure, air flow rate : 500 l/h
humidity : 3.1 to 9.9 g of water/kg air (0.5 to 1.6%V)

- Test results :
No aqueous soda (3.1 and 3.7 g of water/kg air)
Aqueous soda droplets after 4/17/21 h (5/6.2/9.9  g of water/kg air) 
Projection of aqueous soda after 12 h (6.2 g of water/kg air)

Experiments on the evolution
of solid sodium under controlled air
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Sodium oxidation test results at 25°C
(small component case : 3 tests)

- Test conditions : 
Thin layer of metallic sodium (thickness 2 mm)

on vertical stainless steel plate (2 * 20 cm)

25°C, atmospheric pressure, air flow rate : 500 l/h
humidity : 3.1 and 3.7 g of water/kg air (0.5 and 0.6%V)

- Test results :
Aqueous soda droplets after 19 to 22 h (3.7/3.1  g of water/kg air)
Aqueous soda droplets after 32 h (3.1  g of water/kg air, 

with bulk sodium plate)
No projection of aqueous soda before droplet flowing

Experiments on the evolution
of solid sodium under controlled air
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Sodium oxidation test results

(large component case)
Test conditions : 

Thin layer of metallic sodium (thickness 2 mm)
on vertical stainless steel plate (2 * 20cm)

Bulk metallic sodium on vertical plate (thickness 2 cm)

35°C, atmospheric pressure, air flow rate : 500 l/h
humidity : 3 g of water/kg air

Test results :

Aqueous soda droplets after 20 days / after 40 days

(depending on available bulk sodium)

Experiments on the evolution
of solid sodium under controlled air
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Sodium oxidation test results

(large component case)

Experiments on the evolution
of solid sodium under controlled air
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Experiments on the evolution
of solid sodium under controlled air
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Sodium behavior under humid conditions
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Experiments on the evolution
of solid sodium under controlled air
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Superphénix sodium waste strategy

3 goals
- Maintaining low humidity to avoid contact of hydrated soda with residual Na
- Minimizing the presence of metallic sodium bulk
- Avoiding non venting zone where hydrogen could accumulate

4 types of sodium wastes to be considered

Metallic objects with sodium film

Metallic objects with traces of sodium

Residues of metallic sodium : small amounts of 
sodium which are removed during manual cleaning 
operations (before cutting operations of sodium 
components)

Other wastes which were in contact with sodium :
gloves, tissues, sponges which are used for sodium 
film and soda sweeping, plastic sheets used for 
floor protection. no pure sodium, but sodium 
oxides, hydroxides or carbonates.
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For all types of sodium wastes :

- metallic, tight and closed containers

- clean and dry containers

- absorbing carpet on the container bottom

- filling only with dry sodium (if not, sweeping of 
sodium surface with specific tissue)

- no vinyl in the containers (or as lower as possible

- when opening the containers, checking hydrous 
soda and sweeping if necessary (tissue)

SUPERPHENIX sodium waste packaging rules
1/2

Superphénix sodium waste strategy 432
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- shorten as much as possible the time between 
sodium waste production and packaging (take care 
of schedule and organization)

- metallic sodium waste objects have to be vertical 
inside the containers (to help aqueous phase drop) 
and sodium packs near the bottom

- container initial inerting at packaging phase :
. case of traces and residues out of Reactor 
Building : initial filling with dry air (dew point < -
10°C)
. Other cases : initial filling with Reactor Building air 
(3 < humidity rate < 10 g of water / kg of air  

SUPERPHENIX sodium waste packaging rules
2/2

Superphénix sodium waste strategy 433
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- container inerting renewal, at packaging phase : 
next fillings with ambient air (shorten the delay 
when filling the container with a new sample and 
assume container tightness between 2 filling 
operations)

- container inerting renewal, at storage phase : re-
filling every 3 months with dry argon (except for 
films)

SUPERPHENIX sodium waste packaging rules
2/2

Superphénix sodium waste strategy 434
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Sodium waste containers are metallic
and tight (no water ingress) :

- Containers 8 m3 (1.85 x 1.7 x 1.8 m 
internal) (5.2 tons of wastes) (3 mm 
removable roof) (joint Ethylen Propylen) 
(2 mm thick carbon steel wall)

- Drums 213 liters (∅ 610 mm h 880 mm) 
(0.9 mm thick carbon steel)  (removable 
roof with polymer joint and if necessary 2 
valves for inerting and pressure 
measurement / safety valve)

SUPERPHENIX sodium waste containers
1/2

Superphénix sodium waste strategy 435
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- Stewpan 10 liters (stainless steel) (∅ 268 mm) (removable cap with 
Nitril joint, safety valve 0.9 bar and if necessary 1 valve for inerting
and pressure measurement)

SUPERPHENIX sodium waste containers
2/2

Superphénix sodium waste strategy

Residues of
metallic
sodium
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- clean, delimited, marked out room with few 
people  coming inside

- Safety indications at room gates and on 
containers : sodium, no water, inerting if 
necessary

- identification on the containers from origin, 
quantity and type of sodium sample wastes

- protection against any external water ingress : 
rain, infiltrations, internal flooding…

SUPERPHENIX sodium waste packaging rooms

1/2

Superphénix sodium waste strategy 437
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- smoke detectors

- specific MARCALINA® powder extinguishers 
(only this type of extinguishers)

- zoning : in case of radiological risk and 
sodium waste transfer, vinyl packing is 
necessary, but vinyl will be removed before 
sodium waste packaging

SUPERPHENIX sodium waste packaging rooms

2/2

Superphénix sodium waste strategy 438
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Summary of Superphénix application

Superphénix sodium waste strategy

Storage
room

Packaging

faible production
de petite taille

Local de remplissage Local ventilé int. BR Local non ventilé ou ext. BRProx. chantier Local ventilé int. BR

R507

R507

(Fût 213 litres)

WC 106
NW 913
NW 912

Intérieur BR
à définir

(Conteneur 8 m3)

Local
d'entreposage

Na
primaire

Na avec 3H seul

Na conventionnel

Emballage métallique Conteneur 8 m3 Fût Gallay 213 litres Cocotte minute 10 litresFût 213 litres

Production
Objets métalliques avec film Na Objets métalliques avec amas Na Résidus de Na

Grande production Petite production

Conditionnement
en phase

entreposage

Air ambiant
Tapis absorbant
Conteneur fermé

Inertage argon
Balayage tous les 3 mois

Couvercle équipé = 1 raccord injection + 1 vanne rejet + 1 soupape 300 mbars

Position des objets Tuyaux verticaux - Amas "tête en bas"Films verticaux

Conditionnement
en phase

remplissage

Air ambiant
Couverture

plexiglas

Air ambiant
Couvercle standard

1 bouchon bonde oté
trou obturé tarlatane

Air ambiant
Couvercle standard

soupape normale otée
trou obturé tarlatane

Inertage argon
Injection

à chaque fermeture
Couvercle équipé

Air ambiant
Couvercle
standard

Tapis absorbant en fond d'emballage - Vérification absence soude aqueuse à chaque ouverture

Pas de soude aqueuse sur le Na - Emballage secSéchage

Air sec*
Injection

À chaque fermeture
Couvercle équipé

* Dry air : dew point < -10°C
Reactor Building air : 3<humidity rate<10 g of water/kg of air
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Conclusion for sodium waste strategy (1/2)

- kinetics of production of aqueous soda : very sensitive to 
humidity in air as well as temperature

- treatment of components under atmospheric conditions is 
safe only if humidity of air is removed or remains low 
enough to prevent from production of aqueous soda 
during the treatment period

- general safe rules for sodium waste storage have been 
defined (classification, rooms, containers…)
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Conclusion for sodium waste strategy (2/2)

• Superphénix application :
– Definition of packaging and storage conditions, in 

accordance with container fluxes, from on site 
conditioning area to sodium waste treatment cell

• initial filling of the containers with dry air or Reactor 
Building air, depending on sodium waste types (air in the 
container is rapidly ant totally dried by sodium)

• renewal of gas in the containers with dry argon (storage 
phase), except for sodium film residues (initial dry air filling)

– On site running feedback experience is confirming the 
efficiency of these recent rules
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“Overview of Sodium Removal Technologies and Selection of Removal 
Method for BN-350 Residual Sodium during Decommissioning” 

 
 

Technical Meeting on “The Decommissioning of Fast Reactors after Sodium Draining” 
S.Andropenkov, National Atomic Company “Kazatomprom”, Kazakhstan 

 
 

 Abstract 
 In this report the overview of the methods and the technologies, and the technical 

means and systems applied at the present time for removal the sodium residuals out of the 
equipment and pipelines is fulfilled. 

The comparative analysis of the different technologies from the points of view of safety, 
cost effectiveness and applicability has shown that for the conditions of BN-350 the most 
applicable is the relatively new, but very promising technology of passivation with a moist CO2. 

In the present report it is shown the possibility of the use of the technology for the 
conditions of the BN-350 reactor. The main factor for the selection of the technology that is 
recommended for use at the BN-350 is the necessity of passivation relatively deep (about 10cm) 
layers of the sodium. The positive results of the passivation of the residual sodium of EBR-II 
show the applicability of the hydrocarbonation technology for BN-350 reactor. 
The recommendations on the technologies of removal of the sodium residuals of the secondary 
and primary circuits of BN-350 are given too. 

Introduction 
 
One of the main tasks arising during fulfilling the activities on decommission of BN-350 

fast breeder reactor is the task on removal the sodium residuals, left after completion of bulk 
coolant draining, out of the main reactor equipment. 

The necessity to solve this problem is defined not only by the radioactivity of the coolant, 
but by its high chemical (explosion and fire) activity too. 

High chemical activity of the sodium determines the requirements on providing the 
special storage conditions of the drained equipment. In particular, it is necessary to keep 
continuously an inert gas media in order to prevent the possibility of reaction of the liquid metal 
residuals with the air humid. During reaction of the liquid metal coolant (LMC) with water the 
hydrogen gas and alkali are produced. The alkali reacts the construction materials of the walls of 
the tanks and pipelines at elevated temperatures. This alkali corrosion may lead to an equipment 
damage and following outflow of the LMC residuals to the environment (only if they are liquid). 
Apart of this, the collecting hydrogen may create the fire-dump gas inside of the drained vessels 
and than explode (only in the presence of oxygen). 

Presently, in the world practice several technologies on residuals removal are developed. 
Using of the technologies depends on the particular start conditions. For BN-350 it is being 
required to develop and prove the applicability of a low risk technology of removal of the 
sodium residuals out of the loops and vessel of the reactor facility. As the basis the gained 
practice experience and the results of the investigations on developing the technologies of 
“washing out” of the alkali metal residuals out of the equipment and loops of other reactor 
facilities are taken. 

Down below the following is given: 
The condition of the reactor and loops of the primary and secondary circuits after 

draining; 
The short description of the existing methods of sodium residuals removal; 
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The results of the comparative analysis of these methods; 
The recommendations of the technologies of residuals removal for the BN-350 
conditions; 
 
1. Condition of the reactor and loops of the primary and secondary 

circuits after draining. 
 

1.1. Reactor and primary circuit. 
 
Some amount of sodium remains as a film on inner surfaces of equipment and pipelines 

of sodium circuits after draining of sodium coolant. The existing experience of sodium 
equipment operation shows that ∼0,1 liter of sodium per 1m2 remains on inner surfaces of 
equipment in case of good sodium draining (dipping drift >10°). But there are some data that the 
thickness of the film is to be less than that (after draining EBR-II sodium, fastener threads and 
writing marks [made during fabrication] could be seen during inspection of the primary tank). 

Also some amount of sodium remains as separated “puddles” in non-draining pockets of 
equipment and pipelines. 

This volume is the sum of the following (Fig. 1. Reactor): 
- In the puddle on the bottom of the reactor vessel. The depth of the puddle is ~ 

110 mm, so the volume is to be ~ 70 liters (Fig. 2) 
- In the puddle on the bottom of the central column. Undrainable sodium volume 

V is ~ 3 liters (Fig. 3) 
- In the cylindrical plenum A (Fig. 4). Undrainable sodium volume V is ~ 20 

liters. 
- In area  in the high pressure plenum, ! (Fig. 4). Undrainable volume V≈ 10 

liters. 
- A problem is the possibility of the sodium flow, during the vessel drainage, 

through the cylindrical gap between the cone wall of the cooling tract and the 
flange of the high pressure plenum (see fig.). Dependently of the actual value 
and the condition of the gap (δmax ≈ 3 mm and δmin ≈ 0,5 mm), the cylindrical 
v o lume  may  no t b e d rained  ( U nd rainab le v o lume V"  ≈ 250 liter). 

- # 60 liters of film residuals of 30µm on practically vertical wet surfaces of inner 
reactor structures 

Having ∼ 6 000 m2 of inner surface of primary circuit including fuel subassemblies 
mock-ups, on surfaces of equipment and pipelines of the primary circuit will remain ∼ 600 liters 
as the film residuals (including ∼ 60 liters of film residuals on practically vertical surfaces of 
inner reactor structures) and ∼ 353 liters as the locally located puddles of sodium inside of the 
reactor vessel. 

All equipment of loops of the primary circuit (MCP, LST, non-return valves) is drained 
practically to the full, except main isolation gates Dn-500, Dn-600. There is undrainable pocket in 
the each vessel of the gate (Fig. 7). Undrainable sodium volume V is ~ 7 liters in the each gate. 
Altogether in the 12 gates of the primary circuit after draining are left ~ 80 liters of sodium. 

Each of five cold traps of the primary circuit will contain after draining ∼3,2 m3 of 
sodium with accumulated impurities including radioactive ones. In each of 10 drainage tanks of 
the primary circuit on the inner surfaces and bottoms will remain ∼20 liters of sodium. 
Altogether in the primary circuit will be left after draining ∼ 22 m3 of sodium. 

It is necessary to mention that before the passivation of the primary sodium residuals all 
cold traps and drainage tanks must be cut off (cut off and welded up) from the circuit. The 
technology of removal the sodium residuals out of them is a subject of a separated project. 
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The amount of the sodium residuals to be passivated in the primary circuit of the BN-350 
reactor facility is about 0,6 m3 in the films on the loops walls, and 0.433m3 as the puddles and 
pockets. 

 
1.2. Secondary circuit 
 
In each of six loops of the secondary circuit after draining will be left ∼0,65 m3 of sodium 

on inner surfaces of equipment and pipelines. In non-draining matrices of intermediate heat 
exchangers of every loop of the second circuit will remain ∼ 6,7 m3 of sodium. 

In each of six cold traps of the second circuit will be left ∼ 3,2 m3 of sodium and in each 
of drain tanks of the second circuit will be left ∼ 20 liters of sodium. 

Altogether in the second circuit will be left after draining ∼ 63 m3 of sodium. 
Before the passivation of the primary and secondary circuits, all cold traps and drainage 

tanks must be cut off (cut off and welded up). The sodium removal technology for these volumes 
is an issue of separate project and is not described in the present report. Removing the residuals 
out of the IHEs is a separate task too, and it is not described in the present report. 

The amount of the secondary sodium to be passivated is ∼ 0,65 m3 . The loops are to 
contain # 0.2 m3 of the film. 

 
2. Description of the main technological processes, technical means and 
systems used for sodium residuals removal. Recommendations on the 
practical application of the optimal method for the BN-350 reactor 
conditions. 
 
A number of methods of alkali metal residuals removal out of the equipment and systems 

of reactor facilities are used at the present time. 
In this report the following methods and technologies are taken in consideration: 

• washing with water under vacuum; 
• washing with water alkali solutions under vacuum; 
• washing with dispersed water (water fog); 
• steam-gas washing (vapor-nitrogen washing); 
• water-oil washing; 
• washing with light alcohols; 
• washing with heavy alcohols; 
• vacuum distillation; 
• hydrocarbonation technology (water saturated/moist CO2); 
• Washing with melted alkali solutions. 

 
Requirements raised by practice of experimental sodium stands operation leaded to 

development of steam-gas method of equipment and circuits cleaning both experimental stands 
and functioning BN type reactors. Experience showed sufficient effectiveness, safety and 
economy of this method. 

But it was found that this method does not cover the whole spectrum of qualifying 
standards of the washing technology of different kind of equipment, design, operation conditions 
etc. 

The necessary of solving these tasks leaded to development of alternative methods of 
cleaning aimed to exclude the following drawbacks of the steam-gas method: 

• possibility of corrosive damage; 
• possibility of mechanical damage; 
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• possibility of blocking of thick sodium layer by sodium hydroxide resulting from 
interaction with steam. During following washing with water the layer of sodium 
hydroxide is dissolved and sodium reacts with excess water, sometimes violently; 
hydrogen exits intensively that in case of contact with air can lead to creation of 
hydrogen-air mixture of explosive concentrations.  

 
Corrosive damage of structure materials is practically excluded when methods of washing 

with water mist, water-vacuum, alcohol (light and heavy) and vacuum distillation are used. 
Washing with alcohol is extended conformably to equipment and devices having low mechanical 
strength. 

Exclusion of possibility of forming of blocking layer of sodium hydroxide appeared on 
sodium surface during water-gas washing is possible when methods of alcohol and water-
vacuum are used because sodium hydroxide is well dissolved in water and alcohol. 

Finally, the vacuum distillation method has doubtless advantage: there is no hydrogen 
release. 

At the same time, each of the methods has its own drawbacks, demands maintenance of 
specific conditions and determined range of possible application. 

The corrosive damage of the structural materials of BN-350 is not the most important 
factor for estimation of the applicability of the technologies of removal of the residual sodium. 
Since, there is not intention to use the main technological equipment of BN-350 after the 
residuals removing. 

Presently there are several projects on decommission of large reactors using the alkali 
metals as the coolant; and the works on developing the new technologies of safe and effective 
LMC residuals removal out of the vessels and pipe-lines of the large sized reactor are being 
fulfilled. 

The large volumes of the washed equipment (hundreds m2) with complex inner surface 
(thousands m2) and large amount of the LMC residuals (tons) bring the additional requirement to 
the technologies and methods. The work on removal or passivation “in situ” the BN-350 
residuals is a work with a large-size reactor. So, the technologies of “in situ ” passivation or 
removal the LMC residuals that have been developed for small-size equipment must be re-
estimated with considering the new scales of the application for the BN-350 conditions. 

 
The comparative analysis of the abovementioned technologies from the points of view of 

safety, engineering feasibility, cost effectiveness and minimizing of derived radioactive waste 
amount has shown that for the conditions of BN-350 the most applicable are: 

1. The technology of the steam-gas washing; 
2. The new, but very promising technology of passivation with a moist CO2. 
 
Main stipulation of the possibility to use the steam-gas washing technology is the sodium 

draining of equipment and pipelines to the full or the cutting off selected volume from the areas 
with the residual sodium. 

At present time there is no experience on the using of the steam-gas washing technology 
for the equipment and pipelines compared on the scale and complexity with BN-350 reactor. In 
addition, as it was shown in chapter 1, there is no practically possibility to drain sodium from the 
equipment and pipelines to the full. 

Taking into account the significant temperature and speeds of chemical reactions in 
process of the steam-gas washing, possibility of alkali cracking of the construction materials, 
failures of the integrity of the circuits and generation the hydrogen and oxygen fire-dump 
mixture, the safety level of the steam-gas washing technology for BN-350 reactor conditions 
could not be considered as satisfactory. Additionally the significant amount of derived 
radioactive wastes is produced in the process of the steam-gas washing. These radioactive wastes 
should be treated. 
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Another approach to the methods of sodium residuals removal for LMC type reactors is 

the relatively new one named “passivation” (or another name “hydrocarbonation”). The idea of 
this method consist of creation of the circulation of the CO2 gas mixture with little amount of 
H2O vapor inside the treated volume. During fulfilling the process the dew - point should be 
controlled. Sodium slightly reacts with H2O with producing anhydrous sodium hydroxide. That 
anhydrous sodium hydroxide in its turn reacts with CO2 producing sodium carbonate Na2CO3. 
Accordingly the next main chemical reactions are carried in the process of passivation: 

2 Na + 2 H2O = 2 NaOH + H2, 
2 NaOH + CO2 = Na2CO3 + $2%, 
as the result chemically indifferent Na2CO3 is produced. Adjusting the gas mixture 

humidity the concentration of the hydrogen produced in the process of the reaction could be 
sustained on the safety level: from the tenth of percent up to few (2%) percents. 

The main advantage of the method is exception of producing liquid sodium hydroxide. 
As in case of the other technologies of this type the liquid sodium hydroxide as a film prevents in 
certain time the moisture access to the unreacted sodium, but then the film of the liquid sodium 
hydroxide is dissolved and the uncontrolled reaction of the sodium with water is beginning. 

One more advantage of the method, relating to the BN-350 reactor conditions, is no 
necessity to dispose the final products of the hydrocarbonation. Since Na2CO3 is chemically 
indifferent and practically harmless in SAFESTORE conditions of the BN-350 reactor 
(conditions of noninteraction between the reacted sodium and atmosphere air). 

The main question of usage only the passivation technology is the possibility of reacting 
of the residual sodium to the full. Only factor restricting the efficiency of the passivation method 
is the reducing of the chemical reaction speed due to increasing of the layer thickness of the 
interaction products that prevents access of the working reagent (the CO2 gas mixture with little 
amount of H2O vapor) to the unreacted sodium. 

For solution of the question the provisions of the passivation process intensification and 
the substantiation of explosion and fire safety in case of conditions of noninteraction between the 
reacted sodium and atmosphere air when the residual sodium was reacted not to the full were 
developed. 

The recommendations on the practical application of the passivation method for the BN-
350 reactor conditions are given below. 

 
2.2. General provisions 
 
As it was above mentioned the passivation reaction speed of the residual sodium strongly 

depends on the hydrocarbonate layer thickness. If provided with the on-stream inflow of the 
chemical reagents to the interface boundary of the sodium – hydrocarbonate with different 
speeds of the chemical reagents flow then the maximum passivated sodium deepness could be 
significantly increased and the time of the passivation process could be decreased. The on-stream 
inflow of the chemical reagents to the surfaces of the locally located residual masses of the 
sodium would be implemented by means of the special channels. The intensification of the 
passivation process after formation of the interaction products “coat” would be performed using 
the different speeds of the chemical reagents flow to the surfaces. 

The passivation process of the residual sodium in the reactor vessel and the pipelines of 
the primary circuit consist of the two main steps: 

- selected (and simultaneously, if it would be technically feasibly) passivation of 
the relatively large puddles in the reactor vessel and film residuals and small-
sized locations of the residual sodium on the walls of pipelines of the primary 
circuit; 

- combined passivation of the residual sodium in the reactor vessel and the 
pipelines of the primary circuit. 
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The dividing of the passivation process on two steps, of course, is relative. In point of fact 
this method presents the series-parallel process for BN-350 reactor conditions. 

The first step of the passivation process would be performed separately in the reactor 
vessel and in the each loop of the primary circuit. For that end all main isolation gates of each 
loop should be closed. Of course there is not full leaktightness of the main isolation gates due to 
presence of some solid sodium droplets on the surfaces of the gates seats. But there is not 
necessity to provide the full leaktightness because the first step would be performed in “steady-
state” mode (without organization of the reagent circulation through the reactor vessel and the 
loops of the circuit). The relative leaktightness is necessary only for controlling the amounts of 
the reacted sodium by means of control of the amounts of hydrogen in exhausted channels from 
each loop of the primary circuit and from the locally located residual masses of the sodium in the 
reactor vessel (Fig. 9). 

During the second step of the passivation process the main isolation gates are opened and 
the induced gas circulation through the loops and the reactor vessel is performed by means of 
turning on the MCPs in the mode of the fan. The different speeds of reagent flow would be 
variated by means of changing quantity of the working MCPs, speeds of its revolution, and 
extent of opening/closing of the main isolation gates. 

 
2.3. Passivation of the locally located residual masses of the sodium in the reactor 
 
The passivation of the locally located residual masses of the sodium in the reactor would 

be implemented by means of the special channel installed in the auxiliary penetration of the 
refueling mechanism. Since the auxiliary penetration of the refueling mechanism is situated on 
small rotating plug the universal channel with changeable spray heads could be directed to any 
location of the residual sodium by means of rotation of small and big rotating plugs. Using of the 
universal channel with changeable spray heads permits close the head to the surface of the 
residuals as minimum as possible distance without drilling the reactor internals (Fig. 11, 12). In 
case of necessity the penetration for a sodium level gage could be used for installation of the 
channel (Fig. 13). For passivation of the residuals on the bottom of the central column the 
penetrations for mechanisms of the control and protection system would be used for installation 
the inflow and exhausted channels (Fig. 10). 

 
2.4. Passivation of the sodium film residuals in the loops of the primary and secondary 

circuits 
 
To passivate sodium film residuals on surfaces of pipelines and equipment of the loops of 

the primary circuit the reagents should be supplied into the circuit through the special nozzles 
installed in the pipelines of the sodium drainage system (lowest points of the circuit Fig. 9). 

The low positive pressure P ~ 0,01&P' should be sustained during the passivation 
process. 

The control of hydrogen – for controlling the amount of the reacted sodium and oxygen – 
for the process safety sake would be performed by means of hydrogen and oxygen gas-analyzers. 

The passivation process for pipelines and equipment of the loops of the secondary circuit 
would be performed in the same way. 

 
2.5. The criteria of the passivation process completion and safety 
 
Obviously the criterion of the passivation process completion is the ceasing of the 

hydrogen production, i. e. absence of hydrogen (≤ 0,1% vol.) in gaseous products of the reaction 
exhausted from the reactor and the loops after implementation of the intensification measures of 
the passivation reaction according to the operating program.  
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The low positive pressure P ~ 0,01&P' should be sustained in the circuit during the all 
passivation process. Because of in case of the reagents delivery stopping into the circuit the 
consumption of the carbon dioxide gas is being continued for producing the sodium carbonate, 
but the reagents delivery had been already stopped. It could lead to abnormal pressure decrease 
in the circuit, failure of its integrity and air ingress into the circuit. As a result it could lead to 
creation of hydrogen-air mixture of explosive concentrations (hydrogen concentration more than 
4% and oxygen content more than 5 %). Before passivation the reactor vessel is ventilated with a 
dry carbon dioxide till the oxygen concentration is (4%. During the moist CO2 delivering into 
the circuit the concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen in the exhausted gases (blowing through 
the hydro-lock at the top of the reactor vessel) are continuously controlled. If the hydrogen 
concentration exceeds # 2% volume, the moist carbon dioxide supply stops, the reactor vessel 
must be ventilated with dry CO2 till the hydrogen concentration achieves at the level ( 0.1% 
volume. 

 

Conclusion 
 
Based on the results of the comparative analysis of the different technologies from the 

points of view of safety, engineering feasibility, cost effectiveness and minimizing of the derived 
radioactive waste amount the passivation technology, without doubt, is more suitable relating to 
conditions of the BN-350 reactor. 
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Fig. 1. Areas of locally located residual masses of the coolant in the BN-350 reactor after 
draining 
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                 Fig.2 – Residual sodium on the bottom of the reactor 
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          Fig. 3 Residual sodium on the bottom of the central column of the reactor 
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Fig. 4. The point on connection of the high pressure 
plenum with the high pressure collector of the BN-350 

reactor 
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Residual sodium 

Fig. 7. Residual sodium in undrainable pocket of the gates Dn-500, Dn-600 
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Fig. 8 The primary circuit scheme with drainages 
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Fig. 9 The primary circuit simplified scheme of the residual sodium passivation 
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Fig. 10 Inflow and exhaust channels for passivation of the sodium residuals on the reactor 
central column bottom 
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Fig. 11  Cannel spray head for reagent inflow to the sodium residuals on the reactor 
vessel bottom 
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Fig. 12  Inflow channel for passivation of the sodium residuals in the area of 
connection of the high pressure plenum with the high pressure collector of the 
BN-350 reactor 
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Fig. 13  Inflow channel for passivation of the sodium residuals in the area of 

connection of the high pressure plenum with the high pressure collector of the 
BN-350 reactor installed instead of the sodium level gage 
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Fig. 14  Inflow channel for passivation of the sodium residuals in the leakage area of 
the high pressure collector of the BN-350 reactor 
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“Overview of Sodium Removal Technologies 
and Selection of Removal Method for BN-350 
Residual Sodium during Decommissioning”

l

l

Technical Meeting on “The Decommissioning of 
Fast Reactors after Sodium Draining”

S.Andropenkov, National Atomic Company 
“Kazatomprom”, Kazakhstan
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Current Status 
of the BN-350 D&D Project
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BN-350 reactor

Current Status of BN-350 NPP
l Reactor shutdown according to Kazakhstan Government 

Decree !456  of April 22, 1999

l Currently, according to the “Plan of Priority Measures ” 
(Revision 5) – 2005 – 2006 years,   BN-350 is being 
put in “safestore” condition
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Plan of Priority Measures on 
BN-350 decommissioning

“Plan of Priority Measures for the BN-350 decommissioning” (PPM) 
– the main document that currently provides the framework for the
reactor decommissioning.

The reason for the PPM creation – absence of the BN-350 Decommissioning 
Project at the moment when the decision was made for reactor shutdown 
(April 1999).

The main activities (PPM sections) reflect the specific features of the BN-350 
reactor (liquid metal coolant, large amount of spent nuclear fuel, accumulated 
in the spent fuel pool) and conditions of the reactor decommissioning 
(specifically, non-availability of the Decommissioning Project).
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Plan of Priority Measures on 
BN-350 decommissioning

1. Measures on BN-350 decommissioning Project development.
2.   Measures on safety provision of BN-350  during transitional period.
3.   Measures on sodium drainage and utilization.
4.   Measures on spent fuel arrangement for long term storage.

Main decommissioning activities – PPM sections
(Rev. 1-4):
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Major actions of the “Plan of Priority Measures” 
(Rev. 1 – 4)

l Full fuel unloading of the reactor (completed)
l Packaging of spent fuel (SF) into sealed cans which provide additional 

safety barrier (completed)
l Primary Sodium cleaning of Cs, Sodium drainage into storage tanks 

(completed)
l Partial drainage of secondary sodium into storage tanks (completed)
l Processing of radwastes (in process)
l Buildings and structures preparation for “Safestore” conditions (in process)
l “Main Provisions of the BN-350 NPP D&D Project” were developed and 

approved.
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BN-350 RP decommissioning activity
(after the completion of ”Main Provisions of the BN-350 

NPP D&D Project ” development)

1.    Spent fuel arrangement for long term storage
2. Sodium coolant handling.
3. Construction of LRW processing facility.
4. Construction of SRW processing facility.
5.    Preparation of reactor plant buildings and structures for long term 

storage

Phases :
(in accordance with “Plan of Priority Measures” Rev. 5)
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Sodium coolant handling
( 2-nd phase of construction)
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Sodium handling

l Sodium cleaning from cesium
l Reactor drilling and sodium draining
l Sodium residuals removal
l Sodium processing into caustic
l Caustic processing into “geocement stone”

This work is supported by the US Department of State 
(DOS) through Nonproliferation and Disarmament Fund 
(NDF) and International Science and Technology Center 
(ISTC). Technical collaborator is INL.
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Sodium handling (continued)

l The first stage consists of sodium cleaning from 
radionuclides that determine its radioactivity. 
Cesium-137 is the main isotope among the others. 
The worldwide practice came to the conclusion that 
the most effective method of cleaning from cesium 
isotopes is adsorption on carbon materials.

l The second stage includes the draining of cleaned 
sodium into tanks of storage. This stage demands 
development of special technological decisions and 
equipment to remove fully liquid metal coolant from 
the reactor vessel and circuits’ loops.
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Sodium handling (continued)

l The third stage of the sodium treatment consists of processing 
of drained coolant into chemically passive substance. There 
are different technologies in the world; their selection is made
on the basis of detailed analyses taking into account many 
factors. For the BN-350 reactor at present is assumed sodium 
processing into sodium hydroxide with the following transfer 
into solid form acceptable for disposal. 

l During the fourth stage remains of sodium are removed from 
inner parts of the reactor unit. The location of sodium after the 
bulk draining depends on design particulars of the reactor and 
circuits.

l The fifth stage is to transfer caustic into cementation 
compound, suitable for long-term storage and final disposal 
according to Kazakhstan regulations
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Sodium handling (cleaning from 
cesium)

Project Started : March 2001

Final System Design & SAR completed: January 2002

Component Fabrication completed: March 2002

System Installation and Start Up works completed: August 2002

System Operation started: September 2002

Completed: October 2003

Project results
Radiation Dose Rate in BN-350 Primary
Loop Premises decreased in more than: 96% (average)
Cs Concentration in Primary Sodium decreased in: 500-600 times
Amount of Cs Trapped: about 7300 Ci
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l Development of drilling facility for drilling vessel 
internals. 

l Development of special drainage channel.
l Manufacturing of drilling facility using experience gained 

on a mockup model.
l Restoring origin GHS  of the reactor vessel as auxiliary 

heating source in case of emergency.
l Drilling vessel internals and full Na drainage reactor 

vessel and loops of primary circuit.

Sodium drainage
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R BN-350 vessel internals
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Sodium handling (reactor drilling)

To implement the 
selected draining 
method and use a 
specific draining 
device, a hole was 
drilled in the reactor 
internal components 
through central 
channel up to the 
diameter required to 
insert a draining 
device tube. 
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Sodium handling (reactor drilling)

The model facility top part The drill inside of the imitator
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R Sodium processing
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§SPF Design has been developed agreed and approved
§SPF building construction was started up in October 2004 and 
completed in April 2005.
§Some ∼80% of necessary equipment has been fabricated.
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Sodium handling (caustic 
processing into geocement stone)

l Geocement stone technology was originally 
proposed for BN-350 application by IPPE 
(Russia, Obninsk)

l Recent year some investigations were 
carried out in Kazakhstan to test the 
technology application using local materials.

l Promising results were received in respect to 
mechanical properties of the geocement 
compound and its leachability.
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Gaining an international experience

Geocement Workshop –
Immobilisation of Sodium Hydroxide Waste

24 – 28 May 2004
Winfrith Technology Centre

Dounreay Cementation Plant
Twinning meeting between the Aktau
BN350 and the Creys-Malville 

NPPs on post-operation issues in FBRs,
under the Tacis On Site Assistance 
programme 15-18 June 2004

Visit to “RANDEC” technology 
center (Japan) 30 August-6 
September 2004. 

Some three travels has been provided (UK, France, Japan) within the 
frameworks of K #970 ISTC project to study an experience on 

radioactive waste cementation.

Geocementation technique development
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Geocementation technique 
development

Test samples of geocement compound produced 
in laboratory conditions 

Current statusCurrent status
§§ Geocementation Geocementation 
technology has been technology has been 
developeddeveloped. . The pilot The pilot 
samples have been samples have been 
produced and tested.produced and tested.
§§Geocement formulation, Geocement formulation, 
Technological chart and Technological chart and 
Technical requirements Technical requirements 
have been developedhave been developed
§§Technical Task for Technical Task for 
geocementation facility geocementation facility 
design is being developeddesign is being developed
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Sodium handling (sodium residuals 
removal)

l Technical Design is completed, reviewed and 
approved. The method selected is bicarbonization.

l Experiments were fulfilled in Kazakhstan National 
Nuclear Center to test regimes of sodium residuals 
removal.
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Condition of the reactor and
the loops after draining

The sodium volume in the reactor vessel is the sum of the following:
l In the puddle on the bottom of the reactor vessel. The depth of the puddle is ~ 

110 mm, so the volume is to be ~ 70 liters (Fig. 2)
l In the puddle on the bottom of the central column. Undrainable sodium volume 

V is ~ 3 liters (Fig. 3)
l In the cylindrical plenum A (Fig. 4). Undrainable sodium volume V is ~ 20 

liters.
l I n  a r e a   i n  t h e  h i g h  p r e s s u r e  p l e n u m ,  ( F i g .  4 ) .  U n d r a i n a b l e  v o l? ume V≈ 10 

liters.
l A problem is the possibility of the sodium flow, during the vessel drainage, 

through the cylindrical gap between the cone wall of the cooling tract and the 
flange of the high pressure plenum (see fig.). Dependently of the actual value 
and the condition of the gap (δmax ≈ 3 mm and δmin ≈ 0,5 mm), the cylindrical 
v o l u m e   m a y  n o t  b e  d r a i n e d  ( U n d r a i n a b l e  v o l u m e  V  1 ≈ 250 liter).

l @  6 0  l i t e r s  o f  f i l m  r e s i d u a l s  o f  3 0 µ m  o n  p r a c t i c a l l y  v e r t i c a l  w e t surfaces of inner 
reactor structures
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Fig.2 – Residual sodium on the bottom of the reactor
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Fig. 3 Residual sodium on the bottom of the 
central column of the reactor
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Fig. 4. The point on connection of the high 

pressure plenum with the high pressure collector 
of the BN-350 reactor
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Condition of the reactor and
loops after draining (cont.)

l Having ∼ 6 000 m2 of inner surface of primary circuit 
including fuel subassemblies mock-ups, on surfaces of 
equipment and pipelines of the primary circuit will remain 
∼ 600 liters as the film residuals (including ∼ 60 liters of 
film residuals on practically vertical surfaces of inner 
reactor structures) and ∼ 353 liters as the locally located 
puddles of sodium inside of the reactor vessel.

l All equipment of loops of the primary circuit (MCP, LST, 
non-return valves) is drained practically to the full, except 
main isolation gates Dn-500, Dn-600. There is 
undrainable pocket in the each vessel of the gate (Fig. 7). 
Undrainable sodium volume V is ~ 7 liters in the each 
gate. Altogether in the 12 gates of the primary circuit after 
draining are left ~ 80 liters of sodium.
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Fig. 7. Residual sodium in 
undrainable pocket of the 

gates Dn-500, Dn-600

Residual sodium
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Methods of alkali metal residuals removal 
out of the equipment and systems of reactor 

facilities

methods of alkali metal residuals removal out of the equipment and 
systems of reactor facilities are used at the present time:

l washing with water under vacuum;
l washing with water alkali solutions under vacuum;
l washing with dispersed water (water fog);
l steam-gas washing (vapor-nitrogen washing);
l water-oil washing;
l washing with light alcohols;
l washing with heavy alcohols;
l vacuum distillation;
l hydrocarbonation technology (water saturated/moist CO2);
l Washing with melted alkali solutions
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Selection of Removal Method for 
BN-350 Residual Sodium during 

Decommissioning

The comparative analysis of the abovementioned 
technologies from the points of view of safety, 
engineering feasibility, cost effectiveness and 
minimizing of derived radioactive waste amount 
has shown that for the conditions of BN-350 the 
most applicable are:

l The technology of the steam-gas washing;
l The new, but very promising technology of 

passivation with a moist CO2.
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Selection of Removal Method for 
BN-350 Residual Sodium during 

Decommissioning (cont.)

l Main stipulation of the possibility to use the steam-gas washing technology is 
the sodium draining of equipment and pipelines to the full or the cutting off 
selected volume from the areas with the residual sodium.

l At present time there is no experience on the using of the steam-gas 
washing technology for the equipment and pipelines compared on the scale 
and complexity with BN-350 reactor. In addition, as it was shown in chapter 
1, there is no practically possibility to drain sodium from the equipment and 
pipelines to the full.

l Taking into account the significant temperature and speeds of chemical 
reactions in process of the steam-gas washing, possibility of alkali cracking 
of the construction materials, failures of the integrity of the circuits and 
generation the hydrogen and oxygen fire-dump mixture, the safety level of 
the steam-gas washing technology for BN-350 reactor conditions could not 
be considered as satisfactory. Additionally the significant amount of derived 
radioactive wastes is produced in the process of the steam-gas washing. 
These radioactive wastes should be treated.
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Selection of Removal Method for 
BN-350 Residual Sodium during 

Decommissioning (cont.)

l Another approach to the methods of sodium residuals removal for 
LMC type reactors is the relatively new one named “passivation” (or 
another name “hydrocarbonation”). The idea of this method consist 
of creation of the circulation of the CO2 gas mixture with little amount 
of H2O vapor inside the treated volume. During fulfilling the process
the dew - point should be controlled. Sodium slightly reacts with H2O 
with producing anhydrous sodium hydroxide. That anhydrous sodium
hydroxide in its turn reacts with CO2 producing sodium carbonate 
Na2CO3. Accordingly the next main chemical reactions are carried in 
the process of passivation:
2 Na + 2 H2O = 2 NaOH + H2,
2 NaOH + CO2 = Na2CO3 + A2B,

l as the result chemically indifferent Na2CO3 is produced. Adjusting 
the gas mixture humidity the concentration of the hydrogen produced 
in the process of the reaction could be sustained on the safety level: 
from the tenth of percent up to few (2%) percents.
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chemical performance:

l 2 Na (s, l) + 2 H2O (l, g) C  2  NaOH (s) + H2 (g)                            (1)
l 2 Na (l) + 2 NaOH (s, l) C  2  Na2O (s) + H2 (g)                                 (2)
l Na2O (s) +  H2O (l, g) C  2  NaOH (s)                                                  (3)
l NaOH (s )  +   * H2O (l, g) C  NaOH · (H2O)                                         (4)     
l CO2 (g) + NaOH (s, l) C  N a H C O 3 (s)                                                 (5)
l NaHCO3 (s) + NaOH (s, l) C  N a 2CO3 (s) +  H2O (l, g)                     (6)
l 2 NaHCO3 (s) C  N a 2CO3 (s) + CO2 (g) + H2O (l, g)                          (7)
l Na2O (s) + CO2 (g) C  N a 2CO3 (s)                                                       (8)
l Na2CO3 (s) + * H2O (l, g) C  N a 2CO3·(H2O)                                      (9)
l 4Na (l) + CO2 (g) C  2  Na2O (s)  +   (" s)                                               (10)
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Selection of Removal Method for 
BN-350 Residual Sodium during 

Decommissioning (cont.)

l The main advantage of the method is exception of 
producing liquid sodium hydroxide. As in case of the 
other technologies of this type the liquid sodium 
hydroxide as a film prevents in certain time the moisture 
access to the unreacted sodium, but then the film of the 
liquid sodium hydroxide is dissolved and the uncontrolled 
reaction of the sodium with water is beginning.

l One more advantage of the method, relating to the 
BN-350 reactor conditions, is no necessity to dispose the 
final products of the hydrocarbonation. Since Na2CO3 is 
chemically indifferent and practically harmless in 
SAFESTORE conditions of the BN-350 reactor 
(conditions of noninteraction between the reacted sodium 
and atmosphere air).
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Selection of Removal Method for 
BN-350 Residual Sodium during 

Decommissioning (cont.)

l The main question of usage only the passivation 
technology is the possibility of reacting of the residual 
sodium to the full. Only factor restricting the efficiency of 
the passivation method is the reducing of the chemical 
reaction speed due to increasing of the layer thickness of 
the interaction products that prevents access of the 
working reagent (the CO2 gas mixture with little amount 
of H2O vapor) to the unreacted sodium.

l For solution of the question the provisions of the 
passivation process intensification and the substantiation 
of explosion and fire safety in case of conditions of 
noninteraction between the reacted sodium and 
atmosphere air when the residual sodium was reacted 
not to the full were developed.
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General provisions of passivation program

The passivation reaction speed of the residual sodium 
strongly depends on the hydrocarbonate layer thickness. 
If provided with the on-stream inflow of the chemical 
reagents to the interface boundary of the sodium –
hydrocarbonate with different speeds of the chemical 
reagents flow then the maximum passivated sodium 
deepness could be significantly increased and the time of 
the passivation process could be decreased. The on-
stream inflow of the chemical reagents to the surfaces of 
the locally located residual masses of the sodium would 
be implemented by means of the special channels. The 
intensification of the passivation process after formation 
of the interaction products “coat” would be performed 
using the different speeds of the chemical reagents flow 
to the surfaces.
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General provisions of passivation program 
(cont.)

The passivation process of the residual sodium in the 
reactor vessel and the pipelines of the primary circuit 
consist of the two main steps:

l selected (and simultaneously, if it would be technically 
feasibly) passivation of the relatively large puddles in the 
reactor vessel and film residuals and small-sized 
locations of the residual sodium on the walls of pipelines 
of the primary circuit;

l combined passivation of the residual sodium in the 
reactor vessel and the pipelines of the primary circuit
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General provisions of passivation program 
(cont.)

l The first step of the passivation process would be performed separately in 
the reactor vessel and in the each loop of the primary circuit. For that end all 
main isolation gates of each loop should be closed. Of course there is not full 
leaktightness of the main isolation gates due to presence of some solid 
sodium droplets on the surfaces of the gates seats. But there is not 
necessity to provide the full leaktightness because the first step would be 
performed in “steady-state” mode (without organization of the reagent 
circulation through the reactor vessel and the loops of the circuit). The 
relative leaktightness is necessary only for controlling the amounts of the 
reacted sodium by means of control of the amounts of hydrogen in
exhausted channels from each loop of the primary circuit and from the locally 
located residual masses of the sodium in the reactor vessel (Fig. 9).

l During the second step of the passivation process the main isolation gates 
are opened and the induced gas circulation through the loops and the 
reactor vessel is performed by means of turning on the MCPs in the mode of 
the fan. The different speeds of reagent flow would be variated by means of 
changing quantity of the working MCPs, speeds of its revolution, and extent 
of opening/closing of the main isolation gates.
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Fig. 9 The primary circuit simplified scheme of the 
residual sodium passivation
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Passivation of the locally located residual 
masses of the sodium in the reactor

The passivation of the locally located residual masses of the sodium 
in the reactor would be implemented by means of the special 
channel installed in the auxiliary penetration of the refueling 
mechanism. Since the auxiliary penetration of the refueling 
mechanism is situated on small rotating plug the universal channel 
with changeable spray heads could be directed to any location of the 
residual sodium by means of rotation of small and big rotating plugs. 
Using of the universal channel with changeable spray heads permits 
close the head to the surface of the residuals as minimum as 
possible distance without drilling the reactor internals (Fig. 11, 12). In 
case of necessity the penetration for a sodium level gage could be 
used for installation of the channel (Fig. 13). For passivation of the 
residuals on the bottom of the central column the penetrations for 
mechanisms of the control and protection system would be used for 
installation the inflow and exhausted channels (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10 Inflow and 
exhaust channels 
for passivation of 
the sodium 
residuals on the 
reactor central 
column bottom
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Fig. 11 Cannel 
spray head for 
reagent inflow 
to the sodium 
residuals on 
the reactor 
vessel bottom
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Fig. 12 Inflow channel for passivation of the sodium residuals in the 
area of connection of the high pressure plenum with the high 
pressure collector of the BN-350 reactor
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Fig. 14 Inflow channel for passivation of the sodium residuals in the 
leakage area of the high pressure collector of the BN-350 reactor
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Passivation of the sodium film residuals in 
the loops of the primary and secondary 

circuits

l To passivate sodium film residuals on surfaces of pipelines and 
equipment of the loops of the primary circuit the reagents should be 
supplied into the circuit through the special nozzles installed in the 
pipelines of the sodium drainage system (lowest points of the circuit 
Fig. 9).

l The low positive pressure P ~ 0,01EP( should be sustained during 
the passivation process.

l The control of hydrogen – for controlling the amount of the reacted 
sodium and oxygen – for the process safety sake would be 
performed by means of hydrogen and oxygen gas-analyzers.

l The passivation process for pipelines and equipment of the loops of 
the secondary circuit would be performed in the same way.
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The criteria of the passivation process 
completion and safety

l The criterion of the passivation process completion is the ceasing of the hydrogen 
production, i. e. absence of hydrogen (≤ 0,1% vol.) in gaseous products of the reaction 
exhausted from the reactor and the loops after implementation of the intensification 
measures of the passivation reaction according to the operating program. 

l The low positive pressure P ~ 0,01EP( should be sustained in the circuit during the all 
passivation process. Because of in case of the reagents delivery stopping into the 
circuit the consumption of the carbon dioxide gas is being continued for producing the 
sodium carbonate, but the reagents delivery had been already stopped. It could lead 
to abnormal pressure decrease in the circuit, failure of its integrity and air ingress into 
the circuit. As a result it could lead to creation of hydrogen-air mixture of explosive 
concentrations (hydrogen concentration more than 4% and oxygen content more than 
5 %). 

l Before passivation the reactor vessel is ventilated with a dry carbon dioxide till the 
oxygen concentration is F4% .  D u r i n g  t h e  m o i s t  C O 2  d e l i v e r i n g  i n t o the circuit the 
concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen in the exhausted gases (blowing through the 
hydro-lock at the top of the reactor vessel) are continuously controlled. If the hydrogen 
concentration exceeds @  2 %  v o l u m e ,  t h e  m o i s t  c a r b o n  d i o x i d e  s u p p ly stops, the 
reactor vessel must be ventilated with dry CO2 till the hydrogen concentration 
achieves at the level F  0 . 1 %  v o l u m e .
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Conclusion

Based on the results of the comparative 
analysis of the different technologies from 
the points of view of safety, engineering 
feasibility, cost effectiveness and minimizing 
of the derived radioactive waste amount the 
passivation technology, without doubt, is 
more suitable relating to conditions of the 
BN-350 reactor.
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Secondary cold traps treatment is part of the general cleanup and dismantling of the fast breeder 
reactor Superphénix (Creys-Malville - FRANCE) which was shut down in 1997. The purpose of the 
treatment is to remove sodium hydride and sodium oxide from the inside wire mesh which was used 
as a filter. Neutralization is accomplished by using slow and gradual chemical process. 
 
Fourteen cold traps must be removed from secondary loops of the reactor. These components can be 
sorted in two categories: six small cold traps which contains approximately 100 g of sodium hydride, 5 
kg of sodium oxide and 3 kg of residual sodium; and nine large cold traps which contains 
approximately from 15 to 200 kg of sodium hydride, from 80 to 300 kg of sodium oxide and 70 kg of 
residual sodium. Four small cold traps and four large cold traps are contaminated in tritium. 
 
A cold trap treatment process has been studied and developed. It can be divided in four phases:  
 

− Hot treatment phase (thermolysis): vessel is maintained at high temperature while a constant 
flowrate of dry hot nitrogen passes through the cold trap. During this phase, sodium hydride 
are dissociated in hydrogen (tritiated, if the cold trap contains tritium) and sodium. 

 
− Hot water vapor nitrogen: cold trap is heated while a constant flowrate of wet nitrogen is 

maintained in the cold trap, in order to neutralize sodium oxide, sodium and residual sodium 
hydride. 

 
− After cooling, soda is dissolved by water, during different phases. 

 
− The treatment is finished by drying cold trap vessel using dry nitrogen. 

 
The aim of the process is to achieve all the treatment inside the cold trap vessel, without creating any 
other waste. Hydrogen rate in process gas exhaust will be maintained at low level during all the 
phases. 
 
A gradual experimental validation program of this process has been established. Dissociation of 
sodium hydride using thermolysis will be first started with a small quantity of product, using an 
experimental reactor. 
The six small cold traps from SPX will be used for a pilot scheme of the complete process. An 
experimental device will be built in order to perform trials. At the end of each trial of a new process 
phase, analysis and inspections will be achieved. The first treated cold trap will be dismantled at the 
end of cooling phase in order to perform analysis of the final products. Then, a final device will be built 
to treat secondary large cold traps. 
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Secondary cold traps treatment at Superphenix* 
 
O. Carraa†, E. Jouliab‡, R. Blachiera§, G. Depreza** 
 
a Framatome ANP 

Advanced Projects and Decommissioning 
10, rue Juliette Récamier 
69456 Lyon Cedex 06 France 

 
b Electricité de France (EDF) - CIDEN 

35-37, rue Louis Guérin, BP 1212 
69611 Villeurbanne Cedex France 

 
Abstract 
 
Secondary cold traps treatment is part of the general cleanup and dismantling of the fast breeder reactor 
Superphénix (Creys-Malville - France) which was shut down in 1997. The purpose of the treatment is to remove 
sodium hydride and sodium oxide from the inside wire mesh which was used as a filter. Neutralization is 
accomplished by using slow and gradual chemical process. 
 
Fifteen cold traps must be removed from secondary loops of the reactor. These components can be sorted in two 
categories: six small cold traps which contain approximately 100 g of sodium hydride, 5 kg of sodium oxide and 
3 kg of residual sodium; and nine large cold traps which contain approximately from 15 to 200 kg of sodium 
hydride, from 80 to 300 kg of sodium oxide and 70 kg of residual sodium. Four small cold traps and four large 
cold traps are contaminated in tritium, some of them highly. 
 
A cold trap treatment process has been studied and is under development. It can be divided in four phases: 
 

− Hot treatment phase (thermolysis): vessel is maintained at high temperature while a constant flow rate 
of dry hot nitrogen passes through the cold trap. During this phase, sodium hydride is dissociated in 
hydrogen (tritiated, if the cold trap contains tritium) and sodium. 

 
− Hot water vapour nitrogen: cold trap is heated while a constant flow rate of wet nitrogen is maintained 

in the cold trap, in order to neutralize sodium oxide, sodium and possible residual sodium hydride. 
 

− After cooling, caustic soda is dissolved by water, during different phases. 
 

− The treatment is finished by drying cold trap vessel using dry nitrogen. 
 
The aim of the process is to achieve all the treatment inside the cold trap vessel, without creating any other 
waste. Hydrogen rate in process gas exhaust will be maintained at low level during all the phases. 
 
A gradual experimental validation program of this process has been established. Controlled dissociation of 
sodium hydride using thermolysis will be first started with a small quantity of product, using an experimental 
vessel. 
The six small cold traps from SPX will be used for a pilot scheme of the complete process. An experimental 
device will be built in order to perform trials. At the end of each trial of a new process phase, analysis and 
inspections will be performed. The first treated cold trap will be dismantled at the end of cooling phase in order 
to perform analysis of the final products. Then, a final device will be built to treat secondary large cold traps. 
 

                                                 
* Works performed in the frame of studies carried out by Framatome ANP for EDF. 
† olivier.carra@framatome-anp.com 
‡ eric.joulia@edf.fr 
§ regis.blachier@framatome-anp.com 
** gerard.deprez@framatome-anp.com 
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Cold traps dismantling problem 
 
In a sodium FBR in operation, the function of cold traps is to purify the sodium. 
 
Thus, the cold trap has to remove: 
- oxygen, mainly resulting from pollutions following handling or incident (air entry, …). So 

oxygen is mainly found in the primary circuit and is caught in the cold trap as sodium oxide 
Na2O (solid), 

- hydrogen, for instance found at a certain level in the secondary loops, due to diffusion of 
hydrogen through pipes of SG (especially thermal decomposition of hydrazine N2H4 from 
water of the tertiary loop). Hydrogen is caught in the cold trap as sodium hydride NaH 
(solid). 

 
After sodium draining, cold traps enclose sodium hydride, sodium oxide and remaining 
sodium, all products that are chemically very reactive (they react vigorously with water, 
oxygen, halogen, alcohol …). 
 
So, a way to proceed is to neutralize those products before mechanical dismantling of the 
traps. 
More precisely, aims of a cold trap process for its dismantling could be summarized as 
follow: 
- to eliminate chemically reactive products (NaH, Na2O, Na), producing effluents (liquid, gas) 

acceptable and, in the end, releasable, 
- to prevent any hazard, especially a violent chemical reaction (sudden reaction of a quite 

great amount of NaH and/or Na2O and/or Na, hydrogen risk, …) or a contamination (leak, 
excessive release, …). 

 
A process for a cold trap dismantling is less difficult to establish than a process for its 
regeneration: in this latter case, the trap integrity must be, in addition, saved, especially its 
mechanical integrity; for instance, corrosion must be limited as far as possible. 
 
SPX cold traps to process 
 
In the frame of SPX dismantling, different cold traps are to be processed, some are middle 
size cold traps, the others are huge size cold traps. 
 
The cold traps have quite the same configuration (setting aside their sizes). See drawing 1. 
They include an economizer in upper part, a wire mesh cartridge in lower part and an outside 
cooling circuit on their side (organic liquid loop plunged in a liquid thermal conductor -NaK- 
in the case of huge size traps, air in the case of middle size traps). 
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Economizer 

Wire mesh 
cartridge 

Cooling 
circuit 

 
 

FIG. 1. SPX cold traps configuration 
 
Cold traps operate in the following manner: the sodium is cooled inside the trap; the solubility 
of hydrogen and oxygen in sodium decreases then and the hydride and oxide precipitate in the 
wire mesh cartridge that offers a wide area per volume unit (around 350 m2/m3). 
 
Principles of the planned process 
 
Essential phases of the planned process are performed at "high" temperature (at a temperature 
higher than the ~ 320 °C fusion temperature of sodium hydroxide -and a fortiori the ~ 98 °C 
fusion temperature of sodium). 
Furthermore, process parameters are set so that the rate of hydrogen in the exhaust gas of the 
processed trap is maintained under the flammable low limit of hydrogen in air. 
 
First phase: thermolysis 
 
This phase occurs during the heating of the trap and then during its maintenance at high 
temperature by the mean of heat tracing cables (and thermal insulation). 
A warm nitrogen sweeping flow is at first established through the trap. 
 
During this phase, sodium hydride is dissociated according to the reaction 
NaH (s) → Na (!) + ½ H2 (g). 
Liquid sodium remains in the trap and the hydrogen is released in the gas stream at the exit of 
the trap. 
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The tuning of the processing temperature and of the sweeping flow rate allows to control the 
hydrogen emission, in a way that, as already said, the rate of hydrogen in the exhaust gas is 
maintained under the flammable low limit of hydrogen in air. The exhaust gas is thus never 
flammable, and in particular when it is diluted in air. This arrangement allows mastering the 
hydrogen risk. 
 
The NaH → Na + ½ H2 reaction is endothermic at any temperature and thus it cannot diverge. 
But, its kinetic strongly rises with the temperature T and reactive surface (interface between 
Na-NaH and gas). 
 
An hydrogen equilibrium pressure settles in a gaseous closed sky covering some Na-NaH 
(see [1]). When this equilibrium pressure is reached, no more sodium hydride dissociates. At 
a given temperature, if the sky is swept with an inert gas, it is sure that the hydrogen partial 
pressure in this sky is lower than the equilibrium pressure at this temperature and so the 
reaction is going on. 
 
Taking into account the low hydrogen partial pressure in the gas stream, the reaction 
Na2O + ½ H2 → Na + NaOH will not occur, contrary to what happened in some past cold 
traps experiments. See for instance [2]. 
 
The end of phase criteria will more or less be: 
- no more hydrogen emission, or very small, 
- thermolysis will have lasted sufficiently, regarding the assessed amount of sodium hydride 

in the trap at the beginning of the processing and the nitrogen flow rate and the hydrogen 
rate in the exhaust gas. 

 
In case of unexpected situations, the thermolysis is interrupted switching off the heater of the 
processing gas and the heater of the trap. 
 
In the past, several thermolysis operations of cold trap have been performed (see for 
instance [2]). The processing temperatures were far higher than the one planned here, as well 
as the rates of hydrogen in the gaseous effluent. It is a challenge to carry out a cold trap 
thermolysis while keeping the hydrogen level low in the exhaust gas. 
 
Second phase: hot WVN 
 
This phase consists in the continuity of the previous, to moisten, in an accurate manner, the 
nitrogen sweeping of the trap (injection in this nitrogen of vapour water), so that the following 
total reactions of neutralization of sodium and derivatives with water arise:  
- Na2O (s) + H2O (g) → 2NaOH (!),  
- Na (!) + H2O (g) → NaOH (!) + ½ H2 (g), 
- NaH (s) + H2O (g) → NaOH (!) + H2 (g). 
Liquid sodium hydroxide remains in the trap and the hydrogen is released in the gas stream at 
the exit of the trap. 
 
The rate of water vapour in the processing gas is limited, so that, even if all the water vapour 
reacts, the hydrogen rate in the exhaust gas is under the flammable low limit of hydrogen in 
air. This, while the carrying gas is, as in the thermolysis, nitrogen and not air. This 
arrangement, if fulfilled, cancels hydrogen risk. Conversely, the drawback of the choice of 
low rate of hydrogen in the gaseous effluent is to lead to a long duration of the processing (the 
processing is slow). 
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At a temperature higher than its fusion temperature, sodium hydroxide hydrates very few, 
even in a very wet atmosphere (it thus stays practically anhydrous). Therefore, the risk of 
violent reaction between aqueous caustic soda and bulk Na-Na2O-NaH, which exists in WVN 
at lower temperatures, is withdrawn. 
Likewise, given the processing temperature is very superior to 100 °C, there is no possibility 
of condensation of water of the processing gas, liable to lead to a violent reaction with a 
sodium and/or derivates pool. 
 
Due in particular to the low hydrogen partial pressure, sodium-sodium hydroxide reaction 
could occur in the hot WVN phase, such as: 
Na (!) + NaOH (!) → Na2O (s) + ½ H2 (g), 
2Na (!) + NaOH (!) → Na2O (s) + NaH (s). 
In fact, those reactions are chemical equilibria. For instance, the inversion temperature θ of 
the second reaction is around ~ 420 °C = θ, with Gibbs's function ∆G0(T) < 0 if T < θ and 
∆G0(T) > 0 if T > θ. This second reaction is used to eliminate sodium hydroxide in sodium 
during temperature increase of a sodium cooled FBR at its startup or restartup: a thermal 
plateau is made between 320 °C and 420 °C, with sodium purification operating, so that the 
possible caustic soda inside the sodium could react with this sodium, producing hydride and 
oxide, which are then trapped by the cold traps. 
Those reactions should be of limited impact: expected kinetics are slow, in accordance with 
some papers of the literature. 
 
With the chosen parameters of the planned process, there is no risk of Caustic Stress Cracking 
of the austenitic stainless steel of the cold traps, at least with respect to the classical domain of 
this corrosion of this steel with aqueous caustic soda (see figure 2; a priori, temperature will 
be too high and the caustic soda will be too dry). Nevertheless, a quite comprehensive 
bibliographical study of caustic corrosion in the processing conditions (austenitic steel with 
possible stress -welds-, elevated temperature, concentrated sodium hydroxide, inert 
atmosphere with water vapour) was carried out; this study does not exhibit manifest evidences 
of harsh caustic corrosion in those conditions. However, preliminary tests will be performed 
to investigate this specific point. 

 

CLASSICAL AREA 
OF STRESS CAUSTIC 
CRACKING 

 
FIG. 2 "Hoffman" diagram 
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The end of phase criteria will be more or less: 
- no more hydrogen emission, or very small, 
- no more hot spot at the places of pools of sodium and derivatives (for instance vessel bottom 

head), 
- hot WVN will have lasted sufficiently, in regard to the assessed amount of sodium, of 

sodium oxide and of remaining sodium hydride in the trap at the beginning of this hot WVN, 
and also with respect to the sweeping gas flow rate, and the chosen rate of H2O in this 
sweeping gas and the expected efficiency of the processing, in term of consumption of the 
injected H2O. 

 
In case of unexpected situations, the hot WVN is interrupted switching off the injection of 
water vapour. 
 
The WVN process for sodium wetted components or vessels is well-known, but it is generally 
performed at a lower temperature. On the following diagram 3 of the caustic soda phases 
(abscissa: temperature, ordinate: water vapour partial pressure), WVN at low, middle and 
high temperature have been positioned. 
High temperature for WVN means at a temperature higher than the fusion temperature of 
caustic soda (~ 320 °C). In this case ("hot WVN"), and as seen above, the generated caustic 
soda is liquid and anhydrous. 
Middle temperature for WVN means at a temperature lower than the fusion temperature of 
caustic soda (~ 320 °C), but enough high so that, in this case ("lukewarm WVN"), the 
generated caustic soda is solid and anhydrous. The low value of the temperature range for 
lukewarm WVN depends of the rate of water vapour in the processing gas, the higher this rate 
is and the higher this low temperature value is. In practice, for low water vapour rate in the 
processing gas (a few % V), the low value of the range for lukewarm WVN is more than 
100 °C. 
Low temperature for WVN means at a temperature enough low so that, in this case ("cold 
WVN"), the generated caustic soda is, at equilibrium, aqueous (and consequently liquid). 
Again, the high value of the temperature range for cold WVN depends of the rate of water 
vapour in the processing gas, the lower this rate is and the lower this high temperature value 
is. In practice, for low water vapour rate in the processing gas (a few % V), the high value of 
the range for cold WVN is less than 100 °C. So WVN at ambient temperature is cold WVN. 
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Caustic soda 
with hot 

WVN 

 
FIG. 3 Diagram of the caustic soda phases 

 
It is expected that hot WVN gathers the advantages hereafter described. 
 
Hot WVN, and prior thermolysis, generate only fluid products (sodium in thermolysis, liquid 
caustic soda in WVN, and hydrogen in both). 
First, this avoids the plugging of the processed component (the cold trap in the case 
considered in this paper) that could occur with a process that generates solid product (as for 
instance lukewarm WVN or carbonation). 
 
Second, with hot WVN, the full reduction of pools is promoted. 
The produced caustic soda flows to the bottom of the trap, or, if it stays in the area of the pool 
where it was generated and if it does not react with the sodium, it sinks under this one, as 
caustic soda is more dense, or the caustic soda and the sodium solves one in the other, 
allowing in any case that the contact between sodium and water vapour of the processing gas 
remains. 
There is no formation of a solid layer that could potentially prevent the water vapour of the 
processing gas from reaching products to be water neutralized, as in some WVN processes at 
lower temperature or in carbonation process that could give or give rise to the formation, 
besides the gaseous hydrogen, of a solid product. 
As seen above, with lukewarm WVN, solid caustic soda is generated on principle. So this 
process has the drawback above mentioned. This leads to very slow and irregular sodium 
destruction with it. Conversely, there is absolutely no risk of caustic corrosion with this 
process, as the generated caustic soda is solid. 
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With cold WVN, aqueous caustic soda is generated in principle, but, due to the fact that 
destruction of sodium is exothermic, this generated aqueous caustic soda could locally and 
temporarily dry, making an insulating crust. 
With carbonation, sodium carbonates, which are solid products (with however a certain 
porosity), are generated. The interest of carbonation, in comparison with cold WVN, is, as 
caustic soda is converted into carbonates, to get rid of the risk of a flow of aqueous caustic 
soda, which may cause strong reactions with bulk Na. 
Thus, with hot WVN, a regular destruction of sodium and derivative is expected, with a good 
efficiency in term of consumption of injected water. 
 
Third phase: sodium hydroxide hydration 
 
The goal of this phase is to transform the anhydrous caustic soda, sole product nominally 
remaining in the cold trap after the previous phase, in aqueous caustic soda, which can be 
accepted by the liquid effluent processing station of the power plant. 
For the moment, it has been chosen to do this at room temperature, to prevent Caustic Stress 
Cracking, because one aim is to dissolve the caustic soda inside the cold trap, which avoids 
using an auxiliary dissolution vessel that will be a supplementary scrap. 
Next the cold trap is water washed by the mean of a series of water filling, circulation of the 
liquid content of the trap and then draining of this content. 
At last, the cold trap is dried under nitrogen flow. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Analyses of former experiments of cold trap processing and theoretical thoughts have led to 
select a process for the dismantling of SPX cold traps. 
This process will now be put on the test. 
In case of complete success, SPX cold traps dismantling will have marked a decisive step in 
this delicate problem of cold trap processing, which has until now not yet received a definitive 
answer. 
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SUPERPHENIX 
 

STRATEGY AND ORIENTATIONS FOR DISMANTLING THE REACTOR BLOCK 
 

 
 

The first studies for dismantling the Superphenix power station reactor block are currently progressing.  
They have defined the broad outlines of the dismantling strategy and proposed a certain number of 
orientations. 
Before beginning reactor dismantling: 

- all its components (primary pump, IHX,..) will have been removed from the slab and 
dismantled (except for the core cover plug and the rotating plugs) 

- the steel assemblies will be extracted from the vessel 
After that, two dismantling methods have been considered:  

- underwater dismantling. (reference) 
- dismantling with the structures covered with sodium carbonate (Alternative) 

In both cases, dismantling will be carried out "from the top" through the reactor slab and will be 
preceded by a preliminary phase of sodium retention reduction followed by a phase of vessel internals 
carbonation.  
At present, the Superphénix dismantling work is planned to begin in 2014 and continue for a period of 
eight years..  
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IAEA TM Cadarache, 26-30 Sept. 20051CIDEN

SPX Reactor vessel dismantling  
Strategy and Orientations
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SPX - REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING
General view
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SPX REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING - STRATEGY

UNDERWATER DISMANTLING (Reference scenario)

Dismantling with the structures covered with sodium carbonate 

(Alternative scenario)
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SPX REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING - STRATEGY

ANTICIPATION OF DISMANTLING OPERATIONS IN 
ORDER TO FACILITATE REACTOR DISMANTLING

REDUCTION OF RISKS AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE

CLOSEST POSSIBLE CONTAINMENT

ALARA APPROACH
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SPX REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING - STRATEGY

ANTICIPATION OF DISMANTLING OPERATIONS IN 
ORDER TO FACILITATE REACTOR DISMANTLING

REDUCTION OF RISKS AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE

CLOSEST POSSIBLE CONTAINMENT

ALARA APPROACH
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Unloading of the steel assemblies

• 1070 Lateral Neutron shielding
• 188 Reflectors and other

• 1258 Steel assemblies

SPX - ANTICIPATION OF DISMANTLING OPERATIONS IN 
ORDER TO FACILITATE REACTOR DISMANTLING

Evacuation of all the removable 
components through the slab

• ~ 60 “small” components: 
control rod, clad failure 
detection ….

• 18 “big” components: IHX, 
primary pumps and Integrate 
purification unit
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SPX - ANTICIPATION OF DISMANTLING OPERATIONS IN 
ORDER TO FACILITATE REACTOR DISMANTLING

Reactor vessel –Initial conditions
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SPX REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING - STRATEGY

ANTICIPATION OF DISMANTLING OPERATIONS IN 
ORDER TO FACILITATE REACTOR DISMANTLING

REDUCTION OF RISKS AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE

CLOSEST POSSIBLE CONTAINMENT

ALARA APPROACH
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SPX - REDUCTION OF RISKS AS EARLY AS 
POSSIBLE

Presence of residual metallic sodium on the internal structures 
and the main reactor vessel

• Reduction of volume by treatment of sodium retentions

• Carbonation process
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SPX - REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING 
Retention locations after vessel draining

30 l

5 l

12 l

128 l

152 l

88 l

188 l

327 l

254 l

100 l

1284 litresRETENTIONS

1335 litresFILMS 2639 litresTOTAL SODIUM
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SPX - REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING 
Retention locations after complementary treatment

STUDIES IN PROGRESS

30 l

5 l

12 l

128 l

152 l

88 l

188 l

0

2 l

100 l

705 litresRETENTIONS

1335 litresFILMS 2040 litresTOTAL SODIUM
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SPX - REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING 
Retention locations after carbonation after 20 mm thick of Na

< 10 l

0

0

0

65 l

18 l

40 l

0

2 l

0 l

<133 litresRETENTIONS

0 litresFILMS 100 < X <200 litresTOTAL SODIUM
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Step 1 by filling water

Step 2 sprinkling with water

Step 3 by filling water

Step 4 sprinkling with water

SPX - REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING 
First reflection on residual sodium retention treatment by 
sprinkling flooding with water

Step 5 sprinkling
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SPX - REDUCTION OF RISKS AS EARLY AS 
POSSIBLE

Presence of intense radioactive sources

• Filling reactor vessel with water  

• The most irradiant structures will be eliminate as early as possible
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SPX - REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING 
BASIC DATA – DOSE RATE 

60 Sv/h

1 500 Sv/h – 3000Sv:h

20 Sv/h

0,002 Sv/h
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5 m d’eau5 m d’eau

SPX - REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING 
BASIC DATA – DOSE RATE REACTOR VESSEL FILLS WITH 
WATER

5 µSv/h

3 µSv/h

10 µSv/h
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SPX - REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING 
BASIC DATA – DOSE RATE ESTIMATE

530 µSv/h

400 µSv/h

360 µSv/h
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SPX REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING - STRATEGY

ANTICIPATION OF DISMANTLING OPERATIONS IN 
ORDER TO FACILITATE REACTOR DISMANTLING

REDUCTION OF RISKS AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE

CLOSEST POSSIBLE CONTAINMENT

ALARA APPROACH
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SPX - CLOSEST POSSIBLE CONTAINMENT

Dismantling of internal structures and main reactor vessel via the slab

Dismantling via the bottom is rejected

• Transfer of the containment to the wall of 
the vessel pit

• Underwater dismantling is completely 
excludes

• Dismantling by the bottom will not 
eliminate the most irradiating structures 
at the earliest stage
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SPX REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING - STRATEGY

ANTICIPATION OF DISMANTLING OPERATIONS IN 
ORDER TO FACILITATE REACTOR DISMANTLING

REDUCTION OF RISKS AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE

CLOSEST POSSIBLE CONTAINMENT

ALARA APPROACH
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SPX - ALARA APPROACH

• Direct human interventions will only be considered after withdrawal 
of the most irradiating structures or/and after implementation of 
measures to reduce radiation (immersion of structures under water 
or removable protections). 

• The dosimetry targets will be defined and may require reviewing of 
the equipment used
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SPX REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING - STRATEGY

TREATMENT 
OF

SODIUM RETENTION
CARBONATION

DISMANTLING
(METALLIC Na+CARBONATES)

WASHING
OF WASTE

LOCAL
CLEANING OUT

FILLING 
WITH WATER

DISMANTLING OF
VERY IRRADIATING

STRUCTURES

DISMANTLING OF
OTHER STRUCTURES

DRAINAGE

LOCAL
CLEANING OUT

?

DISMANTLING

VIA THE SLAB

UNLOADING 
STEEL

ASSEMBLIES

HANDLING and DISMANLTLING
REMOVAL

COMPONENTS

PRIMARY 
SODIUM DRAINING
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SPX NPP DECOMMISSIONING 
BRIEF TIME SCHEDULE
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Treatment of sodium retention

• Primary pump zone: below, 
connecting pipe with diagrid,…

• Inspection of Na retentions

Filling of reactor vessel with water

• Detailed operations
• Safety evaluation

Studies and/or tests

• Cutting of diagrid,…

SPX - REACTOR VESSEL DISMANTLING 
STUDIES PLANED

Cutting test of diagrid (spike)
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SUMMARY OF SESSION 3: SFR WASTE 
CHARACTERIZATION AND TREATMENT 
 
 

- Radiological characterization of activation and contamination 
is needed for all decommissioning projects to determine 
waste disposal means.   

- Calculation and measurements are needed to identify all 
isotopes. 

 
- Temporary storage of sodium needs to be planned so that it 

can be performed safely – small events have occurred in the 
past. 

 
- Experiments have been performed on behavior of sodium 

residues in air.  Storage in air can be performed safely for 
some time period if dry air is used. 

 
- Safe storage rules have been determined for removed 

components containing sodium residues.  Use of vinyl/plastic 
is minimized.  Safe storage has been demonstrated. 

 
- Passivation using bicarbonization was selected for treatment 

of sodium residues at BN350 after evaluation of methods 
based on safety.  Channels will be used to direct flow where 
wanted.  Full reaction of residual sodium is expected. 

 
- Hot wet vapor nitrogen (WVN) was selected as the preferred 

option from safety and efficiency standpoints after testing for 
Superphenix cold traps. 

 
- Superphenix will first remove all removable components 

from reactor, then perform carbonation, followed by water 
fill.  Some sodium is expected to remain after carbonation 
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and react during the water fill.  The most radioactive 
components will be removed underwater to reduce dose 
significantly. 

 
- Different evaluations lead to different conclusions on the 

ability for carbonation process to completely react sodium 
residues. 

 
- Different evaluations lead to different conclusions on the 

safety of wet vapor nitrogen and steam processes.  
 

- Thank you to B. Pancet, F. Baque, G. Rodriguez, S. 
Andropenkov, O. Carra and E. Joulia for their very 
interesting presentations. 
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DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF THE WVN PROCESS FOR SODIUM 
RESIDUES REMOVAL AT THE PROTOTYPE FAST REACTOR, DOUNREAY 

Mr J B Gunn, UKAEA, Dounreay 
 

Abstract  
 
The decommissioning programme for the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority’s (UKAEA) 

two Fast Breeder Reactors at Dounreay is currently at the early implementation stage. One of the main 
tasks is the removal and treatment of the alkali metal coolants, sodium and sodium potassium alloy (NaK), 
to reduce the chemical and radiological hazards.  
 

The methodology adopted for the Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR) and the Dounreay Fast Reactor 
(DFR) is chemical conversion of the bulk coolants into their respective hydroxides via purpose built 
external facilities. It is planned to treat residual alkali metal deposits within the vessels and circuits in-situ 
using the Water Vapour Nitrogen (WVN) process. This technique converts the residues to a liquid 
hydroxide, which can be subsequently neutralised, abated and discharged to sea under agreed discharge 
levels. The reaction is exothermic, liberates hydrogen and requires careful control.  
 

UKAEA embarked upon an extensive development programme in 1994, to qualify the process. 
The aims of this programme were to identify a safe operational envelope that could be applied to a wide 
range of residue types and specific reactor geometries. A specific laboratory scale facility, with strict 
control of flows and temperature, was built at NNC’s laboratories in Warrington, England.   

 
The first stage was an extensive programme of approximately 100 small-scale tests.  The second 

stage involved construction of a larger glovebox facility to carry out pilot scale tests, for up to 10 kg, again 
at NNC’s laboratories.  This was designed to investigate areas of the PFR and DFR vessels that were 
perceived to be difficult to clean and included deep sodium pools.  The third stage involved construction of 
an industrial pilot scale facility at Janetstown, for up to 1,000 kg, on the outskirts of Thurso 10 miles from 
Dounreay.   The fourth stage involved refining the process by cleaning actual sodium residues within 
various PFR storage vessels and the secondary circuits, with the aim of having a robust process for cleaning 
the reactor vessel. 

 
The small-scale tests established the reaction characteristics within an envelope extending to a 

temperature of 120°C and water vapour concentration up to 15%.  The pilot scale tests were then carried 
out to establish the issues associated with applying the process to specific reactor geometrical features. 
These included pools, hot and cold traps, long pipes, dead ended systems, sodium frosts and oxidised NaK.   

 
For the third stage, an alliance of five companies including UKAEA was formed in 2000 to design 

and build the industrial scale test facility, conduct the tests to develop the process and undertake the 
cleaning operations at PFR.  The facility monitored the parameters of temperature, pressure and hydrogen 
that are experienced during the violent chemical reaction and included video recording of the reaction.  
Various pools from 5 kg up to 1,000 kg of sodium were successfully cleaned within the test vessel. 

 
The fourth stage has also been successful with six sodium storage vessels being cleaned and most 

dismantled, as well as pipework and valves with complex geometries, being cleaned and disposed.  The 
three secondary sodium circuits have also been cleaned and one circuit has been dismantled. 

 
This paper summarises the tests and the potential solutions to many of the issues identified during 

the course of the development programme.  It also covers the lessons learnt from completing the cleaning 
of the storage vessels and secondary circuits.  Finally, the next stage is also discussed.  This covers the 
construction of a new on-site facility to clean vessels and plant items with tritiated sodium residues and 
further on-going development of the WVN process for cleaning the reactor vessel, in the quest to avoid 
unstable reactions. 
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Development and application of the water vapour nitrogen (WVN) process for sodium residues 
removal at the Prototype Fast Reactor, Dounreay 

 
J.B. Gunna, M.R. Smithb, L Masona, W Husbanda, A. J. MacDonalda 
  
aUnited Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, 
PFR, Dounreay, Thurso, Caithness KW14 7TZ, 
Scotland, United Kingdom 
 
bAMEC NNC Limited, 
Birchwood Park, Warrington, Cheshire WA3 6GN, 
England, United Kingdom 
 
Abstract. The decommissioning programme for the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority’s two 
fast reactors at Dounreay is currently at the early implementation stage. UKAEA embarked upon an 
extensive development programme in 1994, to qualify the water vapour nitrogen (WVN) process for 
treating alkali metal residues. The aim of this programme was to identify a safe operational envelope 
that could be applied to a wide range of residue types and specific reactor geometries. Four stages of 
the development programme have been completed. The first stage was an extensive programme of 
approximately 100 small-scale tests. The second stage involved pilot scale tests up to 10 kg. The third 
stage involved the formation of an alliance of five companies and construction of an industrial pilot 
scale facility, for up to 1,000 kg, at Janetstown, ten miles from Dounreay. The fourth stage refined the 
process by cleaning actual sodium residues within various storage vessels and the secondary sodium 
circuits, with the aim of having a robust process for cleaning the reactor vessel. This paper summarizes 
the tests and the potential solutions to many of the issues identified during the course of the 
development programme. It also covers the lessons learnt from completing the cleaning of the storage 
vessels and secondary circuits. Finally, the next stage is also discussed. This covers the construction of 
a new on-site facility to clean vessels and plant items with tritiated sodium residues and further on-
going development of the WVN process for cleaning the reactor vessel, in the quest to avoid unstable 
reactions. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority’s (UKAEA) Dounreay site in the North of Scotland is 
the location of the UK’s two fast reactors; the Dounreay Fast Reactor (DFR) and the Prototype Fast 
Reactor (PFR) see Fig 1. Both reactors were cooled by alkali metals and are currently being 
decommissioned. 
 

 
 

FIG. 1. The dome of the Dounreay Fast Reactor located between the Materials Test Reactor (left) and 
the Prototype Fast Reactor (right). 
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The DFR was the first fast reactor in the UK to supply electricity for public consumption and was 
commissioned in 1959. It is a loop type reactor cooled by a sodium potassium alloy (76:24 NaK). Due 
to the fuel being directly vented to the NaK and clad failures, it is highly contaminated, mainly with 
caesium 137. The reactor was shut down in 1977 and decommissioning commenced. Constraints in the 
fuel cycle area halted decommissioning activity in the early 1980’s and approximately 57 tonnes of 
NaK remain in the primary circuit loops, together with 977 breeder elements in the outer core. The 
bulk of the coolant will be processed in a purpose built NaK disposal plant, which is shortly due to 
start commissioning. However, it is estimated that approximately 2 tonnes of residual NaK will remain 
distributed in the circuits on completion of this operation. This will need to be treated in situ and the 
reaction products removed, in order to reduce the radiation levels to the point where dismantling can 
commence. 
 
The PFR is a pool type reactor cooled by sodium and was commissioned in 1974 and shutdown in 
1994. Although much larger than DFR, containing an inventory of some 1,000 tonnes of sodium, the 
activity level is much lower due to the use of fully clad fuel with limited failures. The bulk sodium is 
currently being destroyed in a dedicated disposal plant and over 1,000 tonnes have been processed [1].  
It is currently estimated that between 5 and 20 tonnes of residual sodium may remain in the reactor 
following bulk treatment. Although options to minimise the residues are still being considered it is 
likely that appreciable deposits will remain within the reactor vessel. 
 
It had long been recognized by UKAEA that some form of in-situ alkali metal treatment process 
would therefore be required for potential application in both DFR and PFR. Following a review of a 
wide range of options, the method that has been selected is the Water Vapour Nitrogen (WVN) 
process.  
 
2. The Water Vapour Nitrogen (WVN) process 
 
The WVN process for sodium or NaK is represented by the following chemical reaction, Eq. (1): 
 

2Na(K) + 2H2O  =  2Na(K)OH + H2 + heat                               (1) 
 
WVN thus represents one of many aqueous based processes that have been employed world wide to 
convert alkali metals to inert hydroxides. In this variant, the nitrogen performs the role of an inert 
carrier gas to transport water vapour to the alkali metal and excludes oxygen, thus avoiding the 
potential for hydrogen oxygen reactions. 
 
UKAEA selected the WVN process on the grounds of controllability and suitability for cleaning large 
components at relatively low temperature. Although the work by Crippen in the USA [2] had 
established the basic parameters, there was evidence from previous industrial use of a number of 
outstanding issues. These primarily related to instability in the reaction rate and uncertainty in end 
point determination. 

 
In order to qualify the technique for use at Dounreay, UKAEA initiated an extensive development 
programme in 1994. The primary aims were to establish a safe operational envelope and to explore 
specific issues associated with applying WVN to the wide range of deposit types and geometries 
associated with DFR and PFR. 
 
3. Devlopment programme 
 
Due to lack of on-site facilities at Dounreay, UKAEA contracted NNC Ltd (now AMEC NNC 
Limited) to carry out the development work at their laboratories in Warrington, England. The initial 
work to establish a safe operational envelope was carried out using laboratory and pilot scale facilities. 
These facilities consisted of two purpose built, nitrogen inerted gloveboxes and three test rigs. Water 
vapour concentration, WVN flow rate and temperature were the main parameters varied in this 
exercise.  Reliable measurement of hydrogen levels, accurate to parts per million levels, was achieved. 
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The initial development programme was broadly split into two stages. The first stage defined as 
laboratory scale tests, focussed on defining the reaction characteristics over an extensive range of 
operating parameters. The second stage defined as pilot scale tests, examined scale up of the process 
by examining the application of the process to sections of full size geometrical features and some 
generic areas such as pools [3]. 
    
3.1. Laboratory scale tests 
 
The 100 laboratory scale tests established the reaction characteristics over a wide range of parameters. 
Temperatures in the range 40°C to 120°C were investigated with water vapour concentration up to 
15% and order of magnitude changes in flow rate. Each sample was approximately 12 grams and 
generally contained in 25mm deep, 26mm diameter stainless steel pots. Some additional geometries 
and deposit types such as crevices, deeper samples and frosts were also investigated. A limited number 
of tests were also carried out to investigate the effect of adding carbon dioxide or oxygen to the WVN 
mixture. For simplicity, sodium was used to establish the majority of the characteristics with only 11 
NaK tests being carried out, to identify if there were any major differences. The main conclusions 
drawn from the programme were: 
 
a) The optimum process condition lay in the temperature range 70°C - 90°C, with water vapour 

concentration up to 5%. This selection gave acceptable reaction rates for most situations, was 
above the sodium hydroxide mono-hydrate boundary at 62.6°C, but below the melting point of 
sodium (98°C). 

b) Operation at water vapour concentrations in excess of 10%, high velocity or where the sample 
was well insulated, all increased the probability of unstable reaction rates. 

c) The reaction rate was little affected by sample orientation, small changes in velocity or the 
presence of oxygen.  

d) Addition of CO2 increased the reaction rate. This had been originally postulated as a possible 
emergency shutdown mechanism but was found to be ineffective. It was found that the carbon 
dioxide reaction with sodium hydroxide resulted in the release of additional water via the 
reaction, Eq. (2). As this water is released the sodium hydroxide solution strength reduces. This 
in turn leads to an increase in vapour pressure at the sodium surface, an increase in reaction rate 
and hence temperature. The positive feedback of this mechanism results in a runaway reaction. 

e) There were only small difference between sodium and NaK, which appeared to be mainly due to 
the fact that the relevant NaK mixture (76:24) is liquid in the processing temperature range. 
Surface tension may also have played a part due to the relatively small size of the samples. 

f) Overall the process appeared to be safe and feasible for application at industrial levels, subject 
to carrying out further tests at larger scale. 
 
2NaOH + CO2 = Na2CO3 + H2O                                                     (2) 
 

3.2. Pilot scale tests 
 
The primary aims of this stage were to examine direct scale up of the process and investigate issues 
associated with applying the process to representative areas of the reactor geometries. Scale up was 
addressed by carrying out tests with bowl geometries up to 400 mm in diameter, containing NaK or 
sodium samples in the range 2 – 10 kilograms. For the largest test this represented an area increase by 
a factor of approximately 250. Other geometries studied in this phase included: 
 
Geometries for DFR:   
 
a) A section of the core melt out tray. This comprises a number of petal shaped segments each 

50mm deep and located directly beneath the core region. 
b) Sections of the primary circuit hot traps. 
c) A long pipe, representative of the geometry of a single primary circuit heat exchanger loop. 
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Geometries for PFR: 
 
a) A section of the low pressure plenum, which is an annular ring box structure around the base of 

the core, with a single entry point. The condition modelled assumed a partially drained 
geometry with a 10mm deep sodium layer.  

b) A section representing the base of a drained heat exchanger. This also contained a 10mm deep 
sodium layer. 

c) An area near the top of the reactor incorporating several transition welds and which is likely to 
contain condensed sodium frost.  

d) A section of a primary circuit cold trap. 
 
The pilot scale tests confirmed the applicability of the process envelope, defined by the laboratory 
scale programme, for a large number of the above situations. In particular where the alkali metal 
residues were present as films or deposits, no real processing problems arose. Some of the tests did 
however highlight interesting issues, two are discussed below.  
 
3.2.1. Sodium pool issues 
 
The tests with 400mm diameter bowls of sodium were the first to identify a major issue, associated 
with the processing of large horizontal deposits, upon which liquid hydroxide could accumulate to 
significant depths. This situation can lead to stall of the reaction process, as transport of water to the 
hydroxide/sodium interface is hindered by the increasing thickness of the hydroxide. If the WVN 
process is allowed to continue, dilution of the hydroxide occurs and subsequent perturbations, such as 
a small temperature change, can result in rapid restart of the reaction. The positive feed back effect on 
temperature provided by the exothermic nature of the reaction accelerates this process. The result can 
be rapid increases in pressure, temperature and hydrogen concentration, which is undesirable from a 
control point of view and can challenge system pressure boundaries and downstream off-gas plant. 

 
This issue is particular relevant to PFR as one of the major residues is the heel at the bottom of the 
reactor vessel, which is currently estimated to be between 2 and 7 tonnes.  
 
3.2.2. Primary cold trap loop issues 
 
An option study was performed to establish the feasibility of using the WVN technique for cleaning 
the Primary Cold Trap Loop (PCTL) baskets in situ, in the PCTL vessel. The Cold Traps are highly 
active and contain a matrix of sodium and trapped impurities such as sodium oxide and hydride, held 
in the stainless steel mesh baskets that form the traps. One of the main recommendations from the 
study was the execution of a development programme to examine the performance of the WVN 
process on the PCTL deposits. The first aspect that needed to be addressed was confirmation that 
WVN treatment of the sodium oxide and hydride could be carried out successfully. Following this, 
establishing a suitable process envelope for WVN treatment of a matrix of sodium, oxide and hydride 
deposited in a steel mesh was required. 
 
Four tests were performed in this programme of work, initially with small scale tests on sodium oxide, 

sodium hydride and a mixture of the oxide, hydride and sodium. These tests showed that there were no 

adverse effects during WVN treatment and the main problem would be the geometry of the baskets. 

The fourth test in the programme addressed this and a full size 30° sector of a cold trap filter was 

replicated. To represent the worst case, this was fully loaded with sodium. It took 83 days to 

completely clean the basket using continuous WVN injection to a final level of 10% by volume at the 

end of the test.   
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3.3. Industrial scale tests 

3.3.1. Industrial scale test facility 

 

FIG. 2.  The industrial scale test facility at Janetstown 

The success of the laboratory scale tests led to the requirement for industrial scale tests. An alliance of 
the following five companies was formed in 2000, to develop the process and then clean all of the 
residues at PFR; UKAEA, Sinclair Knight Merz, Alstec, JGC Engineering & Technical Services Ltd. 
& Jacobs Babtie. To facilitate the industrial scale tests, a custom-built test facility was constructed at 
the Janetstown industrial estate on the outskirts of Thurso, some 10 miles from Dounreay. The 
Janetstown Off-Site Test (JOST) facility was designed, built and commissioned within 12 months, see 
Fig. 2. The facility consists of three key plant sections, the WVN generation skid, the reaction test 
vessel, and the waste treatment skid. 

The WVN generation is carried out by injecting steam into a nitrogen stream, producing a WVN flow 
of known water concentration. The reaction test vessel is a 7 m3 vessel with a pressure containment 
capability of 25 barg. The waste treatment skid filters the gaseous effluent to remove sodium 
hydroxide aerosol from the gas before it is discharged to atmosphere.  The liquid effluent is pumped to 
containers and disposed of by a third party. 

Initial investigation on the PFR primary vessel had indicated that the major concern was the large 
deposit of sodium that would remain in the reactor heel area; it is estimated that between 2 tonnes and 
7 tonnes of sodium will remain in this area following removal of the bulk sodium. Therefore, the 
experimental programme was designed to focus on the treatment of sodium pools. 

Particular attention was paid to ensure that adequate monitoring and instrumentation was provided.  
The test vessel is fitted with numerous thermocouples located throughout the internal volume of the 
vessel. Together with pressure transmitters, these thermocouples provide information on the progress 
of the sodium-water reaction and the magnitude of any excursion events. Hydrogen monitoring is 
provided in the exit gas stream to quantify hydrogen concentrations during normal operation and 
reaction excursion events. A video camera is located at a viewing port on the reaction vessel to 
provide visual information on the progress of the sodium-water reaction. 

3.3.2. Industrial scale test programme 

The test programme started with some small-scale tests, using sodium pools of 5 kg and 10 kg to gain 
an initial understanding of the process mechanisms and quantitative information on the magnitude of 
the excursion events. The quantity of sodium was then increased to 25 kg, and a series of experiments 
set out to investigate the effect of running the process at different operating conditions. Subsequently, 
following investigation of the different operating conditions, the magnitude of sodium used was 
increased to 100 kg and finally to 1,000 kg. A total of ten tests were completed. The main conclusions 
from the test programme were that pressure excursions occurred frequently and were much lower in 
magnitude than the worst case pool scenario [4]. Hence the treatment of large pools without the 
removal of hydroxide solution was considered manageable.  
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The following key lessons have been learned from the industrial scale test programme: 
 
a) Sodium pools of up to 1 tonne can be treated by the WVN process in a safe and effective 

manner, without the need to remove the hydroxide during treatment. 
b) Temperature and WVN concentration had no significant effect on the magnitude of pressure 

transients during excursion events. 
c) Temperature and hydrogen concentration have been demonstrated to be good indicators of 

reaction progress and of detecting a cessation in the sodium-water reaction. 
d) To prevent the build up of excess water in the NaOH solution it is suggested that heat be applied 

periodically to provoke small excursions. This should have the added benefit of reducing the 
size of excursion events that can occur. 

e) If reaction stall does occur, the reaction can be re-started by the application of heat. 
f) Reaction behaviour above 100°C gives rise to more frequent excursions that are less severe in 

magnitude than below 100°C. 
g) Reducing the nitrogen inlet flow rate to improve the exit instrumentation sensitivity, is a useful 

technique to assist in identifying the end point. Checking that no increase in hydrogen 
generation rate occurs when the system is heated is another technique. 

h) Increasing the WVN concentration when the hydrogen reading dropped to zero, was a useful 
technique in trying to ensure that the last deposits of sodium were reacted. 

 
The results of the test programme were used as a basis for developing the plant to clean various 
vessels and systems described in section 4. Despite the success of the test programme, the large scale 
difference between the test vessel and the reactor vessel, has meant that obtaining approval of the 
safety case for containment of a worst case pressure pulse, will be very it difficult.  The development 
programme for cleaning the reactor vessel has therefore taken a new route and this is described in 
section 5.2.   
 
4. Completed application of the WVN process 

4.1. Miscellaneous vessels and plant items 
 
The JOST facility was used to further develop the WVN process by cleaning various inactive vessels 
and items of complicated geometry, such as valves and small lengths of pipework. The vessels were 
cleaned in-situ and the various items were placed inside a basket and cleaned in the reaction vessel.  
The miscellaneous items were cleaned successfully, but during the WVN treatment of a tank 
containing several tonnes of sodium, a large pressure excursion was triggered and caused damage to 
the tank.  
 
The tank had been installed at an angle in order to facilitate draining of the sodium hydroxide solution 
to a pool at the low end of the tank.  It was anticipated that this would make the removal of sodium 
hydroxide more straightforward. However, the WVN processing was run at a relatively high 
temperature and this resulted in sodium hydroxide setting in the extract line, meaning that sodium 
hydroxide removal was not achieved.   
 
The incident occurred because operation was allowed to continue without sodium hydroxide being 
removed. The slope on the tank meant that an exposed sodium surface was available for reaction for a 
longer time than would be the case for a flat surface, and this resulted in a far greater amount of 
sodium hydroxide solution collecting. Eventually the sodium water reaction did stall and when WVN 
was bubbled into the sodium hydroxide layer to provide agitation, a violent re-start accompanied by a 
large pressure pulse occurred. 
 
The incident served as a reminder that sodium cleaning operations carry an inherent degree of risk and 
underlined the fact that rigorous design and analysis are required, prior to determining and 
implementing cleaning strategies. It also emphasises that operating procedures need to be accurately 
followed during the cleaning process. 
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4.2. PFR sodium tank farm 
 

 
 

FIG.3. Sodium tank being dismantled after sodium residue removal. 

The tank farm facility is located adjacent to the PFR reactor building and consists of a building 
housing ten large mild steel cylindrical tanks (3.2m diameter by 18.3m long). The tanks acted as 
storage vessels for supplying fresh sodium to the reactor primary and secondary systems and also as 
dump tanks when the secondary systems had to be emptied. Hence the sodium inventory is 
contaminated with tritium. Six of the tanks were drained and each contained up to 300kg of sodium 
residues. The WVN process has been successfully applied to all six empty tanks and four have been 
cut up and dismantled, see Fig. 3. The cleaning process took around two weeks for each tank. The 
remaining two tanks are to be used for a new sodium inventory disposal plant, described in 5.1. 
 
The WVN was delivered to the tanks by a skid mounted unit, where the temperature, flow rate and 
water concentration was set by the operators. The sodium hydroxide resulting from the process was 
sparged with steam, diluted and neutralized in-situ. The steam sparging raised the temperature, 
provided mixing and continued during the dilution stage. The tanks were connected to a neutralization 
skid mounted unit and the diluted sodium hydroxide solution was extracted to it. The pH was 
measured on-line and was used to control the injection of the sulphuric acid into the hydroxide stream. 
The solution was circulated back to the tank and the process continued until the pH value met the 
discharge limits of between five and nine. 
 
The exhaust gas from the tanks were passed to a knock out box, where liquid droplets and large 
particles were removed, before passing through a dry HEPA filter, a flame arrestor and then 
discharged to atmosphere via the tank farm’s own dedicated stack. The lessons learned from the 
cleaning campaign were: 
 
a) The process results in a number of small pressure excursions accompanied by loud “pops” and 

“bangs”. This should be viewed as normal. 
b) Emergency shutdowns due to high hydrogen were unnecessary and the process trip could be 

removed.  The hydrogen level was in excess of 2% during most excursions.   
c) Condensation of water and sodium hydroxide occurs in the ventilation lines and drainage points 

must be installed at low points. 
d) Reaction pressure excursions cause vibrations in connecting ventilation pipework and can cause 

weld failure. The design of connecting systems must take account of such vibrations. 
e) The WVN process sometimes doesn’t passivate all of the sodium and heat should be applied to 

react any remaining resides. Water dilution must be taken with care and the design should 
ensure that the integrity of the system is sufficient to withstand any potential sodium-water 
pressure excursions. 

f) To avoid overshoot, the pH neutralization system should have the capacity to switch to a low 
strength acid when nearing the neutral point.  
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4.3. Secondary sodium circuits 

The secondary sodium circuit transferred heat from the primary sodium system circuit to the steam 
generating plant. The system consisted of three independent closed loops and the majority was located 
in a building adjacent to the reactor building. Each of the secondary loops connected a steam generator 
to two of the heat exchangers in the reactor vessel and consisted of the following components; the 
shell side of two intermediate heat exchangers, the shell side of a reheater, a superheater vessel and an 
evaporator vessel, an expansion tank, a sodium circulating pump, complex pipework and isolation 
valves, impurity monitoring equipment and a hydrogen detection loop. 

Each circuit was cut and capped to isolate the intermediate heat exchangers, before the WVN gas was 
introduced at multiple positions near the low points of the system. The WVN flow path was very 
tortuous before it reached the exit point at a high position. The amount of sodium residues in each loop 
was estimated to be up to 200 kg.   

The WVN was delivered in stages up to 6% concentration until no hydrogen was detected. This was 
then increased to near saturation levels to passivate any remaining residues. The circuit was then filled 
with water and this weak hydroxide liquor was extracted, circulated through a neutralization system 
and put back into the circuit. After suitable recirculation and neutralization, the liquor was transferred 
to the site’s effluent treatment plant by bowser. Regular small excursions were observed, but these did 
not cause a discernible increase in the system’s pressure. However, excursions will cause vibrations in 
connecting pipework and this should be accounted for in the design of the system.  

This effect was illustrated during treatment of secondary sodium circuit cell No. 3, where two leaks of 
sodium hydroxide occurred. The process was stopped and an investigation conducted into what caused 
the leaks, and how to progress with the project. In the case of the first leak, a gasket failed. The second 
leak was from a crack in a 4 inch diameter pipe. It was concluded that the pipe was deformed before 
WVN cleaning commenced. The predicted reaction force occurring during WVN is not large enough 
to produce the force required for pipe deformation.  

It is postulated that deformation occurred during reactor operations, possibly due to thermal 
expansion, a large bending moment, vibration, over-pressurization or compressive buckling and this 
gave rise to a crack in the pipe wall that did not break through its surface. Subsequently, the operation 
of the WVN process caused vibration of the pipework giving rise to crack growth, leading to eventual 
surface breaking and giving rise to a leak path.  

Following the incident, the integrity of the system was restored and WVN treatment of cell 3 is now 
complete. All three secondary sodium circuits have been cleaned and one has been cut up and 
dismantled. 

This incident highlighted that vibrations in unrestrained pipework in the WVN process can give rise to 
potentially serious consequences. It is therefore critical that a thorough inspection of extant plant is 
carried out prior to WVN treatment to identify any weak points, and that pipework is restrained to 
prevent excess movement and pipe stressing from occurring. Despite filling the system with water, 
dismantling of the steam heat exchangers (tube bundles) and circulation pumps revealed small pockets 
of unreacted sodium. Thus any dismantling risk assessments must take account of the probability of 
discovering unreacted sodium. 

5. Future application of the WVN process 

5.1. Sodium inventory disposal plant 
 
Previous tests, operations and initial decommissioning activities at Dounreay have resulted in a large 
number of sodium contaminated vessels and plant equipment being placed in storage, awaiting 
cleaning. The majority of these items are inactive or have tritiated sodium from the secondary sodium 
circuits. Some have chemical impurities of sodium hydrides and oxides. 
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PFR has two facilities for cleaning sodium residues from plant equipment. The Sodium Removal and 
Decontamination Facility is a large underground vessel (2.7m diameter by 18m in length), which uses 
steam lances to clean residues from large primary circuit items, such as charge machines and primary 
pumps. The items are transported to the vessel by a flask. The Steam Cleaning booth is a walk-in 
containment structure (3.2m by 2.1m by 2.6m high) used to steam clean medium active items such as 
manipulators and valves. These facilities are not suitable to incorporate the WVN process for cleaning 
the large number of items in storage, described above. 
 
A new facility to clean the items described above, has been designed and is presently being 
manufactured. The Sodium Inventory Disposal (SID) plant is being built within the existing building 
that contains the remaining sodium storage tanks (sodium tank farm). The SID plant is being located 
within the footprint of the dismantled tanks. The sodium tank farm is a separate building located just 
North of the main reactor building and has its own ventilation stack. The gaseous discharge 
authorization for the stack only covers tritium and so the SID plant cleaning process is restricted to 
inactive or tritiated alkali metals.  
 
The SID facility incorporates two operational processes. Area 1 will be used to clean vessels in-situ 
and area 2 will have a dedicated reaction vessel to accommodate miscellaneous items and plant 
equipment. The building has an original concrete bund to contain any spillages and this feature is 
maintained for its new use. This has caused access problems for transportation in and out of the 
building and ramps have been added. The facility has no liquid drainage system and so a bowser 
transfer system will be used. 
 
Two of the original sodium tanks which have been cleaned by the WVN process, remain in position 
and they will be used for the SID operations. Their re-use helps to minimise costs. One tank will be 
used to contain the hydroxide or neutralized liquors and act as a hold tank for discharge to the bowser. 
The other tank will be part of the ventilation system and will act as a pressure buffer/damper, upstream 
of and protecting the filters, instrumentation and pipework.   
 
The ventilation system includes duty and standby filters, plus a flame arrestor. Aerosols containing 
dissolved sodium hydroxide and radioisotopes are always present and have to be “knocked out” in 
order to prevent failure of the dry HEPA filters. Previous experience has also highlighted the need for 
drainage connections at all low points in the ventilation system, to drain off water and hydroxide 
condensate. 
 
Vessels will be transported into area 1 and a lance will be inserted to deliver the WVN at a 
concentration of up to 10% v/v and a temperature of approximately 50ºC. At the end of the process, 
the WVN concentration will be increased before a water wash takes place. The neutralization system 
will extract the resulting hydroxide liquor, inject sulphuric acid and circulate back to the vessel. This 
will continue until the pH value falls between 5 and 9. If the volumes are too high for the vessel, the 
large hold up tank can be used to circulate the liquors. 
 
The reaction vessel within area 2 will be cylindrical in shape (1.8m diameter, 4m long) with dished 
ends and will sit horizontally on a steel frame. The designed maximum working pressure is 7.5 barg. 
One end of the vessel is removable and is connected by a bolted flange arrangement. Due to the size 
and mass of the flanged end plate (2.5 te), a support frame will be used to roll it back from the vessel 
for loading purposes. Various flanged openings are provided for the application of services, control 
and instrumentation, liquid extraction, gaseous effluent and viewing. Supports are provided internally 
for two trays, on which the items are placed and wired into position. Access is sufficient for a forklift 
truck to place the trays into position, see Fig. 4.  
 
The reaction vessel is fitted with heaters to melt out any sodium before applying WVN.    
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FIG.4. A drawing of the sodium inventory disposal plant reaction vessel 
 
The WVN generation skid is self contained. The steam is injected into the heated nitrogen flow to 
produce the desired percentage concentration. Recorded parameters include pressure, temperature, 
water concentration, flow rate, hydrogen and oxygen concentrations. 
 
The inventory of items and vessels to be cleaned has an estimated total of 7.4 E10 Bq of tritium, with 
nearly half of that being associated with one vessel. The sodium inventory for the reaction vessel in 
area 2 will be limited to 850 kg per load, to keep the potential excursion pressure below the designed 
operating pressure rating of the vessel. The plant has a design life of 10 years and installation is 
currently on-going. Commissioning is due in early 2006.   
 
5.2. Reactor vessel  

The complicated design of the reactor vessel internals means that obtaining access to remove liquid 
hydroxide from above the sodium layer is extremely difficult. The industrial scale trials at Janetstown 
showed that 1 te of sodium can be safely passivated using the WVN process, without the need for 
regular extraction of the hydroxide solution. However, the surface area of sodium at the bottom of the 
PFR reactor vessel is estimated to be up to nine times larger than the trials. This large gap between the 
scales makes it difficult to be totally confident that the process will not cause a pressure excursion 
which will give a breach of containment from the reactor vessel. The predicted pressure pulse from a 
worst case excursion has resulted in the need to justify the reactor vessel as a certified pressure vessel. 
This will be extremely difficult to undertake. 

There are no available test vessels that can accommodate a sodium surface area approaching that of 
the reactor vessel. Computer modelling to increase confidence has been undertaken, but the many 
different and complicated factors of the chemical reaction, make it difficult to validate the model. 
Obtaining regulator approval of the safety justification, for using the WVN process without regular 
removal of the liquid hydroxide layer, may prove very difficult. 

This factor, together with a window of opportunity due to programme changes, has resulted in a 
further programme of development work. The two aims of this recent task are: 
 
 
a) To increase the volume of sodium that can be drained for bulk disposal and so reduce the 

inventory for residues removal, in particular the size of the heel pool at the bottom of the vessel. 
b) To develop the WVN process, so that liquid hydroxide is not formed and so eliminates the 

potential for pressure excursions. 
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The major hold up areas for sodium are being re-investigated to see if the cost of technical solutions 
for their drainage, are acceptable. Methods for physically checking the main level of sodium in the 
drained reactor vessel and the position of hold up areas are also being developed. Laser techniques and 
camera deployment are the main options being investigated.   
 
In developing the process to form a dry reaction product, laboratory tests using low concentration 
WVN (<1% v/v water vapour) are underway. The process works, but initial results at low 
temperatures (50ºC), indicate that it will take many years to passivate and reduce the level of sodium 
pools. The potential for operating at higher temperatures is being investigated. 

6. Conclusions 

The work reported in this paper forms part of the development of plant and process to achieve removal 
of residual sodium from UKAEA’s Dounreay site. The paper illustrates the key elements in 
progressing the design, as well as the safety and environmental justifications. 

The development strategy employed has been one of progressive challenge. Building on laboratory 
scale work, the experimental trials have scaled up the WVN process from 5kg to 1,000kg. This scale-
up work has provided practical evidence of the efficacy of the WVN process in removing sodium 
residues. The trials have also been used to develop, test and refine the process plants required to 
generate the WVN and to treat the liquid and gaseous effluent produced. An important factor in 
achieving safe operation is to ensure that the process operators are suitably qualified and experienced 
and this has been achieved by training the operators as part of the experimental trials. 

A sound process has been designed and has now been successfully used to clean various plant items. 
Problems arising along the way have been effectively dealt with and have highlighted issues to be 
accounted for in the design stage of future facilities.  

However, the potential pressure transients that may be produced during excursion events make the 
safety justification for cleaning the reactor vessel very difficult. Therefore, the project has taken the 
decision to try to avoid the excursion events altogether, by developing a modified version of the WVN 
process, where the WVN is applied at low concentrations to produce a solid sodium hydroxide 
product. Development trials for low concentration WVN are in progress and the success of these trials 
will dictate the subsequent process methodology for sodium residue removal from the PFR primary 
vessel. Resources are also being deployed on methods to further reduce the size of any sodium pools 
in the reactor vessel. 

The development programme has proved extremely valuable in identifying the key issues associated 
with applying the WVN process and was used in the design on the sodium inventory disposal plant. 
Whilst further development work is still required for the cleaning of large sodium pools, the work 
described in this paper has greatly increased the knowledge of the sodium-water reaction and has 
helped to ensure that sodium residue removal will be carried out in a demonstrably safe manner. 
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@U

INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION
n UKAEA Dounreay

– Dounreay Fast Reactor (DFR) 
• Sodium potassium (NaK) coolant
• 1959 - 1977

– Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR) 
• Sodium coolant
• 1974 - 1994

Bulk sodium disposal by NOAH process, 1,000 te destroyed
Residues removal by water vapour nitrogen process
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The WVN ProcessThe WVN Process
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@U

WVN Development ProgrammeWVN Development Programme
n NNC (now AMEC NNC Limited) facilities

– Gloveboxes
– Test rigs

n Laboratory scale – 100 tests
n Pilot scale – geometries
n Optimum envelope

– 70°C-90°C & 5% v/v water concentration
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Sodium PoolsSodium Pools
n2 – 7 tonnes in vessel heel
nLiquid sodium hydroxide
nReaction stall
nRapid re-start
nPressure pulse
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Primary Cold Trap Loop BasketsPrimary Cold Trap Loop Baskets

n Highly active & contain impurities
n Restrictive access through mesh
n 6 sections in vertical series
n Impurities don’t affect WVN
n 30°section fully loaded with Na
n 83 days to clean
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@U

Industrial Scale DevelopmentIndustrial Scale Development
Ø Residues Removal Alliance

n UKAEA 
– Client & Project Management

n Alstec
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n Jacobs Babtie
– Safety case production

n Sinclair Knight Merz
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JanetstownJanetstown OffOff--site Test facility (JOST)site Test facility (JOST)
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Industrial Scale Test ProgrammeIndustrial Scale Test Programme
n 10 WVN tests – no hydroxide removal
n 5, 10, 25, 100 & 1,000 kg
n WVN process successful 
n Optimum now 40°C to 60°C & up to10% 

WVN
n Measured pressure excursions
n Heat to provoke lots of small excursions
n Temperature & hydrogen used to detect 

reaction progress and end point                                 
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@U

Application of WVN processApplication of WVN process
n Sodium Tank Farm

– 6 vessels cleaned
– Small pressure excursions – noise!

n Lessons learnt
– Condensation in ventilation lines
– Vibration in connecting pipework
– Unreacted sodium during water fill
– pH neutralization overshoot
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Sodium Tank FarmSodium Tank Farm

Vessels 
18m long 
140 m3 internal volume

Sodium 
Residues 
200kg to 300kg
Small heel pool
Mildly tritiated

Six tanks 
Cleaned using WVN
Water washed
In-situ neutralisation

Four  tanks now removed
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Application of WVN processApplication of WVN process
n Secondary Sodium Circuits
n 3 circuits cleaned

– Total 600 kg of Na residues
– Reheaters
– Superheaters
– Evaporators
– expansion tanks
– Na pumps
– 420m pipework – 6” to 24 diameter
– 1,500 tonnes steelwork to dismantle
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@U

Secondary Sodium CircuitsSecondary Sodium Circuits

n Lessons learnt
– Inspection beforehand – weak points
– Vibration – restrain pipework
– Progressive % WVN concentration
– Unreacted sodium on dismantling
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Future applicationFuture application
n Sodium Inventory Disposal Plant

– Being installed in sodium tank farm building
– Inactive/tritiated Na or NaK in storage
– Area 1 –vessels - in-situ WVN
– Area 2 –misc items – new reaction vessel
– Re-use of two sodium tanks

• Ventilation “knock out box”
• Liquor storage 

– Bowser liquor to site effluent plant
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@U

Current DevelopmentCurrent Development
n Reactor vessel cleaning issues

– safety justification for pressure pulse
– Scale up 
– Computer modelling 
– Window of opportunity

n Increase bulk drainage
– Drilling, level measurement, viewing

n Low concentration WVN
– “dry” hydroxide product, very slow 

penetration
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ConclusionsConclusions
n WVN Development – progressive challenge

– 25 grams to 2,5,10,25,100 &1,000 kg sodium
n 6 vessels and 3 secondary circuits with up to 

300 kg sodium, cleaned in-situ
n Next – clean all vessels and items in storage
n Current Development

– reactor vessel
– reduce sodium pool size 
– avoid hydroxide liquor forming
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PILOT SCALE NaK TESTS (2)
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PILOT SCALE NaK TESTS (3)
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Closure of the Fast Flux Test Facility: 

History, Status, Future Plans 

Al Farabee -  USDOE 
In 1993 the US DOE decided to shut down the FFTF due to lack of national missions that justified the 
annual operating budget of approximately $88M/year.  The initial vision was to “deactivate” the facility 
to an industrially and radiologically safe condition to allow long-term, minimal surveillance storage until 
approximately 2045.  This approach would minimize cash flow and allow the radioactive decay of 
activated components.  The final D&D would then be performed using then-current methodology in a 
safe and efficient manner.  The philosophy has now changed to close-coupling the initial deactivation 
with final D&D.  
 
The FFTF is a 3-loop design liquid metal fast reactor rated at 400 MW(t) with no power generation 
capability.  The status as of August 2005 is as follows: 
   -Primary and secondary systems drained and cooled to ambient 
   -Two spent fuel pools still filled with ~54,000 gallons of ~400°F sodium 
   -All "reactor" related system shutdown, most of support systems active 
   -230 personnel on site working on project 
   -49 of 376 fuel assemblies left to wash and remove from site 
    
At the current the end state of the site is unknown.  The end state will be determined by a legally  
required environmental review process with extensive public participation.  That decision is expected in 
the mid-to-late 2007 time frame.  The alternatives range from entombment to site restoration.  The  
entombment option would raze all buildings and structures to ground level, leaving the reactor vessel and 
internals in place, and place a suitable environment cover over the site.  The restoration option would 
essentially return the site to a "green field" status.  For detailed planning purposes, the entombment 
option is being used.  For funding purposes, the restoration option is being kept open. 
 
The US Department  of  Energy is in the process of evaluating proposals for the remaining workscope of 
the closure of FFTF within the following constraints: 
    End State-----------------Entombment 
    Funding-------------------$46 M per year 
    Project Completion------2012 
    Tender availability-------Limited to small business (<500 personnel) 
 
Major technical issues that need to be addressed include: 
    -Determination of end state 
    -Method of disposition of ~300, 000 gallons of metallic sodium 
    -Disposition of highly radioactive sodium containing components 
    -Method of disposition of sodium residuals follow completion 
     of bulk sodium drain 
 
The complete paper will present experience to date in fuel washing, sodium drain and reaction, and the 
current thinking on resolution of technical issues. 
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Sodium Residual Removal
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Plant Design

• 400 MW (t)

• Loop Design (3 loops)

• Two Spent Fuel Pools
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4
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Dispose of 300,000 gallonsDispose of 300,000 gallons
Of liquid metal sodiumOf liquid metal sodium

Disposition 376 fuel assembliesDisposition 376 fuel assemblies

Demolish/entomb to ground levelDemolish/entomb to ground level
reactor containment buildingreactor containment building

Demolish/raze to ground levelDemolish/raze to ground level
All support buildingsAll support buildings

Site Ready forSite Ready for
Industrial UseIndustrial Use

Scope of FFTF Closure 613



Secondary Loop Drain
(Completed in 2003)

Reinstalled immersion heaters in reactor vessel
Restored SSF to operation
Single secondary drain tank sized to contain ~ one loop
Loop drain process straight forward
Intermediate Heat Exchange drain required installation of “dip tube”
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M
T

W
Th

F,S,Sun
M

T

Drain Loop 1 
To T-44

Drain Loop 2 
To T-44

Evaluate
Heat 

Input Test

Transfer T-44
contents to 

SSF

Transfer T-44
contents to 

SSF

Transfer T-44

contents to 

SSF

72 hour test to confirm
available heat input adequate
to maintain primary sodium

molten

WDrain Loop 3 
To T-44

Secondary System Drain
(Actual schedule)
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Primary Drain
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Initial System Status – Reactor Vessel and Primary Loops Full
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Step 1 – Lower Reactor Vessel and transfer sodium
through T-43 to SSF
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Step 2 – Drain Loop 1,2 and 3 and transfer sodium thru
T-43 to SSF.  This leaves only sodium residuals in valve 
bodies
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Step 5 – Lower Reactor Vessel level by draining 
sodium through T-43 to SSF

Step 3 – Lower Reactor Vessel level to just above top of
immersion heaters by draining through T-43 to

SSF
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Drill inserted through tube and 
Drilling through sample
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Drill inserted into mockup of
Reactor vessel containing pool of
400 degree sodium and sample
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Drill bit – Cobalt steel coated with titanium nitride.  Two flute
with flute length of five inches.  118 degree split point
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Insertion of 
Drill/ream string

Into reactor vessel
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Bolting drill string
To drill press shaft

Drill Press

Drill string inserted
Into Reactor Vessel
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Cell 522

Normal System drain line with
Insulation and trace heat removed

New line to be installed
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Top section of pump
Being lowered onto

Bottom section

Bottom section of 
pump

Split ring inerting
chamber
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Assembled pump string being
Inserted into reactor vessel 630



Vacum/pressure line
Sodium outlet line

Pump Skid
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Spent Fuel Pool Drain

•FSF

•IDS
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FSF Sodium Drain
(Planned for September 2005)

No drain system included in original design
Line to connect FSF to SSF installed in 1996
Dip tube must be inserted into vessel
Vacuum will be used to transfer sodium from FSF to small local tank, 
then pressure transfer to SSF (~100 batches)
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IDS Sodium Drain
(Expected ~ Summer 2006)

Will follow removal of remaining fuel
Drain line included in original design – tied to FFTF
Drain to primary storage tank, then pressure transfer to SSF
Must develop method to remove sodium from 112 Core Component 
Pots
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Residual Sodium Removal

•CRCTA Experience

•FFTF Plans
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Vessel below this floor grate

Steam Generator

Steam Superheater

Demister Tank

Effluent Line
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Steam Injection points

CRCTA Vessel Head
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Steam Generator
651



Steam Superheater 652



Demister Tank
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FFTF Residual Removal Plans
Methodology

- In-Situ and upon removal
Items/systems/components

- Primary and Secondary piping and tanks
- Small Bore piping (~13,500 feet)
- Small Heat Exchangers (~109,000 feet)
- Small sodium valves (~330) (may need to cut apart)
- Reactor Vessel
- Secondary Cold Traps
- Primary Cold Traps, Cesium Traps and Vapor

Traps
- FSF and IDS vessels and contents

- Dump Heat Exchanger Tube Bundles
- Primary/Secondary Pumps
- Intermediate Heat Exchanger Tube

Bundles
-SRE and Hallam containers
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Secondary Cold Trap
DispositionSecondary Cold Trap

Volume – 255/38 gallons
Dose Rate – None
Location – Secondary Pump Towers
Number - 3
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FSF Cold Trap Disposition

FSF Cold Trap
Volume – 140 gallons
Dose Rate – 10 – 50mr/hr
Location – FSF
Number - 2
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Primary Cold Trap
Disposition

Primary Cold Trap
Volume – 655/56 gallons
Dose Rate – 10-50 R/hr
Location – Reactor Containment
Number - 1

Due to the dose rates of the 
Primary Cold Trap and the 
Cesium Trap there is no path 
forward for them at Hanford.  
ANL-W is currently planning a 
Remote Treatment Facility to 
disposition “specialty 
components” of this nature 
and that venue will be 
considered
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Cesium Trap Disposition

Due to the dose rates of the Primary 
Cold Trap and the Cesium Trap there
is no path forward for them at the
present Time.  ANL-W is currently
planning a Remote Treatment Facility 
to disposition “specialty components”
of this nature and that venue will be 
considered

Dose Rate - ~10-100 R/hr
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~1 gallon holdup
In each tube
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Reactor Containment Building
Cell 576
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FFTF End State Determination
Notice of Intent to Prepare an Environmental Impact Statement
for the decommissioning of the Fast Flux Test Facility at the 
Hanford Site, Richland, WA   --- Federal Register, August 13, 2004

Proposed Alternatives

No Action – Deactivation would be completed consistent 
with previous NEPA decisions and FFTF would be maintained
in a long-term surveillance & maintenance condition
Entombment – Remove all structures above grade level, level
below grade components in place, cover the are with a regulatory
compliant barrier
Removal – Reactor vessel and other major contaminated 
components/equipment and piping, as well as above structures
would also be removed.
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Abstract for IAEA Technical Meeting in Cadarache 26-30 September 2005 
(M. SOLDAÏNI - Marcoule) 

 
 
 
Phenix is a sodium cooling fast breeder reactor connected to the grid in 1974. Because of the 
final shut down  planned in 2009,  a project dismantling team was formed in 2004. The main 
purpose of this project is to define the dismantling scenario and to prepare the two main safety 
reports : 

o the first one for the first four years of decommissioning to detail all operations 
available with the present safety authorisation, as defuelling, 

o the second one to define a new safety frame of reference for the dismantling 
operations, as reactor dismantling. 

Phenix is a pool reactor type filled with about 800 tons of liquid sodium. Heat transfer is 
provided to the steam generators by three secondary loops (filled with 420 tons of sodium). 
The total quantity of sodium with the intermediate storage tank loop is about 1450 tons of 
contaminated sodium.  
 At first, the CEA, nuclear operator of Phénix plant, planned to build a new facility called 
ATENA for all singular radioactive sodium wastes produced for the fast breeder development 
program. Finally, most of the sodium radioactive wastes will be treated in Phenix during the 
dismantling phase. 
This paper presents all different facilities under development with the end of sodium and 
radioactives sodium wastes treatment. Depending of the nature of the waste, the different 
facilities are: 

• NOAH for the large quantities of very pure liquid sodium, 
• ELA mainly for primary and secondary sodium traps (included Rapsodie primary cold 

traps) 
• Autoclave for very high radioactive cesium traps, 
• ELI for secondary loops, 
• Autoclave for NaK low radioactive wastes 
• Existing washing pits for components and fuell. 
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PHENIX plant decommissioning project 
 
Michel SOLDAÏNIa› , Gilles RODRIGUEZb, Myriam DELUGEa 
 
a CEA VALRHO 
Nuclear Energy Division 
Decommissioning Department and Project Management 
b CEA Cadarache 
Nuclear Energy Division 
Nuclear Technology Department 
 
Abstract. This paper gives a general view of the Phénix reactor decommissioning schedule. It summarizes the main steps of end of 
operations (Cessation Définitive d’Exploitation : CDE) and dismantling phases. These two phases are described from the final shutdown 
planned in 2009 to the end of dismantling around 2024. During the first phase, operations consist mainly in removing fuel and other 
materials. Most of the treatment facilities for sodium and wastes are built during this phase. During the dismantling phase, operations consist 
mainly in treating the sodium and dismantling the reactor and the other nuclear facilities and equipments. 

 
1.  Introduction 
Phénix is a fast breeder reactor developed at the end of sixties. Phénix has been under 
operation since 1973 and was connected to the grid in 1974. This a second generation 
prototype developed when Rapsodie (first generation of French FBR) was operating. Phénix 
is a 250 electrical MW power plant. During the first 20 years of operating, its main aim was 
the demonstration of viability for the FBR sodium cooling concept. Since the 1991 French 
law related to the radioactive wastes treatment and reduction (called “loi Bataille”), Phénix 
became an irradiation tool for minor actinide transmutation demonstration. To reach this new 
schedule for 6 new operating cycles, it was necessary to renew the plant and to obtain an 
extension of the reactor life time of ten years. Many works were performed from 1999 to 2003 
for a total amount of about 250 M!.  Today,  with a realistic expectation, the final shutdown is 
planned at the beginning of 2009.  
 
 
2.  Statutory procedure 
In 2003, the safety authority defined a new application of the French law for the 
decommissioning of nuclear plant. For the CDE phase, after the final shutdown, it is not 
necessary to obtain a new safety authorisation to perform all the operations described in the 
operating safety report. It is possible to modify this safety report in the limit of the experience 
accumulated by the plant. It is only necessary for this phase to describe : 

- all the operations planned, 
- the organisation planned during the phase, 
- the procedure for safety report modifications, 
- an agreement to produce the final radioactive state at the end of the phase. 

 
This period called in France “Cessation Définitive d’Exploitation” (CDE : End of operating) 
is dedicated to fuel and hazardous materials removal. This is a sort of preparation phase 
before the dismantling phase.  
During the dismantling phase, the plant management becomes different compared to the 
previous one. For this phase a new safety report is needed to prepare a general authorisation 
for the whole phase. Statutory procedure is complex and the permission is obtained by a 
decree. 

                                                 
›  Main author’s address : Michel SOLDAÏNI, CEA VALRHO, DEN/VRH/DDCO/DIR/CCI, Bât 2002, BP 17171, 30207 
Bagnols sur Cèze, France, michel.soldaini@cea.fr 
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For the statutory procedure, the safety report is completed by : 

- a justification of the decommissioning scenario, 
- general rules for supervision and maintenance, 
- modifications of the emergency plan, 
- an environnemental impact study, 
- a waste study. 

 
 
3.  Application for Phénix 
The CDE phase includes principally fuel and reactor components removal plus the 
dismantling of engine room equipments (turbo-alternator). 
The main operations during this phase are : 
 
ü Fissile elements evacuation and plant system simplifications. 

o Core elements evacuation (300 fuel SubAssemblies, 200 steel SA, 500 shielding cylinders), 
o Uranyle nitrate evacuation (+ eventual dismantling) coming from the neutron beam 
facility, 
o Turbo alternator line dismantling, 
o Steam generators dismantling. 
 

üConstruction of sodium treatment facilities. 
o NOAH equipment construction for large volume of sodium processing (Industrial 
Risk - IR), 
o ELA (Active) equipments construction to treat residual amount of active sodium 
(IR), 
o ELI (Inactive) equipment construction to treat residual amount of inactive or 
secondary sodium (IR), 
o New handling arm manufacturing (500 inaccessible radial shielding rods). 
 

üDismantling contracts preparation. 
 
Some sodium treatment operations are already authorized during this phase : washing of fuel 
subassemblies in the dismantling element hot cell (CEI), and washing of components in 3 
washing pits inside the handling building. 
For cleaning elements from secondary loops and steam generator, a new non radioactive 
sodium treatment facility is needed. This facility is called non radioactive washing cell (ELI) 
and beginning of operation is planned during the CDE phase. 
During the CDE phase, most of the sodium treatment and sodium waste facilities will be 
designed and constructed. Depending on the general schedule, the authorization for using 
them will be necessary during the CDE and/or the dismantling phase. 
The CDE phase will last about four years. It is the time needed to evacuate all fissile and 
fertile sub-assemblies, and more than the half of steel reflectors and carbon/steel shielding 
rods. 
 
The main operations during the dismantling phase are : 

ü   Sodium treatment 
ü   Radioactive sodium wastes treatment from other facilities 
ü   Sodium loops removal 
ü   Sodium wastes treatment 
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ü   Reactor vessel dismantling 
ü   Hot cells dismantling 
ü   Sodium treatment equipment dismantling 
ü   Buildings cleaning up 
ü   Plant downgrading 

 
In the case of Phénix dismantling, a special authorization is also needed to receive and to treat 
sodium radioactive wastes coming from other CEA facilities and past experiments. At first, 
CEA had planned to build a new plant for sodium radioactive wastes including Phénix and 
SuperPhénix wastes. In 2003, this project was stopped and the decision was made to treat all 
CEA radioactive sodium wastes during the Phénix dismantling phase. 
 
 
4.  Decommissioning costs 
In 2003, a feasibility study mainly based upon the SuperPhénix dismantling scenario, was 
carried out. It concluded of a cost of 600 to 800 M!.   
 
This cost includes operating and maintenance. It does not include fuel reprocessing. 
 
 
5.  Wastes estimation 
The estimated quantities of wastes are presented below: 

- Non Radioactive wastes : 3 000 to 5 000 tons 

- Very Low Level wastes : 2 000 t 

- Low Level wastes :  500 t 

- Middle Level wastes : 250 t 

- High Level wastes : 50 t 
 
Wastes destination depends mainly on the type of activity. Conventional wastes are 
transferred to storage centres (CET). Metallic pieces from the dismantling of non radioactive 
equipments are usually salvaged. 
For wastes coming from nuclear zones, depending on the contamination risk and history, 
every room is classified in : 

- zone generating non nuclear waste, 
- zone generating nuclear waste. 

 
Every time a waste is generated inside the second type zone, the waste is at least classified as 
Very Low Level type, even is the activity is under the detection level. This is a specific 
French regulation. Therefore, for this type of wastes, a new national storage centre is 
operating since 2004. This centre is in the Aube department, few kilometres far from the Low 
Level Wastes storage centre (Centre de Stockage de l’Aube : CSA). 
For Low Level wastes, after a first packaging at Phénix inside cans or metallic boxes, the 
wastes are repackaged and characterised in a central facility in Marcoule Centre before a road 
transfer to this French storage centre (CSA). 
Presently, there is no storage centre for ML and HL wastes. Different underground concepts 
are under evaluation before the creation of “B” and “C” waste types storage centre. 
A new ML waste interim storage facility is under construction in Cadarache Centre and a new 
HA wastes interim storage facility is planned in Marcoule for the next five years. 
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6.  Project organisation 
During the study phase, a CEA team will define the dismantling scenario. This team will 
prepare the two main reports for CDE and dismantling phase with the assistance of three main 
subcontactors. The first one in the field of wastes and transportation, the second one in the 
field of cleaning up and dismantling studies, and the third one is AREVA/FRAMATOME 
ANP in the field of Sodium Fast Reactor working and sodium treatment. For the last one, a 
specific department located in Cadarache is playing the role of expert for sodium handling 
and processing. 
 
The actual project is divided into ten sub projects as below : 

- sodium treatment 

- sodium waste treatment 

- fuel removal 

- component removal 

- wastes 

- reactor building 

- conventional building 

- handling building 

- safety 

- management. 
 
 
7.  End of operating phase 

7.1. Fuel removal 
All the fuel SA will be dismantled inside the fuel dismantling hot cell where the pins, after a 
washing process to clean all residual sodium, are separated from the structure. Pins are 
packaged into canisters and sent to La Hague Reprocessing plant. Structures are cut and put 
inside cans, then send in a specific facility in Marcoule centre called DIAM pit. 
 

7.2. Component removal 
All the facilities for component washing and dismantling are already under operation. This is 
mainly different casks, 3 washing pits and a special hot cell for components. After a liquid 
decontamination process, component are dismantled inside light vinyl cells in the handling 
building. 
 

7.3. Sodium treatment 
Different processes were developed for sodium treatment. After the Rapsodie accident, CEA 
concentrate its efforts on water/soda - sodium reaction. Several processes (more or less 
different in their basic principle) are selected for the treatment of all sodium and sodium waste 
coming from Phénix. The process selection depends mainly on the nature and the activity of 
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the wastes concerned. Washing pits for components and core elements are already existing, 
other equipments need to be constructed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. : Sodium waste treatment corresponding to several processes.  
 
 
7.4. Core elements – Washing processes 
The core is composed with fissile and fertile subassemblies, reflector subassemblies and 
shielding rods containing graphite blocks. At the final shutdown, the number of sub 
assemblies is estimated to more than 300 fissile and fertile SA, 200 reflector SA, and more 
than 1000 neutronic protection rods. The dismantling route for all core element is, after decay 
heat in the intermediate storage tank washing the residual sodium in the specific washing pit, 
cutting and packaging in accordance with the storage facility agreements. This type of 
dismantling operation has been carried out in Phénix since the beginning of the reactor 
operating. Therefore the defuelling process is very well known. The washing process consists 
in the use of nitrogen and CO2 humid gas before a complete water immersion. 
 
7.5. Components – Washing process 
Because of some technical difficulties with the heat exchangers and with the primary pumps 
and the control rods mechanism, removal and dismantling of components have been also 
carried out since the beginning of the reactor operating. Three washing pits are in operation : 
one for big components and two for little components (small diameter) as measurement 
devices and control rod mechanisms. 
After washing and eventually decontaminating, components are repaired or dismantled in a 
special cell called CDI (Cellule de Démantèlement ou d’Invervention – Dismantling cell). The 
washing process consists in the use of nitrogen and CO2 humid gas before a complete water 
immersion. 
 
7.6. Cold traps – ELA process 

Reactor structures 
Pure liquid sodium 

1430 t 

Secondary loops 

NaK 

Cold traps Components Core elements 

Washing pit 
CEI 

Washing pits 
for components 

Autoclave 
HA 

ELI 

Draining & 
carbonating Autoclave LA NOAH 

Cesium traps 

Autoclave HA 
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Different processes were under competition for primary and secondary cold trap treatment. 
Because of the high activity of the primary cold trap (between 8 to 16 TBq in 137Cs), the ELA 
process, developed for ATENA facility design is finally selected.  The ELA process concerns 
a maximum amount of 40 tons sodium with a significan t  /   activ ity.  N either the less " #
because of the low efficiency compared to NOAH process, it will be better to drain all pure 
sodium every time it is possible. 
 
The complete process is as below : 

- preparation of the waste, 

- introduction in the active cell, 

- cut of tank and traps with a band saw or other specific cutting tools, 

- constitution of baskets with a capacity of 50 kg to one ton of sodium, 

- washing of the basket in the ELA reactor, 

- cutting and packaging the solid waste, 

- evacuating of liquid waste to the Central facility. 
 
This procedure consists in making a chemical reaction with sodium by water atomisation in a 
nitrogen flow. Injection by nozzles allows a local cooling and permits an intensive chemical 
gas sweeping in the reaction area. The water flow injection can be increased to reach the 
sodium in the top of the basket. The coverage, by a water shadow in a intensive nitrogen flow, 
reduces water retention fraction. Injection from the bottom makes the hydroxide sodium 
evacuation easier. 
 
A recycling device (5000 Nm/h cools and purifies the containment atmosphere. This 
treatment process involves the production of: 

- gas with hydrogen and nitrogen (stripping, air dryer, filtration), 
- sodium hydroxide (from 0.5 to 10 Mol/L and variable specific activities), 
- metallic wastes without sodium. 

 
7.7. Secondary loops – ELI process 
Secondary sodium is usually contaminated by tritium at very low level. The process selected 
for the washing of pipes and components of the loops is close to the processes used for the 
Cadarache facilities for non radioactive sodium. It consists in a cell of direct water aspersion 
on the sodium and wastes. This process is associated with a dismantling cell for packaging 
wastes. 
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Figure 4. : A view of a non radioactive sodium treatment facility 

 
7.8. Reactor structures – Draining and carbonation 
After core elements removal, only diagrid and some internal structures very close to the core 
will be very highly activated. Before cutting probably under water this structures, primary 
sodium will be drained by pumping method. Residual sodium will be treated by carbonation 
before filling up the reactor vessel with water for biological protection during 
decommissioning operation.  
Carbonation process needs some further developments to be sure that all different residual 
zones identified on Phénix reactor will be treated in depth. 
 
7.9. NaK – Low Activity Autoclave 
NaK inventory is around 2 tons. Most of the NaK will be mixed with primary or secondary 
sodium before treatment with NOAH process. For the residual NaK, the Autoclave process is 
needed. It consist in introducing a limited amount of sodium or NaK in a reactor vessel 
containing 50 liters of water. A basket is introduced in a closed reactor filled with nitrogen. 
The complete process is as below : 

- waste preparation, 

- introduction in the active glove box, 

- waste cutting with a band saw or other cutting tools, 

- introduction into the reactor 

- cutting and packaging the solid waste 

- evacuation of liquid waste to the Central facility. 
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The reaction between water and sodium results in a raise of pressure and temperature. When 
these two parameters are stabilised, the reactor is decompressed and the gas is diluted after 
treatment (stripping, air dryer, filtration) in a inert gas flow. 
 
7.10. Caesium traps – High Activity autoclave 
Caesium traps are mainly coming from other CEA facilities. Activity of one trap can reach up 
to 10 Tbq of 137Cs. The process is the same as for NaK, but the reactor will be located in the 
fuel element hot cell. Complete process is exactly the same as for NaK using an alternative 
saw for cutting the trap. 
 
7.11. Primary and secondary sodium treatment – NOAH process 
For pure liquid sodium, there is no doubt on the process selected. NOAH process was used 
successfully for Rapsodie and Dounreay sodium treatment and a NOAH equipment is under 
construction at SuperPhenix plant. 
The reaction is controlled by a specific chemical reactor cooled by the sodium hydroxide re-
circulation and drain by overflow. 
Cut off of the tanks is made with a saw, before cleaning the metallic parts covered with 
residual sodium by ELA. 
 
7.12. Dismantling phases 
This phase is not yet enough defined to be presented in this paper. The dismantling scenario 
of the reactor is presently close to the SuperPhénix, one using the core element hot cell to 
package the HA wastes. Development are planned with a laser for under water cutting. 
 
 
8.  Conclusion 
Up to now, there is no real difficulties identified in the dismantling schedule because of the 
advanced state of development of the different processes selected for ATENA project. 
Because of the knowledge already obtained, stakes are more in project management and 
human resources reduction than in technical challenges. 
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1
AIEA 2005  technical meeting 26/09 to 29/06/05 

Phénix dismantling project

SUMMARY

ü Content of project
ü Schedule
ü Objectives
ü Authorization
ü Fuel evacuation
ü Sodium treatment
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2
AIEA 2005  technical meeting 26/09 to 29/06/05 

Phénix dismantling project

Content

ü This project includes end of operating (inside 
present referential) and dismantling operations

ü It has begun with feasibility study
ü It will finish at final state
ü It includes core elements evacuation after final 

shut down
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3
AIEA 2005  technical meeting 26/09 to 29/06/05 

Phénix dismantling project Industrial arrangement

Project team
PM + Team

Project management

Waste 
Transportation

Cleaning up
Dismantling

Na 
FBR

Framatome CAEAR

DTN
Na

GTM
Remote operations

PROTEM
Cutting

Team complement

Operator

Engineering

Valuation

Project control
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AIEA 2005  technical meeting 26/09 to 29/06/05 

Phénix dismantling project

Programme
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5
AIEA 2005  technical meeting 26/09 to 29/06/05 

Phénix dismantling project

Studying phase objectives

Defining and consolidating initial scenario

Safety authorisations
ü First step: information for operations included in present 
safety referential – report for 2006 (18 months before DS)
ü Second step : safety report for new referential (dismantling 
operations)

Plant preparation for first operating phase
ü Components washing equipments renovation
ü Core elements handling equipments renovation
ü Conventional dismantling contracts preparation
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AIEA 2005  technical meeting 26/09 to 29/06/05 

Phénix dismantling project

Authorization reports
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AIEA 2005  technical meeting 26/09 to 29/06/05 

Phénix dismantling project

Costs

Total cost is evaluated between  600 M!  - 800M!

including maintenance and operating

Not including fuel reprocessing
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AIEA 2005  technical meeting 26/09 to 29/06/05 

Phénix dismantling project

Wastes inventory

ü Non Radioactive wastes :3000 to 5000 tons
ü Very Low Activity wastes :  2000 t
ü Low Activity wastes : 500 t
ü Middle Activity wastes : 250 t
ü High Activity wastes : 50 t
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AIEA 2005  technical meeting 26/09 to 29/06/05 

Phénix dismantling project

End-of-operation phase content

ü Fissile elements evacuation and plant simplifications
o Core elements evacuation(300 SA, 200 steel SA, 500 
shielding cylinders)
o Uranyle nitrate evacuation(+eventual dismantling)
o Turbo alternator line dismantling
o Steam generators dismantling

ü Dismantling operations preparation
o NOAH equipment construction(Industrial Risk)
o ELA (Active) equipments construction (IR)
o ELI (Inactive) equipment construction (IR)
o New handling arm manufacturing (500 inaccessible 
radial shielding rods )

ü Dismantling contracts preparation
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AIEA 2005  technical meeting 26/09 to 29/06/05 

Phénix dismantling project

Dismantling phase objectives

Reach final state

ü Sodium treatment
ü Radioactive sodium wastes treatment from other facilities
ü Sodium loops removal
ü Sodium wastes treatment
ü Reactor vessel dismantling
ü Hot cells dismantling
ü Sodium treatment equipment dismantling
ü Buildings cleaning up
ü Plant downgrading
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Phénix dismantling project

Fuel removal

ü Present rate of removal is about 1 SA a week
ü Objective is 2 fuel SA and 3 blanket SA a week 
ü New objective needs :

ü CEI hot cell renovation and modification
ü Transportation cask construction
ü Agreement with COGEMA for storage and 
reprocessing
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Phénix dismantling project

Fuel removal
Reactor vessel

IST

CEI (hot cell)

Decay

Dismantling

Structure
Storage pit

Fuel
Storage pool

ReprocessingCSA disposal

Decay

Marcoule La Hague

Reprocessing and 
final storage
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Phénix dismantling project

Washing of core 
elements
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Phénix dismantling project

Different types of sodium

ü Pure sodium (liquid)
ü Singular sodium wastes
ü High radioactive Na
ü Loops
ü Reactor vessel

In the past, CEA planned to build a sodium treatment facility.
The new strategy is to treat  sodium radioactive waste of CEA 
R&D in Phénix
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Phénix dismantling project

Different types of sodium

Pure sodium
1450 t

NOAH 
process

Cold traps

ELA 
process

Cs traps

Autoclave 
process

Secondary loops

ELI 
process

Reactor structures

Draining &
carbonating 

processes

NaK

Autoclave 
process

Components SA

Washing
pits

Washing
pit
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Phénix dismantling project

Pure sodium wastes

ü Primary loop : 800 tons of radioactive sodium (about 20 
clad failures)
ü Intermediate storage tank 150 tons of sodium with primary 
loop connection
ü 3 secondary loops : one is definitively shut down. Total of 
420 tons of slightly contaminated tritium sodium

NOAH continuous process is selected
Objectives 2.5 tons a day
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Phénix dismantling project
NOAH Process
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Phénix dismantling project
NOAH view
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Phénix dismantling project

Singular sodium wastes

ü It contains mainly cold traps and storage tanks
ü Developed at planning phase level for ATENA  project

ELA batch process is selected
Objectives 30 kg/hour
50 to 1000 kg a batch
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Phénix dismantling project

ELA inside Handling building
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Phénix dismantling project

ELA inside Handling building

24702000280070002800
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Phénix dismantling project

ELA inside Handling building
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Phénix dismantling project
Dismantling hot cell
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Phénix dismantling project

High radioactive sodium wastes

ü It contains mainly caesium traps
ü Developed at planning phase level for ATENA  project

Autoclave batch process is selected
Objectives 400 g/batch
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Phénix dismantling project

ATENA design
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Phénix dismantling project

Setting up inside core element dismantling hot 
cell
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Phénix dismantling project

Loops

ü Secondary loops are only tritium contaminated

A new equipment is needed
Probably close to Surboum equipment

ü Primary and IST loops are Cs contaminated

Washing process for components is selected
Using washing pits
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Phénix dismantling project

Washing pits for components
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Phénix dismantling project

Reactor vessel

SPX scenario is selected :
ü Circuit drain
ü Retentions treatment
ü Residual sodium 
carbonation
ü Under water cutting
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Phénix dismantling project
Internal Storage Tank view
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Phénix dismantling project

Components circuit
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Phénix dismantling project

Conclusion

ü 20 years long project
ü Cost estimated at 650 M!
ü Main project risks

ü end-of-operation phase longer than planned
ü waiting for interim storage for HRW
ü cutting of core structures longer than planned
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Summary and Conclusion of Session 4.1: Reactor decommissioning strategy 

In this session three presentations were made for three different plants: Dounreay, FFTF 
and Phenix. In each presentation, different kinds of treatment for sodium residues 
removal were presented: 

l The Dounreay use the WVN (Water Vapour Nitrogen) process without draining 
of the caustic soda. They developed ten years before. 

l The FFTF cleaned the reactor vessel with super heated steam in 7h  
l The Phenix solution up to now is the CO2 – passivation method of the residual 

sodium. 
I believe it is helpful to make a comparison of all kinds of treatment of residual sodium 
at the different plants also with regard to licensing, costs and time. 
An another highlight was given to the definition of the end of the project: 

l The target of PFR and DFR is to go to ‘green field’ condition 
l The favorite way at FFTF is the entombment of the reactor building without 

dismantling of the reactor vessel. 
l The target of the Phenix project is to have the building free from any 

contamination or activation.. 
I believe that the targets above are different from the licensing at any country and the 
costs.  
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Abstract – The RAPSODIE experimental fast neutron reactor at Cadarache (France) was operated from 
1962 to 1982. The initial decommissioning operations began immediately, reaching IAEA stage 2 in 1994. Since 
then, the facility has been maintained under surveillance pending final dismantling scheduled to begin in 2020. 

New studies are now in progress to accelerate the dismantling process. The present status of the reactor block is 
described, the advantages and drawbacks of early dismantling are considered, and various dismantling scenarios 

are discussed. 
 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
RAPSODIE is an experimental fast-neutron 
reactor with two primary sodium-sodium loops 
and two secondary sodium-air loops. Its initial 
power rating of 24 MWth was subsequently 
increased to 40 MWth. It was built and operated 
to design and qualify fuel elements for fast 
breeder reactors. 
 
RAPSODIE was shut down in 1982 following 
leakage of sodium and nitrogen aerosols in the 
double containment vessel. Final shutdown 
operations began soon thereafter, all the core 
assemblies were withdrawn, cleaned and stored in 
the pool from 1984 to 1986. The primary sodium 
was drained into a tank and purified of 137Cs. The 
purification campaign consisted in passing the 
liquid sodium (37 tons) through cesium traps. 
 
Decommissioning to stage 2 (IAEA classification) 
was carried out between 1987 and 1994: 468 
reflector assemblies (222 made of nickel, 246 of 
steel) were removed and washed to eliminate the 
residual sodium. The measuring instruments and 
control rod mechanism were removed from the 
core and packaged in dedicated containers. 
 
After cutting the pipes, the primary vessel was 
isolated. The sodium was then eliminated from 
the primary circuits by in situ treatment with 

ethylcarbitol. A 137Cs activity of 4.2 × 1011 Bq 
was removed from the surfaces. The circuits were 
decontaminated in three steps: the labile cesium 
was first removed by alkaline washing, followed 
by acid decontamination with Ce(IV) (removing 
10% of the fixed contamination) and a final 
phosphatation step. The estimated contamination 
level was reduced from 5500 Bq/cm2 to less than 
10 Bq/cm2. Dismantling could then proceed 
without constraints and the occupational dose was 
limited to an estimated 230 person·mSv. 
 
The 37 tons of primary sodium were destroyed in 
the DESORA facility using the NOAH process 
(injection of small quantities of liquid sodium into 
a strong flow of aqueous sodium hydroxide). This 
operation took place from November 1993 to 
March 1994; 170 m3 of 10 N soda were produced 
and sent to the La Hague plant [1]. 
 
An explosion occurred during cleaning of the 
residual sodium contained in the tank. After the 
accident [2], the main activity was to repair the 
damage with the objective of placing the facility 
under surveillance from 2005 to 2020 before final 
decommissioning. 
 
Special financing has now been set up by the CEA 
to perform the dismantling operations. Final 
decommissioning of the Rapsodie reactor could 
be carried out at lower cost by shortening the safe 
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waiting period. New orientations for the project 
can then be considered. 
 
Detailed studies were undertaken to submit a 
safety report to the Nuclear Safety Authority in 
2006. 

 
II. PRESENT STATUS OF THE RAPSODIE 

REACTOR 
 

The reactor (Figure 1) is inerted with nitrogen and 
sealed by a cover. The amount of residual sodium 
in the primary vessel is estimated 100 kg of 
sodium aerosols and oxides in the gas blanket 
zone, and 80 kg of metallic sodium, including 
approximately 20 kg on surfaces of structures and 
60 kg in retentions. This was confirmed by 
borescope examination of the primary vessel 
(Figures 2 and 3). 
 
The dose rate was measured in October 1989 and 
the maximum values (approximately 2 × 103 
Gy/h) were found near the diagrids. Table I 
indicates the calculated mass and activity of the 
main reactor components as of January 2010. 
 
The maximum activation (up to 109 Bq/g) is 
found on the stellite coated bushings located just 
beneath the core. 

 

 
 

FIG. 1. Cross section of the Rapsodie reactor. 
 

 
 
FIG. 2. Aerosols under the rotating plugs. 
 

 
 

FIG. 3. Sodium film on vessel wall 
 

Table I. Conditions: January 1, 2010 
 

Component Mass  
(Mg) 

Activation 
(TBq) 

Neutron shields 16.84 6.766 
Thermal shield 5.18 0.315 
Vessels 9.45 0.429 
Diagrids 2.34 0.361 
Core cover plate 0.68 0.732 
Stellite-coated plates and 
bushings 0.05 28.439 

Rare earth-doped concrete 166.71 40.104 
Total 201.25 77.146 

 
III. STRATEGY 

 
Based on the results of international experience, it 
was decided to process the residual sodium from the 
outset of the operations. This approach rapidly 
excludes any sodium hazard, leaving a more 
conventional decommissioning situation for the 
remainder of the facility. This option also assumes 
that the sodium can be entirely processed, and may 
require specific development work (see § IV). 
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Remote dismantling is necessary because of the level 
of activation of the reactor structures (Table I). The 
following diagram (Figure 4) shows that three 
activation zones can be identified, corresponding to 
particular structural elements and suitable 
dismantling techniques. 
 

Zone 1: corresponds to diagrid and neutron 
shielding elements, for which it might be advisable to 
partially fill the reactor with water to benefit from the 
strong radiation attenuation both for cutting devices 
placed in the reactor and for dimensioning the 
biological shielding. 

Zone 2: corresponds to the thermal shields, reactor 
vessel, double containment vessel, safety vessel and 
part of the concrete radiological shielding. These 
items must also be dismantled remotely, but in air. 

Zone 3: corresponds to the rest of the concrete 
radiological shielding, which may be dismantled by 
operators on contact. 

 
 

FIG 4: Specific activity distribution in the reactor 
core 

 
Various types of dismantling scenarios can be 
proposed following the initial sodium processing 
step. 
 
Installing a shielded enclosure to allow 
dismantling and waste packaging above the 
reactor would make the operations self-contained 
within the reactor block and would not interfere 
with the final decommissioning operations in the 

other buildings of the facility. This option is 
detailed as scenario 1. 
 
An alternative would be to cut up subassemblies 
and transfer them for final cutting and packaging 
in an existing facility to limit the investment costs. 
For reasons partly related to the difficulties of 
developing transport casks suitable for large 
irradiating parts, it was decided not to use a 
facility outside RAPSODIE. Using the existing 
RAPSODIE dismantling cell was considered, but 
this option had few advantages compared with 
scenario 1. 
 
Another option would be to form a single waste 
package consisting of the reactor vessel and all 
the internals. This alternative is based on the 
possibility of shipping large packages to the 
disposal site. In this case, the objective is to 
simplify the operations necessary on the sockets 
and diagrid components. This option constitutes 
scenario 2. 

 
IV. SODIUM PROCESSING 

 
Sodium neutralization involves two steps. 
Generalized carbonation will eliminate sodium 
aerosol deposits, films, and a fraction of the thick 
retentions; the residual sodium inaccessible to 
carbonation will then be eliminated by local 
treatment. The sodium holdup in the reactor is 
currently estimated as follows: 
• 14 kg in films on metal surfaces, 
• 50 kg in the periphery of the diagrid, 
• 5 kg on the support plate of the small diagrid, 
• 6 kg retained at the bottom of the inlet pipe, 
• 4 kg at the bottom of the tapered section of 

the inlet pipe (thermal shield vat). 
 

IV.A. Carbonation process 
 

The carbonation process [3] consists in sweeping 
the vessel above the sodium by an inert gas 
(nitrogen) carrying carbon dioxide and a small 
quantity of water. The moisture in the gas is 
maintained below the room-temperature 
saturation limit to prevent condensation on the 
vessel walls. 
 
The sodium (Na) thus reacts slowly to contact 
with moisture, and is converted to sodium 
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hydroxide (NaOH); a limited flow of hydrogen is 
produced and removed by the scavenging gas. 
The sodium carbonates are inert, stable products, 
even in air, and are easily diluted in water. The 
carbonation process proceeds at a very slow rate. 
The treatment requires several months to be both 
effective and compliant with the safety criteria 
imposed on this particular operation. Under 
optimum conditions the carbonation process is 
capable of treating a sodium thickness of 50 mm 
in less than 1500 hours. The rate (0.8 mm/day) is 
practically constant throughout the process. 

 
IV.C. Sodium retentions 

 
Two types of retention that will be not fully dealt 
with by carbonation have been identified in the 
reactor. 
 
A massive 50 kg sodium metal retention around 
the diagrid (Figure 5), which will be only partially 
treated by carbonation, as the time necessary for 
complete elimination was considered too long. A 
direct process for massive sodium deposits will be 
applied. The free surface area of this sodium 
retention is large, which is favorable to the 
process, although the equipment accessibility is 
limited. 

 

 
FIG. 5. Large sodium retention 

 
A second retention limited to 4 kg is located in the 
thermal shield vat (Figure 6). This deposit is more 
difficult to eliminate because the possible reaction 
surface area is very limited in comparison with 
the height of the part. 

 

 
FIG. 6. Small sodium retention 

 
Possible methods include direct application of 
water on the retentions, or mechanical treatment. 
 
Tailoring specific techniques to the particular 
features (quantity, accessibility, etc.) of each 
retention point is now the subject of development 
in CEA test facilities at Cadarache. 

 
After neutralization of the sodium, the carbonates 
will be rinsed and the reactor vessel will be filled 
with water to eliminate any trace sodium for 
subsequent waste management. 

 
V. DISMANTLING SCENARIO n°1 

 
V.A. Shielded enclosure 

 
In order to preserve the reactor containment, a 
shielded enclosure will be built on the upper slab. 
As the water-filled vessel will provide a degree of 
biological protection, the shielded enclosure will 
include steel walls only 20 cm thick weighing 370 
tons. The thickness is determined by the activity 
of the first neutron shield, which is the most 
irradiating part of the internals to be dismantled in 
the enclosure. 
 
The shielded enclosure (Figure 7) will include: 
• a working cell (with a multipurpose extended-

reach manipulator, a 15-ton crane, hoisting 
gear and manipulators) located just above the 
vessel, 

• a handling cell (handling robot, cutting tools), 
• a maintenance cell, 
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• a measurement area where the wastes are 
characterized, 

• a conditioning cell where the wastes are 
packaged and transferred outside. The 
conditioning and packaging cell can 
accommodate 5 m3 and 10 m3 containers. 
 

 
 

FIG. 7. Shielded enclosure. 
 
 

V.B. Reactor disassembly 
 

As the shielded enclosure is set up on the reactor, 
the rotating plugs can be removed to gain access 
to the reactor internals. The rotating plugs consist 
of a control plug, a small plug and a large one 
(Figure 8). They will be removed manually. The 
layers of borated graphite will be removed and 
placed in specific containers. The bottom part of 
the control plug will be cut (Figure 1) but not 
removed immediately, as the core cover plate is 
too radioactive for direct operation. It will remain 
in the vessel underwater. 

 

 
 

FIG. 8. Rotating plugs. 

 
The reactor will be dismantled from the inside 
out. The neutron shields comprise ten concentric 
steel cylinders. Each cylinder will be cut 
azimuthally using an underwater plasma torch, 
mounted on a self-positioning platform (by means 
of special jacks). The rings will then be lifted into 
the enclosure and cut up into smaller pieces in the 
handling cell. Depending on the radioactivity of 
the internals, concrete shielding up to 40 cm thick 
may be used in the containers. The bottom part of 
the control plug with the cover core plate will then 
be removed. 
 
The final underwater operation will involve 
disassembly of the diagrids and bushings. The 
radioactivity levels of these parts are too high to 
allow conditioning in the enclosure. To evacuate 
these materials, a shielded container will be 
moved into the vessel and filled with high-level 
radioactive waste under water. The container will 
then be raised into the cell and transferred to a 
dedicated storage facility at Cadarache. The vessel 
will then be drained and subsequent operations 
performed in air. 
 
Large parts of the thermal shields and the double 
containment will be cut using a plasma torch in 
the same way as the neutron shields. The vessel 
and the “saxo” pipe will be dismantled with a 
cutting tool carried by an extended-reach 
manipulator. 

 
The safety vessel consists of large plates and a 
multilayer thermal shield. A large basket will be 
lowered from the enclosure, and the plates will be 
cut and laid in the basket before hoisting it back 
into the conditioning cell. 

 
V.C. Demolition of the concrete 

 
The Rapsodie reactor is surrounded by a specific 
grade of concrete to ensure neutron and gamma 
protection. The material (known as Sercoter 
concrete) is doped with serpentine, corundum and 
rare earth elements. The main radioisotopes found 
in the concrete at this time are 152Eu and 154Eu. 
The concrete mass also includes a large number of 
cooling pipes. 

 
To dismantle this material, the extended-reach 
manipulator will be equipped with a pneumatic 
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jackhammer. When the pipes are accessible, they 
will be cut out and removed. A remote-controlled 
demolition machine will be set up at the bottom of 
the vessel and used to load the concrete rubble 
and metal pipe sections into the baskets. 

 
The computational results show that the lower 
part of the cavity is not very radioactive, 
suggesting that the final dismantling of the 
Sercoter concrete could be carried out manually. 

 
V.D. Waste management 

 
The balance of the radioactive waste containers 
shows that only 40 high-activity containers (70 
liters each) will be necessary to dismantle the 
reactor (Table II). 

 
TABLE II. Waste balance: January 1, 2010 

 
Type of container Number 

High-activity shielded containers (70 
L) 

40 

5 m3 container – 40 cm concrete 
shield 

28 

5 m3 container – 30 cm concrete 
shield 

26 

5 m3 container – 20 cm concrete 
shield 

12 

5 m3 container – 10 cm concrete 
shield 

3 

Standard 5 m3 container 55 
Graphite container (10 m3) 5 
Very low-activity waste container 
(2 m3) 

8 

Very low-activity waste container 
(1 m3) 

39 

 
The shielded containers are used for stellite-
coated waste. No final repository is currently 
available in France for these containers, which 
will be transferred to an interim storage facility at 
Cadarache. 
 
The graphite dose rate is expected to be low but 
the presence of long lived radioisotopes currently 
precludes disposal in France. It will be probably 
transferred to an interim storage facility. The 
other containers could be shipped to the ANDRA 
storage facilities for low-level and very-low-level 
waste. 

VI. DISMANTLING SCENARIO n°2 
 

The purpose of this scenario is to provide a 
veritable alternative that minimizes the operations 
and equipment used for remote dismantling of the 
reactor block. 
 
The complete sequence of disassembly and 
cutting operations necessary to dismantle the 
vessel and internals according to scenario 1 would 
require about 1 year. The major difference in 
scenario 2 is that the vessel would be detached 
from the reactor block and constitute a single 
package. 

 
VI.A. Rotating plugs and new dismantling rotating 

plug 
 

With the reactor vessel filled with water for 
operator protection, a light containment structure 
would be installed. The plugs would be 
dismantled directly by the operators. Additional 
shielding would be used for cutting the lower 
portion of the core cover plug and placing it on 
the diagrid. 
 
On completion of dismantling, a new interface 
would be installed on the reactor. The new plug 
(Figure 9) would be designed to allow the use of a 
teleoperated arm mounted at the tip of a various 
lenght mast. 

 

 
 

FIG. 9. New dismantling rotating plug. 
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VI.B. Separation of the vessel and preparation of 

the package 
 

The RAPSODIE safety vessel is suspended from 
the top of the reactor block and includes the 
following connections: 
• 3 sodium inlet/outlet pipes, 
• 5 small pipes at the top of the vessel, 
• 4 connections for diagrid displacement 

measuring devices, 
• lateral reinforcing elements at the free sodium 

level 
 

The only reasonable access routes are from the 
top (inside) and from the bottom (outside the 
vessel). 
 
The vessel would gradually be detached and the 
cutup parts placed on the diagrid. The weight of 
the vessel would be supported from a flange 
before it is completely detached, and the same 
flange would be used to hoist the vessel into the 
transport cask (Figure 10). Table III indicate the 
package characteristics. After injecting concrete 
grout, the cask would be removed from the reactor 
block on a trailer and sent to the disposal site. 
 

 
Fig. 10. Hoisting the vessel into the cask 

 
Table III. Package characteristics 

 
Vessel outside diameter 2.4 m
Height of removed vessel 5.4 m
Cask diameter 3.0 m
Cask height 6.5 m
Total package weight 142 

tons 
Weight of waste items 32 tons
Cask empty weight 80 tons
Weight of injected grout 30 tons

 
VI.C. Final operations 

 
As the most irradiating parts have been removed, 
a shielded enclosure including steel wall 8 cm 
thick weighting less 100 tons will be built on the 
upper slab. 
 
The simplified cell will be used for containment, 
dismantling, waste packaging, and equipment 
maintenance operations (Figure 11). 
 
The manipulator arm used for cutting the vessel 
will be mounted on a mast with 3 degrees of 
freedom, secured at the top and bottom in the 
reactor. The remaining operations will be 
practically the same as for scenario 1. 

 
VI.D. Waste management 

 
The package volume (cask + vessel) is about 46 
m3. In scenario 1, 26 bins measuring 5 m3 each 
would be necessary to contain the same waste 
materials, i.e. a total waste package volume of 130 
m3. The acceptability of the package by the 

 
FIG. 11. Simplified dismantling cell 
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disposal center appears to be feasible, but further 
investigation will be necessary in the following 
areas: 
 
• safety and technical options for disposal, 
• verification of the type of transport package 

required, 
• further assessment of impurities in the vessel 

material and of the corresponding long-lived 
radioisotopes. 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 
 

Studies are nearing completion to determine the 
dismantling policy for the RAPSODIE reactor. 
They indicate that it would be advisable to resume 
decommissioning operations in the near future. 
 
Two very different scenarios have been proposed 
and are now being comparatively evaluated. 
• Scenario 1 uses proven technical solutions (a 

shielded enclosure has already been used for 
dismantling purposes [4]). 

• Scenario 2 provides an interesting solution to 
limit cutting operations inside the reactor, but 
several aspects of preparation and 
transportation of the waste package must be 
examined in greater detail. 

 
A request for a dismantling license will be 
submitted to the safety authorities in 2006. If the 
data required to make a decision are not available 
by that time, both scenarios could be submitted 
for evaluation. 
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Abstract. In comparison with some other GENERATION IV (GEN IV) reactor concepts, Sodium Fast Reactor (SFR) concept has the main 
advantage that prototypes of this system have been built and successfully operated in many countries. Some of these prototypes have been shut 
down and are presently being decommissioned. The importance of decommissioning this type of Reactor cannot be underestimated, in support of 
the SFR as a viable reactor concept for the future, for the following reasons : 

- To provide guidelines on how future reactors should be designed to optimize the performances in terms of operational behavior, 
inspection, maintenance & repair. 

-  To provide information on how future reactors should be designed to reduce decommissioning costs. 
-  To inform about the performance of construction’s materials that have been exposed to sodium, radiations, high temperatures and 

temperatures cycling.  
-  To develop new technologies that will facilitate the implementation of improved operational characteristics of future SFRs. 

Thus even if decommissioning has to be considered as a long term study, significant cost savings in the decommissioning of future systems can be 
identified from this actual experimental feedback. There are now some innovations being designed from the decommissioning process in the fields 
of decontamination processes, robotics and waste management which will bode well for the successful operation, maintenance and inspections of 
future SFRs. 
The objective of this paper is to give an overview of SFR decommissioning experiences. It is highlighting what are major issues that would need 
to be addressed in future basic SFR design concept to facilitate the decommissioning. This experience covers all the different basic systems 
defined in a "typical" Sodium Fast Reactor design (i.e. : Primary circuit components, Secondary circuit components, Cold traps, Steam Generators, 
Sodium tanks, etc..). The recommendations proposed will have the following objectives: 

- Be easy to proceed and implement. 
- Will not interfere with the efficiency of the reactor. 
- Will not lessen the inherent safety of the reactor. 
- Will reduce future decommissioning costs. 

 
Some estimated costs of SFR decommissioning operation are given from the experimental feedback of the actual decommissioning operations.  
 
1.  Introduction 
In the main goals to be achieved in the GENERATION IV future reactors, one is relative to the economic 
competitiveness of these reactors. The objective is to obtain construction cost equivalent to the most 
worldwide reactor design built all over the world : Pressurized Water Reactor. If construction cost is a task 
to achieve, it must not be forgotten that decommissioning cost is also an intrinsic part of the price and in 
that specific field, GENERATION IV reactor should also be as competitive as other commercial reactors. 
The specific history of Sodium Fast Reactors development has lead to a situation where now this design 
has been selected for GENERATION IV program, and at the same time major SFR already build are now 
under decommission, mainly in the western countries. Therefore it is possible to evaluate right now with 
real example and not only with global estimations, if the decommissioning costs of past SFR is of the 
same order than actual PWR. Relatively to the previous conclusions, it will be possible to give certain 
recommendations on the future GENERATION IV (GEN IV) design to reduce the future 
decommissioning cost without modifying (or with a minimum influence) the target performances. This 
study will be made taking into consideration mainly the following reactors :  

- Superphénix (France) : demonstration reactor (3000 MWth / 1250 MWe) under decommissioning 
since 1997 after a premature final shutdown for political decision, and after only 12 years operations, 

- Phénix (France) : prototype reactor (560 MWth / 250 MWe) in operation until 2009 and will reach 
at that time 35 years operation. Nonetheless an opportunity study has been made in 2003 to make an 
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early estimation of the decommissioning costs of Phénix taking into account the experimental 
feedback gained by the different SFR already under decommissioning phase. 

Of course, this study will also refer to some other SFR decommissioning operations as RAPSODIE 
(France), EBR II, Fermi and FFTF (USA), KNK II (Germany), PFR and DFR (UK), BN350 (Kazakhstan). 
 
Plan for this study will be the following : 

- A general survey of decommissioning SFR estimation costs compared to other reactors will be made. 
It would allow estimating where the main differences are and where gains can be achieved. 

- A general description of the SFRs decommissioning strategy will be made. 
- It will tried to identify different sensitive points that significantly affect costs during the plant 

decommissioning : primary circuit, primary components, secondary circuits, secondary components, 
steam generator, etc. 

-  A list of recommendations from decommissioning actual and future SFRs will conclude this study. 
 
2.  Decommissioning a nuclear reactor : main goals to achieve 
Decommissioning operations can be divided in several basic operations. The main objective of 
decommissioning a nuclear reactor is to accomplish its dismantling in respect with safety, minimizing 
collective dose rate of operators, minimizing radioactive wastes production, in a restricted time and with 
the constant idea to minimize or reduce costs. All these operations must be conducted according to 
administrative authorization and safety 
agreements. Even if decommissioning can 
be considered as a long time overall project 
(from 10 to 30 years), the objective to 
control decommissioning duration remains 
crucial. Indeed, every year spent means one 
full year to pay for reactor maintenance and 
monitoring. Therefore in decommissioning 
options, delays can be associated to lost of 
money. 
In France, the French Electricity Supplier : 
EDF is providing funds for the future 
decommissioning of the current reactors – as 
well as for future wastes and used fuel 
management disposal. This fund is defined 
as a tax included in the electricity price. 
Decommissioning price is estimated up to 
now to 10 to 15% percent the reactor capital 
cost. Fuel management from mining to 
waste disposal, reprocessing and transport is 
estimated to around 20% of the total capital 
cost [1].  

Figure 1. Technology goals to achieve for GENERATION IV reactors 
These values are based on estimations and are mainly settled for commercialized Pressurized Water 
Reactor (PWR) type. Therefore the objective of GEN IV reactor is to be economically competitive to 
PWR even in the decommissioning costs. Indeed, amongst the technology goals GEN IV reactors has to 
fulfill, the two last have direct or indirect links with decommissioning tasks (see Figure 1.). 
 
Decommissioning costs decomposition can be done in several ways. One usually used is the following : 

- Item 1 : Costs due to technical decommissioning operations. 
- Item 2 : Costs due to used fuel final treatment. 
- Item 3 : Costs due to the final disposal of radioactive wastes produced (from High Level Wastes 

until Very Low Level Wastes). 
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- Item 4 : Costs due to reactor maintenance and surveillance during all the decommissioning 
operations. This task is called SENEX in France meaning (Surveillance, Entretien (Maintenance) 
and Exploitation : Long term fixed costs). The acronym SENEX will be kept in the following text. 

 
To optimize costs in all these items, it is necessary to : 

- Design future reactors in a way that they will be technologically easily decommissioned (impact on 
item 1, indirectly on item 4 by reducing time). 

- Select fuel suitable for final treatment as wastes or for reprocessing (impact on item 2). 
- Design concepts and materials that will minimize the volumetric quantity of wastes and favor the 

lowest quantity of radioactivity and minimize long time radionuclides (impact on item 3). 
- Prepare in advance the decommissioning program to avoid delays during the decommissioning 

operations due to unexpected technical difficulties (impact directly on item 4 and 1). 
 
3.  What are the major differences between decommissioning a SFR and a PWR ? 
The difference of coolant between PWR and SFR is one of the major difference between these two 
concepts. In PWR, water is not considered as an hazardous chemical product. It can be drained, 
transferred, stored and purified with no major chemical hazards, except its own contamination. On the 
opposite, sodium is considered in itself as an hazardous chemical product and will be handled with 
cautions as long as it exists in its metallic form. Therefore the technical decommissioning operations are 
more complex as far as there is still metallic sodium inside the plant. Moreover, sodium technology 
requires a specific technology and know-how to handle it. Technological designs required to its safe 
management are concepts compared to water coolant : nitrogen or argon cover gas, pre-heating piping and 
vessels, smokes and fire detectors, sodium leak detectors, specific In Service Inspection component…. 
Hence, the safe conversion of metallic sodium to stable chemical product for final depository will induce 
several specific processes (involving several treatment facilities). Sodium treatment processes are today 
under industrial qualification and development. This experimental feedback will be suitable for future 
SFR decommissioning program and only minor R&D adjustment will be necessary. Intuitively, it can be 
thought that decommissioning a SFR will be more expensive than a PWR because of the additional 
sodium waste treatment and handling. Moreover almost 50 % of the nuclear electricity produced in the 
world is coming from PWRs. In France, except Phénix, all the nuclear electricity is today produced by 
PWRs. Therefore for PWR, the reproducibility factor will allow a significant gain in experimental 
feedback, improvement, common decommissioning strategy and well trained specialized industry. For 
SFRs there is at the present time not even two similar design reactors in the world. In Europe the first 
SFR standard design should have been the EFR project, but it has been achieved and abandoned 
without realization in 1998.  
 
4.  Is decommissioning a SFR more expensive than a PWR ? 
 
4.1.  Nuclear reactor decommissioning costs estimates 
NEA has recently carried out a study on decommissioning policies, strategies and costs [3], [4]. Table 1. is 
extracted from [3]. 
 
Table 1. Decommissioning cost estimate 

Reactor type 
(no of data sets) 

Average cost 
€/kWe (US$/kWe) 

Standard deviation
€/kWe (US$/kWe) 

PWR (21) 260 (320) 158 (195) 
VVER (8) 268 (330) 89 (110) 

CANDU (7) 292 (360) 57 (70) 
BWR (9) 341 (420) 81 (100) 
GCR (4) > 2029 (> 2500) - 

Legend : PWR : Pressurized Water Reactor, VVER : 
Russian type of Light Water Reactor, CANDU : 
Canadian type Heavy Water Moderated Reactor, 
BWR : Boiling Water Reactor, GCR :Gas Cooled 
reactor (first generation design, Natural Uranium 
Graphite Gas type). 
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Roughly the following cost weights by subject are proposed : 
 
Table 2. Cost repartition by item 

Item Estimated % of total 
decommissioning cost  

(NEA estimation) 

Estimated % of total 
decommissioning cost  

(CEA estimation) 
Dismantling (Item 1 in the present 

classification) 
25 to 30 % 25 % 

Waste management /disposal (Item 2 + 3) 25 to 30% 30 % 
Security, survey and Maintenance (Item 4) 10 % 30 % 

Site clean-up and landscaping 10 % Included in other tasks 
Project management, Engineering and site 

support 
10 % 15 % 

Other tasks < 5 % X 
 
4.2.  SFR decommissioning cost estimates 
With the early design and construction of Sodium Fast reactor in nuclear generation and also with their 
early stop for some of them, there is a valuable experimental feedback on decommissioning SFRs. 
Therefore some relative costs can already provide information (and not only estimations) about the price 
of dismantling operations. Recent study made to prepare the future decommissioning of Phénix reactor 
(planned for 2009) has compiled estimations of the different decommissioning costs already announced 
for French reactors (SFR) and Worldwide (SFR). These values are often difficult to compare because in 
the decommissioning costs some are including SENEX costs, some other projects are not and are only 
considering Item 1, 2 and 3 in cost evaluation. Therefore figures presented in Figure 2. must be considered 
with caution. Some of them are only estimation with 30 % accuracy. The figures must be compared as a 
general trend and not for their exact value [6], [7], [8], [9]. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of the estimated decommissioning cost of several nuclear reactors [10] 

Legend : KNK II : German experimental sodium fast reactor, RAPSODIE : French experimental sodium fast reactor, PHENIX : 
French prototype sodium fast reactor, PFR : British prototype sodium fast reactor, SPX : French Demonstration sodium fast 
reactor 
Nota : For KNK II and RAPSODIE it has been assumed a potential electrical yield of 0.4 because these reactors were producing 
only thermal power 
 
These figures must be considered as global estimation, and an effort must be done to provide cost 
decomposition, to compare them with the other costs given for example in Table 1 from NEA or from 
other data presenting more accurate decomposition costs. Neither the less these estimated cost remains 
greater than those presented by NEA for other reactor type, especially compared with PWRs. 
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5.  Where gains could be made in SFRs to achieve competitive decommissioning costs ? 
The experimental feedback from the decommissioning of present Fast Reactor is an incomparable asset to 
minimize future R&D development for sodium treatment. The following recommendations will allow to 
reduce SFR decommissioning costs : 

- Design compact reactors : decommissioning price is directly linked to the volume of wastes 
generated. Designing compact reactors will reduce this cost. 

- For decommissioning, time is playing and ambiguous role. With time, radioactivity is decreasing 
and the ALARA (As Low As Reasonably Achievable) principle should recommend waiting 
for a while for radioactive decrease at least for short time radionuclides. This would go in a way 
of radioactive waste declassification and collective dose rate reduction and simplification. On the 
other hand, waiting means loosing knowledge, loss of team motivation, increase of costs due to 
SENEX, confrontation with stronger safety rules and more expensive waste issues. In 2000, EDF 
has decided to apply level 3 (back to the grass) without delay between level 2 and level 3, for the 
decommissioning of all their old reactors (Generation 1 plus SPX). The French National Safety 
Authority has accepted this strategy [5]. This change in the company strategy is showing that 
economically, waiting is not a unique issue. The Rapsodie strategy has also changed by starting 
the dismantling now instead of waiting until 2020. 

- So today, the tendency seems to be : “the quicker, the better”. Principally for SFRs, SENEX costs 
should be significantly reduced when metallic sodium will have totally disappeared of the plant 
area. Safety surveillance could be then reduced. This means that sodium treatment must be done 
in the shortest time that is conceivable. To success in this principle, it means that the operating 
works must be prepared in advance and having assurance that waste issues for liquid, gas releases 
and solid materials will not block the overall process. 

- SENEX reduction cost is one of the major objectives. As an example the SENEX cost is estimated 
to represent around 40% of the total decommissioning cost of PHENIX reactor.  

- SENEX can be consequently mastered and reduced if the following strategy is respected : 
o An adaptation of personal to future decommissioning works (training to be made in 

advance). 
o An accurate optimization of liquid effluents production and issue. 
o A minimization of the equipment to maintain, principally those required for safety during 

reactor operation. A general study of the future need of the plant in the future and existing 
old equipments is useful. Often, money can be saved by getting rid of the existing old and 
over dimensioned equipments and by replacing them by new equipments fit for future 
requirements of the reactor in a decommissioning perspective. 

 
6.  Is there a common strategy to decommission SFRs ? 
An overview of all the SFRs under decommissioning is showing several strategies and technical issues 
selected [6], [7], [8], [9], [11], [12], [13]. The solutions are strongly linked to conditions inherent to the 
reactor design and to national context (legislation, long term strategy of respective nuclear industry or 
countries). Moreover except SUPERPHENIX, all the SFRs under decommissioning are prototype or 
experimental reactor. Therefore there was no real harmonization between the different national SFR 
designs. This lack of harmonization implies several technical decommissioning solutions are specific to 
one reactor. As examples : 

- Dounreay Fast Reactor is the only SFR operating with eutectic NaK coolant. This specific coolant is 
modifying the decommissioning strategy. 
- RAPSODIE, KNK II and SUPERPHENIX have decided to unload all their assemblies without 
dummy core. PFR defuelling was done with a dummy core. 
- After defuelling, primary sodium was drained in one big vessel storage for RAPSODIE, and in 
multiples 200 L drums for KNK II. For PFR and SPX, the strategy was to keep primary sodium liquid 
in the reactor vessel until its final treatment. 
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- The issue of the primary sodium treatment is made with the NOAH process for RAPSODIE, PFR 
and SPX (planned for Phénix). For EBRII, Fermi, FFTF and BN350 another process has been chosen. 

 
Nevertheless it is possible to define a general trend on decommissioning SFRs strategy. This trend is 
moreover more precise if the following reactors are compared : PFR, SPX and Phénix future project. They 
have some similarities in their respective design, and a common approach for sodium treatment has been 
chosen with the NOAH process [14]. 
 
The general strategy is the following [15], [16] : 

- Keep primary sodium inside the reactor vessel until its final online treatment. This choice is justified 
because primary vessel answers to all the safety requirement to store active sodium. And no tank 
was available to store this large amount of sodium. The design and construction of storage tanks 
would have implied costs and more metallic low level radioactive wastes. 

- Keep sodium in liquid state with additional heating devices adapted on the primary vessel. 
- First operation consists in unloading the fuel and fertile elements plus control rods to remove 

radioactive material risk. In case of Phénix and SPX steel assemblies are also withdrawn. 
- In parallel, secondary loops are drained, and isolated from primary circuits. They can be early 

decommissioned. 
- Primary sodium is online treated with NOAH process producing concentrated sodium hydroxide 

liquor (10 mol/L). This liquid effluents is then neutralized and released to the sea (PFR) or 
transformed into concrete blocks for final disposal (SPX). 

- On PFR and SPX, technical operation must be envisaged to allow better sodium draining of primary 
vessel. These techniques are mainly : hole drilling, local siphoning. 

- Residual amount of sodium is then treated using divided water carried in gas vector. In UK gas 
vector is nitrogen and the process is known as Water Vapor Nitrogen process. In France gas vector 
is a mixture of nitrogen and carbon dioxide and the process is known as carbonation process [17]. 

- After this treatment, the final decommissioning of the vessel is envisaged under water for SPX. 
- Removable components and cold traps will be treated with adapted processes. 

 
A general trend can be drawn by comparing the decommissioning strategy of PFR and SPX reactors, and 
Phénix future project. Therefore, on the basis of this general trend, it is possible to analyze its 
experimental feedback and how it could influence new SFR GEN IV reactor design. 
 
7.  General trend on decommissioning SFRs 
Specific chemical properties of sodium coolant will impose the guideline of decommissioning operations. 
They are related to sodium specific treatment and can be defined as several “macro-tasks” (see below).  

- Radiological inventory of components and coolant 
- Functional simplification of means and maintenance facilities 
- Maintaining sodium liquid with other means than primary pumps in operation 
- Secondary loops draining and isolated from primary circuits 
- Nuclear material unloading (Fuel and breeder elements) 
- Control rods unloading 
- Other assemblies unloading (Steel and reflectors) 
- Treatment of removable primary big components (Primary Pumps and Intermediate Heat Exchanger) 
- Treatment of removable primary small components 
- Treatment of removable secondary component 
- Primary sodium treatment 
- Secondary sodium treatment 
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- Complementary primary sodium draining 
- Treatment of residual primary sodium remained inside the vessel 
- Treatment of residual sodium of secondary loops and their decommissioning 
- Steam generator treatment and decommissioning 
- Primary vessel decommissioning 
- Treatment of exotic Na components: cold trap, cesium trap, bubbler … 

 
Table 3. is showing how these macro-tasks were solved by several SFRs : RAPSODIE, KNK II, PFR, 
SPX and PHENIX project. 
 
Table 3.  Decommissioning strategies of several SFRs 

Macro – tasks RAPSODIE solution KNK II solution PFR solution SPX Phenix (project) 

Radiological inventory 
of components and 

coolant 

Done Done Done Done In progress 

Functional 
simplification of means 

and maintenance 
facilities 

Done Done Done Done Planned 

Maintaining sodium 
liquid with other 

means than primary 
pumps 

Residual power plus 
additional circuits 

Residual power plus 
additional heating 

circuits 

NaK specific circuit Trace heating of the 
lower part of the 
safety vessel (one 

third) 

Under study 

Secondary loops 
draining 

Done, sodium stored 
in two tanks 

Done, sodium stored 
in drums 

Done, sodium stored 
in tanks 

Sodium stored in 
tanks 

Sodium stored in 
tanks 

Nuclear material 
unloading (Fuel and 
breeder elements) 

Done without dummy 
core 

Done wthout dummy 
core 

Done with the 
original dummy core 

Done without dummy 
core 

Planned without 
dummy core 

Control rods unloading Withdrawn before 1ary 
vessel treatment 

Withdrawn before 1ary 
vessel treatment 

Previously let in the 
vessel but finally 

withdrawn 

Withdrawn before 1ary 
vessel treatment 

Withdrawn before 1ary 
vessel treatment 

Other assemblies 
unloading (Steel and 

reflectors) 

Withdrawn before 1ary 
vessel treatment 

Withdrawn before 1ary 
vessel treatment 

Left inside the vessel 
until its final 

decommissioning 

Withdrawn before 1ary 
vessel treatment 

Withdrawn before 1ary 

vessel treatment 

Primary sodium 
draining 

Done in an adapted 
existing tank : RENa 

302 

Done in several 
drums 

Not done, sodium is 
kept in 1ary vessel 

Not done, sodium is 
kept in 1ary vessel 

Not already 
determined 

Treatment of 
removable primary big 

components (PP and 
IHX) 

Done in the existing 
cleaning pits 

Done in the existing 
cleaning pits 

Left in the vessel. 
Done at the same 
time as 1ary vessel 

treatment 

Withdrawn and 
treated in a specific 

area mainly under air 
then in the cleaning 

pit 

Planned to be 
withdrawn and 
cleaned in the 

existing cleaning pits 

Treatment of 
removable primary 
small components 

Done in the existing 
cleaning pits 

Done in the existing 
cleaning pits 

Left in the vessel. 
Done at the same 

time as 1ary vessel 
treatment 

Withdrawn and 
treated in a specific 

area under air 

Planned to be 
withdrawn and 
cleaned in the 

existing cleaning pits 

Treatment of 
removable secondary 

component 

Done in air Done in air Done in situ with 
secondary loop 

treatment 

Withdrawn and 
treated in a specific 

area under air 

Best strategy to be 
determined 

Primary sodium 
treatment  

Done with NOAH 
process / DESORA 

facility (30 kg/h) 

To be treated by 
UKAEA 

Done with NOAH 
process / SDP facility 

(130 kg/h) 

Done with NOAH 
process / TNa 1 and 
TNa 2 facility (6 t/d) 

Done with NOAH 
process / Facility to 

be defined 
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Table 3.  Decommissioning strategies of several SFRs (continued) 

Macro – tasks RAPSODIE solution KNK II solution PFR solution SPX Phenix (project) 

Treatment of resulting 
liquid effluents 

Sodium hydroxide 
was reused by La 

Hague reprocessing 
plant 

Same treatment as 
sodium coming from 

PFR 

Sodium hydroxide is 
decontaminated, 
neutralized and 

released to the sea 

Direct cementation of 
sodium hydroxide 

into Very Low Level 
Wastes cement 

blocks 

Best strategy to be 
determined 

Secondary sodium 
treatment 

Will be done with PX 
secondary sodium 

treatment 

To be treated by 
UKAEA 

Done with NOAH 
process / SDP facility 

(130 kg/h) 

Done with NOAH 
process / TNa 1 and 
TNa 2 facility (6 t/d) 

Done with NOAH 
process / Facility to 

be defined 

Complementary 
primary sodium 

draining 

Done by 
complementary 

draining with specific 
tools 

Not necessary, good 
overall draining 

Done by drilling 
operations and 
complementary 

draining with specific 
tools 

Done by drilling 
operations and 
complementary 

draining with specific 
tools 

Under study, only 
minor complementary 

draining are 
envisaged 

Treatment of residual 
primary sodium 

remained inside the 
vessel 

Planned by 
carbonation process 

Not done Planned by Water 
Vapor Nitrogen 
(WVN) process 

Thorough 
carbonation until 
almost complete 

sodium 
transformation 

Thorough 
carbonation until 
almost complete 

sodium 
transformation 

Treatment of residual 
sodium of secondary 

loops and their 
decommissioning 

Done under air 
without preliminary 

sodium treatment 

Done under air 
without preliminary 
sodium treatment 

Done under air after 
WVN or carbonation 
preliminary treatment 

The question of 
carbonation 

preliminary treatment 
is under discussion 

Best strategy to be 
determined. Waiting 

for SPX feedback 

Steam Generator 
treatment and 

decommissioning 

No SG on 
RAPSODIE 

No SG on KNK II Done under air after 
WVN preliminary 

treatment 

Done under air after 
carbonation 

preliminary treatment 

Done under air after 
WVN preliminary 

treatment 

Primary vessel 
decommissioning 

Done by underwater 
cutting tools 

Done by under inert 
gas cutting tools 

Done by under air 
cutting tools 

Done by underwater 
cutting tools  

Best strategy to be 
determined. Waiting 

for SPX feedback 

Connection between 
level 2 and level 3 
decommissioning 

Delay initially 
estimated to 30 years 

Immediate Immediate Immediate Immediate 

Treatment of exotic 
sodium components 
(Cold traps, cesium 

traps) 

Not treated, will be 
treated with PX 

decommissioning 

Not treated, stored 
with metallic sodium 

Envisaged to be 
treated with adapted 

WVN process 

On site treatment by 
thermolysis, then in 
situ treatment with 

WVN process 

Best strategy to be 
determined. Looking 
at the experimental 

feedback 

 
 
8.  Proposition of recommendations 
From this experimental feedback, Table 4. is proposing recommendations for an optimal decommissioning 
program. 
 
Table 4.  Strategy for an optimal decommissioning program 

Macro – tasks Optimized decommissioning solution 
Radiological inventory of 
components and coolant 

Must be done in advance. The general trend would be to define metallic material with low activation under 
neutron flux and small contamination. Special attention must also be paid on coatings and fuel design 

Simplification of means and 
maintenance facilities 

Must be carefully prepared in advance. Considerable savings can be done in that field. 

Maintaining sodium liquid 
with other means than 

primary pumps 

This strategy needs to be economically compared with the one consisting in draining all sodium in tanks. Letting 
sodium in the 1ary vessel can save money if tanks do not already exist. But 1ary sodium treatment remains on the 
critical path. By draining sodium, new wastes are generated (the tanks themselves) but gains could be done by 
optimizing and reducing the planning (sodium treatment and primary vessel decommissioning done in parallel). 
Sodium inside the 1 ary vessel is today the preferred option for pool type reactors. If it is the reference option, the 
facility to keep sodium liquid during defuelling must be defined at early design stage. 
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Table 4.  Strategy for an optimal decommissioning program (continued) 

Macro – tasks Optimized decommissioning solution 
Secondary loops draining Secondary loops and components must be designed to allow good and complete draining. Hot gas sweeping can 

be a way. Definitive secondary component draining systems (maybe by destructive operations) can be thought at 
the early design stage (pumps, valves, Electro Magnetic Pumps, etc) 

Nuclear material unloading 
(Fuel and breeder elements) 

Design must be done to allow final unloading without dummy core (waste minimization). 
A good defuelling rate is required. In normal situation an unloading factor reaching 3 assemblies per 24 hours 
should be achieved. The route for failed assemblies must be defined in advance. Cleaning process should 
minimize liquid waste effluents and gas consumption. And a unique standardized and efficient process that 
could treat all assemblies design would be a great benefit. 

Control rods unloading Design must be done to allow fully drained control rods, event inside the B4C pellets, or think about other 
concept. It would be useful, if the same process as for fuel and breeders elements should be applied. 

Other assemblies unloading 
(Steel and reflectors) 

Design must integer that all steel assemblies have to be handled with existing handling device defined in normal 
operation. If not, designers must think how these elements could be remotely withdrawn at end lifetime 

Primary sodium draining This solution must be economically and technically compared with the sodium storage in the reactor vessel. 
Treatment of removable 

primary big components (PP 
and IHX) 

Cleaning pits must be designed for plant lifetime plus decommissioning estimated time.(about 60 years : 40 
years operation + 20 years decommissioning). Cleaning pits must be fitted to allow hard decontamination 
process. Withdrawing components is considered today as the reference strategy. But overall treatment of 
primary components during the 1ary vessel treatment must be technically and economically evaluated. 

Treatment of removable 
primary small components 

Same recommendation as previous. 

Treatment of removable 
secondary component 

Due to low activity, this operation could be done in air if a specific area is defined in the early design of SFR. 
The use of existing cleaning pits could be an issue, the risk is to contaminate Very Low Level Wastes 
(components from secondary loops) to Low Level Wastes. 

Primary sodium treatment  There is today two different industrial process. No major improvement except to think how a same facility could 
treat several primary sodium coming from different reactors (partially transportable facility). 

Treatment of liquid effluents This part is of major concern because the corresponding wastes are representing high volume, consequently 
money. An innovative strategy for volume reduction and waste minimization would be very valuable. 

Secondary sodium treatment See “Primary sodium treatment “. Another way of development is to analyze how secondary sodium coming 
from a SFR under decommissioning stage could fill the next SFR under construction. 

Complementary primary 
sodium draining 

This operation remains costly. It is mainly due to a lack of decommissioning integration in early design. Major 
progress can be done to suppress this operation or reduce it to its minimum. 

Secondary circuits Careful check must be done in early design allowing efficient draining of all pipes and components. 
Treatment of residual 

primary sodium remained 
inside the vessel 

Must be done as thorough as possible. Carbonation or WVN are two adapted processes. Therefore both have to 
industrially demonstrate their ability to safely treat sodium in specific cases : narrow gaps, big heels, etc… 
Improvements in primary vessel design must be done to : reduce heels of sodium, allow better draining, allow 
better preliminary sodium treatment, minimize wastes and facilitate future decommissioning operations. 

Treatment of residual 
sodium of secondary loops 
and their decommissioning 

Secondary loops must be designed with a good final drainage. In that case, the preliminary treatment before 
decommissioning might be reconsidered. 

Steam generator treatment 
and decommissioning 

Same remark as “Treatment of residual sodium of secondary loops and their decommissioning” 

Primary vessel dismantling Under water decommissioning is generating large volume of liquid effluents but seems unavoidable to respect 
dose rate limitation. An issue to this wasted water must be found. 

Connection between level 2 
and level 3 decommissioning 

The sooner seems to be the better. Anyway the planning must be optimized. 

Treatment of exotic sodium 
components 

It is one of the major concern still under development for many SFRs. Cold traps should be rethought to allow 
their easy decommissioning without minimizing their efficiency in operation. 

 
Table 4. is showing that several options could bring cost reductions. Today a maximum cost reduction of a 
factor 2 is roughly estimated. Solutions proposed in Table 4. are strongly linked with the “classical SFR 
design” or what we could consider as GEN I SFR : pool type or loop type with secondary sodium loops. It 
seems that major gains can only be envisaged if there is a real change in the SFR GEN IV design allowing 
major simplifications in decommissioning operations. 
 
9.  Design of an innovative SFR concept – How can it ease the future decommissioning ? 
GENERATION IV program is an opportunity to reconsider from the beginning the concept and design of 
SFR with some strong innovative options. This situation can be useful to include at the beginning of the 
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project some considerations to reduce future decommissioning costs. Propositions below are only personal 
considerations.  

- It is demonstrated for this study that major financing impact on decommissioning SFR remains the 
sodium treatment in itself as a final waste. Therefore everything that could be to diminish or ease 
the residual amount of sodium to treat will induce costs saving. Thus, the following improvements 
can be imagined : 

o Suppress the intermediate sodium circuits and design a SFR with direct heat transfer 
between primary sodium and steam production. 

o Design an innovative SFR with a primary circuit in sodium, in connection with a 
supercritical CO2 Brayton cycle. 

o Design a highly compact primary vessel to minimize total volume of primary sodium. 
o Simplify component designs to ease their treatment : Steam generators, Intermediate Heat 

Exchangers, Primary Pumps,… 
o Imagine some components that could be reused after sodium treatment : cold traps, pumps, 

modular steam generator, etc… 
o Consider sodium (secondary but also primary) as a valuable product than can (must ?) be 

reused in future other SFR reactors. 
- Another idea to reconsider almost all sodium processes industrial point of view. Up to now, the 

sodium treatment has found an industrial solution only for the sodium bulk with NOAH process 
and the DOE process : the process is now well known, industrially operational (3 tons of Na/per 
day) and efficient. All the other processes - even if they are efficient - remain costly if we 
compare the time of treatment for the final quantity of sodium treated. The following table done 
upon the SPX strategic schedule will highlight this consideration [19]. 

 
Table 5. Some process developed for SPX and the corresponding amount of sodium treated  

Process development Quantity of 
sodium treated 

Duration in year Ratio : Qty of sodium treated 
per year by process type in ton/y

Defuelling of fuel elements 0.2 ton ∼ 3 years 6 10-2

Defuelling of steel assemblies 0.4 ton ∼ 2 years 2 10-1

Dismantling of removable 
reactors big components (IHX 
and PP) 

1 ton ∼ 5 years 2 10-1

Secondary sodium treatment 2220 tons ∼ 1 year 2220 
Primary sodium treatment 3300 tons ∼ 2 years 1650 
Reactor vessel carbonation 2.6 tons ∼ 1 year 2.6 
Secondary sodium loops 
carbonation + components 

20 tons (∼ 5 tons 
per loop) 

∼ 5 years 4 

 
Figures given in Table 5. must be taken with caution because decommissioning time is sometimes 
not exclusively linked to sodium residual quantity. Neither the less, the figures remain significant. 

- Therefore, according to Table 5., efforts must be done to optimize many processes or find new 
ways to allow the treatment of several sodium family by the use of a common process. The overall 
treatment of primary vessel with components inside could be one solution, but other ideas have to 
be proposed. 

- Another option to investigate is to think about some common utilities able to treat sodium wastes 
of several SFR. This idea was at one time envisaged in France with ATENA concept [20]. 

 
In conclusion to reduce significantly the SFR decommissioning costs, solutions and processes will have to 
be reconsidered thoroughly with new ideas and strategy. This study must be done now in common with 
early design. 
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10.  Conclusions 
The experimental feedback from actual SFRs is showing that the decommissioning average cost is greater 
than actual PWRs. Some costs reduction can be envisaged due to actual experimental feedback, process 
improvements and knowledge transmission. With these considerations, the costs reduction has to be re-
estimated, but a maximum gain factor of 2 seems to be a limit. To be competitive with PWRs, innovative 
SFR concepts must be envisaged to drastically reduce the decommissioning costs. Some technical 
propositions are made in this paper but a complete investigation has to be considered. The proposition has 
focused mainly on dismantling operations. They represent 25 to 30 % of the total decommissioning costs. 
But some other gains must be considered in other items such as waste disposal (25 to 30 % of total cost) 
and SENEX and Project management. The drastic reduction of decommissioning costs will be feasible 
only with innovative concept of SFR. Up to now the effort was put to reduce the commissioning costs of 
future SFRs. Great achievement was proposed in that field. Some innovative studies have reduced SFR 
construction costs by 4 [21]. The same effort must also integer in the future the decommissioning costs. In 
parallel it can be recommended to create an expert group providing accurate data from SFR 
decommissioning costs, to target the lowest decommissioning cost achievable with respect to the 
following objectives :  

- Be easy to proceed and implement, 
- Will not interfere with the efficiency of the reactor, 
- Will not lessen the inherent safety of the reactor. 
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Summary and Conclusions of Session 4.2 : Reactor decommissioning strategy 
Summary 
Rapsodie 

 Destroy residual sodium In SENEX for 10 years 
 Small reactor vessel and block still in place 

-Remove reactor vessel 
   Scenario 1 -- Cut apart and disassembly 
   Scenario 2 -- Remove without disassembly 
 
Sodium Fast Reactor Life cycle cost. 

 Decommissioning is a major part 
 Lessons learned in decommission need to be used in future designs 
 For study purposes, must use the time value of money 
 Major challenge of life cycle cost will be due to : 

-development costs 
  -political delays 
  -SENEX between phase 2 and phase 3 
  -political activities 
  -different assumptions 
  -fuel costs. 
 
Conclusion/Recommendations 
1. Based on Gilles presentation, all presentators provide to Gilles total project costs in 
the following: 

 Construction costs 
 Operating cost 
 Fuel costs 
 Decommissioning costs. 

The cost should be in “year-of-expenditure” cost. “Political Delay” costs should be 
identified separately. “Development” costs should be identified separately. Participants 
meet to discuss homogeniety of costs and agree on method of display. 
2. Form committee to address methodology of feeding decommissioning information 
into the design efforts. 
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Group 1 – Reactor Block Recommendations 
 

Scope:  Reactor block consists of the reactor vessel, plugs, fuel handling apparatus, 
components within shield tank. 
 
Specific Recommendations: 

1. Draining provisions or access to vessel bottom for installation for final bulk 
sodium draining. 

2. Better access from bottom and external sides. 
3. Fuel handling machine with better access to remote areas of the tank. 
4. Leak tight safety vessel. 
5. Materials selection to minimize potential for high level activation products. 
6. Select materials that will not corrode and form crevices. 
7. Build shielding with removable blocks for ease of removal.  Do not include 

hard to dispose of materials in these blocks. 
8. Access for cleaning and drainage in baffle plate area or other structures at the 

top of the reactor. 
9. Simpler geometry to prevent pooling of sodium; eliminate undrainable areas. 
10. Improve defueling capability and speed. 
11. Improve ability to remove high activity components. 
12. Ability to remotely disassemble/remove components. 
13. Modular rotating plug to ease removal/disassembly. 
14. Improve maintainability of reactor block internals; will also improve ability 

for disassembly. 
15. Ability heat the reactor block to keep sodium molten during fill, draining, and 

subsequent decommissioning activities. 
16. Instrumentation and inspection channels for ISI and for use during ultimate 

decommissioning. 
17. Accessible coupons for use as activation samples for radiological 

characterization as well as for machine tool qualification throughout reactor 
block. 

18. Maintain primary sodium purification to minimize plugging temperature 
during decommissioning. 

19. Design consideration for ease of removal of graphite, or replacement for 
graphite as neutron moderator. 

20. Prioritize design considerations for ease of removal of highly activated 
components. 

21. Pool or loop?  Standardize design. 
22. Video all construction. 
23. Keep samples of all construction materials. 
24. Detailed as-built drawings with materials, weights, dimensions, surface areas, 

etc. 
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Group 1 – Reactor Block 
Recommendations

Lynne Goodman
Chairperson

Scope

• Reactor block consists of the reactor 
vessel, plugs, fuel handling apparatus, 
components within shield tank.
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Specific Recommendations

• Draining provisions or access to vessel 
bottom for installation for final bulk 
sodium draining.

• Better access from bottom and external 
sides.

• Fuel handling machine with better 
access to remote areas of the tank.

• Leak tight safety vessel.

Specific Recommendations, p. 2
• Materials selection to minimize potential for 

high level activation products.
• Select materials that will not corrode and form 

crevices.
• Build shielding with removable blocks for ease 

of removal.  Do not include hard to dispose of 
materials in these blocks.

• Access for cleaning and drainage in baffle 
plate area or other structures at the top of the 
reactor.
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Specific Recommendations, p. 3

• Simpler geometry to prevent pooling of 
sodium; eliminate undrainable areas.

• Improve defueling capability and speed.
• Improve ability to remove high activity 

components.
• Ability to remotely disassemble/remove 

components.

Specific Recommendations, p. 4
• Modular rotating plug to ease 

removal/disassembly.
• Improve maintainability of reactor block 

internals; will also improve ability for 
disassembly.

• Ability heat the reactor block to keep sodium 
molten during fill, draining, and subsequent 
decommissioning activities.

• Instrumentation and inspection channels for ISI 
and for use during ultimate decommissioning.
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Specific Recommendations, p. 5
• Accessible coupons for use as activation 

samples for radiological characterization as 
well as for machine tool qualification 
throughout reactor block.

• Maintain primary sodium purification to 
minimize plugging temperature during 
decommissioning.

• Design consideration for ease of removal of 
graphite, or replacement for graphite as 
neutron moderator.

• Prioritize design considerations for ease of 
removal of highly activated components.

Specific Recommendations, p. 6

• Pool or loop?  Standardize design.
• Video all construction.
• Keep samples of all construction 

materials.
• Detailed as-built drawings with materials, 

weights, dimensions, surface areas, etc.
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Plant Assumptions:     1000MW(e) 
 
 
General: Design in simple drainage methods for all components.  Channels large 

enough for flow, no captive volumes. 
  
 If not possible, leave access for post operation penetration of components. 
   
  General accessibility requirements 
 

Recognize need for compromise between design goals and 
decommissioning goals. 

 
IHX Delete the IHX as a needed component and design advance Steam 

Generator that takes heat directly from Primary Sodium Circuit 
 
Valves:   Advanced valve design that does not need bellows.  New sealing system 

That does not present a cleaning/residual removal problems.   Consider the 
diaphragm valve as a concept and solve the temperature/materials 

 
Pumps  Delete pumps in primary and/or secondary system.  Natural convection at 

Significant power levels done at FFTF, PFR, KNK, Joyo and Phenix.  
Water reactors have operated at 100% thermal power.    Design advances 
needed in core delta aka increased linear heat rate fuel. 

 
Cold Traps Design cold trap with removable, replaceable, washable cartridge. 
 
NaK components     Avoid NaK systems.   Industry has shown that the additional hazards 

out weigh the benefits.  
  
Cs Traps   No ideas on more efficient design.   Primary problem in final disposition 

of component  
 
Cleaning Pits -  Operations as well as decommissioning. 
 
Piping -  Accessible, minimum bends, no low point traps, minimize imbeds 
 
 
 
 
Steam Generators  Consider once through forced flow (OTFF) design    
 
DHX 
 
Vapor Traps 
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Flow Measurement 
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